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For this state of affairs, the
" superior " attitude of the B.B.C.
is usually held to be mainly responsible.
It is also a fact that we are not accustomed to be admonished by those
to whom we stand in the relationship
of customers, clients or patrons, and
so it is, perhaps, regrettable that aims
which have been the subject of per-.

sistent broadcast propaganda have been
put forward in such a way that listeners
as a body are severely taken to ta~k,
the just being lumped together wtth
the unjust. It is not suggested that
the views or aims propagated are
anything but laudable in themselves,
but if we are to be told to amend our
ways it might make for mor.e harmonious relations if exhortatiOns to
do so were .to come from associations
formed to combat the abuses, and
were not put forward as the views of
the B.B.C. Resentment or irritation
would then be directed against the
speaker or the a.ssociation that he
represents, and not against the broadcasting organisatiqn.

Veiled Propaganda
The vital question of whether or not
the B.B.C. should engage in propaganda
cannot be discussed here, but the
Corporation's popularity would certainly be enhanced if all propaga?-da
were clearly la belied· as such .
As a start towards promoting a
better state of affairs, it is suggested
that a more helpful outlook· among
B.B.C. officials might be inculcated
by the adoption of the term " subscriber " instead of " listener." They
would then have a constant reminder
that they are public servants, depending
on the favour.s of those Who pay for
the broadcasting service.
.
Matters · would not be improved
by a less dignified method of address
on the part of· the m;mouncers ; few
of us would wish them to adopt the
informal air of patently false bonhomie
which passes muster in certain other
countries. The trouble lies deeper
than that, and, as the B.B.C. has an
unequalled opportunity to sway
public opinion by· direct contact, the
remedy should not be hard to find
and to apply.
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Broadcast
Distribution
By NOEL ASHBRIDGE, B.Sc.
(Chief Engineer, British Broadcasting Corporation)'

PERFECT service to every
potential listener in the country
is still an impossibility, and in this
article the Chief Engineer of the
B.B.C. states why. Describing
step by step the growth of the
British broadcasting system, Mr.
Ashbridge explains the decisions
which have led to the construction
of new stations and, in ~ertain .
circumstances, the scrappzng of
old ones

A

W

HEN the British Broadcastin.g
Company assumed responsibility for the service in
November, 1922, there were
already three transmitting stat!ons in
existence, namely, London, which was
erected by the Marconi Company; Bi:mingham, erected by the Western Electnc
. Company, now known a5 Standard Telephones & Cables. Limited; , and ~an
chester, erected by the Metr:opohtanVickers Electrical Company, Limited.
Very shortly afterwards, in ·December of
the same year, Newcastle was opened by

the B.B.C., followed during the first ten
months of 1923 by Cardiff, Glasgow,
These
Aberdeen and Bournemouth.
formed the original eight stations which,
on taking over the service, the B.B.C.
undertook to erect and operate. Later a
ninth station was added, namely, Belfast.
The power in each case was a nominal
It kW, which means that the aerial power
was about I kW.
The policy in those days was to beg,in
by serving the most densely populated
areas in each part of the country, in order
to judge the popularity of broadcasting,
· and t{) test requirements for the future.
Reference to . the map reproduced will
show how the population is distributed ..
It was considered at first that these
stations would have a range of about

A general view of the B.B.C.'s new highpower station at Wychbold, near Droitwich,
to be opened early in September.

seventy miles, this estimate being based
on the range which would have been obtained for ordinary telephony with a
similar transmitter.
It soon became
apparent, however, that for broadcasting
a more constant signal with greater freedom from interference was necessary than
for straightforward point-to-point communication. Although the standard expected in those days was obvibusly very
much below present day levels, it was
found that about thirty miles was the limit
for a station of this kind over average
country. This applied to a good valve
receiver ; the range on a crystal set was
somewhere in the neighbourhood of ten
miles. Of course, much greater ranges
were obtained at night, and in special circumstances, as is always the case. It will
be remembered that at first reception was
almost entirely on headphones, there
being very few loud speakers in existence.
Another fact which js now well known
soon began to make itself felt, namely,
that the average percent_ageof modulation
for good quality had to be very much
lower for a broadcast transmission than
for other purposes, and as this was given
effect the reliable range for these transmitters was again reduced.
An Expensive Arrangement

The 1~-kW. set at Bournemouth, .a typical.B.B.C. station of 1923.

During the first two years there was
comparatively little trouble about wavelengths, because very few stations were
working on the continent of Europe, and
it was possible to work all these early
transmitters on wavelengths above 300
metres, which, of course, greatly helped
the problem of coverage.
Towards the end of the first year, while
it became clear that broadcasting was
becoming popular, it also became evident
that if it was to expand it was essential
to increase the potential number of
licences. So far each station produced its
o·;vn programme, which meant that some
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eight complete programmes had to be produced each night, a very expensive
arrangement, particularly in relation to
the finances of those days.· Fortunately,
however, artists' fees were very low, and
in some cases nil. It became necessary,
therefore, to devise means whereby more
listeners could be obtained without increasing the number of separate programmes. This gave rise to the relay
station development which, without any
doubt, very much assisted to establish the
B.B.C. firmly on its feet financially.
Sheffield was the first relay station
opened, in November, 1923, then Plymouth in March, 1924, followed at
approximately monthly intervals by Edinburgh, Liverpool; Leeds, Bradford, Nottingham, Stoke, Dundee and Swansea.
These stations worked with a power in
the aerial of about 120 watts, and their
range was somewhere about ten miles.

The Sto.ry of Twelve Years'
Development
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland by well as possible interference to other serhaving a large number of low-power vices, and doubt was expressed in some
stations. At the same time it was also quarters as to whether the effect of the
realised that by raising the power of a long wavelength would be to reduce
station on ~ so-called medium wave- attenuation to the extent predicted. In
length (that is to say, a wavelength below order to settle the matter once and for
6oo metres) one could not push up the all an experimental " sXX " was erected
radius of action to much more than about in the Marconi Works at Chelmsford in
seventy or eighty miles, on account of -July, 1924. It was an immediate success,
fading, which, theoretically at any rate, and gave excellent coverage. However,
is independent of the power of the station. Chelmsford obviously was not the right
On the other hand, it was suggested that place for a permanent station, and evenif a high power station could be operated tually, in November, 1924, approval was
on a long wavelength, that is to say, a obtained for the building of a permanent
wavelength above 1,200 metres, so as to long-wave station at Daventry, with a
reduce attenuation, then by using fairly power of 25 k\V. The station was opened
high power a very large area could be on July 27th, 1925, and there is no doubt
served.
There was, of course, a great that this was one of the most important
deal of discussion before this idea was put events in British broadcasting, because
into practice. Difficulties were raised in from that date broadcasting became a
connection with sets and coil changing, as national activity.

Long Waves to the Rescue
Soon after it opened, the Edinburgh
station was found to be incapable of serving the hilly broken country in that neighbourhood, and eventually it became
necessary to use rather more than double
the power. At about the same time the
London transmitter was increased to 2 kW.
(aerial power) and erected on the roof of
the Selfridge building. Neither of these
two changes, however, had any real effect
on the development of the distribution as
a whole.
The relay stations provided partly their
own programme and partly an S.B. programme, but their programme costs were
very much lower than in the case of the
main stations. At the beginning of 1924,
therefore, the position was that most of
the larger cities were well served, but
other cities and towns and the country
districts were practically not served at all,
although there were numbers of enthusiastic listeners making the best of about
! millivolt per metre or less.
It was soon realised that it would be
impossible to serve the whole of England,

The distribution of population in the British Is:es, as shown in this map, has largely
influenced the development of the broadcasting system.
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Broadcast DistributionIt should be mentioned that the old experimentalsXX at Chelmsford transmitted
alternative programmes three days a week,
starting in Dtcember, 1924, so that really
a lt e r n a t i v e programmes s t art e d
from that time. This
idea of supplying
two programmes, one
being of a national or
universal character,
and the -other of a
more local or regional
character,
gained considerable
popularity, and out
of it 'was born the
Regional Scheme in
its original form,
with twin high-power
medium -wave
stations in five main
centres of population. However, before going on to consider this developsomething
m en t,
must be said about
the wavelength difficulties which in recent
years
have
very greatly affected
Dundee, a typical
the development of
broadcasting and the
method of distributing programmes.
At the end of 1924 the B.B.C. was using
some twenty different wavelengths, all of
which, as previously stated, were above
300 metres.
At about this time stations
began to spring up all over the Continent,
and one of the most unfortunate facts
which exist in connection with the technical side of broadcasting was realised for
the first time. This was that a station ot
r kW. r,ooo miles away could interfere
with the broadcast from a station of

similar power about twenty miles away,
during the hours of darkness. In those
days this was only accepted by broadcasters in 'Europe after a good deal of talk,
but it was obviously impossible to disguise

wise, which were drawn up in an effort
to reduce mutual interference. It will
suffice for our present purpose to state that
it became necessary to reduce the number
of wavelengths used by the B.B.C., and
the relays had to give up their "exclusive " waves. As a result, for a time, they
worked on international common waves,
and, later, they were roughly synchronised
together on one wavelength. Neither of
these expedients was very successful, and
ultimately they were accurately synchronised by means of tuning-fork apparatus,
which in those days kept the transmitter
frequency constant to within about 30
cycles. In 1929 the international agreement known as the Prague Plan, which
was one of the landmarks in broadcast

120-watt relay station opened
in 1924.

the fact for long, because
with the increasing number
of stations working without
any kind of international
wavelength plan, practical
demonstrations took place
every night. It is not proposed to go into the history
of the formation of the International Broadcasting Union,
and the various wave plans,
both successful and other-

"2LO." The London masts on the roof of
the Seifridge building in 1925. The transmitter had an aerial power of 2 kW.

5XX, the experimental long-wave station in the ~arconi Works at_ Chelmsford. The
successful tests with this transmitter led to the erection of the permanent long-wave
station at Daventry.

development, allocated one long wavelength and nine medium wavelengths to
this country, some of the latter being below
300 metres.
Thus, the twin transmitter
Regional Scheme, when eventually it
came to be applied, had to be developeJ
on this basis.
From 1924 onwards there was a great
deal of agitation on the part of some
listeners to have a local programme, with
a counter agitation on the part of other
listeners in the same district to have programmes of a type which could better be
produced in London. It was this fact,
coupled with the widely differing tastes of
the public in general, that made it highly
desirable to develop the double programme
idea. However, the capability of the
average receiver was very much below
that of the present-day set, particularly in

'5
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The interior of Daventry sXX, the long-wave stat:on opened on July 27th, 1925,
and still in service.

connection with selectivity. Many receivers were unable to receive a field
strength of, say, 5 millivolts per metre
clear of interference in the presence of
the field of another station giving, say,
-- 30-40 millivolts per metre, even when
there was a separation between the two
· channels of 150 to zoo kc j s. It was for
this reason that the transmitters sending
out each programme were located at the
same· place, because, obviously, it is
· easier for a receiver with poor selectivity
to distinguish between two signals when
they are of sensibly equal strength.
The function of sXX in this plan was
to fill 'in all those areas which were not
covered by the regional stations, it being
admitted that a second programme could
not be given to the whole country,
although on the standards of service then
existing, it was considered that a single
programme was being given to practically
the whole country.
Before this scheme was finally adopted
it was decided to erect a second transmitter working on a medi)lm wave at
Daventry, alongside sXX, with the idea
first of all of developing the best possible
circuit for a high-power medium-wave
transmitter, and, secondly, of testing the
effect of two transmitters radiating from
the same station. The construction of this
transmitter was begun in the summer of
1926.
(To be concluded.)

The Short-Wave World
Is it "Moonshine"? : Some Surprising
Americans : Daventry Championed

and within a week they had faded out again.
At the time of writing they are improving
Oilce more.
There must be many readers who have
kept some sort of receiving log over a long
period. Any ob3ervations of regular cycles
of conditions (apart, of course, from the
fifteen-monthly variant of th~ sunspot cycle)
should provide some interesting data.
Just at pre3ent conditions for the reception of North American broadcasts are somewhat better than usual. A 'peculiar f~ature
of the past spring has been the way in :-vhich
some of the Central and South Americans
(notably the Colombians) have overshadowed the better-known North American
stations. This particular phase ·of conditions seems, at last, to .have come to an end.
Any short-wave sc~ptics (if such people
exist in the3e enlightened days) should be
invited to hear WSXAL (49·5 metres) or
W3XL (46.7 metres) late in the eveningpreferably on a night when atmospherics are
not too heavy and one can be liberal with
·the volume control.
Another surprisingly good and consist~nt
transmis3on, of more interest to those who
do not care for late sessions, is that of
W8XK on 25.27 metres. Veteran readers
who remember the old KDKA station when
it fint used to make itself heard in this
country will agree with a reader's statement
that " W8XK is keeping up the old KDKA
tradition.'·
One is used to receiving American stations
with comparative ease, but now and then
a transmission is received with such
strength, constancy and perfection of reproduction that one derives a completely
new thrill from short-wav~ reception. Such
a transmis3ion has been coming over from
W8XK day after day.
·
In this country "DX," to the uninitiated,
means" U.S.A." Certainly most of the dis-

T

HE effect of the moon upon shortwave raciio has be~n a "silly season"
topic ever since short waves were first
di,covered. The writer is assured, however,
by a keen receiving member of the R.S.G.B.
that the effect is perfectly reliable and welldefined.
This gentleman has been ke~ping really
comprehensive receiving logs since 1926, and
some of his observations certainly lend probability to his statement that reception on
and below about 25 metres nearly always
" peaks" at the time of the full moon.
The batch of good conditions that were
n:entioned recently in these notes c~rtainly
o~curred at about the time of a full moon,

The new Baker car radio .set : (inset) the
optional remote-control unit.

tant stations available to a not-too-sensitive
receiver are .the high-powered Americans. ·It
is, therefore; rather refreshing to read a
letter from a short-wave enthusiast in South
Africa.
This particular gentleman's one ambition
is to be able to show his friends that Daventry has " beaten " Radio Coloniale and
Zeesen, from the point of view of signal
strength.
He remarks that Daventry's
transmissions are almost beyond criticism
(except foF the 49.6-metre wave, which is
nearly always swamped by static), but that
usually Zeesen and Radio Coloniale, and
sometimes Rome, are better still.
Patriotism, meanwhile, lies dormant,
awaiting its opportunity to point out that
British is best. Seriously, however, the explanation probably li~s in some little freak
of location. Several South African readers
have reported the Empire station as the
best of all the Europeans.
Other little excitements that they have
in South Africa include groping for a West
Coast American· station, which is a real
rarity. Sydney, too, is very exclusive. As a.
matter of fact, on the amateur bands there
have been remarkably few contacts between
South Africa and Australia in the whole history of radio.
MEGACYCLE.

BOOK REVIEW
Theory of Jladio Communication: Post Office
Engineering Department, Technical Instructions. Pp. 153, with 173 diagrams. Published by H.M. Stationery Office, London.
Price 7s.
This book is hardly the complete text book
that its title would suggest, but is a collection of pamphlets (of varying size) prepared
primarily in connection with workmen's
correspondence classes in the P.O. Engineering Department. As a text book it would
have been improved by more editorial linking matter, cross-references, and indexing;
but as a compilation of material it is very
full of information on general wireless practice, and particularly of Post Office practice.
The sections on aerial and earth systems,
valve transmitters, radio telephony and radio
receivers are particularly directed toward~
exposition of Post Office practice, and give
a more useful account of the arrangement of
aerial arrays and commercial circuits than
are to be found in other text books. This
somewhat specialised exposi_tion does not,
however, detract from the generally useful
character of the book or from the considerable amount of valuable information that it
contains.

ADAPTABLE CAR RADIO
JT .was recently suggested editorially in this
JOUrnal that the usefulness of a car radio
set might be increased if it were possible to
detach it easily from
the car and to operate it in other positions.
A
receiver
planned on these lines
has now actually been
produced by Baker's
Selhurst Radio, Ltd.,
of 75-77, S u ss ex
Road, Croydon, Surrey. The car battery
supplies current for
filaments a n d loud
speaker field.
Although not primarily
intended for operation
" under way," the set
can be so used.
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The Universal· Single-Span
Receiver
A Set for Operation
from Either A.C. or
D.C. Mains

The contr(}ls are clearly
visible in this illustration,
and, apart from the on-off and radiogram switches, comprise the tuning,
volume and selectivity controls.

T

HE possessor of a direct-current
lighting supply is often chary of
investing in a mains-operated receiver lest it should be rendered
useless by a change to alternating current.
Most, if not all, D.C. supplies will eventually be changed to A.C., but in few cases
can reliable information be obtained of
the probable date of the change-over.
It is fortunate, therefore, that this state
of affairs is no bar to the use of a mainsdriven receiver, for it is readily possible
to construct one which will operate with
equal efficiency from either form of lighting supply.
The " Universal" type of
set is essentially similar to a D.C. mains
receiver, and the valve heaters are all
wired in series ; a rectifier is included,
however, so that a uni-directional H.T.
supply may be obtained from A.C. mains.
The circuits of the receiver proper arc
essentially the same whatever method of
power supply be adopte-d-the differences
are of a minor order and due partly to
the nature of the power supply, but more
to the particular class of ·valve, the use
of which is dictated by the method of feeding the set. In the case of an A. C. mains
set, for instance, a wide range of valves is
available and it is possible economically to
employ a high H.T. voltage, so that a
directly heated triode output valve becomes possible. With a battery supply,
however, less efficient valves are available,
and economy dictates that the anode current consumption be kept at a low figure ;
moreover, a quiescent type of output stage
is now almost a necessity. The case of a
D.C. mains receiver or the Universal type
of set comes between the A.C. and battery
classes. The valves available are as

By
W. T. COCKING
efficient as those in the A.C. ranges, but
the types are limited. In addition, the
H.T. supply cannot exceed the mains
voltage. No great limitation is placed on
current, however, so that quiescent output stages are unnecessary, but the low
voltage precludes the use of a triode output valve, and one is forced to employ
a pentode.
The essential features of earlier singlespan receivers have been retained in the

Universal Single-Span Receiver, and the
changes which have been made are only
those dictated by the different method of
supply and the different valves employed.
The essential features of single-span tuning-the absence of gauging, and coil
switching, the full waveband coverage
and freedom from second channel interference-are fully retained.
The complete circuit diagram appears
in Fig. I, and it will be seen that the
valves are arranged as a heptode frequency-changer, followed by a triode
buffer valve, two I.F. stages embodying
H.F. pentodes and a duo-diode-triode
which provides detection, delayed A. V .C.,
and first stage L.F. amplification.
The
output valve is a pentode, and a halfwave rectifier is provided for A.C. working.
The valves are all rated to consume the same heater current of 0.2 ampere, and the heaters are connected in
The heptode is the Micromesh
series.
rs.D.r, and its heater is rated at 13 volts;
the other valves are Mazda and the
HL.r320, the two VP.r321, and the

Fig. I.-The complete circuit diagram of the new receiver shows that the essential features of
the H.T. supply on A.C.
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HL.DD.I320 are also rated at I3 volts. the heptode can be varied over a range primary, the ratio being 2-3, and a tertiary
The Pen.3s2o, however, requires 3S volts slightly greater than I,JSO kc/s to 3,IOO is included with a ratio of 3-2 from the
kc / s, so that the intermediate frequency tuned circuit. The detector diode is fed
and the U .4020 needs 40 volts.
The heaters, therefore, consume I40 of I,6oo kc/s can be produced from any from this tertiary, and the usual filter
comprising Chi and the two o.oooi mfd.
volts at 0.2 ampere, so that on a 200 volts desired station.
A transformer L4 of I-I ratio is con- condensers C21 and C22 is included. The
supply only 6o volts need be thrown away
in a dropping resistance, for the 2 volts nected in the tetrode anode circuit of the diode load resistance R12 is given a value
required by the dial lights can be ignored. heptode and tuned to I,6oo kcjs. Coupled of Ioo,ooo ohms, and the L.F. potentiah
The fixed portion of the resistance R2I, to this by a capacity coupling CI3 is an- developed across it are applied to the
therefore, is given ~ value of 300 ohms, other tuned circuit Ls, to which reaction triode grid through the o.OI mfd. condenser C23 and the 2so,ooo ohms
and it dissipates only I2 watts.
volume control potentiometer RI3.
On 2SO volts mains, however, a
I
I
Resistance coupling is used befurther so volts must be dropped ;
RECEIVERS for both A.C. mains and for battery j
tween
the triode and the output
a portion of R2I, having a resist:
operation embodying the single-span system of :
pentode, and de-coupling of the
ance of 2SO ohms, is included and
: tuning have already been described in " The Wireless ! triode anode circuit is provided
provided with a tapping every so
World," and in this article appear details of a model ! by the Io,ooo ohms resistance RIS
ohms for mains voltages between
which functions equally well fram either alternating or ! and the 8 mfd. electrolytic con200 volts and 2SO volts. It will
direct current, It will be remembered that the use af ! denser C27. The output transbe seen, therefore, that R2I is
single-span tuning leads to the abolition of ganging ! former primary is included
actually a fixed resistance of 300
and waveband switching, and renders second channel ! directly in the pentode anode cirohms in series with a tapped
resistance of 2SO ohms.
inter_ference troubles non-existent. The present re- ! cuit, and is shunted by the ro,ooo
The aerial coupling circuit conceiver, therefore, is of particular interest to those with ! ohms resistance R23 in series with
o.oos mfd. condenser C3S in
sists of the two coils LI and L2,
D.C. mains.
!I the
order to maintain the correct load
with the resistances RI and R2
-------------------------------------------------------------------( on the pentode and to prevent
of 2SO ohms each, the o.oooi
mfd. condenser C3 and the 0.0002 mfd. can be applied from the triode buffer an excessive treble response.
The mains leads are taken first to the
condenser C4.
This filter passes fre- valve. This buffer valve is coupled to the
quencies between ISO kc/s and I,soo kcjs, first l.F. stage by a resistance-capacity double-pole on-off switch S2, and then tb
but greatly attenuates frequencies outside coupling comprising the so,ooo ohms re- a pair of fuses rated at one ampere. The
this range.
Condensers CI and C2 of sistance Rg, the o.ooi mfd. condenser current for the heater supply is then tapped
0.002 mfd. capacity are inserted in the CIS, and the roo,ooo ohms resistance off, and the remaining current passes
This particular arrangement is through the half-wave rectifier. On a D.C.
aerial and earth leads in order to prevent Rio.
any short-circuit between the· mains and adopted in order that reaction may be supply the rectifier acts as a simple resistearth. It will be seen that no variable applied to a circuit which is largely iso- ance, but on A.C. it passes only alternate
tuning is included in the aerial system, lated from the others as far as stray half-waves, and so gives a pulsating output. A 4 mfd. reservoir condenser C34
and that all frequencies within the re- couplings are concerned.
follows the rectifier and the current then
ceiving range are applied simultaneously
The L.F. Circuits
to the tetrode control grid of the heptode
passes through the first smoothing choke
Ch3, where initial smoothing takes place
valve.
The first I .F. valve is coupled to the in conjunction with the 8 mfd. electrolytic
A tuned circuit, however, is connected
to the oscillator grid of this valve, and its second by a I-2 ratio transformer L6 with condenser C33. The anode of the output
tuning varied by the o.oooi6 mfd. con- a secondary tuned to I,6oo kcjs, and the valve is fed from this point, but further
denser C6 which forms the only tuning second stage is coupled to the detector by smoothing is required for the screen of
control.
The frequency of the oscilla- a transformer L7 of more complicated de- this valve and· the early stages. This is
The tuned circuit is fed from a provided by Ch2 and Cz8.
tions generated by the inner electrodes of sign.
~--------------------------------------------------------------------1

l
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single-span tuning are retained. The. valves all consume 0.2 ampere and their heaters are connected in series.
mains, and on a D.C. supply it protects the electrolytic condensers from damage.

The half-wave rectifier provides
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the last I.F. transformer primary through
: tt will be nqtea that the smoothing con- · the condenser Crg. Its load resistance Rr7
densers are all returned to negative H.T.,
of 2 megohms is returned to negative H.T:,
which is not at the !?ame potential as the so that a delay of 2.5 volts is obtained. ··
earth line to which the cathodes of all the When tile signal input to the detecto·r e.~-·
early valves are directly returned. Grid ceeds 2.5 volts, therefore, rectification
bias for the output valve is
obtained by inserting a r65-ohms
resistance Rrg, shunted by a 50mfd. condenser C3b in its
cathode lead_:__the lower end of
this resistance and the grid leak
Rzo both being returned to
negative H.T.
An So-ohms resistance Rr8,
shunted by a 50mfd.
condenser
Czg, Is joined between the earth
line and negative
H:T., so that the
latter point 1s
about 2.5 volts
·negative with respect to the earth
line.
The grid
return leads of all
the early . valves
are returned,
either directly or
through
A.V.C.
r s i s t a n c e s,
to negative H ..T.,
The mains equipment
so that they all
is all mounted at the
have the same
rear of the chassis. The voltageinitial bias of 2.5
dropping resistance can be seen at
extreme right-hand side of this
volts.
illustration.
The
heptocle
and the first I.F. valve are both controlled
for A.V.C. purposes, and the A.V.C. bias
is obtained from the second diode in the occurs in the A.V.C. diode, and this diode
c'luo-diode-triode. This diode is fed from acquires a potential negative with respect

e

LIST OF PARTS
After the particular make of component u8ed in the original model, 6'Uitable alternative productB arJ give11
·
in 8orne i!lstanceB.
1 Variable condenser, 0.00016 mfd., CS Polar Type "E "
1 Dial, SIQw motion type
Polar Micro-drive semi-circular
2 Bulbs, 0.06 amp.
Bulgin Type " H "
1 H.F. choke, Ch1
Bulgin H.F.8
(Kinva,. Wearite)
4 Microdensers, lOO mmfds., C11, C12, C17, C20
Eddystone 9GO
1 COnl!treSSion condenser, 100 mmfd,., C7
Colvern
1 Electrolytic condenser, 4 ml<ls., C34 Peak Type " W "
a Electrolytic condensers, 8 mfds., C27, C28, C33
Peak Type "
1 Electrolytic condenser, 50 mfds. 15 volts, C29

w,

Peak Type 0.54
1 Electrolytic condenser, 50 mfds. 25 volts, C30
Peak Type 0.52
8 Fixed· condensers, 0.1 mfd., C8, C9, C1Ct, C18, C24,
Peak Type u M ,
C25, C26, C31
3 Fixed condensers, 0.01 mfd., C13, C23, C32
Peak Type " M "

1 Fixed
2 Fixed
2 Fixed
1 Fixed
4 Fixed

conde-nser, 0.005 mfd., C35
Peak Type " M"
condensers, 0.002 ml'd., C1, C2 Peak Type " M "
condensers, 0.061 mfd., C15, C16 Peak Type " M "
condenser, 0.0005 mfd., C36
. Peak Type " M "
condensers, 0.0001 ml'd., CS, C19, C21, C22
Peak Type " M "
1 Fixed condenser, 0.0001 mfd., C3
Craham-Farish Bakelite case Type
1 Fixed condenser, 0.0002 mfd., C4
Craham-Farish Bakelite Case Type
(Dubilier, Graham'Farish, 'T.C.C., T.M.C.Hydra, Tclsen)
1 Resistance, 80 ohms, Rt8
Watmel HY·"'lttt
1 Resistance, 165 ohms, R19
Watmet Hy-watt
2 Reaista-, 250 ohms, R1, R2
Watmel Hy-watt
1 llealslJ!npe, 2,GOO. ohlfJs, R7 ..
.Watmel Hy.watt
3 Resistance~~; ··ro;ooo ohms, R8, R15, Rt:J
., ·
Watmel Ky·watt
1 R8eiatance, 20,000 ohms R6
Watmel Hy-watt
3 Rtsistances, 00,000 ,oluus,· ·R3, R5, liS
·
Watmel My·walt
4 Resistances, 100,000 ohms, R4, R10, Rt2, R14
Seradex
1 R8isJstanoe, 250,000 ohms, R20
Seradex
t Risistano!li, 1 -llltlgohm, R16
Seradex
2 Retristanoes, 2 f\Jegohrns, R1f, R17
Seradex
tl)ubiller. Erie, Ferrauti, ~raham-Farish, Claude Lyons;
Seradex)

..

1 Mains resistance, 300 ohms, plus 250 ohms, tapped
every 50 ohms, R21
Watmel P25
Claude Lyons F.W.25
1 Resistor, 25 ohms, R22
Wearite H.T.11
1 L.F. chOke, Ch3
Bulgin L.F.15
1 L.F. choke, 32 henrys, Ch2'
(Bulgin, Davenset,. Ferrauti, Sol!nd Sales, v~u·Iey,
Weurite)
.
1 Tapered volume control potentiometer, 2:50.000 ohm•,
R13
Claude Lypns Type 250 M· T
(Fer-rauti, Magnum, Rotlle•·mcl)
2 valve holders, 5-pin
Clix Chassis Mounting Standard Type
ti Valve holders, 7-pin
Clix Chassis Mounting Type
1 Rotary Q.M.B. D.P.D.T. Switch, SI Claude Lyons 21ti3
1 Rotary Q.M.B. D.P.S.T. Swith, S2 Claude Lyons 2161
1 Reat:tion condenser, olow-uiotion, 0.0002 mfd., Ct4
Polar Type Qd
(Eddy stone)
4 Coil screens, 3l x 2~in. diam.
Mains Power Radio Type CS1
1 Coil screen, 4 x 3]in. diam.
Colvern
(Goltone)
Materials for Coils:
J2in. Paxolin tube, !in. diam. Wright le Weaire
2~in. llaxolin tube, ~iu. dinm. Wright A Weaire
Quantity No. 32, 36 and ~8 D.!l.C. wire,
or 1 Set of Coils.
4 Knobs
Bulgln Kti
1 s-pin Plug
.
Bulgin P.3
·
!British Radio Gramophone Co., Goltone)
1 BasebOard twin tuseholder wit.h I amp. fuses
Bulgin F.11
(Belling-Lee)
4 Ebonite ahrout:ed terminals, A, E, l'ick-up (2)
Belling-Lee Type " B "
5 Valve cap ·connectors, thimhle t~·pe
Clix
2 Lengths scrnned sleeving
Harbros
4 ozs. No, 20 tinneci cOJJper wire, 8 lengths Syotoftex,
,
wood, flex, etc.
Plymax baseboard, 12 x 15 x iin.
Peto-Scott
Screws:. H tin. lio. 4 R/hd.; 18 ~in. No. 4 Rjhd.
3 !in. No. 6H.A., with met•d thl'l'ads and nuts
and washer~.
Loudspeaker, with t1·ansformer to gi,·e primary Impedance of 4,400 ohms.
Rola F7·PM29
Valves•-Mazda, 1 HL.-1320, 1 HL.DD.1320, 2 VP.I321,
1 Pen.3520, 1 U.4020; Micromesh, 1 n.D.l.

to negative H.T., the value of which depends _upon the signal strength. This
·potential is applied as _additional bias to
the·two controlled stages through the usual
·
filter circuit Rr6 C26.
When the set is tuned·to a certain signal
the bias on the two controlled valves is
thus the initial bias plus a figure which
depends on the signal strength. When a
stronger signal is tuned in the detector
input and the
A.V.C. bias both
increasfi!, so that
the total bias on
the
controlled
valves rises and
the amplification
of these ,, stages
consequently falls.
The net result is
that although the
d et e c to r input
nses
with
increased s i g n a 1
streqgth in the
aerial, it rises less
than it ·woilld · do
if all valves were
operated . with a
fixed bias, an.J
quite
large
<;:hanges in aerial
input are possible
with little •or no
change in the audihJ.e ou~put.
Most of the strongE;r statiOns,
therefore, can be tuned in at
about the same volume, ·and
some of the effects. of fading
are avoided.
The valves selected for use
in the I.F. stages are rated for operating with their screen grids at the
same potential as their anodes, so that ;l
screen-feed potentiometer becomes unnecessary. The heptode, however, requires a screen potentia_! of only som_e ro_o
volts, and this is obtamed by feedmg Jt
through the 5o,ooo-ohms resistance R5.
One pole of the radio-gramophone ~wit~h
Sr is arranged to break the screen CJrcmts
on gramophone in order to prevent any
possibility of radio signals breaking
through. The other pole of this switch
changes the connection of Rr3 from C23
to one of the pick-up terminals. It will
be noted that o. r-mfd. condensers C24 anrl
C25 are inserted in the pick-up leads in
order to isolate this component from the
mams.

The Mains
This point may require a little explana ·
tion. In any D.C. mains or Universal receiver the circuits of the set are in direct
connection with the supply mains, for it
is not possible to employ a transformer as
in a purely A.C. set Now. one pole of the
mains is ali'no:;t invariablv earthed at the
supply slatim, SJ that one of the mains
leads is some 200-250 volts above or below
earth. In many cases the negative H.T.
line of the receiver will be at about the
same potential as earth, but in many
others it will be 2oo-250 volts different.
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Condensers-in the aerial, earth,' am\ pickup leads are essential, therefore, in order
to avoid any possibility of short-circuiting
the mains, for either the· aerial or the pickup might accidentally become earthed.
Moreover, without these condensers, a
shock might be found on handling the
connections.
It must not be forgotten, however, that
all metal objects in the set itself are con- •
nected directly with the mains. These
include not only the metal-covered chassis
but also the coil screens and the metallising of the valves themselves. Care should.
be taken, therefore, not to come into contact with any metal part of the set when
it is switched on. It is recommended,

W"®rrll@l
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therefore, that" once the initial adjustments
have b'een performed, the set be inCluded
in a cabinet. One point which is often
overlooked is to see that .the grub-screws
in the control knobs are deeply countersunk, and the metal pointer supplied with
the reaction condenser Cr4 should not be
used.
It should not be thought that a Universal set is in any way dangerous. It is
perfectly safe provided that the proper
precautions be taken, but as these precautions are unnecessary with the usual
type of A.C. set, they are not always fully
realised, and it has been deemed advisabh~
to go into the matter at some length.
(To be concluded.)

Trix Power Amplifier Model rf.262

9
The Trix transvers~ c.urrent ·microphone
is ~ parlicula.dy good instrument ; judged
aurally, it has a well-balanced i"esponse, and
there are no apparent resonances. Speech
is clear-cut, and the characteristic inflections
of different voices are easily recognised,
while the reproduction of music is in all
respects as satisfactory.
The model T.262 amplifier unit costs £26,
the microphone control box, type B,
£z 17s. 6d., and the microphone, mounted
in. a floor-type stand finished in chromium
plate, £6.
There are several loud speakers in the
Trix range suitable for use with this amplifier. They vary in price according to type,
but the super-power model fitted in a
large directional baffle as illustrated costs
'£g IOS. Gramophone turn-tables in a variety
of styles, also automatic record-changi1;1g
units, are included among other accessories
for public address use in the Trix range of
equipment. An-output transformer giving
the choice of three ratios costs· I]s. 6d .

. A Three-stage High-gain Amplifier Giving 16 Watts Undistorted Output

T

HE· model T.262 power amplifier is
one of a wide range of units made
by the Trix Electrical Co., Ltd.,
8-g, Clerkenwell Green, London, E.C.1, for
general-purpose and public-address work.
It is a three-stage unit using triode valves
in all positions, and the maximum undistorted power output is of the order of 16
watts.
The circuit follows well-tried practice and
consists of one resistance-capacity coupling
foll9wec1_ by a par11llel-fed transformer, the
fatter fe·etiing tWo' Mullard D.0.26 valves
arrangedin parallel. The output from these
valves is taken from a choke-capacity filter
~ircult, and as' the optimum load for this
stage is 2,500 ohms the step-down ratio of
the transformer linking the loud speaker to
the amplifier must be adjusted to provide
this working impedance.
The unit is, of course, A.C. operated and
incorporates its own ,power supply, a valve
rectifier in conjunction with a ~uitable
smoothing circuit providing the anode voltages. A point of .:interest is that provision
is made for taking 10 volts or so of D.C.

In addition, the equipment sent
in for test included a transversecurrent microphon~ mounted on a
floor-type. telescopic stand and one
of the Trix super-power permanentmagnet loud speakers ih a directional baffle cabinet.
The total ampliftcation of the
model T. 262 unit is a shade over
2,ooo, and the amplification is
practically unifol'm between so and
s,ooo c.s., after which there is a
slight droop ill t.fie curve, and
at 1o,ooo c.s. rt is, down by 5'"5
decibels as compared with the
average level. The characteristic curve was taken
with the output transformer supplied included
in the circuit, and it
shows, therefore, the
Trix public-address apparatus compnsmg model T.262 amplioverall performance from
fier, microphone, and super-power P.M. loud speaker fitted in
the input to the loudsmall directional ba!He.
speaker terminals.
Taking this into consideration, the performance is most satisfactory.
The Radio Industry
From further measurements we obtained
DRY TIN " accumulator with a negative
an output, with absoelectrode of tin, and having no free liquid,
lutely no distortion. of
is· described in a booklet issued by the Interabout I I watts, so that
national Tin Research and Development Council
Manfield House, 378, Strand, London, W.C.2.
when allowance is made
for the customary 5
"""' new
"""' catalogue has
An advance """'
copy """'
of their
per cent. of second
been sent to us by Ward and Goldstone, Ltd.,
.
30 50
100
500 1,000
5,000·
10,000
harmonic, the power
of Frederick Road, Salford, Lancs. This publiF!U'QI,JENCY
output claimed for this
cation will shortly be available for general dismodel will be easily obtribution.
The same firm has just issued a
tainable under normal
leaflet describing components for the new UniOverall characteristic curve of Trix model T.262 power amplifier,
versal Single-Span Receiver.
working conditions,
including the output transformer.
and, owing to the big
"""' """'superheterodyne
"""'
A G.E.C. battery
will profor the microphone from the amplifier, a
overall gain, this can be achieved with an
vide the British Graham Land Expedition with
jack point being fitted for this purpose.
input of 0.12 volt.
its only source of news during its stay in the
Tbe subsidiary apparatus that is used with
A practical test fully confirmed the deducAntarctic, which it is expected will last for
the amplifier depends largely upon the tions. of the amplifier's performance from
two and a half years.
nature of the installation·required. A microits characteristic curve, and, as expected,
"""'
<$>
<$>
"""'
phone control box is available to which a
the output from the gramophone pick-up
A new Marconi Catkin valve, Type VMP.
microphone and a· gramophone ,unit can be
4/ K, is announced; it is an A.C. variable-mu
had to be restricted tO' avoid overloading.
joined and either brought into use by the
H.F. pentode with a 7-pin base.
The small input required is an advantage
turn, of a switch. The type B control box
when using the micr-;phone, for, while it
embodies .also cmmections for the microChanges of Address.
is very sensitive, it does not give a big outphone· feed and . a volume control; this,
T.M.C.-Harwell Sales, Ltd., from Sessions
put, and, in general, more amplification will
House, London, E.C.1, to Britannia House,
however, is not effective on the gramophone
be needed than for· gramophone reproduc'233· Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.
side, as it is more convenient to have the
tion. Yet the unit meets this need and
Telephone, Temple Bar 0055.
gramophone control on the turn-table. Inhas a little in hand, for the volume control
Sinclair Speakers, Ltd., from Twyford
dependent adjustment of the volume of each
does not require to be set at maximum for
Street, London, N.r, to 13, Vale Royal, York
source is then possible~
full output.
Road; London, N.7. Telephone Nurth· 22'JS·
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News of the·Week
Current Events in Brief Review
One in Five

T

WENTY per cent. of all
American motor cars sold this
year either haye radio sets as
standard equipment or are ordered
with, portable radio sets installed,
accoraing to u.s. trade reports.

Cycle Race Broadcasts
HAT is probably the greatest
W
.
cycle race in the world-the
Tour de France-is the subject of
daily running commentaries from
the French stations. No fewer
than four radio commeutators
are
continuously engaged
in
reporting the race.

Li~htnin~ Stroked "
PRAGUE Press agency sends
us this
message :
" The
Broadcasting-station at Liblice in
Czechoslovakia before a short time
in their tower had the lightning
stroked. The Bohemia Broadcastlistener, who wish through the
station thunder and lightning
strike, because the Radio send
many germany programs are, now
satisfied."
All's well that ends well.

"

A

Good Radiation
Radio Bucharest is
A LTHOUGH
limited in power to 12 kilo-

The Second Million
NLY since the -inauguration of
the wireless licence system in
France has it been possible to
assess the number of listeners.
The total number of listeners in
France up to the end of May was
1,554,295.

O

Morocco Takes Action
decree against manA MOSLEM
made static has just been
promulgated in Morocco.
The
text of the "dahir," as it is
called, begins '' Praise to God
alone," and proceeds to announce
that "Our Majesty, the. Shereef,

Vive la Femina !

"ULTRA-SHORTS"
AT OLYMPIA. Marconi ultra-short wave
apparatus kept the
judges at the Horse
Show in touch with
offices behind
the
stands. The pictures
show the transmitter
and receiver

o

have achieved nineteenth
place in a radio contest attracting I o6 entrants is the feat
of little Madeline Mackenzie, of
Queensland, Australia, who is
only eleven years old. She operated her father's station, VK4GK,
and by her own unaideLl efforts
scored 231 points in the British
Empire Radio Union transmitting
competition.
Those who realise
what a test of endurance the
B.E.R. U. contest is will take off
their hats to the young lady.

T

French Hi~h-power
Stations
French Regional scheme is
T HEprogressing
rapidly. According to our Paris correspondPnt, the
new State station at Villebon-surYvette, near Paris, is rapidly approaching completion. The buildings will include the new P .T .T.
transmitter and the Colonial
station, which will be transferred
from its present site at Pontoise.
The Northern station at Camphin-en-Carembault (Lille). begun
on Ma:rch 28th last, is at the firststorey stage. It is possible that
both this and the Paris P.T.T.
station may be working before the
end of the year.

Television at the
Polytechnic
150 enthusiasts attended
OVER
the recent series of four lec-

tures on television given by Mr.
H. J. Barton-Chapple at the Polytechnic, Regent Street, London,
W. r.
Demonstrations includeLl
the reception of B.B.C. 30-line
television on the mirror drum receiver with Kerr cell light modulation on a large screen. During
the concluding lecture the Edison
Swan Electric Co., Ltd., demonstrated with a- cathode-ray tube
connected to a portable 30-line
transmitter. nle tube used was
of the hard vacuum type with
I ,500 volts on the anode, the size
of the received picture being
approximately s!Xziin ..

English Talk from
·
·warsaw
English talk from \Varsaw
T HEto-morrow
evening (Saturday)
at 8.30
Ordon,
raised
British

will be given by Mr. Thad
who will discuss questions
in correspondence from
listeners.

watts, the engineers have rec('ived
reports of reception from New
Ze1land, Australia, Japan, British
Columbia and Cape Town. Quite
frequently letters are received ~rom
listeners in Egypt, Palestme, Syna
and Turkey.

T

mittee, which meets In Lisbon
on . September 22nd next. The
C.C.I.R., as it. is called, meets in
the interval between the quinquennial International Conferences,
such as those held at Madrid in
1932 and Washington .in 1927.
The C.C.I.R. technicians, repres!"nting all nations using radio, will
consider such questions as the
allocation· of wa.velengths to various radio services, synchronisation
of transmitters, the reduction of
interference, and developments in
rt>ceiving apparatus. Its recommendations will then form the
basis for the next International
Conference at Cairo in I937·

radio arrangeE LABORATE
ments have been made for the
stratosphere ascent of the Belgian
balloonists, MM. Cosyns and Vanderelst. A short-wave transmitter
installed in the balloon will be
used during the ascent for a running commentary, which will be
broadcast by one of the Brussels
stations.
It is hoped to broadcast a commentary on the landing of the
balloon, specially equipped motor
cars being kept in readiness to rush
to the exact spot.

International 10-metre
Tests
to foster developE SPECIALLY
ment on the comparatively un-

known ro-metre amateur band, the
R.S.G.B. is sponsoring a series of
tests on . that wavelength, the
winner of which will be entitled to
hold a trophy in perpetuity. One
point will be scored for (•very roo
milEs spanned in the course of
radio communication. The contest
is open to every amateur tr-ansmitter in the world.
A most unusual feature is the
fact that these tests will run for
twelve months, commencing on
October rst-a course adopted in
order that the maximum data
about the ro-metre band shall be
obtained. A contest of short duration would yield little fruit, as conditions continually vary on the
wavelength.

'

R.S.G.B. Convention

HE wavelengths of the world
T
will be discussed by the International Radio Consulting Com-

Stratosphere
Ascent

Shakespeare~

HE annual convention of the
Radio
Society
of
Great
.Britain has, as usual,
been
arranged to ·coincide with the
Olympia Radio .Exhibition, and
will be held on the week-end
August ~4th and 25th.
The 1934 event will be the 9th
annual
convention
that
the
Society has arranged.

An Intermediate
Conference

Broadcastin~

has decided that radio recpption
m11st not be troubled by the workings of electrical apparatus of any
description."
The dPcree ·was signed "at
Mekmes, on the zoth Moharrcm,
1353." i.e., 4th 1\Iay, 1934.
"Si~ht

and Sound Transm"issions at Berlin Show

German Post Office are at
T HEpresent
working on a second
ultra-short-wave transmitter for
Berlin-Witzleben. The aerial will
shortly be placed at the top of the
Berlin radio tower.
Regular
sight
and
sound
transmissions will probably start
before the opening of the German
Radio Exhibition on Augmt nth.

Father of
Wireless

- RECENT broadcasts. in connection with the Shakespeare
anniversary celebration have resulted in a wave of enthusiasm on
the Continent. Typical of the Press
panegyrics is that of M. Hamerlinck in Radio Belgiq!(e. "Shakespeare's sublime humanity," he
writes, "makes him the most appreciated of .broadcast authors.
Thanks to radio, the drama of
Shakespeare daily exerts a greater
hold over the masses, for whom it
was intended."
Several French journals have· re. cently contended that Shakespeare
is the father of wireless '' through
- his creation of that ethereal spirit,
Ariel."

Wireless Transmission
of Power?
to New York
A CCORDING
messages, Nicola Tesea, the
noted research worker, claims to
have perfected a system of transmitting electrical energy by wireless.
As might be expected,
journalistic comment predicts a
revolution of transport. "I have
perfected an entirely new principle
in power transmission," says
Tesea. "My device is capable of
transmitting energy, practically
without loss, to any distance."

Page 11 follows after the Programme Supplement
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What Wattage?
A Rapid Calculator of Resistance Ratings and Values
By C. ATTWOOD, B.Sc.

G

IVEN the conditions under which a resister is to work, the
kwest permissible wattage rating is ascertained m a momeut
from the accompanying chart

T

HE recent release of half-watt
resistances to the general public
has once again brought to the
fore the question of suitable wattage for a resistance to be used under
known conditions. There appears to be
a law among manufacturers that the price
of a resistance should vary directly as its
watts rating, so it will readily be appreciated that a considerable economy can
be effected by choosing a resistance of
adequate but not unnecessarily generon<>

rating for the conditions under which it
is to be used.
Moreover, with the composition type the
physical size of the resistance element as
well as the price varies directly as the
rating. We can hardly go so far as to
sav that the new half-watt resistances will
en-able us to build smaller receivers, for
the difference in diameter between the
half-watt and the r-watt types is less than
one-tenth of an inch, but we can say that
the fact that the weight of the one is almost

half that of the other adds to the rigidity
of the wiring of a receiver and ~nables
greater liberties to be taken with spacin:s
when resistances are supported solely by
the wiring of a set.
The accompanying chart has been prepared partly for the benefit of those who
consider the application of Ohm's law
rather irritating when designing a receiwr, and also for the more technically
inclined, who welcome a rapid means of
rletermining any two of the quantities
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A ready reckoner for evaluating resistance values, voltage drop, current, and wattage rating.
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What Wattagl! P

current, voltage, resistance and wattage
when the ·-remainillg two are known.. The
method of using the chart will be clear
from the following examples.
The most frequent problem that besets
the designer of a modern set is the evaluation of the resistance necessary to drop
a known voltage when inserted in a circuit
which must carry a given current. At
the same time, the necessary watts rating
is required. Thus, suppose a resistance is
required to pass 20 mA. and to drop 100
volts. We see from the intersection of the
lines on the chart that s,ooo ohms is the
required value, the necessary rating being
2 watts.
Now, suppose a valve is to be operated
at ISO volts, at which voltage it passes
6 mA. The voltage available is 320 volts,
and an anode resistance in the circuit has
a value of 20,000 ohms. It is required to
find the details of a decoupling resistance
that will drop the necessary voltage.
First, for the anode resistance we see from
the chart that 120 volts are dropped in the

anode resistance, and the 1-watt size will
be necessary. This leaves so volts to be
dropped by the · decoupling resistance.
Again, from the chart the intersection of
the lines representing so volts and 6 mA.
show that J,soo ohms is the nearest available resistance and the half-watt type will
be adequate.
As a last example, suppose a half-watt
so,ooo-ohm resistance is available. By
means of the chart we can say immediately
that it cannot be used in a circuit passing
more than 3 mA., or. alternatively, th2
maximum voltage that may be dropped
across it is slightly greater than ISO volts.
The outstanding fact that emerges from
the chart is that the new half-watt rating
fills a definite need, for this rating is suitable for all points to the left of the halfwatt line. Indeed, it looks as though
there would be a definite place for a rating
even smaller than half-watt, but perhaps
we are expecting too much when we ask
the manufacturers to apply their financial
.:aw to an even smaller size of resistance
rating.

BROADCAST BREVITIES
By Our- Special Correspondent
Droitwich

A Long Conversation

LET us take up our Wireless World diary,
turn to Septemb~r 6th, and there mar·k
in letters of gold: DROITWICH.
This is the day of days, when the new
long-wave station enters upon regular
service. The exact manner of inauguration
is still under debate ; the important point
is that we shall then hear whether this longawaited transmitter is a fit upholder of
British prestige amid the welter of kilowatts
in the European ether.

LAST week I listened to a telephone talk
at Broadcasting House in which two
minutes_' actual conversation took nearly a.n
hour to conduct. The speakers were using
the private line between Portland Place and
the B.B.C. 's Manchester headquarters. As
happens every morning, the. engineers were
testing the "S.B." lines, using the private
wire for verbal checks. Hence the fact that

A Hypothetical Appointment
BURGHEAD, Morayshire, is somewhat
premature in its rejoicings over the
"forthcoll\ing appointment" (sic) of the
first Gaelic-speaking B.B.C. director to take
charge of the new Highland transmitter.
According to the Banffshire Advertiser,
'' preference will be given to applicants possessing a knowledge of Gaelic language,
literature, and song.
They must also be
acquainted with Highland life and culture,
which the new station is designed to reflect
and foster side by side with ordinary entertainment."

Highland Zeal
Unfortunately, Highland zeal is overreaching itself. Burghead will be nothing
more than a high-power relay station operated like the other Scottish transmitters
from headquarters at Edinburgh.
The
station may include a small talks studio.

The King to Broadcast
WHEN H.M. the King, accompanied by
H.M. the Queen, opens the Mersey
Tunnel, the largest under-water thoroughfare in the world, on July r8th, the Royal
speech will be broadcast. .
It is the rule, when His Majesty addresses
the microphone, that all B.B.C. stations
shall broadcast the speech, and this occasion will be no exception.

Brand or Band ?
WIMBLEDON or Henry Hall? . That is
the question. Despite its machinecli~
precision, the· B.B.C. Dance Band is verY._
human, and the hearts that beat beneath
those blue tunics' are sensitiv~ to a degre~,:
Perhaps only those who have offered of their
best to a dead microphone can appreciate
the pathos of the Dance Band's case in respect of the interruptions to the afternoon
dance music by Col. Brand's tennis commentaries from Wimbledon.

Playing to Itself
It happens again and again, while listeners
thrill to the ball pats, that the band. i~
playing to itself, for the red 'light remains
on throughout the session. Mr. Hall is justified in believing that this promiscuous tiding in and Ol;lt upsets the artistic balance
of his programmes, besides putting a damper
on the enthusiasm of the Boys.

Only Once a Year
The B.B.C. points out that the regular
programmes may be '' broken into '' by the
running commentaries, but the boot is on
the other foot.
The regular programmes
occasionally break into the running commentaries.
However, Wimbledon comes but once a
year.

The Open Air. Theatre

A C<?USTIC problems have always been the

b1g obstacle to broadcasting from the Open Air Theatre, Regent's Park. To avoid
all possibility of failure, the Open Air Players
are coming to the B.B.C. studio on Sunday
next, July 8th, to give what promises to be
an exceptional performance of " Twelfth
Night.''
~mong a brilliant cast are Anna Ncagle as
Ohvia, Margaretta Scott as Viola and Iris
Hoey as Maria. The principal rr:ale members of the cast are : -Nigel Pla yfair (Sir
To?y Belch, Uncle_ to Olivia); John
Dnnkwater
(Malvoho);
Jack
Carlton
and Leslie French
(Fabian and Feste
respectively) ; Dennis Hoey (Antonio, a
Sea Captain) ; Clifford Evans (Sebastian); Jack Hawkins
(Orsino, Duke of
Illyria); and Ivor
Harries and R. Kerr
Carey, gentlemen attending on the Duke.

Controlled
Criticism
"THE futility of
individual
criticism '' has led
"O.B.s '' IN FRANCE. One of the new "radio reportage'' cars which
Herr Eugen HadaPoste-Parisien is using to keep listeners informed of the progress of the
movsky, director of
"Tour de France" cycle contest. Commentaries will be given daily
German broadcastuntil the end of the month.
ing, to prepare four
the two telephonists were unable to conquestions, answers to which he requests
verse continuously for more than fifteen
listeners to send to their local stations.
seconds or so.
Here are the four questions : I. Is my station entertaining or boring?
2. Is my station up to date?
Broadcasting by Telephone
3. Has my station an artistic standard?
The same difficulty is experienced in
4· Does my station fulfil my demands as
'phoning. to Scotland; sometimes, indeed,
it is quicker to send a telegram, One enera German Volksgenosse and National
Su,:ialist, or has it no policy?
getic chief, who has occasion to speak to
Dy limiting criticism to these questions,
tht; variou5 provincial headquarters in turn,
Herr Haclamovsky claims that he will avoid
has proposed a simultaneous telephony
the individual criticism that "loses itself.
svstem wherl'bv he could be switched
in a:sthetics and clings to liberalistic points
through to all ce'ntres to convey the message
of view."
"in one mouthful."
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High Selectivity and
Freedom from Whistles

F

OR a cons.ervative finnwhich maint3.ins
a consistently high reputation for
quality to have produced a mains
superheterodyne selling at the modest
price of twelve guineas is distinctly an
achievement.
The Ferranti Lancastria
.model has a satisfying performance on all
counts ; moreover, its low price is not
brought about by the omission of desirable
refinements.
One does not expect a multiplicity of
valves in a low-priced receiver, but a total
of three (omitting the rectifier), as fitted in
this set, may at first sight appear to be small.
However, two of the valves are of the
multiple type, and a consideration of the
circuit arrangement shows that no essential
function is omitted.
At the input end of the set we have an inductively coupled band-pass filter with
special provision ·for maintaining constant
aerial coupling.
Next comes· a heptode
frequency-changing valve, of which the connections are fairly normal, except that·
second-channel whistle suppression is ob"
tained by feeding back energy through a
coupling coil in the cathode circuit.
The succeeding I.F. stage embodies four
circuits forming two band-pass filters ; the
special connections of the· input tuning condenser should be noted.
The function of second detection is carried
out by one diode; the other, comi.ected in
parallel, provides delayed A.V.C. voltagcs,
which are fed back to both the frequencychanging and I.F. stages. Volume control

!

FEA TURES.-Type.- Table-model superheterodyne for A. C. mains Circuit.-Heptode frequency changer-variable-mu pentode l.F. amplifie.----4:onibined double diode \
pentode output valve. Full-wave rectifying valve. Controls.-(1) Tuning, with station r
and wavelength calibration. (2) Wal'erange switch. (3) Manual volume control and
on~off switch. (4) Tone Control. Price. -£12 12s. Makers. -Ferranti .Ltd.,
Hollinwood, Lancs.
\

!
!
!

is effected by applying any desired proporDaventry, except for a little inevitable sidetion of the voltage which appears across th·~
band splash when the tone control was set
diode load to the control grid of the pentode
at " brilliant." By turning the control to
section of the output valve. Tone control
"mellow," this interference totally disis carried out by manipulation of a variable
appeared ; thus providing an excellent illusresistance, in series with a large. condenser,
tration of its real usefulness. In the matter
in the output circuit. The tuning indicator,
of sensitivity, the set is well up to the
which consists of a milliammeter (uncaliaverage standard of its class; although
brated) is connected in series with the anode
its range is not exceptional, it is quite
of the I.F. valve.
enough to ensure a really good choice of
On the mechanical side, the chief feature
programmes.
of the set is the tuning scale, which might
There is a good average bass response,
perhaps be bet t tl'r
described as a telltale panel. In addiI .F.
FREQUENCY CHANCER
tion to the station
VALVE .. V HT4
calibration
scale,
which consists of a
series of staggered
dots corresponding to
each channel, the
panel also bears the
tuning indicator and
pointers showing the
positions of the waverange switch, the
volume control, and
TUNINC
the tone control.
METER
Incidentally, the calibration of the model
tested was found to
be
extraordinarily
accurate.
T h .e
outstanding
features of the LanTUNINC
I'"'WU'eless
World!
castria set are selectiCOPYRICoHT
vity a n d freedom
from second-channel
The "tell-ta~e " tuning panel is a special feature of the Lancastria set.
whistles.
Tested in
central Lomlon, it
while, at the other end of the scale, reprowas found that only one channel was lost on
duction of the upper register is well maiueach side of the local stations. So far as
tained up to about 4,000 cycles-of course,
more distant. transmissions were concerned,
with the tone control set to "brilliant"selectivity was true "g-kilocycle." On the
without obtrusive resonances.
Tone conlong waves, a good idea of the performance
trol is rather drastic in its action : '' mellow ''
the set can be conveyed by saying that
is very mellow indeed, but that is hardly a
Konigswusterhausen and Radio Paris were
fault.
receivable clear of interference from

of

Ignoring the power rectifier and A. V.C. diode, there are five valve stages, but only three receiver valves.
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Letters to_
I:he Editor does not bold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

Vibrator:y H.T. Generators
HE weakness of a buzzer interruptor
used with. a step-up transformer seems
to be that of an excessive amount of p~wer
is absori)l,ld in a buzzer winding. Again, if
the interrnptor be combined with the transformer, as in the ordinary induction coil,
the inevitable large air gap reduces efficiency. To overcome these disadvantages,
I have evolved the circuit arrangement
shown in the accompanying diagram, which
gives perfectly satisfactory results.

T

tion at frequencies from, say, 30 to 5,0<:!0
cycles in some twenty logarithmic steps,
allowing half a minute on each step, an· announcement of each frequency, and the percentage modulation being made before .each
step. ·
.
There is no doubt that such a transmission would prove of inestimable value to the
amateur, who could, by means of one of the
low-reading rectifier meters now on . the
market connect~d in the set output, obtain
the overall frequency response of his set in
a most convenient manner-a test which
would not otherwise be possible without very
expensive laboratory apparatus.
Oxford.
H. WOODHEAD.

. The Question of Quality
HAVE read with interest your editorial
comment on the q1o1estion of quality in
The Wireless World of June 8th.
.
I know that the public is supposed to
prefer "mellow " reproduction, but it is my
experience that if that same public is· asked
to choose between the so-called '' mellow ''
reproduction and something really first-c~ss,
there is never the slightest doubt as to which
is preferred.
First-c,lass reproduction is, however, not
easy to achieve-partly because of ~e cost
and bulk cif the necessary _reproducmg apparatus, but also to a very large extent
owing to the difficulties in making a perfect
transmission, which is absolutely essential.
Anyone who has'listened over a high-qual~ty
chain will know how the B.B.C. quality
varies from one studio to the next-one
transmission being very " tinny," and the
next one following it deficient in top. Announcements are a :further standing source
of complaint, not only because the volume
level is too high compared with. orchestral

I
The intermittent current _from the first
buzzer passes through the coil~ ~~y of· the
second, causing the trembler to vibrate, and
the contaCts; of the second make and break
the tr~11sformer 'primary current.
Thu~,
the only res1stance'or impedance in the pnmary circuit is that of the interruptor contact.
·
It is desirable that · both buzzers should
have the same:natural frequency, but I find
that with care cheap buzzers may be suitably adjusted.
D. A. NEWTON.
Esher.

Car Radio
your issue of June 8th, 1934,. under
I N "Editorial
Comment," we notice an
article entitled "Car Radio-Why Copy
AmeriCa?''
The enclosed descriptive circular of the
Sonora Auto-Home proves how thoroughly
. we agree with your article in every respect.*
This set, designed, engineered, and created
in France for conditions which exist to-day
in Europe was first amiounced to us in fullpage · advertisements in various . French
magazines.
.
Your publication is read each_ week . m
eleven different departments of Sonora: an?
a large amount of interesting matenal 1s
often gathered from it.
SONORA RADIO S.A.
Puteaux (Seine).
[*The circular describing the receiver indicates that ft is a small six-valve superheterodyne with A.V.C., operating on A.C.
or D.C., or from the car accumulator when
the required voltage is suppli:ed by a vibrator.-ED.]

AN INVERTED LOUD SPEAKER

Broadcast Frequency Scale
AM in complete agreement$ith Y:our previous correspo~dents on the subJect of a
broadcast frequency ,response. I wrote to
the B.B.C, eady in I9J3 making thi~ suggestion, but received the standard reply
givim to Mr. Ogilvy.
.
In the· interests of tho8e who wish to
ascertain that they are getting the most
perfect reproduction of the· B.:S.C. pro·
grammes that is possible, I thil}k .that a
weekly test' should. be .made out"lde broadcasting hours, and giving standard modula ·

I

The control box at the Lea Bridge Dirt
Track · showing the quadruple Voigt loud
speak~r with the· horn flare immediately
above a reflecting . cone which distributes
the sound evenly over 360 degrees.

'numbers but also because the stressed vowel
souri_ds ~re· frequently characterised 1by an
· unn.3:tural roughness which is caused by
wave-fonrt· 'distortion in the microphone
itself. When once the wave form has been
distorted at the source and spurious harmonics introduced in this manner, the only
way of ameliorating matters at the receiving end is by introducing a second faultnamely, cutting the top.
.
This also remov_es the frequencies causing
the '' tinniness· '' in the ·· case mentioned
above, and makes the tone quality sound
exact! y the same as on the transmission
which is deficient in top. A uniformly inferior reproduction is thus obtained, which
is generally preferable both to the " tinny "
reproduction and to that containing spurious
frequencies produced by wave-form distortion. The fact that manufacturers have been
forced to modify receivers having a good
high-note response can thus be explained in
a pedectly common-sense and scientific
manner.
It is possible that the "tinny" transmissions are an attempt by the B.B.C. to correct for the top cutting which they unintentionally justified .in the average set, and it
would be interesting to know whether transmissions with an excess of high frequencies
do not cause incurable "grasshopper noises"
of much lower frequencies in any receiver
situated where the field strength of the
neighbouring carrier wave is appreciable.
The fact that really first-class transmissions do occur is proof that questions of
wave-form distortion and frequency characteristics are being dealt with by the B.B.c.·
When such transmissions are the rule instead of the exception, first-class receiving
apparatus will come into its own, and the
present-day wireless set be consigned to the
scrapheap.
QUALITY.
London, S.E.rg.

Gramophone Motor Hum
a letter on the above s_ubject in your
I N issue
of May 25th, Mr. Gilbert Packman
was good enough to mention a solution of
this trouble which we have suggested to him.
May we say that since then we have
asked Messrs. Garrard to come to our assistance. They have now produced for us a
modified form of their well-known Inductor
motor in which the stray A.C. field has
been reduced to a very low level. This has
been done by a modification to the windings, and not by the use of extra screening
metal in the turntable. The hum induced
into the pick-up when using this new m~tor
is practically negligible even when the pickup is followed by a high degree oflow frequency amplification.
Previously,' when
using the same pick-up-our D.P.2-it was
no rare thing to get as much as 5 volts of
hum appearing at tlie output terminals in
the absence of the precaution mentioned by
Mr. Packman.
The extra cost o£ this modified motor is
not, however, negligible, though speaking for
ourselves, we are only too glad to pay S<;JIJ;le
shillings more for such a valuable contnbution to really "clean " reproduction.
London, W.C.2.
H. B. DAVEY,
Managing Director,
E.M.G. Hand-made Gramophones, Ltd.
Correspondence, which should be .as_ brie_f as
possible, should be addressed to the Ed1tor,
"The Wireless· World," Dorset House,
Stamford Street, S.E. :i:, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.
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a matter of some importance that
I Tanis amplifying
valve-and particularly

a modern high-power output valveshould never be run without sufficient grid
bias even for a short space of time.
Fail~re to observe this precaution will result in the flow of an
excessively high anode
Safety and
current, and the valve
Grid Bias
may be more or less
seriously damaged.
It will therefore be obvious that when
planning an automatic bias system _it. ~s
worth while to guard against the posslblhties of an interruption in the supply of
Nowadays,_
bias to output valves.
cathode-circuit biasing, whereby each
valve is biased by the flow of its own anode
current through a resistor in series with
the cathode, is almost universal, and, in
addition to being more or less self-regulatting, is probably the safest from ot~er
points of view. If, for example, the b1~s
resistance should burn out, the valve w1ll
n~t be damaged by excessive anode current, for the very good reason that the
anode circuit will be automatically interrupted. The arrangement also has the
advantage of simplicity, which in itself reduces the possibility of failure.
Practically speaking, the only eventuality that can interrupt the supply of bias
is a lack of continuity between grid and
earth. More often than not there is only
a single component connected between
these points, and so it is an easy matte~
to assure oneself whether continuity
·
exists.
CERTAIN number of American pentagrid frequency-changing valves are
being used in this country in conjunction
with British valves of the normal indirectly
heated type. The American valves have
heating elements rated at 2.5 volts, while
the others have the
usual 4-volt heaters.
Low-voltage
Short of obtaining a
Frequency
a special transformer
Changers
with a 21-volt. L. T.
winding, it accordingly becomes necessary
to insert a voltage-absorbing resistance in
series with the zi~volt heater_
Experieqce would indicate that there is
a natural tendency,. in the interests of
safety, to make this limiting resistance
rather too high in value .. As a result, the
frequency-changing valve either refuses to
oscilh-i:e, or perhaps more often, the actual
voltage applied to the heater is such that
it only just oscillates. After a while, as
emission falls off slightly, it is sometimes

A

and TIPS

found that the set takes an unduly long
time to warm up to its work, or else that
self-oscillation is unobtainable over the
whole tuning range.
.
The ideal way of putting right shortcomings of this nature is to adjust heater
voltage by altering the series resistance
with an A.C. voltmeter as a guide. If a
suitable instrument is not available it is
generally safe to short-circuit two or three
turns of the resistor in the event of failure
to obtain self-oscillation.
a Single-Span receiver is
A. LTHOUGH
not subject to second-channel interference of the usual type, it is a fact that
in particularly difficult circumstances a
few "whistles" may be encountered, as
with an ordinary superhet. In the immediate vicinity of a
Suppressing powerful station it
may happen that the;:.e
Whistle
Interference whistles are caused bv
" beating"
betweei1
harmonics of the oscillator and incoming
signals from the local transmitter.
Fortunately, this trouble is not a difficult one to overcome. Probably the best
cure is afforded by inserting in the aerial
lead to the receiver a simple type of wavetrap to attenuate the local-station signals.
In the case of a twin transmitter, it will
be necessary to employ two such absorbing
circuits, connected in series in the manner
shown in Fig. r. Full constructional details of a twin wave-trap of this type were
giv.en in The Wireless World for January
26th, 1934, under the title of ''Eliminating
Second-channel Interference.'' It m a v
be pointed out, however, that a good deal
of latitude is allowable in the construction
of this wave-trap, and a satisfactory device can often be contr:ived with existing
apparatus.

TUNED TO LOCAL
STATI?N ''A"

J

TUNED TO LOCAL

STATIO~ "8"

\

Fig, I.-A simple form of twin wave-trap
whi.ch affords the best possible protection
against second-channel interference from
two local stations.

In use, the circuit (or circuits) of the
wave-trap are initially tuned accurately to
the wavelength of the stations causing the
interference, and no subsequent adjustment should then be needed.

Another point in connection with the
operation of ~ngle-Span sets may also be
noted. The wavelength coverage of sets
operating on this principle is determined
by the precise value of the intermediatefrequency amplifier, which, of course, is
governed, in turn, by the settings of the
condensers which tune the I.F. coils. If,
for example, the band of wavelengths
covered is not wide enough, we have an
indication that the intermediate frequency
is too low. The remedy is to reduce the
setting of all the I.F. tuning condensers-at a first approximation they may all be
reduced to an equal extent-before carrying out the final operation of re-alignmer;t.

Showing the disposition of components in
a commercial version (Wearite) of the
"Wireless World " Second-channel Whistle
Suppressor. Space is saved by the use of
iron-cored coils.

is worth while remembering that the
I T"trimming"
of the aerial input circuit
of a receiver will probably need attention
after making any considerable alteratin)1
to the position of the aerial-even if its
length remain unchanged. We all know
that the receptiw
Altering the power of an aerial
Aerial
may be improved by
increasing its height,
but in a case that was
recently investigated the beneficial results
of raising the '' free '' end of an aerial I >y
about 12 feet was found to be· altogether
out of proportion to expectations. Stations
that were originally barely receivable in
daylight became audible at good programme strength after the alteration.
Part of the improvement was, of course,
due to the fact that stronger signals were
being picked up by the higher aeriaL But
it was also found that when the aerial was
in its original position the input circuit
of the receiver was slightly out of alignment ; the trimming condenser hac beeu
screwed home rather too far. As a result
of raising the aerial, its capacity to earth
had been red.uced, and by pure good fortune it happened that the receiver became
more accurately " ganged " than under
the original operating conditions.
·
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UNBIASED
_provide a mast at the end of the so-called
garden and to have fixed a permanent
By
lead-in insulator, but apparently profits
were cut so nne that this would have
turned a gain into a loss. They therefore
resolved to stick the aerial in the loft.
GRID
The technical " expert" had evidently
possessed sufficient knowledge to prevent
them building the wire into the brickwork
as originally intended, but not enough to
prevent their running it parallel and in
close proximity to the guttering, which got
·rid of about ninety per cent. of signal
Demolished
strength.
guttering by
Acting on advice, the proud housea simple
owner has deriwlished the guttering by the
process.
simple process of blowing on it, and while
this has restored his signal strength it has
brought in all the fun of the fair in the
To All Concerned
shape of trolley bus noises to which the
WONDER how many oi you have gutter-spouting had acted as an effective
found out to your cost, as I have, what screen.
a confounded nuisance electric clocks can
be unless they are wired up on a special
An Olympia Problem
circuit of their own.
XHIBITION time, like Christmas, is
In the course of my experiments it not
getting nearer every day, and it gives
infrequently happens that all the fuses of
the house get blown, including the main me something of a shock to realise that
ones. Naturally this results in a stoppage it is now less than two months ahead.
I must confess that I am very worried
of the electric clocks, and, unless I trudge
round and restart them, the time-table of about the whole business this year. The
the whole household gets dislocated. Elec- ftv in the oinbnent is, of course, the enortric clocks of the self-starting type are no mous success of last year's exhibition.
Last year business was so brisk that,
improvement, as when th~ fuses are restored they have to be reset to the correct according to reports given to newspapers
by prominent manufacturers, the whole of
time.
I have now solved the problem com- their factory output was booked . up to
pletely by putting in special wiring for my Christmas before the exhibition was an
clocks and I strongly commend this idea hour old. Before it had closed its doors
to wiring contractors who are engaged in several firms were booked up for two years
wiring new houses or rewiring old ones. ahead.
To builders of new houses it should, in
my opinion, make a strong selling point,
as apart from anything else the extra wiring would help to strengthen the walls.

FREE

I

A New Clock
T IKE the Atht:!nians of old, I am always
L intensely interested in anything new,
and the B.RC.'s experiment with time
has firmly gripped my imagination. The
one gre~t obstacle to making it a complete success, in my opinion, has been the
fact that clock dials have not been altered
in sympathy.
It is therefore with delight that I acclaim the introduction of a new type
24,-hour clock and watch which has recent! y been shown me. Many people are
familiar with those timepieces which show
the actual figures, such as "3.42," instead of using a dial and hands. The new
clock is built on this principle, but it
covers the whole twenty-four hours, showing "3-42 " as "15.42," and so on.
I have been told that the B.B.C. is
shortly to set an example by replacing all
the clocks at Bwadcasting House with this
type, and it is hoped that a roaring trade
will be done in them, providing, as they
do, what the shops call ,"something

E

Built-in Aerial
my complaint about the lack of
SINCE
initiative shown by builders in not incorporating loud speaker points in every
room of all new houses I have received
many letters of approval from wiring contractors and other interested parties.
From my own experience I know
builders to be about fifty years behind the
times. In most cases they object to installing radio fitments; when the exception arises they do not call in a skilled
technician, but leave the job to the
plumbing department.
In a recent case which was brought to
my notice a house-hunter had been persuaded to settle down in a particular district, though his heart yearned for a more
salubrious one, solely because the builders
had advertised that every house was
equipped with a scientifically designed
" built-in " aerial.
One would have thought that the least
that the builders could have done was to

The baser sort.

It will be obvious to anybody but a
born fool that it would be utterly futile
for these firms to exhibit again this year,
as they couldn't promise delivery of new
models until they had completed all last
year's orders at the end of 1935 or thereabouts, by wht<:h time the Olympia 1934
models would, in any case, be out of date.
So far as I can see there win be merely
a handful of manufacturers exhibiting at
this year's show, and these of the baser
sort whose products failid to bring in
many orders last year.

So antique.

different " as presents at weddings, birthdays and such like dismal functions.
I
hear also that many firms intend to incorporate this type of clock in the new receivers for Olympia.
As to the B.B.C.'s policy in regard to
24-hour time, my only feeling is one of
surprise that they should foist on us
something so antique. That it is antique
there can be no doubt. I notice that my
pre-war "Italy" Baedeker says: "In
official dealings the old-fashioned Italian
way of reckoning the hours from r to 24
has again been introduced. Thus I p.m.
is alle tredici, 8 p.m. alle venti." If 'I
were Director of the B.B.C. such Victorian tactics would not be permitted, but
the whole method of reckoning time
would be modernised by using the decimal
system, the day being divided into ten
hours, each consisting of ten minutes, and
so on. Similarly, there would be ten days
in a week, ten weeks in a month, and ten
months in a year.
If we must preserve the ancient names,
instead of using the number of the month,
I would suggest that we name tQ.em appropriately by foil0wing the example of the
last four months of the year. Thus the
fifth month woulrl be known as Quinquember, and so on. It is true that in
theory the se3sons would be somewhat
upset, but in practice this would scarcely
be noticed, as students of our climate
know only too well.
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ROLA (Price
MODEL
F7-PM29
•••• 60/-)
is the "Wireless World's"

SOLE SPECIFICATION for the

•

UNIVERSAL SINGLE SPAN

SEND FOR

RECEIVER.

POLAR

An outstanding set deserves an outstanding speaker. Without one no
receiver can ~chieve its highest standard of performance. The ''Wireless
World" has cl\osen Rota Model F7-PM29 exclusively for the Universal
Singte Span receiver because Rola speakers are "the world's finest
reproducers" and the F7-PM29 is the finest of all Rola models. Backed
by ten years of scientific research and practical experience, produCed
by the most l'i'tbdern speak~r factory in Europe, Rola speakers ar.e

CATALOGUE

POLAR MICRO-DRIVE.
SEMI. CIRCULAR

~------~------~

\Nith two
100 to 1 reduction ratios
and 7 to 1
•
operated lnde
, .each
concentric k Penditntly by
led scale man:bs. Beveldegrees .Mr ed In 0-180
cheon. ·La OUided escut- ·
Complete wit':: Ph o Id er.

proved the best by every test it is possible to apply .

e ROLA

EXTENSION

fhc:-7/9

SLOW MOTION

REACTION

CONDENSER

Also lllade In "
zontal" t'
Arcuate" and "H
Scale at
at 7;& and lltov~~i

flf3.

~--:--------...:~

WINBROVE & ROBERS LTD.

Constructed entirely in
b raes.
Ball
188/189, STRAND,
bearing spin•0002
· 'Phone:
die. Moving
Temple Bar 2:!44,
pointers. Sup•
plied with knob

6/

LONDON, W.C.2 ·THE BRITISH ROLA CO. LTD.
Works : Old Swan,
-LIVERPOOL.-

.

and the Most

SPEAKERS

There is a correct Rota Ex ten.
sion Speaker for practically all
British Radio receivers. Rcla
speakers are used by .nearly all
British Radio Manufacturers.
As it is highly desirable to have
the speech coil impedance of
the Extension Speak.,. similar
to that of the speaker in the
receiver the necessity for using
Rofa Extension Speakers is
manifest. Write to-day for the
Extension Speaker Broadsheet.

baseboard
lng bracket.

_1
POLAR
T.YPE- Q..v.
.

.

s:ttisfa-ctory test of all is one which you can apply yourself-the test of
compariaon. Ask your dealer to demon-strate a Rola speaker. Comp~re
it with any oth-er unit you care to select. You will find that for tonal
t,.iiHance and rea-listic reproduction Rota speakers stand absolutely
oalon.e.
-Ask your dealer to·day.

Minerva Road, Park Royal,
N.W.10.
'Phone : Willesden 4322-3-4-5-6.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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THE "W.W." PUSH-PULL QUALITY AMPLIFIER AS A COMPLETE. P.A. SYSTEM !
WE BELIEVE

that a large section of listeners are waiting for an amplifier
in which superlative quality of reproduction is put before everything else.
The "W.W." Push-Pull Quality Amplifier is the nearest appr,:oach to this
ideal, and tan be relied upon to give an almost linear response from 20 to
10,000 cycles. The general fidelity of reproduction and the rendering of
transients must be heard to be believed.

Price of complete amplifier
Including · Collaro motor and
pick-up in specially designed
walnut cabinet
(illustrated below)

£25

WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE

that we are including this amplifier
as one of our standard productions for the coming season.

1

A double-diode triode is used as a phase changer, which permits of an input of gramophone or radio at will.

18-20, NORMAN'S BUILDINGS,
CENTRAL STREET,
LONDON, E.C.1
'Pbane:

..

Telecrams:
Cit,-aeco, Barb, London.

Clerkenwoll 6206 <3 bno•l

..

;:,•••a&&llllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll,;;

COME & LISTEN

''AUSTIN''

=

RECEIVERS,

RADIOGRAMS &

=

CABINETS

to the Push-Pull Quality Amp~ifier

wifl be more conspicuous than ever on the

fed afte.rnatively from a gramo-

Largest Stand at Olympia

phone or radio source, at our
Demonstration Rooms.

and, of course, at

.

Glasgow

• I 1: I . I I I J

I I

&

Manchester

r t I I I I"!' t t I t I I I I I I I I I I ' ! ' 1

~

.

" W. W." Readers who are desitous of constructing
the Push-Pull Quality Amplifier, should send to us
/or complete price lists of the various components,
including correctly drilled aluminium chassis as
specified. by the Designer.

t I r I I I ! J I r ! I I I I 1 I 11! I I t I
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First and Foremost!

CLIX
Specified for every one of the
"Wireless

World "

SINGLE-SPAN
RECEIVERS

Clix Chassis Mounting

VALVEHOLDERS
7-Pin....

1/•

5-Pin . . . .

Qd.

The "Wireless World " also specifies
Clix latest perfect contact component.

PRICE

1td.

THE CLIX
VALVE CAP
CONNECTOR

(VICTORIA)

LTD.

Telephone: Franklin 6355.

Open every day until 7.30 p.m. (Saturdays 1.30 p.m.)
ALL GOODS 011-TKREE DAYS' APPROVAL AGAINST CASH
.·
OR C.O.D. (I.F.S. EXCEPTED).

Read carefully to your advantage.
Stupendous
summer clearance. Wonderful bargains at amazing
prices.
REGENTONE" UMELLO" A. C. MAINS ELIMINAATOR with trickle charger, output 120 volt 20 m.a.,
2 volt ! amp., 27/6, post 1/-. REGENTONE A.C.
MAINS ELIMINATOR, type W.I.C., output 120
volt 20 m.a., 3 pos. tappings, 1 variable, 25/-, post 1/-.
B.T.H. UNIVERSAL GRAMOPHONE MOTOR com·
plete with turntable for 100-250 >olt mains, A.C'. or
D.C., list 3 Gns., our price to clear, 30/-, post I ;6.
THOMPSON'S PUBLIC ADDRESS TRANSVERSE
CURRENT MICROPHONE (Eugene Heisz principle) on
HEAVY PLATED TELESCOPIC stand, 55/-, post
free. HIGH GJiADE P.A. MICROPHONE for home
broadcasting and recording, etc., 35/-, post 1/-.
HIGHLY SENSITIVE BROADCAST MICROPHONE
complete on heavy nickel plated stand, 17/6, post 9d.
TRANSFORMERS FOR ·ALL MICROPHONES, 5/6
extra. G.P.O. SOLID BACK MICROPHONES, 4;6
each, post 6d.
DUBILIER 2 mf. · 1,000 >olt test
Condensers, 1/9 each, post 3d. DUBILIER 4 mf.
1,000 volt test, 2/6 each, post 3d. HIGH GRADE
(NON INDUCTIVE), 1 mf. 1,000 >olt test, 1/4 each,
post 3d. Ditto, 2 mf. 1,000 volt test,1/9, post 3d.
PHILCO 8 mf. ELECTROLYTIC Condenser, 400 v.
working, 2/3, post 3d.
AEROVOX R mf. ditto,
400 volt working, 1/- each, post 3d. VIKING FULL
VISION DIAL, listed 8/6, to clear2/6 post free. VIKING
DUAL APERTURE DIAL, list 8/6, to clear 213, post fre<'.
VIKING DRUM DRIVE, listed R/6, to clear 2!6, poRt
free. CELESTION P.M. MOVING COIL SPEAKERS,
matched Pentode, Power or Push pull, listed 45/-,
to clear 22/6, post 1/-.
ROTHERMEL P.M.
SPEAKER, matched Pentode or Power, listed ·27 (6,
to clear 15/6, post 1/-. SONOCHORDE 2,500 ohm
field MOVING COIL SPEAKER, matched Pentode,
11/6, post 1/-. THOMPSON'S A.C. MAINS ELIMINATORS, output 150 >olt 25 m.n .. ;{ pos. tappingK,
25/-, post 1/-. THOMPSON'S D.C. ELIMINATORS,

Soldered
contacts a re
better

ELECTRICALLY
SOLDERED
ARE BEST
Switch on a Solon Electric Soldering Iron and
in three minutes it is
ready for use. lt plugs
into a lam ph older.
Use a

output 150 volt 3V m.a., :; pr:;. tappings, 10/, post 1/-.

Five required for the
Universal Single-Span

Receiver.
Obtainable frcm all dcahrs.

f?fl·~·f~)
Lectro Lime Ud., 79a,Rochester Row, London, S. W:1·

Mention of "The

THOMPSON'S

17, Strutton Ground, Westminster, S.W.I

Wirel~ss

MAINS TRANSFORMERS by well-knmvn makers,
300-0-300 60 m.a... 4 ·>olt 2 amp., 4 volt :; a~1p.,
5/8, post 1/·; 18a volt 10:1 m.a. 4 volt 3 amp.
C.T. for Westinghouse H.T.8, 5/6, post 9d.; 300
volt 60 m.a. 4 volt 4 amp. C.T. for WestinghouRe
H.T.9, 5/8, post 9d. MAINS TRANSFORMERS for
Westinghouse H.T.!i, 3(9, post 6d. MAINS CHOKES,
20 henry !0 m.a., 2/- each, P.ost Jd. : 30 henry fifJ
m.a., 2/9. post lid.; 30 henry 80 m.a., 3/3, post 6d.
MARCONI MICROPHONE TRANSFORMERS, ratio
70 to 1, 4/6, post 9d.
BEAUTIFUL POLISHED
WALNUT TABLE CONSOLE CABINETS, 17 x 14}
X 9!~, 8/6, post 1/3. See also a~utOUilCM~nt in Clas~ified SectiOJi.

World," when writing to advertisers, u·ill ensure prompt attention.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.

NOTICES.

For the. convenience of private advertisers, letters
may be addressed to numbers at" The Wireless World .,
Office. When this is desired. the sum of 6d. to defray
the cost of reg1stra tlon and to cover postage on replies
!~lust be arlded to the adveJ:tisement charge, which must
mc1ude the words Box ooo, cjo "The \Virc1ess World."
All replies should be addressed to the Box number
shown in the advertisement 1 cfo "The Wireless
\Yorld,'' Dorset House, Stamford Street, London.,
S.E.x. Readers who reply to Box No. advertisements are
u•arncd against sending remittance thro:tgh the l>ost
excePt i~' registered u1rvelopes ; in all suclt cases th/ use
of the Deposit System is recommended, and the envelope
sho;lld be clearly ti~[J.Tk~d " Deposit Dep.utment."

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEJIENTS in these
COIUIDD8 is
12 words or less. 3/- and 3d. for every
additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately and neme and
address must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire " copy " is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive,15%.

ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted
op to FIBST POST on MONDAY MORNING (pr~vions
to date of issue) at the Head Olll.ces of " The Wireless
World," Dorset Honse, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1,
or on SATURDAY MORNING at the Branch Olll.ces,
19, Hertford Street, Coventry; Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2; 260, Deansgate,
Manchester, 3 ; 26B, Renfleld Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
iuue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrau. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for adverpayabla to ILIFFE
tisements shonld be made
&SONSLtd.,andcrossed ~Notes being
ontraceable if lost in transit should not be aent as

&CO

fiiiiifttances.
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or

printers' errors, although every care is taken to avoid

miitakes.

half carriage charges and any surplus will be immediately
refunded. Packed free, we pay half carriage. Air Mail charges
extra. PETO-SCOTT, established in 1919, are the largest
Radio-by-Mail House in the World. Hire-purchase terms

are NOT available to Irish or Overseas Customers.

UNIVERSAL SINGLE SPAN
U KIT A'' Comprising Author's Kit of first specified
Cash or C.O.D. ccirri!~ele~:~al.~~-~~~-~~-~~~~~ £10.2.6
- - - - __ _9~1_! ~~~IJ:.e_ai_m.!~.£1 _!.f!L6;.. _____ _
I U KIT BU As for Kit "A," but including set of I
ICash or C.O.D. Carriage
first specified valves. £15 17 6 I
Paid ...............
•
• 1
I

L,

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS, ETC.

1 Set of PETO-BCOTT Coi!s..............................
12 6
1 Set ol 7 SPECIJ'IED VALYI!B.................
£5 15 0
1 BOLA type F.7. P.M.29 Speaker with 'lra.nsform~r to ,l!,"ive
primary inductance of 4,400 ohms . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . £3
0 0

SINGLE SPAN COILS----~~~~e~!!i o~~=~~ady wound And 2:!~aO:e(~~~: 4 7/6

TY1~vin: 3;%_;~st\ag;ent~d:isi~n~~tpu~~f~=~. s:p~Fi~i!ei~

7 0,

1

as

[~~~J

2• V t~:.~a~~~bi~:£ti~~H. ~~~~~-s~;·lv~~~~~~ I r~:roducV ~~a~i~y i~l~sduc~for!~fi~~~.Elt;":I~:!~c~:~lU~·~bir?eet~;
£7/10.
-VALVE (PlJ$ Rectifier) 2 S.G. Set, chassis only, B.V.A.
valves, pentode output; £5 I 10.

34
5 -Vto~:~~ va~;;~~~~~dcag~ ~t~?d:al ph~1\~~~~;
1

;~ij·~

new

Mc~:1~!~~~~r::r:r;~x 1 iAg~·J~::~~n speakers, and B.V.A.

8 UR~l~~Y. ~t"1~~~·:

•

~;~n.R~~~~ !st;:t~k az:!~~re~[~t~;S

1

£ JI~;;;tc~~P~~1~tut~.i~· h~t~;i~~~ ;al~~f' oJl~~~o~~sbi~~~
£ 41 ~~r;;po~;;~ si!i5~r bton\of~~~ c~~p1etein wit~tr~f;.~~

M. C. speaker, unused, list £11/11: complete with valves.

-and Rola M.C., 3-gang Radiophone, screened coils, listed
£10/10, brand new; ditto table radiogram, Simpson turntable, Belling Lee pick-up, complete, for £5/15.

55/ -·~~t~·~-~~n~ol~a~~ ~~~~et~~ord~ce/~,fho~~ :a~~·~::
batteries); listed £.8/8; similar set S.G.3, 2-gang Polar,
Ormond loud speaker,

in

identical cabinet,

for 42/6.

6 7 /6 .-~~tho~·t B ~~~~~~~ vbat~~~iesr~n~fg~s:va~ P~~1~~
listed £10/10.
6 0 /- ·~~~~:i ~~!-~~~~::~~~l~~~dcibi~~t.i~~dfoe;~o~e r~:
gang in metres, Rola P.M. (without
batteries);

5

1

OIJTPUT K1T . .
..
..
..
..
. . Ill 13 9
COMPLETE K1'1' induding get of lpec{fied valu•s, but leu
, .. ;..,
1!12 16 0

P

LTD.

77CITY RD., LONDON, E.C.1 'Phone: Clerkenwell9406/7
62, High Holbarn, London, W.C.1.
llllllllllllllllllllilliilllllliiiiEst. 1919.

7 0 /- 'b~tftiful

8

~!fnu~u~:~~!!ts~ast;:~~in;ec~~7e~ibi~~

with concealed frame aeria-ls, complete with coils; listed
£14/14.
j -·-;!b'i~~~~ ~~~~YY~h~sis.superb 2-colour walnut

25
55 I -·-;~tG~~s~a~!~i:te ~i\~rko~~t·a:S:~~~h~VdeP~~~~~
3-gang Radiophone.

2

1

0

1

1

A M~~~P~as~~pgn:~Nfle?J~r£s !~~ ~~ft~~C·.. i£si~~~r
L A!~!e~n~eik~rj~dro~~cr~er~~ h~~~Y ~Ti~g~~~'s, ~/~~~=
formers, meters, condensers, etc.; stamp for lists and
prkes; callers invited.

absoJut~Iy

£16/10.-Newburys Radio, 46. Ma.ves Rd .. Wood
N.22.

for all purposes, with undistorted
A.C. outputs from 2 to 150
watts - Heavy duty
M.C.
speakers, microphones, etc.
Tannoy sound equipment is used
whenever quality is the first
consideration.

[6059

4

A R~~~l~~~~N"1~~~~~~;

:h~t:::r. sux~v~c~~ro~~~~a/~.as~~~

eluding 1\la.rconi valves, Royalties paid: Armstrong 3-pentode, 4-Yalve chassis, full band pass, .£5/18/6, including

valves.

A R~~~~~~YiB'?s~ii~~j~~i~~a~~i~!~n~n~a~~·a:;~u~e~~¥~~~

Consult:-

trial.-Armstrong Co., 100, King's Rd., N W.l.

THE

·soUND
PEOPLE

[6Q51

QPi:;!~{i~~7f, !lsG.~~-ea~·;s~~~~~~h .? ~rc~d~ ,,r~~i:;~

TANNOY
PRODUCTS

,GUY R. FOUNTAIN LTD.I

CANTERBURY GROVE
WEST NORWOOD,
LONDON, S.E.27.
and Branches.

sole, £24/3, 14 guineas; McMichael Duplex "S.M.C."
portable, £17 I 17, £12: all brand ne~, unused.-Particulars (bankrupt stock), 151, Welhngborough Rd.,
Northampton.
[6043

0 U ~om~}~tG 10fn

·~~~~eled:ta~0 i~dc~~d~~al~Ilve~,mi~~~t

tier only, £8110; feeder unit, 36/-; carriage paid; cash
with order or ~.u.d. · send for detailed list Of components
-Ward, 2nd Floor, 45a Farringdon St., London, E.C.3.
Holborn 9706.
[5760
UBLIC Address ;Amplifiers.-A.C. mains, three stage,
P
21 watts, und1storted A.C. output, complete w1th
valves, £15; unh·ersal A.C./ D. C. thr€e stage, 7 watts

output, complete, £13; guaranteed 12 months; trC~.de supplied; deferred t~rms.-D. E. Clarkson, B.Sc. (Eng), 45,
Manor Rd.; Walhngton, Surrey. 'Phone: Wallington 3953
[6046

TelePhone: Streatham 6730 (3 lines).

Wherever Movi

IDGET Receivers, brand new (ideal for actors, travelM
lers, etc.), operate on any voltage 100-240 A.C./D.C.,
Emerson 5-valve chassis, moving coil speakers, pick-up

PRAISED AND
ADMIRED, THE
NAME

terminals, M and L wave, sealed cartons, complete with
valves, £3 I IS; the above chassis, incorporated in handsome
figured walnut c.-tbinet (10x71;2x51h), list 10 gns., at
£4 I 6 / 3 ; rarr. paid, cash with order or c.o.d. ; Halson
4-valve snperhets, 100-250 A.C./D.C., M.C. speaker, walnut
cabinets, list 12 guineas, at £4/7/6; also (6 only) Spartan
"63" 6-valve superhets, M.C. speaker, walnut cabinets
(12 1hx7Vex4 1/,), 100-250 A.C./D.C., guaranteed over 70
stations, at £7/10, carr. paid, cash with order or c.o.d.;
demonstrations only 12,30-1.30 or 7.30-9 p.m.-Degallier's,
4, Coryton House, 21, Upper Marylebone St .. J"ondon, W.L

SE~~rrl~~e ~or~~~j~-K~/~h d~eRt,~'£';~d~~: ~cdi:
01

[6048

" Radio Data Charts.'' A Series of Abac5

G-re~n.

-VALVE Superhet Midgets 1935 models, A.C. or D.C.,
M.C. speaker, £3/19/6; 5-valve, £5/5, including
valves; c.o.d.; write catalogue.-Royal, 5, Buckingha.m Rd.,
London, E.18.
[5939

valves~

£9/9.

ARCONI 60 Watt A.C. Amplifier, type P13, 110-250v.,
suitable for microphone, gramophone, or radio, in
polished oak cases, complete with valves; £12/10 each .
JGJI;!~i;? c~~~~~t w"tt~· v!!'~J:/;ifi1~' fit230 volts, metal
HILIPS 200 Watt A.C. Amplifier, 220 volts, double
channel type, splendid condition, complete with
Philips output valves; £25.
G·Eoe~· fci~·~ ~P!!!t~· ~~r\hkd~~s~ se;! ~a st few to clear,

H, J~A!j.~~eu!3,85~~rcy St., Tottenham Court[G~~S
276 7-va!ve A.C. Superhet, used
M ARCONIPHONE
one month,
as new, Ji::;t 22 guineas; price

SOUND
AMPLIFYING
EQUIPMENT

0

listed

Receivers and Amplifiers, Etc.-Contd.

M

:~En':V SINGLE SPAN . . e6 12 6

[6066

6

SPECIAL NOTE. -Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no answer to their enquiries are
requested to regard the silence as an indication that the
goods advertised have already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enqniries that it is quite
impossible to reply to eacb one by post. When sending
remittances direct to an advertiser, stamp for return
should also be included for use in the event of the
application praving unuccessful.

RECEIYEB KlT
. . 11:1 10 0
POWEB lllllT K1T . .
..
..
..
·.
· . e5
2 6
COliiPLETE JUT including l!et of s~cijted t·alt>ea, bUl leu
tab! net
.•
•.
..
••
.•
••
• . 1!18
8 6

DE~~ ~lf3die~~;!\ t~erol\J~:.~~~ur~h~~:s6~VlYaJ~~~t~a(~~

page 2.

Readers who hesitate to send money to advertisers
in these columns may deal in perfect safetybyavailing
them~eJvcs. of our Deposit System. If the money be
deposited with ''The Wireless World" both parties
are advi~ed of its receipt.
'
The tim~ alJowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after which period if buyer
decides not to retain goods, they must be r~turned to
sender. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to return
amo~nt to depositor. Carriage is P,aid by the buyer,
but m the event of no sale, and subJect to there being
no differe~t arrangement between buyer and seller, each
pays carnage one way. The seJier takes the risk of loss
o~ .damage in transit, fc;>r which we take no responsibility. For all transactiOns up to £1o, a deposit fee of
l/- is charged; on transactions over fro and under
£so, the fee is 2/6 ; over £so, s/-. All deposit matters
are dealt with at Dorset House, Stamford Street
London, S.E.z, and cheques and money orders should
be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limit<·d.

A,C. SINGLE SPAN

West End Sh<lwrooms:

steel case, complete with B.V.A. valves and Rola M.C.
speaker; price 7 guineas.-Write Dept. A.,
Pitfield St., N.l. Clerk. 7693.
[6053

£33Sac~tfi~i~gb~r:;, ~-;~~~Po:;siro~~I. 3 f~~-verter

•

or 6/- deposit and 8 monthly
payments of 5/9. With Mir'ro
Drive 7/9 extra..

PETO·SCOTT CO.

EASTWOOD Sound System.

" REPRODUCTION tha;. is Almost Perfect."

1

Or 12 monthly payments of 29,-

L-------------------------~
KIT•BITS You~e!h:u~~t~::rf~.. IIOit
1 PETO-SCOTT Plymax Chassis, 12" x 15' x 2t' 9 9

aesembled in Ready-drilled Bcreen.s. eom·
plet.e with associated EddystoD.e, Polar and
Colvem Condensers and Resi1itanee.

Set Manufacturers' Surplus, Clearance and Bankrupt
Stocks offered in any of these columns may not be Manufacturers' current lines. Radio components advatised at
below the list price do not carry any manufacturer's
gu(lrantee.

_.. DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

send full cash va:ue
EXPORT O.RD.ERS Simply
plus a smtable amount for

Post free

4/ IO

4

THE WIRELESS WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.
MAINS EQUIPMENT.

Mains Equipment.-C{)ntd.

VORTEXION Leads Again.
yoRTEXJ()N &pecified Single Span Model, 350-100 m.a.,
4v. Sa. C.T., 4v. 2.5a. C.T., 4v. la. C.T.; 25/, less
terminals, 23/·, less S~year guarantee 21/~; power chassis,
Totnplete, £3/10; steel chassis only, 7/6; also normal
model, shrouded, at 16/-, specia.I shrouded choke 12/6.
VORTEXION.-Qualtty amplifier or super monodial,
425-0-425, 120 m.a., 4v. 6-8a. C.T., 4v. 3&. C.T.,
4-v. la., 4v. la., super shrouded, core size 2%,in. X 11/-.zin.,
_21f2.% regulation primary engraved insulated terminals,
weight I4lb., 261-, carria~:e 2/-; normal shrouded, 22/-;
o~en type, 20/-, post. l/3;
speaker field replacement
<choke, 16/-:: special output transformer, to .. W. W."
sp.ec., 12/6.
·
OR'l'EXION 7-30h. 120 rn.a. CbDke, 215 ohms, in die·
V cast shronding to match; 12/6.
,

HARTLEY-TURNER RADIO LTD.

vo~~~~a'~Yc~ ~vos th;~!~~e~:~re than the Cheapest, but
yoltTEXION Standards Despatched by Return.

A

.C. or D.C. Chargers for 2 to 200 Cells at Low Prices;
state requirements; dynamos .and rotaries in· stock;
all sizes; Brow'1's Generometer, battery superseders for
H.T. for 2v. or 6v. input, 37/6 and 52/6; television
and sewing roaC'hine universal motors, 25/·; lists.Electradix Radios, 218, Upper Thames St., E.C.4. [0393
pARAMOUNT Mains Transformers are Equ<il to Any,
yet unequalled in price; guaranteed for 12 months,
and manufacturerl from the finest British materials;
they are fitted with :mart aluminium shrouds and frames,
all filaments centre.tapped; finest quality insulating paper
between each layer, and thoroughly tested before leaving
our works.
PARAMOUNT 500-0-500v. or 450, or 400, 120 m.a., 4v.
Sa., 4v. 4a., 4v. 2.5a., shrouded, screened pnmary,
21/-; open, 18/- post 1/3.
pARAMOUNT Single Span 350-0-350v. 100 m.a., 4v.
Sa., 4v:: 2.5a., 4v. la., shrouded, screened primary,
super regulation, 18/6, post 1/-.
ARAMOUNT 350-0-350v. 120 m.a, 4v. 2.5a., 4v. 2-4a.,
P
41.r. 2 5a., :::hrouded, screenP.d primary, 16;-, post 1/-.
PA~7~~~~Jd:J.0-~2~~~;;o~to
4v. 1-2a., 4v. 2-4a.,

beg to announce that the

HARTLEY-TURNER LOUD
SPEAKER, KIT SETS and
GRAMOPHONE AMPLIFIERS
will

not

JMl~A~~~id ~~ts;e:~ri~:fr~~- isG~~~de~~~~~hf 0fora ;~:ire·

be

reduced in
1934

price

duriri~

1

yo!~T~~V.~~Ttr~/3a~ il~~s1ra~~d~ut~/~

in construction
UARAN'fEED 12 Months, and within 5% normal and
21h% super models, neat shrouding, with detachable
feet,
usej by Government Departments, etc., etc.;
mod.el guaranteed 5 years at extra cost of 2 I-.
Secondari€s Centre 'l'apped

G as
ALL

any

V 0!~.E~~~Nt;p~~ tU~0s!~r~ud;,d, ~v:i;~: t~o;rgd:•· 2 to
vo~~~~~~~·4;er;~agT~:I,o;~~-~;;.o,1~76, "!:~bud~~
0

16/-: post 9d.

yoR?foX~?~v:-~ue,er4 ;m~;:! {~~eHiJi~; o;h(ou~el~·6 (;;
post 1/-.

yo~T~X~~.N,j";3~0s~:~50op.;~~P!:'·~ii;t:'·sh~o~~J.ai' 6 (;;

super shrouded mode}, weight 11lb., 4 filaments to specification, 21/-; post 1/3.
0

5

0

V R5~~~-~~Nt;;-6? 4v~r 2~ 5°a.~r o~~2\y~~. 1~i~i' s~;ou~e~~
23/·.
5
4
V 01~;;~~\~N4;: ~~ 4~: ~:~.~r2, ~~~/~i~e ~-.4·x11Zin.~a~
0

super job, 2% regulation, 35/-; shrouded, with terminals;
less termjnals, 30/-; open type, 26/-; post 1/3.
·

yoRti!~Y~. t~~~ o~r~~~~-"':~r~c}3, ~2~:S;,~· 2~gec,_;:l~~:

60 watts, 9/-; post 9d.; 120 watts, shrouded 12/6, open
type 10/6, post 1/-; 200 watts, silrouded 16/6, post 1/-;
2.000 watts. £"./10.
yo~;e!.XION 1,000-watt Transformers; £4/10.• carriage

- Our policy is to offer only that
apparatus which is good as can be
made; this implies the individual·
attention of skilled craftsmen and
the large amount of hand-work in
Hartley-Turner products results in
cost of manufacture being high. A
good workman has to be paid well,
otherwise imperfect goods are
liable, sometimes inadvertently, to
be sold.

HARTLEY-TURNER RADIO LTD.,

V

Thornbury Rd., lsleworth, Mdx.

0

0

tvpe, 12/6 shrourl<'d
ORTEXION ~ransformers MaJe to Your Specificatio.n;
price acrordmg to watta~e. 6v. filaments same pnce
unless wattage grossly exceeded; special quotations by

PAfi~M~~~~~~hokes 30h. 60 m.a, 5/-, post 9d.; 20b.

ARAMOUNT Auto-translormers 100-120/200-250v. or
P
vice versa, 60 watt 8/-, 120 watt 10/·, shrouded 12/-.
post 9d.

pA~~l' 0~~-T SOgv~a~e~~.ed3 I 6~Ie~c~!~lyi~~

P

ARAMOUNT.-\\-"rite for details of our sup.er induct·
ance 5-valve receiver, with Rola moving coil speaker,
Colvern Ferrocart coils, Polar condensers, and variable
Mu valves; price £9; there is no greater value on the
market. irrespective
price.

of

PA:r~~ou&NTsai':::.ns si.ra~~~~~:£1' :d.~ufwr~rbt~do~

S.W.l9 {one minute from
Liberty 3226.

NIVERSAL Single-Span Receiver; full details to be
announced next week.
ERADEX Coils for Above Rec~iver, wit~ ca~s, condensers, etc.; £2/12/6; UetaiJed specificatiOns on
n.G.uest.
SE~~e~~X Loud Speakers; full details announced next

U

S

A·czs~li:~~:t~~~60Acy ~k~~t:~s~u~~~i"s Js H~:~. ~~~\~u~? 03

CABINETS.
MANUFACTURERS' Clearance.

UL~~~e.'~ P~~~~~r/' :e:~~cr~a~e~!~et20 ;~t~x ~o1~tr~~t~~~

pedestal type, 35x22x12, 30/-, undrilled; phcto sent on
request.
aml SpP.aker Cabinets; 5/- U?warUs.

SET
R ADIOGRAJ\.1

TREVOR PEPPER, 575, Moseley Rd., Birmingha~

054

PECIAL Offer: 1,000 Tantalum strips, 51j,in.x1-16in.,
suitable for trickle chargers; 1 I 3 each.
S
TANTALUM for A.C. Chargers, H.T. and L.T ..-Blackwell's Metallurgical Works, Ltd., Ga.rston, L1ve[~g~~
EAL Direct with the Main Source of Supply and Save
Middlemen's Pro1lts.~See Thompson's aUvert. on
[6063
OUN!J SALES, Ltd., Transformer& and Cho~es specified
·• Wireless World"; lists free.-Tremlett Grove, Htghgate, N.19.
(0401
OYNE'S Transformers, fitted with tapped
primaries, filamet•ti'. all centre tappe.d, sto0:t cast
aluminium
and clearly marked
stnps are
fitted to
models; write for list.
OYNE'S Components are Guaranteed for One Year;
one type only manufactured, the best, as used by
many well-kn'own set manufacturers after testing all
l)thers.
OYNE'S.-" W.W." transformers. wound strictly to
specification of author.

the
D
page 2.

S

and screened

clamps

H

H

Hoisry~·~~ru:73~uli .r 3 riu~~~~ys ac%~~i:,er9 16t.ra;~!~r~d.r;

20 henrys, 7/6, post 9d.
0

6

H ·r~~J·.~~~~\·&~{~iois~al~ti~eda~~~ f~hy c~:f~d:e le~~

of .~t and

7

9
Ho~~tE 1si~~he~-~~ar0

15/-,

post

11-:

choke,

~~~~ys~u¥i~. ~~s~sf~d~er,

DEt\~ ~ifSJle~~t~ 3 t 1Pero~t~i-~t~r~h~~~;;~~{JJYaj~~rt~a;~
page 2.

H 0~~E'~i3t·~h~ke, S~r6ai~~~ry~~uf2otr~~!~~r~:~· oh~;:
9/ €. post 9d.

HoJ;~t:,'_s.30\~~~ys T6h;e~;r~n7s~~:~~~~ 1~J.6• post 1/-;

HOYNE'S New Monodial

T·ransformer;

24/·, post 1/3.

OYNE'S.-250-0-250v. 60 m.a., 4v. 1 to 2a., 4v ..· 2
H
to 4a.. 10 I-. post, 9d.; with extra 4v. 1 to 2a.
winding. 12/6, oost 1/-.

Hoi~~-~~-::F~~ro~•rto

'J!:. 31520/~:3~~~t'

4v. 1 to 2a. winding, 13/6, post 1/-.

HO~N6~:S.4v35?;>:31~v.ia.~2~ 8 ~,""pos~\

16nowi':'t;"·~x(;~

A to

3a., .'~•· 4
OYNE'S.-400 or 450 or 500v., 120 m. a., 4v. 2 to 3'a.,
H
4v 2 to 5·•·· 4v. 1 to 2a .. 18/-. post 1/3.
OYNE'S.-500-450.Q.45o-5oov.. 140 m.a.. 4v. 2 to
4> .. 4v 4 to 6a., 4v. 2a., 4v. 2a., 27/6, post 1/3;
weiKht 1 'lb

H

0

H {~~J.A~-:ake~~~~e~~~ic~~.n1e~~ ~aet~~~i!i~n:d u~ort~

rnanship: a notation bv return.
·
J. HOYNE, Offices and Works, 8a, Gladston~ Rd:,
•
Wimbledon, S.W 19. Tel.: Liberty 3303. [5889

M

[6062
0

JL~!{~~i~AJY;~3,L~~td Jes~~~~~~~rfire~~~~~: n<fat~~eiio!!

7/6 complete, post !ree. Satisfaction or money back.
HEARING IS hELIEVJNG,
For s 3-days .F'r~e Trial of the
•• DYTAR " merely Bnlp out thls tJdverli11emen.t aml send il to us with
.,our name and address on a poBtrard. If for any r~IJ.BOII tAe" DY'lAN"
does nol suit your ut, return it to t£.11 without .further obligation.
Otht>rUiu remit 7l6 itt /uU paymnd.

box b\lffle, recommended by the B.B.C., post free.-Gilbert,
Cabinet !\la ker, Swindon.
[0431
.

:
:
~

~~~-s~;·g;;~~P~~;;·ni;;;;b~-;.;·.:················································
E. M. BERRIMAN (Dept. 7)
7, Broadway, Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4.
Will handle 50 accumulators in series
at once, with sliding resistance and meter. In steel

BATTERY CHARGER.

DYNAMOS, ETC.

H

0

~1~.E~-~~~P~-~ ?~i~n:~~:~tei-~ 0 5~~1 ;11 D.,~:lt~e~;~ ~~IJ
1

ammeter; £8, or

oHers.~"

Radiocraft," \Vhitley Bav.

[6024

LOUD-SPEAKERS.

2 7 /6 ! ! 5!~:!b~~l\ 0z;e~-~~'l~~~k~·~·c.speakers,
£211:~.: ldo-;n~~t~l. wfl~7a~~f~ r~:ufleb:ve,

with Westinf'(house or valve rectiflcation. Chargers
made specially to order.
Send specification for
Q.uotation.
-

A 1'~J;i~;~~a~h t~·if~l o?J~:r~r\Vj_~~~~

SHEFFIELD

l\!agnavox

having purchased an established
business desires·to meet gentleman
with a view to partnership.
Write,

BOX 7&7, " Wireless World."

0

P.l\1.25~.

4

18/-.

24 Hcurs; carriage

w AT~~p!~o~~ r1j'£;1b~~~ ~7~~-ngUon St.,

D Et\~

EX- B.B.C. ENGINEER

6v. field,

100-250v.

2

(,r pentode transformers and 2,500

st.,

fer

M A(~~~:~c~ef.'·f.s\~ : .~fln~·ir~nh{l·m~~~2~i~a~(~~;·,
~o~~~
or 6,500 ohm fields:

cubicle.
TRADE PRICE 118 0 net.
Termsarranced,
Models for A.C. and D.C. mains, also H.T. chargers•

FEL-ECTRIC RADIO, Garden

Edg"are [6~~2

PL~;~~t~. rr:~:;sh~~ ~~f~rJL~~o;a_~~i, ~~:~·rr~~~h; 5 ~6"038

10

12/6,

tc•
R
H · \o,~,~~~~~l{y-~n<l T~t: ggd_ i:Jt
1

enjoy excellent reception? Oives flue tone and
ulectivity, redu:::es sta.tic, ends dangers from
libhtning and ahort'i, Simple to ftx. No upkeep
cosb. Ideal for all II.P. radios. With sets of leMser
t'ensitivity, gives extra. pickup and act as wa.vetra~
tf used with existing aoC"rial 3 x:; ins.

valves; £5/216

Ho:.,~~·s~· n~g~~stsp ad',

SE~p s~~~l:i~:~:a~~f ~!n Yao~~ t!~:li;~~renc\~oi~;i~~~~ ~i~;
:-.tCI('ks 0i over lOO different types; from 3/6 to £4/10.
EFF;R
Previous Advts. for Detailed List. of Bargam~.

ARE YOU CONTENT to have u~ly wires and
poles when you can hook up tbe "DYTA!I"

termmal

an

Cabinets; 37/6 upwards.

SPEAKER Cabinets; 4/6 upwards.

For THREE DAYS a.t:OUR EXPENSE
Tuned Ant&D.Da), on back

Tel.:
[5998

0

tappings, also suitable for Q.P.P. and Class "B," incorpo!'a ting " Westinghons~ metal rectifier," "Dubilier cond=nsers,.. wire wound resistancEs, fully guaranteed 12
months; order now; 30/·, carriag3 paid.--Adon -~bnufac
turing Co., 60, Craven Park Rd., N.W.10.
[6041

EXPERIMENT! Trya"DYTAN"
(Dyaamic

Wimbledon Station).

1

(S. A. BROWNl. 182, The Broadwav,
Wimbledon, S.W.19. Tel.: Liborty 2814.
[5901

SERADEX Products Specified for

Condensers,

pA~1~~~~Ju!~: :,;J-8i;~' or 10 4v. 1-2a., 4v. 2·4a.,

TELEPHONE: HOUNSLOW 1864.

rvettg~TEXION

w:···

4

Additions to our products will be
revealed at Olympia and we look
forward to meeting old · customers
and also those enthusiasts to whom
" REALISTIC REPRODUCTION "
is of vital interest, but .who have
not yet become possessors of our
apparatus.

V 0 R,J·~-~~~~; 3g~h. "!t 6 ~5g>·~.:~ 2~~· o~,;~;, i o~·6 ·~P~~

H

6TH, 1934·

}ULY

Lcndon,

15~243

~lfdS~e~~tn~s t~~ro~~~-~~~eur,~ilf~~~s~~p;YaJ~~~t~a~:

page 2.

[6067

VA~t~{!b\~~~-;~~~~~sav.?1.P.e~~~~~n~r ~>~~~~;~~. ~f~~e~~~~~
15/6; 7in. cone 17/6; lCin. c~me 23.-; mains t>nergiSE>d
2,500 or 6,500, lOin, cone 23:-; 7in. cone 15 1 3; brand
n:'w, with humburking: coils; state power or pentcde transformer; Blue Spot P.M.29l\1, suitable f•.lr C'b:::s B, pentode,
super power anti power, 21/·; unH:ced manufacturers'
;::tnck; imrr.etliate delivery. carriage paid, cash with order
or c.n.d.-V:mxhall Utilitieo;, 163a, S~ra.nd, \\7.C.2, Temple
Ear 9338.
[6008

TRANSMITTING APPARATUS.

AMERICAN TYPE VALVES
Philc.o Valves- all wil'h a definite guarantee- are suitable
for all AmeriCan makes of radio sets.
PhilcoType SO-Full Wave rectifier 350 volts, 12Smja
-Price 8/· 6A7, 2A7 and 1A6 Heptodes at 16/• Write for Full l'riceUsi or for
t>rice of special trt>e required
giving the maker's type number.
• The Phi Ieo Radio and Television Corporation of Gt. Britain
Ltd.,Valve Dept., Perivale, M!dclesex. 'Phone: Perivale 3344

"Wireless Direction Finding"

PH I LCO

Second Edition

R

ADIO~fART.-Rce

.

under Component:::.

(If

s~r:::U

GS'i.l., 19, John Bright St .. Birmingham.

for list

[605~

VALVES.
.&.J\L~r~~·~~~~ciD:~:':s~~u~;~t!d.elican Va!Yes in Stock:

2 !J; N·

2
0
9
18
4
9
is '39~ 7s, 75.;~·7. ~8. 5 :i4. 6
2;~:
83, 43, E/·; 25Z5 1416; U.X.171.\, U.X.199, U.X.280.
U.X.245. t.J.X.226, U.¥.227, 7/6; U.X.250. U.X.21o:
U.Z.231, 17/G: U.X.867 photocells, 25/-; various transmitting valves in stock; post vaid; cas.o with order or c.o.d.
ARD, 2nd Floor, 45, Farringdon St., London, E.G.4
'Phone : Holborn 9703.
(5722

24 7,

W

Post free 2I/9

i{;

THE WIRELESS WORLD

1934.

fULY 6TH,

Valvea.-Contd.
~-,REE.-List

.of American and non-ring valves and many
L others, bargains.-Epton, 93, New Road, Chingford,
.<:.4.
[5S87
1

S u~tu~.Fi~IvLsF-:2~

11

L.~.~~d 1 /!Je;w ;u::;_tt~'Jwe;:P~~'pt

sALE

~eneraJ purpose, 3/3; power, 4j-; screens and pentodes,
4/6; full wave rectifiers, 3/6; postage paid, cash with
order, or c.o.d. over 10/-.-Clarion Radio Valve Co.,
885, Tyburn Rd., Erdington, Birmingham.
[6032

PR~f'\1~~o~~fe{~ Xto~f'~f~~~kf'F"a'::i~u~h6o~t~~~~~!~

TH~a~ ~~~f~er:Y§3~· ;;~2Qc~:a.3 ~~}i ~v~~e m~:~tiJ~~!
01

2 1/ 2 Watt indirectly heated pentode.

THE Following American Types, 416; 250, 112, 171,
210, 245, 226, 47, 46, 24, 35, 51, 57, 58, 55.
pREMIER SUPPLY STORES, 20 and 22, High St.,
Clapham, S.W.4.
[6011

COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE.

R.>ALL"S

RADIO, 33, Chancery Lane,
R
{nearest Tube: Chancery Lane; 'bus
ur tram to Savoy St ). Holborn 3529.

London. W.C.2
67 pa.:.ses dn0r,
Open Saturday
1fternoon. Close 7 p.rn., Saturday 5 p.m., Thursday l'l'.JI'ed
1 o'clock.
0

1

0

BR:)~ ~;ftc~~~~~~~~goci: i~~~t>Oo~ ~J.r366. ~~~~og:a ~~~o8g:
100,000, 2 I 6 each.

B

fi I;•

R!J~~~etR~~bop~~f!~ ft,j~~o~l~l~~.~ge
s;fs/- kr~i;h
Ra.dioiJhonc 3-coil units on base, with tcrmincds, .wave
change, switch and knob, 2 H. F., 8/9; B.P. super het
110 kc/s, 8/9, po;;;t~ge 9d.
FE~~~c~!\~s ~;:.\~~hG\·2·8, 251·; Gl0·14·B, 251·; all
2

i?t ~~~~;
0.0001, type M,

T·c3°5o~.-~ ~-~~(~~d~~~i~-~)ti'tY~uiSr ~fd.~e~~e,:.~·

'l'.C.C. 0.01 miea, type M, 1 I·; T.C.C.
Sd.; H. M. V. condenHef blccks, 250v. working, 4x 4 mfd.,
316; 4x4xlxlx'h mfd., 41·; 'l'.C.C. O.lxO.l, 450v.
working, 1 I 6.
EJ..SBY Non~induetive Condensers, bakelite cased, 4
m.f., 250v.w., 31-; Ryan·~ 4 m.f., 250v.w., ?~-;
750v.w., 616; Dubilier 2 rn.f. 250 v.w., 1/6; Dub1her
e1ectrolytie, 450v. peak, 3/-; 8 m.f. ditto, 4 m._f.

H

lJN~~6~ 0~~ia~ 0Ji~c d~i~!,· ~~~P1~t~w~it~ 1 ~p~~~h N~~er4
2

0.0005 condenser, listed 91-, 4/- the two; R. and A. type
output transformers, 18-23-32-1, new, 51-; Paxolin formers,
with guiders, lin., 8d.; R.I. Hypermite transformers, 6 I~,
second-hand; R.I. Parafeed transformers, 51-, second-hand.
ADIOPHONE Disc Drives, less escutcheon, fit ~iGin.
spindle, read 0·100 from left ·to right; 116 post free.

R
R.

[6033

PREMIER.
REMIER SUPPLY STORES Offer the Following Set
P
Manufacturers' Surplus New Goods at a Fraction of
t.he Original Cost; all goods gu~ranteed perfect, carri~ge
paid over 5/-, under 51- carnage forward, I.F.S. and
abroad, carriage extra.

S p~~;;\e~~:~o~~ ~;~n",o~h~n~':::~~:l~cf;~;~~. Speakers,
Ty~~a .. ~i1~ Po!!~· o~l~~tt::~u!lo~m~~.ila~~l!; i~o~;t s~
1

1716.

0

0

10

9

0

TY~~a., JZ~fo'cte i~ran~if~~~~~~· ~~~~~~es h4m w~~f~; ~~}~

10955F, 9in. diameter, 11,650 ohm field. 20·30
T YPE
m.a., auditorium type power transformer, handles
wa.tts; 30/-.
10955H, 9in. diameter, 115 ohm field, 350·'100
T YPE
m.a., auditorium type Pentode transformer, handles
10 watts; 301·.
Hl

9

TY~E ::t~~~· 7 i~h!:ms~::~hpe~::il. ne~~ I ~tgM!i tl a~~{i~
tnmsformer. 4/6 extra.
LIMINATOR Kits, including transformer, choke,
:..t
Westinghonse metal rectifier, T.C.C. condensers,
resistances and diagram, 120v., 20 m.a .. , 20 I~; trickle
charger 81- extra; 150v. 30 milJiamps, with 4v. 2-4
amps C.T. L.T., 251~; trickle charger 6/6 extra; 250v.,
60 milliamps with 4v., 3-5 amps C.T. L.T., 30/-; 300v.
-60 m.a.. with 4v., 3-5 amps. 3716: 200v. 100 m.a .. 39/6.
1

E

PR~~~~R3~~;,e~·

:?6 ;mil~~m.A'fiH~~;t·3ci h~s~.
1

5

~ni~

no milliamps, 80 hys., 2,500 ohms, 516; 25 mi.lliamps,
20 hvs., 219.

A L~ng~~~~jerTe~~i~~rteS~rip~ai~ithT\ae~~i~r;;lersconhna€vc~

~inn::;, in~put 200-250v.,

40-100 cycles. all windings paper

interleaved.

11

PRV::I~ftaJ!·~JubTf:;,sf~7;;7r,4v~ ~~~~-• 16.5.;: L~~-.1j:

tra; with Westing house ret•tifier giving 200v. 30 m.a.,
1716.
•

€'X

pa~~l~~Ov~·!o8 d;.~~ ;ec~~~~~fo~~t~;s4v~ 5g-~-~. 6~ndm£;:

l-2a. C.T. T_-.T, and screened primary, 101-; with Westingl1nn~f' rectifier, 1816.

pR~~~E~it~-~~~0 3~£.~-~sf~:;re~·v. 2~~;~. 1~~T_m.t:T. re~~~

sr<reened primary, 10/-; with Westinghouse rectifier, 18/6.

PR!~~~~v_M;_i~:., T:;:n~~{~.er:~. oy~f~t dl10-8~i~)~v.wi~g
Fcreened primary: 10 I-.

p R~~'l~~~ v_Ma~~Ja.~r~nv~for2~;:_~'
wi1h ~crecned primary; 10/-.
REMIER Auto Transformers.
versa, lOO·watt; !Of..

P

3

I~-Ti2;~a~:~~r~iJs'ea~vh: ~·v. c;zs~
!Ov. 3a., 14v. 4a., 10/· each.

g~_tp~~, 2 ;5o~gi~50C.. T~)~

100~110(200-250v.

or vice

. v22;a·l:: T S;iv~a~~·;
6

1

SP~~~~~i11?:S~r i~~nf a~~~-l~~~~sr~:me;~0-2~~e-~r~l~r~~~
1BO·O·l80 volts 40 m.a., 4v. 1 amp., 4v. 3 amps., 416;
200·0·200v., 4v. la., 4v. 3a., 416.

OF

A

£1,080

LABORATORY

(This advertisement continued from

first column.)

S P~~~~L 1~germ::~n~fv~ct~~~.rs•4v~Y~~.:r::.sf~~:.~s, 1 ~~~;

EQUIPPED FOR ELECTRICAL
RESEARCH & TESTING.

input 200·250 A.C.; 350·0-350 120 m.a., 4v. 2-3a., 4v.
2·4a., 100-120v.• input only, 5 I·.

BARGAINS

m.a., 4v. 3-Sa., 4v. 2-3a., 4v. 2-3a., 4v. la., C.T .• 4v. la.
C.T., 1916; l,OOO·O·l,OOOv. 250 m.a., 4v. 3a. C.T., 4v. 3a.
C.T., 4916. 2,000·0·2,000 150 milliamps, 4916.
REMIER L.T. Charger Kits, consisting of Premier
transformer and Westinghouse rectifier, input 200250v. A.C., output av. 1·2 amp., 1416; Sv. 1 amp.,
17/6; 15v. 1 amp., 191·; 6v. 2 amp., 2716; 30v. 1 amp .•
3716, 2v. 1/z amp., 111·.

WE:Sl'Er!':~. EJ;E~~~~.c 4~~ai~~;~a~'Y~~m5e~~o~~g0~·.3~~0

A wonderful collection of 'the Highest Grade
British Apparatus all to be sold at sacrifice prices.
NO

"

Components, Eto., for Sale.-Contd.

==ELECTRADIX-

2/6; screens and pentodes, 3/9; A.C. mains, 4-volt 1 amp.,

valve manuf.tcturer; all the following standard main types
fu!Iy guaranteed, 4/6 each; H., H.L., L. power, medium,
high, low mag., and· variable mu screen grids, one, three
and four Watt A.C. output, directly heated pentodes, 250v.
60 m.a. full wave rectitiers, d.c. types, 20v. 18 amp., filaments, screen grid H, H.L. power.

f\.DVERTISEMENTS.

REASONABLE

OFFER

REFUSED.

Campbell Vibrating A.C. GALVO, unifilar. Tinsley Box Type
Reflecting A.C. SALVO AIIID SCALE, 3in. x 4in. x S~in. :\ew
Cambridge Vibrat;ng A.C. GALVO, bifilar; list £23. A Tinsley
Moving Coil Ballistic GALVO. A Fine Laboratory Moving
Coil GALVO; Tripod lens tube. Sullivan vPrtica1 Marine
GALVO, suspended moving coil; mirror gives deflec:tion of
.05 mic::ro-amp. ; with Universal shunt box.
A Kelvin Electrostatic VOLTMETER, 40 v. to 160 v. Ferranti
ditto, 50v. to 150v., new. Everett panel type ditto, Sin. dial,
1.000 v. to 6.000 v. Siemens ditto, 8in. dial, :?..000 v. to
10,000 v. X·Ravs Ltd .. vertical ditto, 4in. dial, 6,000 v. to
100,000 v. A Portable A.C. sub•standard VOLTMETER,
0-100 v. and ()..400 v.
Large Hot Wire AMMETER, 14in. dial, 150 amps. A Portable
sub·standard 2-range Hot Wire AMMETER, A.C.. tamp. and
5 amps. A ditto, ditto AMMETER, ()..5 amps. Elliott Works
Test A.C. AMMETER, Bin. dial, ranges 5a, 25a, lOOa and 400a,
OSCILLATOR, All mains 5 valve steel case 24" high.
FREQUENCY TUNING FORK, electrically maintained, 12in.
vertical type ; adjustable frequency.
SPECTROMETER, bv Adam Hilger, with prisms for Spectrum
Wavelengths, Type .Dl/D2; list £53. Set of FREQUENCY
METERS, switchboard type, 47/52 cycles, 90/105 cyclf's,
2601280 cyc.Jes, 310/380 cycles, 500/600 cycles. Two Portable
FREQUENCY METERS, 20<J..300 cycles. A Portable FRE"
QUENCY OSCILLATOR, 1<J..40 kilocycles, with meter. A Paul
FREQUENTER, 80 to 800 cycles, portable. A Panel FREQUEIIICY METER, 50 to 90 cycles, 6in. dial.
Nalder ·Recording Chart AMMETERS, 5 amvs., D.C. type.
A nearly new EUiott Recording Chart VOLTMETER, 0 to 250 v.
D.C. A MICRO-AMMETER, recording at timed intervals
on clock chart by relay. A Nalder Multi Range TESTING
SET, 2 dials; ranges-volt::;: 75 m.v., 3 v., 30 v., 150 v.,
600v.; current-15m.a., 1.5ampoo;., 150amps., 1,200amps.
Nalder AMMET.ER A.C. Portable sub-standard DYNAMOMETER type Moving Coil, <J..50amps. Elliott DYIIIAMO·
METER type 2-Coil Universal VOLTMETER, portable sub·
stqndard; reading, ()..15 v. and ()..300 v. A. C. and D.C.
Evershed Portable H.T. VOLTMETER, 0-1,500 v. D.C. Moving
Coil, new. Elliott Moving Coil Switcbhoard MILLI-AMMETER
s;n. dia. reading <J..2 m.a. N.C.S. VOLTMETER Moving Coil
C.Z. Portable, 6in. scale 1.5-()..1.5 volts and 150-Q..I50 volts.
Ditto. ditto, single range. ()..300 volt~,. A Standard 300ampe!'e ~hu~t, n;s .. QOQ? O~fl?.· ., ~ . . . ~
r.!in. dial, special open S£ale S.1emens A.C. VOLTMETER,
600 v: CaMbridg1> PYROMETER, ,..,eft<or·'only, 200 micro·
amp<. del. Silvertown Portable TE8TlNG SET, with GALVO.
CAPACITY BRIDGE, .00001 to 10 mfds., with osciJlator box.
Evershetl Bridge MEGGER, 500 volts 40 megs., wi<h 0 to
10,000 decade ·resistance. Evershed Bridge MEHER, less
res. 500 "'(Qlts 40 megs. Evershed Direct Reading Capacity
MEGG ER, .005 to 1 mfd. Evershed MEQ., mains type,
250 \'Olts 20 megs., aluminium case. N .C.S. OHM ER, 500 volts
1: tO 2~ megs.
·
Weston Thermo MILLI-AMMETER, M-C. 0-125 m.a. Weston
Central Zero SALVO MICRo-AMMETER. Turner 6in. dial
Thermo AMMETER, <J..lOamps. Standard IIIIDUCTANCE,
.001 Henry i.n mahogany c:ase, 2 ohms. Sunivan and other
sub-stanrlard Lahoratory CONDENSERS, range to .0005 mfd.
Standard FIXED COIIIDENSERS, fiin. bra" case, top plug,
Marconi Predsion Laboratory RES. BOX, 1 to 110ohms.
G.P.O. Standard type WHEATSTONE BRIDGE, to 10.000
ohms; with Griffen Galvo. Wheatstone 6-dial H.R. Bridgf',
Paul typt:> with GALYO in centre, polished mahogany casf'.
Gambrell 10,000-ohm Plug type Wheatstone Bridge, with
GALVO and N.P.L. Certificate. Brand new Griffen £30
'-Vheatstone Bridge and \Veston GalYo!' Sub-divided Ohm
Box in steps of .05 to 10 ohms. Several Unipivot IIICROAr,1M£TERS, various· Tanges~- _ _ - __
·
Sullivan Lab. Standard Heterodvne WAVEMETER, with
valve, 8 ranges and charts, 150 metre$ ~to 1()-..20 kilometres.
with coupling-coil; N.P.L Standard. Gambrell Type "D"
Buzzer pattern WAVEMETER, polished maho~any case, 8in.
x Ain., range to 500 metres, with calibration charts. Sullivan
WAVEMETER, aluminium case, 12in. X 6in., 300 to 16,000
metres, with.oalibrationcharts. SPEECH TRANSMoSSIOlll Te''
Bridge, Model MS225, by Western Electric: G.P.O. Model.
Gold Leaf Electroscope, Portable type, 3in. dial. ANEMOMETER, 6-dial, Pocket type, reading 1 to 1,000,000 metres, by
Stanley.
Moving Coil Relays. in 3;n, x 4in. >·Bin. brass case, make contact on !-.m.a. .Ditto, Weston make, in 3in. x 4in. x 8in. case
with window. A.C. Contactors, H.cmote Control tvpe, enclosed,
250 v. 15 amps. lsenthal Voltage Regulator ·(Automatic).
Siemens High-speed Relay. Su1livan Sensitive Relay Moving
Coil, operates on a few micro-amps. A Tinsley-AP.son Neonvalve Trigger Relay; list £12. Hiii·Barnard SPHYGMOMETER, to 250 ruHg.
Brand new Synchrophone, £28 Octocros, 16 mm. mains,
PRo.IECTOR, with 400ft. spool, lamp and motor. Several
Sound Heads, complete with photo-cells. Film Prnting
Machine, electriCally driven, 110-volt D.C. motor, woodeu
cabinet, 27in. X 19in. x lOin., fitted sprockets and brackers for
film spool, asbestos lined lamp-house and adjustable lamp
bracket. Ensign 16 mm. Kinecam Movie Camera, nev..- in
case. 16nun. Projector Ottway_ Camera, Gun type, long
range; twin exposurt"S on 35 mm. film. Campro 3G mm.
Movie CAMERA PRO~ECTOR, suitcase type.

Write for Price List and full particulan
The cheapest House for Meters, Mikes & Swichgear.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS,

218, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4
TelePhone: CentraJ 46rr.

fThis advertisement continued in third column.)

· Elementary PnnClples of Wireless Teiegraphy and Telephony"

P

C OL~s~~o h?:~m~u!iit~' c;i~~.~~nga~~ A~~·u:eot~~ntZ~:
B .TA~·aZ~~h~~~d Jgt~~~.ti~~o]~b~.; f1o~·- ~~~b~ef~.ectric
B .T~~ecf:.riym~~~':::~~:I~rsio~ 00J.t0 • ·~2~p~t~; ~~~~·c..
E DI~~: B~~lhDo~brl~-t~bf!nga:da~~fhfi~~in~~.to!s, r;~m:
49/-: without volume eontrol, 46/-.

sound job; 151-.

SP~~:A~al~e~e~P ofto WA~~OO~o~~~s~e~~~t;an~esWa~ts~a!~sj
value up to 15,000 ohms, 116; 15 watts, any value up
to 50.000 Ohms, 21-; 25 watts, any value up to 50,000
ohms, 216.
0

w~~~oo~ oh~s. ~~~~ntkoo~~cig~s. o~!~~o~ I-; 0 ~~~~·o ~i~~

wire wound semi variable
21·.

resistances,

carry

150

CEN;;,~"\~/t~. f?.t;e~~grr:,i,t;;,rs~' ,;i~eo~~u;j,\0~0,

m.a.,

12meg

pof~)\~ 8~~!~ed.a~~~a;ct~ft1~s~r~o;!~~s. 3-gang condensers,

QR~~c%Ddial? 2~~~ar~vit~l-~{oa~s !~~?~; cfri~~e3si~s,

with

A. M~~~~A4~ 1'f~i\}~uft~n~~k~R~; ~~~~:n~~~do~·i~~r;;;:d

with uniknob trimmer, 316; Polar Bakelite condensers,
complete with knob, 0.00015, 0.00035, 0.0003, 0.0005.
1 1·.
R~~~sD v~~~ ~e~i~bs, t~i·~r;;;:rs~-~j~~ semi-shielded, 2 I 6:

0
8
M
A~.~~v~~s~·q·Jji; B~8.~52°hM~gni~ 1boJ>·~£!~:
3716, all complete with humbucking coils; please state
whether power or Pentode required; A. C. conversion kit
for above types, 10/-; Magnavox P.M. 7in. cone, 18/6.
AM~~~.?.Nco~u!~P~h~~~is, U /i~l·. 1 I 6; complete with

3

R E~~~te~.
316.

f~~l~:a.~g~ ~i- p':~t~oil~id~~l~: i:;~u~~~;~

0

R E~~~~L~d;:~i:v~!i:.~::-a)~fo[~~rs·m~~tf

trans.for.mers, 416.

~:fi~ono~t;:t

WE~T~~~.; ~Ll~,~~Rlf: ~ongr.~s~'";"~; ~o~·~. ~~~~ii~~·. ~

mf., 11-; 2 mf., 116.
.C.C. Electrolytic ?ondensers, S5()v. wo-rking, 6~0v.
peak. 8 mf., 41:. 4 mf. or 8 mf., 440v. workmg,
31~; 15 mf. 50v._worklng, 11-; 25v. workm~, 25 mf., 113:
6 mf. 50v. workmg and 2 mf. lOOv. work!pg,. -6d.; 16+4
mf. 250v. working, 61-.

T

T· 0i~'oo~~n~~~:i~i. ~~~~-4 w~~~if~o~v. m~O'rk~~:.:

181-.mf.

H .MX~.'l ~~~f~~~~~s,6 j?;Ov4x~o:~~f·x i~ ~.~: '4~ ~.1 x1x0.1

DU~I~l~Rdg.o~t:~~:liti~ 4~~~·.' ;~;~?;g, -;ol~~ing,

4

l·:

VA~LP~i: ~~~:~an~e~Y:rem~k:r~s 0c~~tonba~~thai:sttrv:~
0

tions and diagram, 2/6.
VARJI!i;

\\~t~,· i~~tt~~ti~;s ~~il~ri!i~:~ c~~~~ns~a~/e_com

sc~;.:~:r:;? i~"l\;e 9I;,~,~try~\ 7~e of the Largest Manu.

pR~~~~f!g. B:~~~~~~~d~_ 10~e~~sS, ~~{J~~ c1~~~· ~t~!~

0·1, 0·5 amps.; all at 61·.
LARGE Selection of Pedestal Table and Rad~?gram.
. cabinets. by best manufacturers, at a fractwn -of
original cost, for callers.

A

TH~ha~si~lo~i~~~ h~~d~s. 6~:, ~~c~~ ~-~ii~. 1 ~cfe~~e£ 0szc€r~~~

grid leads; any value 1-watt 'Yire. end resistances, wi!e
end condensers, 0.0001· to 0.1 tnmmmg condensers, Bulgtn
3-amp. mains switches.
pLEASE Send for Fully Illustrated Catalogue.

PR~~,l~R ~~~:h~~e ~Tg~.;;~,·1a; 0 ·2ITiff.h s~~a~~:r~:::~

tion. ClatJham North Under:rround.
QILBER'f INDUSTRIES, Ltd.

f6010

0

PAfl?fLw~~~e~~i~~~;s ~u~h ~s ~~k~~~sli~~~e;ii.t x~~~[i~~~

ete., etc .. ; they include round, <:heese and countersunk
head'S, and with every parcel we mclude 1 gross assorted
nuts free, 51-; post paid.

QI~~~!Js~~.D~~s~:IES, Ltd., 519, London Rd., ~;;~
WOBURN RADIO"S Clearance Sale:UBILIER 3 mld. Condensers, 500v. test, 112; l,OOOv.
D
test, 1/4; H.F. choke.s, 9d.; binocular chokes, 1/-;
chassis valve holders, 4-5-pm, 2ljzd.; tubular condensers,
0.()1, 0.02, Sd.; Eston iron-coref! coils, 2/3; Polymet. 0.001
ta.g condenser::;, 2/- dozen; Ed1son 0.02, 0.05, 0.06. 3d.;
Radiophone straight-line drives. ~ith escutcheon, 319;
Ha·iiophone tnggles, 6d.; on~oH switches, 2-pt., 4d.; 3-pt.
5d.; A.F.5, 1616; O.P.M.30, 1216; Ferranti Class B unit,
251-, with B.V.A. valve, 3216; Colvern Ferrocarts Gl and
3, 'wit-h switch 26/6; Seradex resistors, lljz watt: 100.
250. 350, 500, 75{), 1,000, 1,500, 2,000, 2,500, 5,000,
7.500, ro.ooo, 15,ooo, zo,ooo, 2s,ooo, 30.ooo. 4o,ooo
50.000 60,000, 75,000, 0.25, 0.5, 1 and 2 meg., 41J,d. each;
Westinghouse L.T.l rectifiers 6v. 0.25 amp_., 416; also 6v.
1 amp, 616.
.R.C. Eliminators: 150.v. at 30 m.a.., 3 positive H.T
tappings, D.C. model, 919; A.C. model, 211·; A.C.
model, with tric-kle charger, 32/6; all guaranteed 12
months (post 1/- extra).
LE~vYt~d~uote for Kits and Components; trade enquirie:=

W

wo~~:.N RADIO Co., 9, Sandla.nd St., W.C.l.

Third Edition

Post free 8/-

~~~~

6

THE WIRELESS WORLD

ADVERTISEMENTS.

JULY

6TH, 19.14·

Components, Etc., for Sale.-Contd.

C4mponenJs, Etc., for Sale.-Contd.

OUTHERN RADIO'S Barg,ins.-Set manufacturer's
gnari!Lnteed .surplus.
ARIABLE Condensers.-Lotus 3-gang 0.0005, 12/6;
V
Lotus 2-gang, 0.0005, 8/6; Lotus Dyblock single,
0.0005, 4/9 (list 9/6); all thc:;e condensers_ are comp~ete
with dials, escutcheons, kncb3, f'Jlly screened with trimmers, and boxed; Hydra block condense1s, 16 mfd. (2+2+
8+2+1+1) l,OOOv. D.C., 7/- each; Ilubilier 4 mld.
(2+1+1), 1,COOv. IJ.C.. 2 9; 4.5 mlu. (2.25+2.25),
l,OOOv., for mains noi~e suppr~s~ion, 3/-; fixed 4 mfU.,
2/3_; 2 mftl., 1-' 6; 1 hlfd., 11-; Ut1lity Midget 2-gang
vanable cond2nsen, O.OC05, with concentric trimmen,
3/5; T.C.C. O.lt0.1, 1 3 each.
PEAKERS.-Blue Spot p2>rmanent magnet, with universal transformer for power, super power, pentode
and Class B; 23.· (list 39t6).
G.E.C. Stork SpeakEr, in cc.binet; 19/6 (list £3/15).

ILDMAY RADIO EXCHANGE Offers the Following
sound and perfect; cash with order or c.o.d.
EK~O Typa R.~. 23 Uadiograms, for D.C. mains only,
hs_ted 19-33 hst at £24/5; brand new, in sealed boxes
as recep;etl _from the makers, with yaJvcs, satin finished
walnu_t c:tbtnet, _fitted with_ moving coil speaker and
elec_tnL' motor with automatic stop and start, separate
radto and gramophone C'Outrols and provisions for external
loud-speaker; limited number, £10 eaeh.
PECIAL Oiler ol the "Twentieth Century" Valve and
Set 'fe.5ter, complete with all leadH and full working
instruf'"tions, no cut~it!e batteries required other than a
4-volt accumulator when testing emission of A.C. valves, a
complete aml uni\'ersal tester that ov.·ill do the work of m1
expensive in~.trument; offered at the price of 20/- each;
listed 1934 hst at £2(5.
EKCV l\Iains Units.

S

S

6 1
S·'r.~o o ~~ts,(lis~ll £ s7~~~~~)~
4
2 119

BLY~~ Sp ~1~~e;~~}~~ IOOU Indt::ctor Speaker on Chassis;
proprietary

compOnents;

KCO A.C. Elimin:1.tors, each new and boxed, in original
sealed cartnns, type K25, vdth trickle charger, ~5
millia.mp•. 39'6 (list £57/f.); type A.C.25, 33/6 (hst
£3/17/6);' t,1po K.12 with trickle charger, 37/· (list
f;~lt7 1~~Uu~:~~1 ~~:c~l~."~~\]f:tt~ ~~~e T.C.I., for 2-4 and

E

2

0

Suporhet Coils, set ol 4 (1 Osc., 2 I.F. with
I GRANIC
p1g
1 !.F. plam); 12/6 (hst 50/-).
GRANIC_ Ba~d Pa~_s 3 Coil> u-~·li..t, iron-cored, scrcen~,l
I ISSEN
on bnse, w1th sw1tch; 14/33/-).
Sup2rhet 3 Coils Unit, screened, ga?-ged on base
with wave ch::tnge and filament sw1tches; type
L
J.... N.5181, for battery or mains; 12/6 (list 30/-).
Constant Square P€ak Coils, complete with all
V ARLEY
ac:cesgories, new, boxeJ, B.P .5; 2 I 4.
VARLEY H.F. Inter-valve Coils B.r.6. 2/3.
ta~ls,

(h:)~.

GRANIC Tuning Unit, kr(•Wn as ". Igra.nipak," br_and
new and complete with all acces~ones for A.C. mams;
27/- (list 57/6).
.
~-VALVE Class· B Super~e~ Chas:ns, made by Pless_y,
{) wired re:tdY for use, With 5 1\lul_lard valves, new, Ill
sealed cartons; £3/17,6 complete {hst £12/12); valves
alone aTe priced £3.
RAME AeTials.-Lewcos dual wave superhet, 9/- each
(lis\ 27 /6).
.
ICK-UPS-~larconi No. 19 (1934), 22/6 each (hst
32/6);. ce:e.;tion latest improved type wa (1934),
16/9 (list 35/-); all new and b0xed.
.
EADY Radio Instamat T_ranslormers, ~or I?a.teh~ng
anv valve to sp~aker; Junwr model,, ratios 1. 2, 1 .,1,
1Y1:1, ·2:1, 3:1, 7/6 (list 27:6); Senwr model, rat~os
10:1, 12J->: 1, 14:1, 16:\. ~0:1, 25:1, 12/6 (list
37
/~CEIVERS.-3-vJ.lve !;creen.grid ·_Elector Super, comp]ete with vahes, Exirle battenc;s an~ accum~lator,
Celestion moving coil speJ._ker, ronta1ned tn magnificent
walnut cabinet; £3/10 (hst _£10).
.
SR~:\l rrhirty-'fhree !\fnste Magnet, _complete With
G.E.C. speaker, two Os:r_am screen-gn?- and Osram
valves in moulded bakehte-walnut cab met; .£3/1216
(list .£9/9);
original sealed ca~es..
.
EADY Radio ~Ieteor Sca:en-gnd 3·vah•e Ktts, all
specified components new in sealed. ~artons; 25/-,
less valves; with 3 ~Iulla.rd valves. 42,6 (h.st £5/7/6).
Kit as Above comp!ete w1th magnificent walnut
cabinet and c'elestion perm. mag. speaker; l~s:;
valves, £3/5; with 3 Mallard valves, £4/2/6 (list

I

F
P
R

B

O
power
R
"A "

in

Melody Make.- " 3-va!ve A.C. Kit, mo:fel
C
" 336". includincr
cabmet, 4 Co:ssor valves (mcluchng
rectifier), • powe'" 11:nit.. aLd all c.?mponents; £4/17/6

£BiJJ~&k

(list £9/15); new 10 sealed ca.rton~
.
~
1\,f" A INS Transformers.-Full hst of mams transformer~
.L'.l. and rhoke'> -,ent free.
ISCELLANEOUS.-Rotorohm . volume co11tro!o. a!~
1
values 3/· each, With sw!tch, 3/3 (hst 10,6),
Hellesen's 8 'mfd. eledrolytic condensers, 2 J 9 each;· \\est:
inO'house metal re:ctifiers, H.T. 6, 7, 8, 9,1 3 each; ~errant1
ch7:>kes 20 henry 60 m.a., 6,-9 eaf'h; Rea,dy Radto L.F.
transidrmers, 5-1, 3·1, 3/3 'list 8/6); Le"!cos superhet
8-way baees, complete with valve ho_lders, grid leak, fixed
condenser type ·~ 48," 2/- eBch; Ltssen ?ase turntables,
1/6 (list 5/-); Lis;en H.F. c~nkes.,1;6 (liSt 5/-); r:ewcos
coils, B.P.F.tR., 4/-; T.B.F.,C., 3t3, O.S.C./126 (Extensor), 3/3; T.O.S./R., 3/3.
.
.
Guaranteed and SEnt Carnage Paid; hundreds of other
in stock.
R!I.NCHES at 371-275, High Rrl., Willesden Green,
NW 10 and at 46. Lisle St., W.C.2. Please send
all post o~de'rs to 323, E}1.ston Rd., N.\V.l.
soUTHERN RADIO; 523, Eustcn Rd., London, N.W.1
{near Warren St. •rube). Tbone: Museum 631~

M

A
B

l. L Goods

bargaiJ.s

PE~f.~op::.~e. Plc,-~~~- ~~cgt.in

991

List

A

Free. cll2oi

T"~o~~ilo;j:rgan'l~e~se~e~I~~t~t~~~~1~f!rs~~~vrrr~~~.

M

S

T

YPE Kl2, suitable for sets of 1-3 valv'e_s having _an
output of 150 ·volts 12 m/amps. and 10corporatmg
a charger for 2-, 4- or 6-vclt accumulators; listed at
£3119:6,
net price 37 /-; A.C. 200/250-volt.
YPE A.C.25, output 150 volts 25 m./amr)s,, having
4 tappings, 2 ,·ariable; listed at £3/17/6, 33/6
each, boxe:i.

our

T

TY~~~lt K:;~u~nh~t~~~ ;bultis~iJh a~ha£~~ 7 ~~~ ~~Ir4- ;:ic~:
2

new and boxecl, 4216 eaeh, boxed.

SP~;:~t~rs?ffce~m~l![:
~ealed

boxes;

listc~-t

!iihe ~~tl~[1 tr,~~~I~~:he<;~ila~d"~

£4/10, our net prjC'e 35/- each.
4

S Plf~I~;?Lfi ~i~h~cr~~l~i~!~a~,~~~~~~~: ~~ ?~~~nbt~i~n s~:a:!~
speaker; being offered

nt 10/- each.

L 0 ~.~~p;~i:~~lereG~.ntj:'lc;~~~ ~o~dp ;lt:;;g~re~iih r~r4 ;-a~d~m~i
1

4-stranrl cable, 9, 6 eaf'h; Jisted at 30/-.

L o;~~

~;~i ~~~!~s~o~~~!)t~w~rnrPb~~:;ldgi~ie~!. lfd;·m~iJ~

of 200-250 v0lts

~·0-100

cycles: £1/ 17 I 6 each.

SP~~;~;,r~. ?:~~~ In~Lri-~tLc1t:H~~n~;· t~~·~ach~:p sJ~~r;~

roils: 20.1 - each.
KCO D.C. Mains All Power Unit, giving H.T., L.T.
and ·gr!d b:as, 4 lL1'. tapping, for 2C0-250-volt mains,
50.'-: ditto, fer A.C., 50/-.
Above Post or Carriage Paid.

E
THE

·pno:'iE Clissold 5001.
QPEN All Day Thursday, closed all day Saturday.

2 4' Mildmay Grove,- London, N.l.
[ £
5 63
R APa~?ure~~ES~~P~:sc~ C~~~~ne~~~ af ~~~~~fn ~i~e~
M AftN~ 0T~-~~~o~~-e::t i~~~u;~~~--2~~T-.: ~~~P~: ~~~-~-~~~
0

C.'l'.; 8/6 each.

AINS Transformers, input 200-250v., output 320·0·320
at 70 m.a., 4v. at 51,2 amps. C.T., 4v. at
amp$
M
C.T., shrom.l::d, terminal type; 10/6 eaeh.
2 11~

MAftN~ 0T~-~~~o~~cr:t" i~1~u~~~~--26~T:: ~~:p~~ ~~~~-~·~~~
C.'l'., sbrouded, terminal type; 9/6 each.

cox~;;,-;;~e~tu~: .. B~yn;~; P4at~ ;.~il~et~or

JNTf/~~~c~~ATE

Frequency

all

Transformers,

matched

matched set;
110

kcfs;
Pa~s.

VOI;Yttl~wf't~~\rnd; b~ac(kJ<:.C., 8,000 ohms., log
6

WOU!Ht

8 ';!~~·n. Electrofytics by Dubilier, 500 volt peak;
2 mid. Condensers, by Wego, type G.B.; 1/6 each.
-R EACTIO:'i' Condensers, 0.0003, Polar; 1/· each.

2/6

3-c;~?e ?v~rges:r:~; ~~r:ei;dw~~ol\?>/~~~:~~h!~~~; ~3~&
each.

pA~'\~t~~~:.;~ r~~f~ 6~r~n~f~~~~~~-

by well known manu-

ALL Lines Po't Free in U.K.

R A~;:~pa~n~~Arr~~;;~- 4~ii.

Iligh

Hoiborn,

5
CH'i~~ ~~.. ~~~~;m~~·av~ ~;t_, :5; 3;2 ~~2isf~;~es ~l·;
regulators, :.1 ny c.tp~lcity, l 2/ 6.-Below.

1

1

S.G.3

coi;fs3-:-~;!n~~ag~t~~~r!?rty~;~l;j 6 s;~re~~r.t.,

1

0

8

-

'lsWs
s~1 J~f
5

•· FE~~?.ct~l'~-~~i. 'c.?J: ~kh Gs~vil::'·i~~· ~3W~·c~T!:/
dvnes 7 J 6; brand new Radiopa.ks, all types, 35/-.
u'BILIER Resis~on, 1 ""'att type, 7d.; 2 watt type,
1/3; Marconi Kl9 pick.ups .. 22/6.

W ~!i~ph;'~~~:l~~~et·;;;~r~~~i:C~~e~~~ll~~~· 16 ;~,(~ ;4, ~~tll~~~aJ

H.T.S or H.T.9, with 4 amp. L.T., 7/-5.

11itto fitted water pump, 35 -; 1;4-h.p. 220v. D.C. motor,
30/·:' large Venner time ::et circnit-bn:aker, fitted 28-day
cJtwk, new, 50/ -.-B?low.

.
D

WFL~~-~.rGr.¥~~E 1~/~\ifie;;~n~i.;r;·!·.;s; 6 il!g;;.;'o~;·n~;

TRf~~~-. 0!.~~ !~d 3 if"8~ ~?~~i;~t~~-s~···fi~~t.:J~-~s ';lla2k ~:
1

3

4

3

tappings, S.G., detector, power (150v. 25 m.a.), A.C. type
with Westinghouse rectifier, 25/-; D.C. typa, 12/-.

D U!I~I~,d.~r so~v~:cso~!~cotr~~IJ~~ 39~~dtJ~T.Ii'.

tone

~ic~-~~t

~~rms.

3/-.
C4~~~AGE Paid, cash with order or c.o.d.; send for

W

ARD, 2nd Floor. 45, Farringdon St., London, F:.C.4.
Telephone: Ho! born 9703.
[5724
P-TO-DATE' Componerits for Sale, cheap.-" Sunnvsidc,'' 56, Oaklands Av., \\"e:st Wickhum, Kent. [6044
ER.RAN'fi A.F.15.C., Class B driver transformer, unused; 1.5/-, c.o.d.-Hayman, 8, Terrapin Rrl., S.W.l7.
[6039
EAL Direct with the Main Source of Supi'IY and Save
the Middlemen's Profits.-See Thompson s advert. on
page 2.
[6064
ADIOLAB Complete Valve and Set Tester, as new;
.
£7/10, or near.-Smith, 128, Brighton Rd., South
Croydon, Surroy.
[6037

U
F

D

R

"Handbook of Technical Instruction fo'- Wireless Telegraphists"

1

teleplwne-s, 4 6; 1\lor.:oe keys, 2:6;

buzz:::r~,

2/-.-Below.

FLr~.1;~~~~-E n!""!~~ve{. s ~r~~l~~-t lto~:· J.(~; nic~tigi:s, Efh~~~·~

GA~_ftJt';,J.S; ,,~~~~::.c!HJ., Lee, S.E.\3, London. [~~~7
0

sc~t~~~i~!nc~~;{l ~~·:!~n~h;it~ bas~f(si~~r 3~!l:~~\~iit:

2%in. diameter; price 1/6
ES>ex.

eac·h.-~I.P.R.,

Ltd., UCJmford,
[0428

0

N·E~;c~R;t ~~~~~;r: c~,!'t ~!~~e; (~ffoe\ei~~~i;bleW~~~~
refused for any cDmp<lnenL-24a, N-ewport Court, Chartng:
Cross Rcl, W.C.2
[6047

R-~se~{n'(i~~.~r:~;; ~:8; ~fo-g·c~i:~~.', 6 6p~~j~ ~'lt:~n~
5

18. 6; Marconi "Ideal " transformer, 5, 6; J.H.S.L.I. di:ll, unused; 3/9.-Bateson, "13, Roche~ter Sq.,
N.W.l.
[6042

f..:{)il?tl,

J~ 0 ~!!?J~·~e·~~:t~;~j{tsa~~q~[!~~~t~~P~~s ~!~f:; nh~wn:~~\i

or brge; we haye them at the lowest price in the country;

Strurt~~ Ctr~g~S~tio,\;~f!i~fesr~nss_~~1~toria ), Ltd.t6~37i

Fifth Edition

Post free_ 15{9
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jULY 6TH, 1934Components, Etc., for Salo.-Contd.

Repalrs._:contd.

QLDD.~~tswJhan~~~mej\i~ ~~lt~:in\raYv~~~er~~w~f~C

AUXHALL.-Radiophone Radiopaks, only few left,
band-pass or R.F. superhet, 117 kcjs or 110 kcjs.
with Lucerne wavelength, station named scales, medium
and long, complete with volume, control; 32 I 6.
AUXHALL Radiophone J.F. Transformers, with terminals. 6/-; RadiophOne volume controls, with

V

clear, hum-free receptwn guaranteed; p~ices 101 ~ Per
socket, plus price of valves; no extra parts charged for.Sablon's Radio, 69, Sister's Ave., London, S.W.11. [5837

V

0

8

RE~tt e~ orWrew~~~~~g ~lf~i~i~~er~n~on::a!~~r~ ~~=
quoted for.
Loud-speakers, I.f. and speech transformers,
4/- each. Post free. Trade invited. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Prompt servlCa.-Loud-speaker Repair Works, 5,
Balham Grove, London, S.\y,12. Battersea 1321.
[0394
1

switch. all values, 3/6.

V

8

~~t?::-t!l·~!~nfY:?I~ r~~ Ra:io;h~~e: c~~~~s~~r~::ls~

A
6
1-1, 10/-.
A UXHALI.w-Radiophone gramophone switches, 31 6;
, pick-ups, various clarion, etc., from 14/-; B.T.H. or

V

TUITION.

Collaro gramophone motors, 32/6, with pick-up and volume

control; £2/12 complete.

Y

OUTHS trai11ed for all branches wireless profession.
Britain's leading college.
Training fee payable
aiter appointment.
Students boarded.
London representative for interviews.
Prospectus !ree.-Wireless College, Colwyn Bay.
[0388

V A~t~f!o~L~-;!~le~nJorm~~~s:.n 2~~Ys;~f!';er6lixLu~:f:e~

holders, various condensers, resistors, etc.; send postcard
for lists.
ASH with Order, post paid over 216; or c.o.d.; all
goods unused manufacturers' surplus; guaranteed
perfect.

C
V AVP~~,!~LTem~f.~~~~~~~38 _

163a,

Strand,

piu~~~~~. ~~D~?iceo~~~~. ~~~ss~~d 3~~ar~~~ed~rao~:;

M[~~u ~

2

U

LTRA Panther Table Console Cabinets, magnificent
walnut finish, 21%x17 1/2 x11in., price 13/6, post 1;6.
Ultra Lynx pedestal c.abinet, polished walnut finish,
33%X18%X10in., 22/6, post 21-; metal chassis. 1411 2X
61f2in., 9d., post 6d.; 4-valve, drilled ready for use,
13%x 9%,in. ditto, 1/-, post 9d.; cadmium plated 4-valve
chassis, 13%x9in., drilled ready for use, 21- each, post
6d.; electric light and power check meters, 5, 10 and 20
amps., useful for keeping a separate che('k on all electricity used, earn their cost over and over again, 1isted
£4, to clear, all in good working order, 4/6, post 1/3;
accumulators, by well-known makers, a wonderful bargain, 2 volt 45 amps. 4/6, post 6d.; 2 voll 20 amp. 2/9,
post· 6d.; iron core dual wave coils 1/10, post 3d.; Morse
tapping keys 2/6, post 6d.; Western Electric 1 mf_d. condensers, 4d. each, post 2d.; general purpose wue for
aerials, earth and gardens, etc., 50 I 70 feet, 6d., post
4d.; watch pattern micro.phones 1 I 9, post 3d.; Burndept
2-valve a.c. sets, complete with speaker, Westinghouse rectified, 37/6 (less valves!; post 1/6; Westinghouse L.T.
rectifiers, 6 volt 1 amp. 6/6, post 6d.; flitto, 6 volt,
*amp., 5/-. post 6d.; Westinghouse H.T.5 3/6, post 4d.;
see also advertisement on page 2.-Thompson's (Victoria),
Ltd., 17, Strutton Ground, Westminster, S.W.l.
Telephone: Franklin 6355.
[6069

MISCELLANEOUS.

.E Vfr~~T2~~~~cr~~ras ~~~e~/-~ameras
LLUSTRA ENTERPRISES, 159, Wardour St., London,
Ishop,
W.1 (facing Film House, Oxford_ St. end); 1:1ot a
but
a
with , motlOn-ptd.nre
and

wa~ehouse.

Projectors

pac~ed.

equipment; your InspectiOn mv1ted.
Phone ; 6889
Gerrard; iree parking facilities.
[5936
EAL Direct wit~ the Main Source of Snp~ly and Save
the Middlemen s Profits.-See Thompson s advert. on
page 2
[6065

D

MPLOYERS are Sear~hing for Skilled Draughtsm~n
and First Class Engmeers, all branches; our spect:ll
postal training will make you suitable.-Dept. 92, The
Bennett College. Ltd., Sheffield.
[6068

E

Men.-Quali!y for a well paid post by
studying at home with the T.I.G.B. Write to-day
A MBITIOUS
for "The Engineer's
to 811:ccess," 152.
~uide

pag~s. fr~e,

which contains the wtdest selectiOn of engmeermg and
wireless courses in the world, and shows you h0w to
become A.M.LE.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., A.Rad.A., etc. State
branch, post or qualification that _interests §Cr'tt.-The
Technological Institute of Great Bntam, 82, Temple Bar
House, London, E.C.4. (Founded 1917. 19,000 suC'c[s:g~·J

·PATENT AND TRADE MARK AGENTS.
MATHISEN, Chartered Patent Agent; patents, _de• sigtr's and tratle marks.-Fust Avenue House, H1gh
Holhorn, London, W.C.1. H<1lhorn 8950.
[5284

A

and Co. (H. T.
G EEBritain,
U.S.A.,

P. Gee, Patent Agent for Great
Canada, etc.,
Mem. R.S.G.B.
A.M.LR.E.), 51-52, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2 (2
doors from Government Paten·t Office). 'Phone : Holborn
1525. Handbook free.
[0001

REPAIRS.

0

S
both heroes of the Trojan
war on the Greek side had,
according to ancient legends
a wonderful contempt for the
forces of nature. They each
are accredited with having
"Defied the Lightning."

EXCHANGE.
Allowances Made for Components and
A STOUNDING
. Receivers in Part Exchange for new goods, large

Thunderstorms need have no terrors
for you if }OU fit the BuJwin
Snap ~ Action Lightning- Switch.
Complete Protection can only be
secured by the combined use of a

selection of second-hand sets and components always in
stock.-Zenith Radio Service. 17, Park St., Guildford.
[0423
EAL Wit!J the Firm that Gives You the Highest
Possible Allowance in Exchange, sets or components;
prompt attention and deliveries.-Mildmay Radio Ex·
change.
'Phone
Clissold 5001.
24, Mildmay Grove,
London, N.L
[5985

D

EACH

FUSE, • SWITCH and a SPARKGAP. All are included in this switch.
FREE £100
INSURANCE

EXTENDED P-AYMENTS.

E

ASY PAYMENTS.-We supply you direct, by easy payments, components, accessories, and sets, any make·
10% down, balance spread over 11 months; any radi~
goods ordered c.o.d. despatched same day.-Send list of
requirements to London Radio Supply Co. {established
1925), 11, Oat Lane, London, E.C.2.
[0337

~~1ti~~dg~~UtYI~~)7rt~~~sfo~~!!;e_~~·-

wound.-Metropolitan Radio Service Co., 1021, Finchley
Rd., Golders Green, London.
Speedwell 3000.
[5995
Re~ound;

AINS Transformers
prompt service; sa tis·
M
faction guaranteed; pnces on request.-·The Sturdy
ElOOtric Co., Wesley Terrace, Dipton, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
[5992
8

HE~!!i[a~R~~cefv!~~~is~e~!ftfsh,e~~~cde ~~~kal!~titi~~l~
11\riS; estimates free.-56, How land St., 'l'ottenham Court
Rd. W.l. Museum 5675.
[0434

FtNANCIAL PARTNERSHIPS.

A. F. BULGIN Be CO., LTD.
ABBEY ROAD, BARKING. USEX.

SEND

FOR
THE
BULOIN
80-PAOE
CATALOGUE No. 153 "W."
Enclose 2d. Postage.

WIRF....LESS Engineer Required to Design and Control
Manufacture; moderate investment. -Box 863, clo
The Wireless World
[6040

A CTIV~
Part.nership pesired in Established Extending
RadiO Bus.IDess; capital £200; first class commercial
experience.-Box 862, c;o The Jf'irelcss UTorld.

[6045

WANTED.

FOR PUBLIC ADDRESS WORK

LARGE HALLS
OR IN THE OPEN AIR
IN

This amplifier (type
322)has been specially
designed to meet the
needs of clubs, political organisations,
societies, etc. With
an undistorted
output of approximately 22 watts,
its performance
·leaves nothing to
be desired both in
accuracy of tone
and ability to
handle large volumes. The 322 is
an all-purpose equipment as efficient as it
is adaptable. Price, complete with gramophone motor and pick-up in
stout oak case and Savage mike
on short stand •

£

40

Send to-day for particulars of this and
other Savage Amplifiers.

ETROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE Co., for car radio,
mstallatwn and service. -

M
,
R E~~~~i~ant val~~s

ELECTRIC CLOCKS.
PECIAL Offer.-Superior A.C. main electric clock
movements, 200-250v. 50 cycles, drive up to 10-inch
hands; 16/6, post 6d.-Write detalls, Ebury Hrii.Jbe Radio
Co., 33, Ebury Bridge Rd. Sloane 8407.
[5963

'te~o2-7

price 2 I 3, post free U.K.; Varley Constant Square Peak
Band-Pass Coils, type B.P .5, complete with switch, brand
new, in maker's original carton, with fu1l instructions
and. diagrams, list priee 15/-, our ·price 2/4, post free
U.K.; Polar 3-gang Star Minor Condenser witl1 trimmer,
brand new, list pnce 1819, our price 7/- each, post free
U.K.; Collaro Electric Gramo. Motor, A. C., 200-250, with
pick-up and volume control, auto start and stop, brand
new, listed at £4, our price 47/6, carriage paid; Celestion
Energised · M.C. Speaker, 2,500 ohms, niodel D.C. 2054,
with universal transformer, list price £2/5, our price
1216; bankrupt set manufacturers' stock.

proJ:;~~R RADIO, Coptic St., London, W.C.l.

.7

Radio-crajt.[6030

S

POT Cash for New or Used Mode•n Componentd.Economic Radio Co., 96·98, South Lambeth Rd.,
S.W.S.
[5964

W

ANTED, good class ra.dio components: sets, meters,
speake1·s, etc.: spot cash paid; bring or send to
North London Radio Service, 84, Hampstead Rd., N.W.l.
[6060

SE~r ~npai~::!. :~~te~io~~le;:~~~ :~~hfi;:lv~la~:c~~~~j~

tion; full particulars and price to Box 843, c/o The Wireless World.
[6028
HIGH-CLASS Ra~io Parts and Sets Wanted for Ca.sh,

new or second-hand, any quantity, we p~y up .to
one-~hird of the reta!l value for class goods; send yours,
statmg reasonab~e prtce; cash by return (no junk, please);
dealers' obsole ;p. s'/""Cks also purchased, any amount; van
and represent:t"';ive will call for any reasonable lots.~Mild
may Radio Exchange, 24, Mild may G1ove, London, N .1.
'Phone Clissnld 5001.
~
[5984

SITUATIONS VACANT.
ADIO Engineers Required, with sound electrical ~nd
radio training, and with previous experience on
test apparatus and cathode ray oscillograph design and
construction.

R

stating
W RITE,
to Box 861,

VA~~~C'~e~hni~!tff a~~ ~:~~~~t fn~~~~r.D~~~f!~~~-~

given to applicants with experience in design of loud
speakers and full knowledge of permant magnet applicati~)ns; apply in writing, giving full particulars of qualifications, age and salary required, to Ja.mes Neill and Co.
!Sheffield), Ltd., Napier St., Sheffield.
[6027

SITUATIONS WANTED.

yo~~G s~~~Y. ':,~~Idpr;;;~:se~~n~:Jonfir!::, ~i~~~!esi~~
stallations, and most repairs; own equipment and car.Bux 860, c/o The Wireless World.
[6055

~13+/;.(ijij
SOUND SYSTEM
W.

BRVAN

SAVAGE,

56 j 58, CLERKENWELL

•• Dictionary of Wil'eless Technical Terms"

ROAD,

age, experience, and salary required,
c/o The Wireless World.
[6056

CRANL.EV

SINGLE-SPAN
COILS
5 2/6
of Seven.

per se!
Wired and Assembled Complete with Condensers, and Cans
as specified, and Micro Dial. C<>ils only, per set of 7; 12/8·
W. W. Slngle-IJian Transformer, 35/-. 10 hry. Cltoke, 12/6·
W .Yf. Q.A. Ampllfter TransforMer, 57/B.
W.W. Multi Ratio Output Transformer, 50/-.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

E.C.l.

Second Edition Post jr(!e

CRANLEV RADIO LTD., 32, Craven Park Road,
Harlesden, N.W.10
'Phone: Willesden 3473·

2/2
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enable Amateurs to build the most up..to-date sets to entire satlsfsetion.
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ALL-WAVES-ALL- MAl NS-ALL-ELECTRIC
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Our Receivers also supplied In CHASSIS form, thus making it possible
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and any make of set to a most up-to-date and Powerful All-Mains Receiver with
the famous Ostar-Ganz Universal H~~h Volta~e Valves.
For full details and terms apply to:
Temple Bar 4985.
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RESJNKOR SOLDER

TH\5 S\GN

•

•

AND

•

in the theoretical diagram of a receiver
means that a Westinghouse Metal Rectifier
is incorporated. But, to those who look
further than mere theory, it means much
more . . . a constant undeteriorating high
tension supply, with no replacements or
renewals. lt stands for reliability ... which
is just anotber way of saying

METAL RECTIFIERS

•

Please send me 44-page text book " Th1i! A 11 Metal Way,
1934 '' relating to Westinghouse Metai Rectifiers and.
their uses. I enclose 3d. in stamps.

PASTE

are two aids to efficient soldering. 8.1. "Resinkor"
Solder is a solder with just the right quantity of resin
eP1bedded in it. lt is invaluable for the soldering of
electrical connections, particularly on fine work.
, . Resinkor" can be supplied in coils, on reels, or in
cut lengths as required, in all diameters down to
20 s.w.g. 8.1. Coraline Soldering Paste is suitable for
copper, brass, tin, iron and lead and for electrical
connections except the jointing of paper insulated
cables. lt is quite easy to apply, even in
the most awkward corners, and once
having been applied it does ·not run
off the work, nor does it dry. lt gives
off no spray and is very economical.

Supplied in I -oz., 2-oz., i-/b.,
and 7-lb. fins.

The Westinghouse Brake and Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.,
82, York Road, King's Cross, London,. N.l.
yaa••••••••••••••••••••••••~:COUPONa•••••••••••••••••••••••••••.;

• CORAUNE

BRITISH

INSULATED

~-lb.,

CABLES

J.;[b.

LTD.

Cable Makers and Electrical Engineers

PRESCOT, LANCS.
Telephone Na. I"RESCOT 6571.

Name........................................................................................_ ....
Address ............................................: .........,....................................

London o·mce: SURREY HOUSE, EMBANKMENT, W.C.2
Telephone No. Temple· Bar 4193, 4. 5 & 6 •
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NOW ON SALE!

RADIO RECEIVER
MEASUREMENTS
By Roy M. Barnard, B.Sc., A.M.R.E.
Although primarily designed for the benefit of the radio
service engineer, this concise handbook is also of practical
vakle- to the amatet~r experimenter:
lt describes the meriiods of measuring. receiver performance and provides provisional sta):ldards as a basis for
judging performance. ·Measurements of sensitiVity, selet:c
tivity and-f.ide~ty are~explaineci at length and the-in~,:pr.e
tation in'estimating n:iceiverperform~nce is carefully set out.

J.il._.iiiiii_..AND HiAVE THE BEST
RAD'IO-GRAMOPHONE
In these days the ordinary radio. gram quickly becomes obsolete. The
Apol!o.buraau playing desk is always
tip-to-date. Plus a good set it costs
• ab6ut t3 less than a radiogram, and
it' has storage for 8o records, scoring
in,convenieoce as well as economy.
It is a beautiful job fri 'finely polished
walnut. \Vith latest silent running
Garrard induction motor and Goldring weight-adjusted
pick-up as
sta.ndard.

Details are given. of up•to-date methocis of re_~eiver.te~ting
with full descriptiqns of commercial si9nal generators
and their application to the adiustment of- modern
superheter.odynes and "straight" receivers.
· ·

Complete with fifty-three illustr·ations and
diagrams, summaries of method, four appendices
a.nd a general index.
PRICE

4/6

By post 4

rTf>m

net
1

9

all boo.~sellers or direct from the Pu~lishm

IL!F.F.E & SO:NS LTD., DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET LONDON, S.E.I
W.W.rg

Mention of " The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

APOLLO
BUREAU
PlAYING

DESK£5-l9.6
Anv other motor o~ pick-up fitted
by- arrongemertt.
Cabinet onJy,
[2-10-o. COmplete, 1:2 monthly payments of II/.·. Order direct' or t llrough
dealer or write foe· further detailll

THE Wl KI:.LE!:l~ WO.l<LD
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OUTSTANDING

RES

Special quotations to Set Manufacturers and Industrial users,

There is a significance attached
to the name Dubilier when
coupled with resistances
which gives radio designers,
manufacturers and constructors the confidence they have sought for
years, and the assurance of utmost reliability. Dubilier-the 100%
British Resistances-have an unrivalled reputation for reliability. They
assure trouble-free reception to the listener and a minimum of
servicing to the manufacturer, yet cost no more than others.

One Watt 1/-

Three Watt 3/·

Two Watt 2/·

RESISTANCES
OUBILIER

CONDENSER

CO.

(1925)

LTD.. DUCON

WORKS.

VICTORIA

ROAD,

NORTH

ACTON,

W.l.

BROADCASTING UNDER HITLER

Th~

T he most
compact, efficient

tuning unit of all
t.lke all Colvern product., t he
"Ct>l}lak"l~ built toR very Wgh
Hland(lld of COJdlll'i'riDg pre•
~is lor~ and as I~ I ncorporate1
Jo'rrrocart C'ollsl Ure utmost

degr~>e of ~ecctlvlty n ud
semtitl,•ity Is rnsured. Every
"<:olpak" unit Is eru:efully
t t>st.>d and Ideally matched.
SpecifY n "Colpnk " fo r your
eet. Type "v " (lll u.strated)

R_ADiqP,HOH(
RELIA81LI'rY
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Complete R an ge of

VOLUM E CONTROLS
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Your BATTERY SET

,,

VOLUME

without extravagant H.T. consumption

CLASS I'B" VALVES

KINGS OF THE AIR

COSSOR 240 B.
.Filament volts 2.0; Filament am1•s 0.4; Anode
volts 150 max.; Max.
Anode t:urrent Swing
50 ntA.; !Uax Peak
Applied Signal !Grid to
Grit!) 40 volts; ~tatic
Anode t:urrent at Va=
lOO, Vg =0
(each halfl
1.5 mA.
•
Price

14/

COSSOR 220 B.
Filament volts 2.0; Filament amp. 0.2; Normal
Anode volts 1:!0; Max.
Anode (:urrent Swing
35 mA.; !\tax. Peak
Applied Signal (Gdd to
Grid) 40 volts; Static
Ano<le furrent at Va=
lOO. Vg=O
(e~ch half)

1.25 m A.
Price

14/

•

By fitting a Class '" B " Output Stage you
can convert your present Battery Set into
an up-to-date Receiver. The conversion is
not difficult and, by using a Cossor Class "B"
Valve, you will be able to obtain "mains
volume" with little, if auy, increase in H.T.
consumption. Full details of this remarkable syslem of L.F. amplification will be sent
you if you return the coupon below.

FREE I
72-page WIRELESS BOOK
From cover to cover this
Cossor 72 - page \\ ireless
Book is packed full of
useful and interesting information-latest circuitsexplanations of technical
tern1s - how a superhet
works, etc. :"end at once
for free copy. Please use
the eonpon.

To A. C. COSSOR LTD., Melody Dept., Highbury Grove, London, N.5.
Please send me free of charge, a copy of Booklet 8.21 which gives fu11 details of Class
"B '' Amplification and include also a copy of the Cossor 72-page W'reless Book.

Name ······-·-··-·--·-----------······-··-·--·-·-·-··-·--········································································

Address········-···--·---·--··-·····-·····-··---········--·····································································

USE

THIS

COUPON

w.w.

13/7134·
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&

B.V.33 .._________________________ ..................................................................... .
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even though the power of the remaining stations were increased.
Several manufacturers of receivers in
this country arc r~ow discussing in
Pcwer in Relation to Number of their publicity literature the merits of
higher quality reproduction, and this
Stations
new attitude should be encouraged in
FTF.R a succession of inter- every possible way.
national conference-; on broadSome Continental countries have
cast station distribution in not yet begun to appreciate the importEurope, the pos1t10n at last ance of quality and are satisfied with a
shows some signs of stability. \Ye do restricted frequency band, but we
not hear so much as in the past of new may expect that this state of affair~
stations opening up and causing hetero- will gradually be remedied, and it is
dyne interference with transmitters al- surely up to this country to lead the
n:ady established. Big incrE'ases in way iu the campaign for better quality.
power arc, however, still taking place
and threatening to cause permanent
daylight as well as night interference,
No Na1ne
because their daylight range is now
Makers Should Label Their Sets
so much greater, so that, although
some agreement seems to have been
T is interesting to note that an
reached with regard to limiting the
increasing number of the new
number of stations, these increases in
receivers bear the maker's name
power are creating a new problem.
in some suitable style on the cabinet.
It \Yould seem possible that some \Ve have often wondered in the past
formula might be arrive<l at whereby why it was that so many manufacincreases in power of stations in kilo- turers appeared to prefer that their
watts in any country might be related products should go out to the public
to the total number of channels allotted, anonymously, or at least, identifiable
and, where substantial increases in only if a trade mZJrk is recognised.
the power of one or two stations takes
In the course of our contact with
place, some sacrifice in channels occu- readers, we have constantlv found that
pied by stations of lesser power should owners of sets who have~ come to us
be made by the country concerned. for advice about them have been
If, for example, the power of a trans- unable to tell ns the make, because
mitter is increased by JO kilowatts, the cabinet carried no indication of the
then a channel occupied by a 5 or ro origin of the set. It is understandable
kilowatt station should be given up. in some instances that a manufacQuality should be the aim of all the turer might not be proud enough of his
broadcasting authorities of Europe as product to label it, but in the case of
the first consideration after an adequate manufacturers of repute every set
service to cover each countrv has been sold should act as a permanent adverestablished, and it would 'seem that tisement, so that the owner's friends,
the surest wav bv which a wider when they have been dnly impressed
transmission fre,quer~cy can be brought with the performance, will make a
about so as to improve quality, would note of the manufacturer's name for
be by reducing the number of stations their own guidance when choosing a
so that the separation can be greater, new receiver.

Transmitter Distribution
and Quality

A

I

I8
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The Universal Single- Span
Receiver
Constructing and
Adjusting the
New Set
By W. T. COCKING

B

OTH the receiver and the mains
equipment are assembled on a
single chassis built from metalcovered plywood, for a two-unit
construction gives little advantage in the
case of a "Universal" receiver. The
assembly of the various components on
the chassis is straightforward, and only
one or two points need special mention. munity from mains hum may be attained.
The connection to the negative side of the
The coils can be purchased ready built,
four electrolytic condensers C27, Cz8,
if desired, or they can quite easily be
C33 and C34 is made by their contact with home-made. The coils used in this rethe metal base upon which they are ceiver are in every way the same as in
mounted. The chassis, however, is not the original Single-Span set, so those reat the same potential as negative H.T., quiring inf<_>rmation on their construction
so that the condenser cans must be insu- are referred to The Wireless World for
lated from the chassis proper.
April 27th, 1934.
The difficulty is got over by cutting
It may be remarked that the coil L3 is
through the metal covering of the base secured to the frame of the tuning conall round the four condensers in such a denser by two nuts and bolts. Over the
way that they are in contact with a disc
one-hole fixing bush of this condenser
of metal which is insulated from the re- are placed, first, the base of the large
mainder of the chassis by the gap which screening can, and, secondly, the mounthas been cut and
,.----------------------------------------------ing bracket supby the plywood
:
l
plied with the dial,
base.
The two
:
HE atest version of the Singlethe whole assembly
electrolytic condeni
Span receiver is basically the
being secured by
sers Czg and c30
J
same as earlier models, but its power
the large nut from
must also have
l supply circuits have been modified to
the condenser. The
their cans insulated
j permit of operation interchangeably
padding condenser
from the chassis,
l on A.C. or D.C. supplies. Theoretical
C is mounted on the
and this is accom! considerations affecting design zvere
screen base by two
plished by mountj discussed last week ; the present
small brackets in
ing them on the
l article deals zvith the practical details
such a manner that
underside of the
~
of construction and adjustment.
, its adjusting screw
base, which is not
'-----------------------------------------------J can
be reached by
metal covered, on a
inserting a screwmetal bracket.
This bracket should be driver through one of the slots in the
screwed to the wood with short screws so screen.
that there is no risk of them coming into
If the receiver is to be used on both
contact with the metal covering the other A.C. and D.C. mains a permanent-magside of the base.
net-type loud speaker should be used, for
The wiring should be carried out as the rectifier cannot supply sufficient curnearly as possible in accordance with the rent for energising a field winding. In
drawing which accompanies this article, cases where the set is to be employed only
and it should not be forgotten that in the on a D.C. supply, however, there is no
case of the HL.DD.1320 the precise heater objection to the use of an energised
connections are not unimportant. The speaker, and it should have a field of suitmakers recommend that one particular able resistance for direct connection to
diode be used as the detector, and that the mains.
Whatever speaker be used.
the heater connections be made in a cer- its transformer must be of such ratio that
tain way in order that the fullest im- the primary impedance is 4-400 ohms.

T

(Concluded from page 9 of last issue)
Cnless the set is worked from A.C., one
might expect to be able safely to omit
the rectifier valve. This is not the case,
however, for on D.C. it serves to protect
the electrolytic condensers from damage.
If the rectifier were not in circuit, and the
set were connected to a D.C. supply with
reversed polarity, the electrolytic condensers would be destroyed.

Initial Voltage Adjustments
The mains resistance R21 is tapped so
that any mains between 200 volts and
250 volts can be used, the adjustment
being in ro-volt steps. The connection
should be made to the appropriate tapping
point, bearing in mind that the full resistance must be included for 250 volts. A
table of voltages and currents is given in
this article, but it must be remembered
that the divergencies to be expected are
greater than usual.
Not only are the
usual differences in valves and components of the same nominal type likely
to be encountered, but the mains voltage and the nature of the supply also
affect the readings which will be obtained.
The figures, therefore, should be taken
as no more than a guide to the values
likely to be found in practice.
The initial adjustments are few in
number and readily carried out. Owing
to the chassis being at mains potential
it is necessary to exercise care in making
the adjustments, and it is a wise plan to
make a saw-cut in each of the four knobs
controlling the I .F. trimmers in order that
a screwch:iver may be used to operate
them. The first step is to set each trimmer
at maximum, that is, with its plates fully
enmeshed. and make a pencil mark on
the underside of the base opposite the
pointer on the knob, so that the position
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\\ithout having to remove the coil screen.
Take this pencil mark as r8o degrees on
an imaginary scale and set C2o at 130
degrees, rotating it in an anti-clockwise
A rough division by eye is
direction.
sufficiently accurate.
In the same way
set CIJ at I35 degrees, CI2 at I70 degrees, and Crr at 135 degrees. Screw C7
fully home, and then unscrew it one complete turn.

Trimming the I.F. Circuits
The set can now be switched on, and it
should prove possible to tune in some
station, and the four I.F. trimmers can
be adjusted for maximum signal strength.
A milliammeter should now be connected
in the anode circuit of one of the controlled valves, or a low-range voltmeter
in parallel with Rr8, so that trimming can
be carried out with the aid of a visual
tuning indicator. On tuning in a signal,
tlw meter reading will decrease unless the
signal is very weak, and the
stronger the signal the
greater \Yill be the fall of
current, so that trimming
for minimum current inclication of the meter is the
;::une as trimming for maximum signal stn·ngth.
Find a modt·ratdv strong
;signal and tune it in as
accurately as possible, keeping the set close to the oscillation point by means of
reaction \Yithout letting it
actuallv oscillate.
Then
,Hljust" Czo for maximum
~ignals.
It may be nccesScH\', if o:c:cillation is to be
avoided, to Jcclnce the setting of the reaction conclcn:-er Cq a~ thi" circuit
comes intc IT~C,llcmcc. Then
adjust Cr7 in L'Xactly the
same manm·r, and, lastly',
Crr.
The sl't is now
trimmed, but if the best
pL:rfonnance is required it
will pay to repeat the proces~ again, slightly rctuning
the signal by the main tuning control. The only other
adjustment is to Cf Jf the
di:1l settings are ton high, or
2,000 metre ..; cannot be
reached, unscrew C7 :1. little
further. On the other hand,
if the dial sdtings are too
low, and particularly if
]o·ng-wave stations can be•
received at two different
d,al settings, C7 must be
Ihll'l'
fnliv screwed up.
The or~ly other pomt
which might cau~e difficulty is in the
pn·cise frequency to \Vhich the I.F. circuits haYe been adjusted. lf the specified
components have been used and thL: trimming instructions carefully fcl!O\vccl, C1ei r
frcquPncy should, be quite clc~e to
r, 6oo kc / s. In general, small divergen-

~-----------------------------------------------,
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A full"size blue print of the wiring diagram :
: is available from the Publishers, Dorset House, :
: Starnford Street, London, S.E.l. Price ls. Gd.
:
post free.
:

i

!·---- ------------------------------------------- .!

cies have no effect on the performance
whatever, but will only affect the dial
settings somnvhat, for as the intermediate
frequency is increased so the total portion of the dial occupied by the 200-2,000
metres baq.d is lessened. Should it :;o
happen, however, that the circuits are
lined up to a frequency equal to two or
three tinws that of a powerful local
station, it may be found that there is a
whistle on every station. If this effect
should be found in any case, it is a simple
matter to remedy it by re-trimming the
circuits at a slightly different frequency.
Except in the case of weak ;.;ignals, or
where a poor aerial is used, reaction \vill
make little difference to volume, since the
increase in sensitivity which it brings about
is offset bv the action of A.V.C. It makes
quite a lai·ge difference to selectivity, how-

to possess adequate sensitivity for the reception of all musically worth-wl1ilc' Continental transmitters when used with an
aerial of average efficiency, and this \- ithout pressing reaction to the limit. Some
of the stronger Continental stations, in
fact, are receivable at good strength
with reaction at minimum. Undl'r this
condition, of course, selectivity is not
high, and the local station sprea;ls by
some seven channels. The quality of reproduction is outstandingly good.

True and Apparent Selectivity
The effect of applying reaction is greatly
to increase selectivity, but owing to the
simultaneous increase in sensitivity the
spread of the local is not reduced unless a station is tuned in which is strong
enough to bring A.V.C. into action. This
makes the feel of the set a little unusual,
and the apparent selectivity is much
lower than the true selectivity under suitable conditions. If the set ·be used at
night when distant transmissions are fairly

The underside of the baseboard, where most of the wiring is

ever, and will be found very valuable
wlwn intl'rfcrencc is at all rife.· This property of variable selectivity is exceedingly
valuable, for it enables the best quality
consistent \\ith the prevailing interference
to be alwavs obtained.
Thoroug-h testing has shown the receiver

con:entrat~d.

strong, it is not difficult to receive stations
only three channels away from the local
without inkrference, whereas with the
weaker signals prevailing during the daylight hours seven channels is about the
limit.
The quality of reproduction proved
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The complete practical wiring plan ; the upper drawing indicates connections above the baseboard and also shows positions of components.
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highly satisfactory, and the volume B
adequate for most purposes. The unusually good conditions prevailing as regards quality are to be attributed partly
to the moderate degree of sideband cutting in the tuned circuits, and partly to the
characteristics of the particular output pentode employed. This valve does not re-

in which there is no mains transformer to
give isolation, interference may be experienced from disturbances in the mains
themselves. vVhethc·r or not such interference is found depends entirely on the
mains. In some cases, therefore, it may
prove advisable to insert a simple f.lter
in the mains' leads to the set. Such a filter
can consist of a pair of heavy-duty H.F.

VOLTAGES AND CURRENTS.

FOREIGN BROADCAST GUIDE

FRANKFURT-AM-MAIN
(Germany).
Geographical position : 50° 6' N. ; 8° 40' E.
Approximate airline from London : 3% miles.

Wavelength: 251
Power: 17 kW.
Standard time :

B.S.T.).

Valve.
l<'.C. 15 D. I Tetrode ..
..
Oscillator
..
Buffer HL. 1320
lst I.l~. VP. 1321 ..
2nd I.F. VP. 1321
Det. HL. DD. 1320
Out. Pen, 3520 ..

..

..
..
..
....
..
..

..
..
..
..
..
..

..

Anode
Volts.

Screen
Volts.

Grid
Bias.

145
90
70
145
145
55
150

50

-1.6

145
145

-1.6
-1.6
-1.6
-1.6
-5.1

quire a high value of load impedance,
with the result that matching to the loud
speaker is facilitated, and it is capable of
quite a large output for a moderate anode
voltage.
Mains hum proved to be negligible, and,
indeed, inaudible. It may be remarked,
however, that with a receiver of this type,

-

145

-

Anode
Current.

Screen
Current.

m A.

m A.

1.6
2.0
1.1
4.2
6.5
0.5
29.5

1.75
-

-

1.4
1.4
5.1

chokes and a pair of fixed condensers, but
it has not been thought worth vvhile to include it in the receiwr itself, since it will
only prove necessary in rare cases.

Building and Using a Simple Modulated Oscillator
By EDMUND J, KI:\G

T

Frequency: 1,195

Central European

(coincides

kc/s
with

Standard Daily Transmissions:
B.S.T. : Continuous transmission throughout the day ;
05.50 and 06.15 (ex. Sun. and Mon.), physical
exercises; 06.15 (Sun.) con. ; 06.55 con.; 08.20 (ex.
.Sun. and Mon.) physical exercises ; 12.00 con.;
18.00 talks, plays, etc.; 20.00 main evening programme ; 22.20 Time Signal, news, sport ; closes
down at approx. 01.00 (ex. Sun. and Mon.). when
dance music is given until 02.00 (Mon. and Tues.,
respectively) .
Announcer : Man.
Interval signal: Three bars from The Watch on the
Rhine (Die Wacht am Rhein), as under:

Call: Hier Reichssender Frankfurt, if from own studio;
Hier Reichssender Stuttgart, when relaying from
Stuttgart.
Usually closes down by playing Deutschland Ueber A/les
and the Horsl Wessel Lied (Nazi Marching Song).
Relays: Freiburg (5 kW.), Kaiserslautern (1.5 kW.)
Kassel (I.S kW.) and Trier (2 kW.) on common wave
of 251 m (1,195 kcs.).

A specimen receiver built to the specification
described in this article is available for inspection by readers at 116, Fleet Street, E.C.4.

Home-Made Signals
HE advantages of having available a source of '' home-grown ''
signals, of which the wavelength
and strength may be adjusted at
will, need hardly be stressed.
A simple
valve oscillator has its uses for testing purposes, but as the output is unmodulated,
its scope is severely limited.
The selfmodulating oscillator to be described has
been used by the writer for a considerable time with great success; it has, indeed, been invaluable in many ways, and
has been found to be extremely certain in
operation.
As will be seen from the accompanying
diagram, a pentode is employed as an
oscillator, modulation at an audible frequency being produced by the periodic
discharge of a condenser through a grid
leak. The actual oscillator circuit is of
the Hartley type, with centre-tapped coils.
Arrangements are made to apply, by
means of an attenuator, varying proportions of the output to the receiver or circuits under test. The attenuator actually
consists of a potentiometer fed through a
very small two-plate condenser (NC in the
diagram) which is actually an old
neutralising condenser. To avoid misleading results, it is important that the oscillator should be completely shielded, and
that the output from the attenuator should
be passed to the set through a shielded
lead ; in practice, terminal A and the
metal braiding of the connecting wire (ter-

m.

mina! B) are joined respectively to aerial
and earth terminals of the receiver under
test.
Both sides of the variable condenser are
" liw," and therefore its spindle, and incidentally that of the attenuator potentiameter, must be insulated.
The size of the screening box will depend upon the components used, and it is
not difficult to make an extremely com-

pact instrument. Care must be taken to
provide reasonable spacing between tht:
coils and the metal work, but otherwise
the internal lay-out is not important.
Existing coils can often be modified for
use in the oscillator. but those who wish
to make their own can wind them on an
ebonite former of 2i ins. diameter, the
medium-wave winding consisting of about
6o turns of No. 28 D.S.C., and the longwave winding of a total of 240 turns of
No. 36 D.S.C., equally disposed in four
adjacent slots. This is on the assumption
that the normal broadcast wave-ranges are
to be covered; with the help of an additional semi-variable condenser of o.oor
mfd., which may be switched in at will,
the usual intermediate frequency range of
superheterodynes is also covered.

Oscillator Calibration
If it be decided to prepare an accurate
o·oo1 mid
MAXIMUM

SCREENED
OUTPUT

~1-.

AJV\<.....40
....

~----~~~~---J

----r

~

B
-L.T.+ -H.T.+

The complete modulated oscillator : the
attenuator is useful for making comparative
tests.

calibration\ of the tuned circuit, precautions must be taken to ensure that all
factors which might influence the frequency
are constant; H.T. and L.T. voltages,
grid leak value, attenuator feed condenser
and attenuator resistance will affect calibration if allcwed to vary. However,
variations of frequency through adjustment of the attenuator are fortunate! -y·
negligible for most practical purposes. A Mazda pentode valw, type Pen. 220,
\vas used, the resistance R in the filament
circuit being Ilf~(essary for absorbing surplus voltage when the filament is fed from
a two-cell dry battery, as is very convenient for intermittent work. An ordinary 4~-volt dry battery is sufficient for
H. T. purposes.
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Broadcasting under Hitler
-~

An Instrument of
Government
Propaganda
By "WANDERING WAVE"

N

o

listener can stand undiluted
propaganda, and this is the main
reason whv entertainment and
instruction" still find a place in
the German broadcast programmes.
Nevertheless, the broadcasting system has
been an instrument of propaganda ever
since the advent of the Hitler Government.
The steady changes in the system culminated in the entire reorganisation pro-
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cOMPLETE reorganisation to
cope with changes in political
power--this is the story of German
broadcasting during the past tweh•e
months. Our correspondent, a resident in Germany, gives first-hand
impressions of the working of the new
regime and describes how the Hitler
Government, with the aid of trained
" radio officers," ensures that Government broadcasts are brought
within
.
the reach oif everyone m the country.
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claimed on April Ist last. On that day
the nine broadcasting companies were dissolved and the holding company, the
Reichsrundfunkgesellschaft, became the
one and only broadcasting organisation
over the whole country. The individual
stations became branch offices under the
title of "Reichssender," and the company
providing the news became a department
in the Ministry of Propaganda.
This sweeping reform was only possible
after the dissolution of the individual German Federal States by Herr Hitler in January, I934·
The Post Office formerly owning SI per
cent. of the shares in the broadcasting
organisations (the other 49 per cent. being
in the hands of the Federal States) relinquished these in favour of the Propaganda
Ministry, which also took possession of
the remaining 49 per cent. Thus, under
Hitler, the Ministry for the Enlightenment of the People and Propaganda is sole
owner of the German broadcasting organisation. The Post Office has, however, retained the work of collecting the fees and
operating and installing transmitters and
cables. For this service it retains about
half of the licence fees, the remainder being passed on to the Propaganda Ministry.

H err Hitler facing the customary battery of broadc l'>t, public address and jilm microphones.

Dr. Goebbels, the Minister of Propaganda, is thus the ultimate head and sole
controller. So far as political c:ontrol is
concerned his ·work is simple ; everything
that is not National Socialist is automatically rejected, the couhtry having only one
political opinion.
In a sense German broadcasting is
organised along the same lines as the

British system, with the exception that the
R.R.G. has not the political independence
of the B.B.C. In Germany, Herr Hitler
has proclaimed the slogan : "Every
German a Listener," this declaration conforming to his policy of using broadcasting
as a direct link between Government and
people.
To put this slogan into pracice it was
necessary to ensure that every German
should have good reception, and listening
had to be organised. On every great political occasion, when the German people expect to hear a Government announcement,
an army of National Socialist "Funkwarte," or radio officers, all o\'er the
country install receivers and public
address equipment wherever ti1e masses
will gather. At least half the population
gathered in front of loud spcake 1-s on such
occasions as the May Day demcnstrations
in 1933 and 1934, the great Hitler speech
before the elections in November, 1933,
and the proclamation of the second year's
campaign against unemployment last
March. In some places traffic was entirely
stopped, shop doors were closed and factories became idle.

Increasing Local Range

The "Deutschlandsender "- Berlin's roo-kW.
station -with its anti-fading aerial.

Transmission was also reorganised, the
Government deciding to increase the power
of the broadcasting stations to rhe maximum internationally permitted, i.e., wo
kilowatts on the medium, and rso kilowaits on the long waves. Further to increase the efficiency of the stations, antifading aerials were provided for new highpower transmitters, and those stations
having older types of aerials will shortly
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obtain new ones. These anti-fading aerials
increase the local service range by about
one-third, while distant reteption is not
impaired.
The power of the relay stations is also
being increased, and in places where reception of the high-power transmitters is
not sufficient further relays are being provided which work on national or international common waves.
This programme of expansion will be
completed by the end of 1934. Already
Hamburg, Berlin, Munich and Stuttgart
ha Ye 100-kilowatt transmitters operating
on the anti-fading type of aerial. Work
is progressing to increase the power of
Heilsbcrg, Breslau and Langenberg stations from their present 6o kilowatts to

with the means for good and inexpensive
reception by crcatiug the '' VolksempHinger," or "People's Rcceinor," while the
system of transmitters just described

Public address on a gigantic scale the May Day
celebrations in the Tempelhofer Field, Berlin, in May
last. The plan shows the
disposition of the new
Telefunken " mushroom "
speakers, which are illustrated below.

J oo kilowatts and at the same time to proYicle ~hese stations with the new type of
aerial. Leipzig, which already has 120
kilowatts, will shortly obtain the new
aerial. At Stettin, Dresden and Ktinigsberg, the old relays have been replaced by
more modern transmitters, and a new relav station has been opened at Trier. The
p6wer of the Freiburg relay station has
been increased to 5 kilowatts and an antifading aerial has been provided. The Post
Or'lice has placed an order for a new 150kilowatt long-wave station to rE-place the
present Dentschlandsender. This will be
completed in H135·

gineer concerned has decided on an entirely new principle for interval signals,
which, unfortunately, cannot yet be disclosed.
The work of the "Funkwarte" or radio
officers, already referred to, promises to
widen its scope. At the present time
they arc keeping a watchful eye on the
licence figures, and have completed a
series of investigations into why the number of listeners has recently declined. In
all, 12,237 cases were treated.
No fewer than forty-eight reasons were
adduced for the abandonment of the wireless receiver. It is possibly surprising
that only 9 per cent. of " defaulters "
indicated that they \\·ere no longer interestt•d in the tram,missions; in many of
these cases the Nazi officers concluded
that the reason was a seasonal one. In
4! per cmt. of the cases the receiver had
broken down and was past repair and its
owner could not afford a new one.
The Domestic Side

The "People's Receiver"

In addition to this system of national
dewlopment, the Germans have opened a
short-wave station consisting of two transmitters, operating on nine beam aerials,
for broadcasting to the world at large.
This station was opened in February, 1934,
and will shortly be provided with more
powerful transmitters.
The Hitler Government, in providing
Germany with eight 100-kilowatt stations,
one 150-kilowatt long-waYe station, numbers of relays and with powerful shortwave beam broadcasters, has made the
country one of the most powerful broadcasters in Europe.
It has proYided the entire population

nisable. These signals are produced in
Yarious ways; at one time it was intended
to make use of the talking film, but since
Yisiting America the R.R.G. research en-

makes the reception of
German stations so easy
and so good that few
people
will
turn to
foreign stations. It would
be too much to say that
Germany is water-tight
as far as foreign broadcast propaganda is conbut
German
cerned,
broadcasting has clone
all in its power at least
to approach this.
The new system of musical signature
tunes or intern! signals adopted by the
German stations makes them easily recog-

Hire purchase features largely in the
dissemination of wireless sets, but only six
instances are rccorde_l in which the purchaser was unable to keep pace with the
instalments. Misfortune dogged certain
listeners; seven had their receivers stolen,
but this is nothing compared with the
tragedy of the eleven who had been sent
to prison or to a concentration camp.
Twenty-eight people ga w up listening
because they had married, while nine
pleaded an increase in the size of the
family. The desire for an increased population may prompt the authorities to provide free licences in the case of large
families.
The "Funkwarte" will be mustered in
full force for the forthcoming Berlin Radio
Show, to be held in August. Arrangements
include technical lectures and demonstrations which should brace the officers for
their increasingly arduous duties in the
coming winter.
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Broadcast Distribution
How Droitwich Will Affect the
Regional Scheme
By

~OEL

ASHBIUDGE, B.Sc.

(Chief E•nfiineer, British Broadcastinfi Corporation)

(Concluded from page 5 of last issue.)

" TJ THEN

the new stations (North Scottish, NorthEastern and Belfast) are built, and with Droitwich
in co-operation," writes the B .B .C.'s Chief Engineer,
" it is anticipated that g8 per cent. of the population
will receive a good service of one programme and
85 per cent. two programmes."
The article deals with the decisions which htwe led
to the neu' distribution arrangements and indicates
how Droitwich will serve the country at large.

YY

E

XPERIMENTAL \York in connection with the design of the new
high-power medium-waYe transmitter was complete by the
summer of 1927, and in August the transmitter (known as sGB) began to transmit
a programme which was definitely contrasted with that sent out by sXX. Below
is a photograph of the experimental transmitter sGB. It should be explained that
at this time it was still considered that
there was a possibility of trouble due to
receivers located within about ten miles of
the station not being able to separate entirely one programme from the otht>r. The

The new high-power
station at Droitwich
nearing completion.

problem had, however, been investigated
with two small transmittt>rs working on
about IO watts at Keston (at the receiving
station then normally used for monitoring), and it had been shown that all that
was usually necessary was to reduce the
size of aerial used if selectivity trouble
were experienced, provided, of course,
that the set possessed at least some degree
of selectivity. However, it
was decided to confirm this
findin~ on a basis of highpowered stations transmittin~
programmes for the benefit of
listeners. It was thou~ht also
that there mi~ht be serious
difficulty due to cross-talk between the two transmitters-that is to sav, the radiation
from the one ~being picked up
and re-radiated in some way
hy the other. As a matter of
fitct, a certain amount of
short-lived difficulty was experienced in connection with
the latter for a few days,
probably because both trai1smitters concerned were unscreened, but the judicious
application of a few condensers
and
high-frequency
chokes removed this trouble
entirely.
After some discussion with
interested Government Departments a decision was
finally reached to proceed
with ·the construction of the
London twin transmitter station.
Some months were
required to find, test, and
purchase a suitable site, and
The experimental transmitter sGB at Daventry, now
the
constructional
work
known as Midland Regional.

began at Brookmans Park in July, 1928.
The station began its preliminary trials
during the following summer, and was Jirst
put into regular operation in September,
1929. In spite of the preliminary tests
\Vhich had been made at Daventry in connt'ction with 5XX and sGB, thtre was still
a certain amount of fear remaining that
listeners might have trouble in such areas
CJS Potters Bar, Barnet, etc., and pamphlets were got out in order to try and help
all those in trouble as much as possible.
It will be realised that there was more
~eparation between the wa ye lengths of
sXX and 5GB than bctwcell the t\YO
Brookmans Park transmittc>rs. At the same
time the service of two programmes was
"slid in" very gradually. Thtre was, 'do;
a matter of fact, a certain amount of difficulty due to lack of selectivity, which,
however, was almost entirely concerned
with old receivers; relatively old, that is
to say, because broadcasting had only
been running for some six years.

Completing the Regional Scheme
Altogether, about 47,000 letters were JTcei,·ed, but few of these protested against
the nature of the service; thev were more
in the nature of requests for. idormation
as to the fitting of rejector circuits, series
condensers in the aerial, coupled circuits,
shortening of aerials. etc. However, to
convince anyone who considered that the
separation between the two wavelengths
used was insufficient, a crystal set was
erected in the Brookmans Park building,
complete with a reasonable size of aerial,
which would separate the two programmes
completely.
Brookmans Park, having ultimately
proved a success, the remaining three sta-
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tions were built during the following three
years the last station-at Washford Cross
=---in 'the \Vest being finished in April,
I933· In the case of the last three stations
the selectivity trouble was very much less
in evidence than in London; in fact, only
seventy-nine letters on this subject were
received from the \Vest Region.

allowed for the new station, on the one
hand, internationally and, on the other,
by the Government.. '
During the summer of 1933 earnest con
sideration \Vas given to the lines on which
future development should proceed, on the
assumption that the new 5XX would be
operated on some power above roo kW., it
being realised that at this stage in the devdopnwllt of broadcasting almost continu-

say, London National, North National and
\\/est National--and to gi,·e the national
programme to those three regions from the
new sXX. The main reasons for this were
two-fold. First, it had been decided to
build the new long-wave station at Droitwich instead of Daventry, which helped
to make it possible to obtain a licence to
work on 150 k\V. ; and, secondly, because
it was clear that the selectivity of receivers

Synchronising Problems
Perhaps the most anxious time in the
development of the scheme was when the
\Vest National and London National were
put on the air for the first time '' synchronised" on the common wavelength of 261.6
metres. It was necessary to do this, because there were not enough wavelengths
available to give a separate one to each
transmitter. These two were chosen for
''synchronising'' purposes rather than
two othns farther apart, such as London
National and Scottish National, because,
according to our measurements, less indirect ray was in evidence during darkness on this frequency at a distance of the
order of 150 miles than at 300 miles, which
are roughly the respective distances in Lhe
two cases mentioned.
The degree of
accuracy of" synchronisation" of the two
carrier waves on a basis of several months'
working ·varies between o and about 3
cycles --that is, an average of about I~·
parts in a million. It may be said that
better results have been obtained than we
in the B.B.C. anticipated-that is to say,
the service area in each case is slightly
greater than that which we mapped out
when deciding to attempt this method of
working. We assumed that a ratio between the wanted and unwanted field of
5: I would be necessary; in practice, howewr, satisfactory results are being obtained
with about 3: I. Of course, the worst
condition is given in places where the
strengths of two stations are equal.
The opening of the West Regional
Station really completed the original
Regional Scheme, although it had been intended for some time past to increase the
power of sXX. This had not already been
done because there remained some doubt
as to what maximum power would be

The transmitter hall at West Regional.

ous movement was necessary in order to
remain up to date and to giv~ the best possible SlT\·ice with the facilitieS--in the
shape of wavelengthS--which were available. It was not until after the Lucerne
Conference, which took place in June of
that year, that it was possible finally to
adopt any definite scheme for future development, because the number of channels likely to be available was in doubt.
Even no\v there is still some element of
doubt as to the future. However, by the
autumn of HJ33 a decision had been taken
ultimatdv to close down the three national
transmitt.ers working on medium \Naves
sen ing England and \Vales --that is to

General view of the 5GB transmitter. The final 3tage of the power amplifier is
in the centre background.

in a year or two's time was likely to be
amply sufficient to distinguish between two
transmissions with zoo or 300 kc / s
separation, even if they were not roughly
equal. In short, it was considered that
there would be no difficulty in eliminating
the medium-wave regional transmission
with a field of roo mv m or so to receive
a transmission from the new sXX, with
perhaps IO mv /m. It was not intended to
put this scheme into operation immediately, but only after a further year or
two, after which the Droitwicb Station
would be completed, it not having been
started at that time.
The great advantage of this scheme was,
of course, that two wavelengths would be
released, which could be used to increas<~
the coverage of the regional programmt~
service. The aim was to cover as much
ground as possible with sXX giving the
national programme, in order that the
medium wavelengths might be used for
regional programmes; however, it was decided to retain the '' national '' transmitter
in Scotland if Droitwich were not strong
enough for good reception in the densely
populated districts of Glasgow and Edinburgh. It will not be possible to go int0
all the various considerations which led
to the decision to use one of the two free
wavelengths in the North of Scotland an<l
the other in the Newcastle area. Stated
very briefly, it may be said that in the first
case there is no really good service of evt•n
one programme, and in the second there
is a relatively poor regional service over
an area containing a very large popula-
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Broadcast Distributiontion. In addition to the two new singlewave stations a similar station is to be
built in Northern Ireland to n'place the
small Belfast transmitter. The national
programme will be supplied to this area
from Droitwich.
These proposals, which I haw· stated
briefly, were submitted in full to a committee of independent experts, who, after
careful consideration, approYed the \\'hol,~
scheme. The latter includes many details,
such as arrangements for using the l'fational
transmitters which are to be closed down
for the new stations which are to be built.

say, Finchley, from the London National
is of the order of 6o-8o mv ;m., while that
from Droitwich will be of the order of from
15-20 mv /m. On the other hand, if you
take a district like Chelsea it will be found
that at present the field strength from London National is about 4 mY m., whereas
the field strength from Droitwich will iJe
approximately the same as that mentioned
above. In the eastern districts the field
strength will probably be about the same
in the two cases, although admittedly
there might be greater freedom from interference on the medium than on the lont.;
wave. Finally, if you take an area such

people to get a better service in the north
of England, ancl a considerable, although
much smaller, number in the north of
Scotland to get a good service for the first
time since broadcasting started. Put another way, it seems hardly _ustitrable to
duplicate a programme on a rnedium-\Yan·
transmitter which will exist with a strength
of 20 m\', m. from another station.

An All-Britain Service ?
The next point which will arise is why
the number of people who are served with
a minimum of one programme is g8 per
cent. and not 100 per cent. The answer
to this is that this figure refers to a con>,istentl y good service. The service from
Droitwich will extend over he whole of
the British Isles when conditions are good.
lt is not practicable, howe\·er, to giv(~
cornpktely reliable reception from Droitwich in such areas as the extreme north
&nd \H'st of Scotland. If one attempted
to do ,o by choosing a site farther north,
it \Hmld mean gi\'ing an unreliable ser\'ice to \'astly greater numbers in some
othci· part of the British Isles, unless a.
powe-r of many hundreds of kilowa tls
\HTC ust·d, which is not allowed by interrntwnal regu_lation.
Next, it may be
a~knl, is there any hope of the
per
cent. of the population who do not get
a regional service ever getting such a service in the future? Again, it has to Le
poirtccl out that the figure of ,S5 per cent.
is ull the basis of a good service, and a
larger percentage will get a less good one.
:\loreo-ver, by improving the low-power
stations which already exist (with the exception of Newcastle, which, of courst',
will be closed clown when a high-power
,;tation is built in that area), and possiblv
by building :c!.dditional relay stations, it
is Loped to reduce this 15 per cent. It
would, however, be very premature to
sav that additional relay stations can h<:
built, or to estimate to what extent the
15 per cent. can be reduced. Finallv, it
i:-, necessary to repeat what has been. said
so r:1any times before, namely that futtm~
de,.-elopments always depend on the result of future international confermces.

rs

DROITWICH.

The main entrance to the station. Unmodulated test signals may be expected
after broadcasting hours within the next few days.

When the new stations are built, and
with Droitwich in operation, it is anticipated that g8 per cent. of the population
will receive a good sen·ice of one programme, and 85 per cent. two programmes.

What Droitwich Will Do
Returning for a moment to the principal change involved in this scheme, i.e.,
giving the national programme to the
whole of England, Wales and Northern
Ireland from Droitwich ; it has already
been argued in certain quarters that the
new sXX will not give a service so fn:•c
from interference in the big cities, for
example, London, than is at present given
by the medium-wave national transmitter
at Brookmans Park. The case of London
has been taken because any such complaints would be more likely to come from
that area than from the other regional
areas who arc losing their national tran~
mitters, because in this case a larger
number of listeners ha\·e been in the habit
of receiving the national programme from
a medium-wave transmitter than in the
other two regions. ::VIorem·er, this has
been going on for a long time, nearly fiw
years.
It can be said straight away that in the
northern districts of London it is obvious
that the reception of the new station cannot be as interference-free as that which
exists at present. The field strength in.

as Croydon, it will be found that the new
station will give a gain of about 3-1. On
an average, therefore, the sen·ice in London itself should not be appreciably worse
than it is now, although possibly it will
be necessary for some people in the north
of London to use an aerial where they have
been in the habit of working with practically no aerial.
However, it seem;;
reasonable to assume that listeners will be
prepared to go to some trouble in this connection if they realise that the change will
allow ultimately two or three million

The Radio Industry
:~

loud speakers,
W
have been approved

l<•arn that the Earl pt'rn1<uwut-magnd
mmlels A._;S and E.3S,
as suital>lf' for use in

schools by the Central Council for :c;chnol Broadcasting.
The new Osr:un Catkin
valve, type VMP.4, is a
variable-mu s c re c 11" d
pentode for A.C. O]Wration, ant! costs 17s. (,d.-the same price as i ]]('
equivalent glass valve
which it may ultimatelv
replace.
For use iu scn·(·ning
the ignition cabk of
radio- equipped
cars,
motor boats and al'rnplaues, \Vard and Goldstone, Ltd., of Frederick
Road, Salford, Lancs., have prot!Ltct·d nw!albraided sleeving with an internal d iamder of
about -?6 in. Suitable earthing clips are avail-

German short-wave television. A new
Loewe receiver for vision and sound,
operating at 180 lines and 25 frames.
al>le.
The same firm h<ive introduc('d a
" Negrolac " aerial for motor cars, supplit·
with insulators, down-lead, connectors, de.
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NEW APPARATUS REVIEWED
Latest Products of the Manufacturers
B.S.R. PERMANENT-MAGNET LOUD
SPEAKER.
view of the tendency towards standardI Nisation
of performance in moderatelv
priced moving-coil loud speakers, it ;"
gratifying to find a real attempt to overcome the deficiencies-particularly in bass
response-which are generally associated
with units of the permanent-magnet type.
In this instrument the fundamental
resonance is below so cycles instead of at
1oo n-cll•s, as is usual. As a result of this,
and the fact that a large 9 per cent. cobalt
magnt:t is employed, the bass response is
exceptionally full and uniform.
The
quality of the bass shows up to best advantage in the reproduction of the organ, in
which the pedal note; are given out with
ah;olute uniformity of volume and tone
value.
Apart from small resonances at 225 and
2,8oo cvc!es, the response is aurally uniform
up to 4,500 cycles, above which there is a
gradual tail-off, though the response up to
ro,ooo cycles is much superior to that of
the average permanent-magnet unit.
A corrugated type of diaphragm on a
leather surround has been adopted, and a
doped fabric disc, which is used to centre

and provided with threl' sets of mounting
feet. The terminals are cn11ntersunk in the
polished ebonite pand, and a small screwdriver is pnl\'ided for tightening the grub

in the capacities of each section exceed 0.5
mmfds., while this figure was actua.lly improved on at the lower dial settings and
was better than 0.5 per cent. of the
capacity.
The condenser is a thoroughly
sound engineering job and the price is 20s.
The ~o new dials are listed as the types
8o2 ana-803 respectively, the former having
an horizontal and the latter a curved scale.
The reduction ratio is approximately 10 to I,
and they cost 6s. 6d. each. The engraving
is neat and attractive and stands out well
when illuminated, for which purpose twindial lamps are fitted at the lMck. As mentioned above they are fixed on the frame of
the condenser a1ld the combination forms a
most attractive assemblv which should find
favour with the discrir;1inating home constructor. The makers are British Radiophone, Ltd., Aldwych House, Aldwych,
London, \V.C.2.

Davenset smoothing choke, type xo6.

A NUMBER
of minor but important improvements have been made in the

NEW BENJAMIN TRANSFEEDA

screws. The choke can confidt:ntly be recommended for use in the Push-Pull Quality
Amplifier or wherever a choke of similar
characteristics is required. The price is 15s.

RADIOPHONE CONDENSER AND DIALS

THE latest British Radiophone three-gang

B.S.R. heavy-duty permanent-magnet moving-coil loud speaker and output transformer.
the apex of the cone, prevents the ingress
of dust to the gap.

Tbc unit :ts a whole has been designed
for heavy duty, and should be well suited
for continuous use in dance halls and for
public address work. The makers are Birmingham Sound Reproducers, Ltd., Claremont Street, Old Hill, Staffs, and the price
is £5 17s. 6d. Special output transformers
for single or push-pull output stages are
available at 25s.

DAVENSET CHOKE
ESSRS. PARTRIDGE, WILSON, and
Co., Ltd., Davenset Worb, Evington
Valley Road, Leicester, are making a
smoothing choke, type 106, suitable for
the Push-Pull Quality Amplifier recently described in The Wireless World. This choke
has a measured resistance of 128 ohms, and
its inductance when carrying 120 mA. direct
current is about 8.5 H. It is of the constant
inductance type, and the inductance variL:s
no more than from 10.5 H. to 8.5 FL when
the direct current is varied from zL·ro to
I 20 m A.
The choke is exceptionally well finished

M

condenser is assembled in a strong
frame built up from sheet steel, th(~ whole
assembly being extremely rigid. A strong
frame capable of withstanding jolts and jars
in transit is most essential for a condenser
of this type, and particularly so where the
matching of the capacities has been carried
out to within such fine limits as in the
present case.
The specimen tested-a three-gang model
with sections of l'qual capacitv-is listed as
the type bo4. It measures 3.iin. wide, 3~in.
high aml 4~ in. deep, and has tht small
trimmers mountnl on the top.
Separate
contact springs are J1tted for each rotor
section aml provision is made for fixing the
dial on to the end of the frame so that the
dial and the condenser form one complete
assemblv.
\Vith the trimmer fully unscrewcc( the minimum capacity of a section
was 22 mmfcls. and the maximum capacity
498 mmfds., thus affording a variation of
476 mmfds.
The trimmers allow a maxi-

Benjamin Transfeeda, which, however, still
retains its familiar appearance, as the
changes all relate to the internal construction. The new modd incorporates a
I to 3~" ratio transformer and a highvoltage
test c o n denser.
The small
terminals have been
redesigned and are
now formed in one
piece with the internal soldering tags,
whereas in the older
m o d e l they were
separate anct' riveted
together.
New model Benjamin
Transfeeda embodying
I
to 3 ~ ratio transformer and s;,veral
minor improvements.

As a result of the changes in the electrical
constants of the windings the component gives a greater overall amplification,
yet the bass is still maintained at a satisfactorily high level down to well below 100
cycles. The new model gave about oneand-a-half times the amplification of an
early specimen when tested
in the same circuit, and we
obtained the best results, as
regards uniformity of amplification over the usual frequency range, when using a
preceding valve of about
Io,ooo ohms A.C. resistance.
As most A.C. detector-type
valves are of medium impedance the unit will be
operated under its most
favourable conditions.
Only the 3o,ooo-ohm portion of the anode· resistance
British Radiophone, type 604, three-gang condenser
was included in the anode
and new dials.
feed circuit, the remaining
mum of approximately 6o mmfds. for
2o,ooo ohms being employed for detaking up stray capacitie'i in the circuit,
coupling.
the difference in the maximum of each, due
The price of the modified unit remains the
same, namrly, IIS. 6d., and the makers are·
to variation in the thickness of the mica,
Benjamin Electric, Ltd., Brentwoe>d Works,
being only one or two mmfds.
At no part of the scale did the difference
Tarifi Road, Tottenham, London, N.I].
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News of the
Week
.
Current Events ln Brief Revie'v

Radio in Russian Hotel

I

N the new Soviet Ilotcl, :\Iosco11·,
each room will be comwcted
to a central radio distribution
board, enabling liskners to enjoy
a choice of programme.

Factory at Radio Show
MODEL factory,
250 workers, 11ill
at the Berlin I<adio
ena!Jle the public to
manufacture of the
Heceiv<'r " from start

A

t•mploving
lw set up
Show to
"·aich 11w
" People's
to finish.

Short Waves for the
People

W

E

learn that a "People's
Short-\\" a vc
Ht·ct·i ver "
will soon be launched in ( ;ermanv
on the lint·s of l hc
fanwu's
" VolksempHingPr."
Tlw set
will he designed to compete in
quality Zlnd price with fon·igil
makes.

A Pinhead Set

A Hundred Years Hence

T had to come. Mr. Rufus P.
Turner, of \Valtham, Mass.,
has constructE'd a wireless receivc·r
upon the head of an ordinary pin.

ROMINENT American radio
personalities, invited by the
U.S. journar Radiu Guide to discuss radio a huudred years hence,
have written as foliO\\ s : Dr. L<et: Lie Forest:-" There
will be a complete n:volution in
the manner of providing broadcasts. Certain stations IYill al1\ays send tlw same kind of
material so that the listerHr mc•y
know exactly whe-re to choose his
entertainmcrit.
All programnH's
will be entireh- devoid of advertising and
high-pmH'n-d
announcf'rs, who !J\' tlH'll \\ill assurecllv have died (!Ut ! "
llr. · Alfretl N. Coldsmith, fonller
Chi<"f Engineer of tiH· f\adio Corporation , of America:
" Hioing
from n1y l)rcakfast i11 JunP, 203 J,

I

Belfast Wireless Week
ELFAST is to " go wireless
during the first week in
OclolJer, when the annual l<adio
Exhibition takes place m
the
J>;ing's Hall.
A special tlwaire capahlt' of sealing up to a thousand people will
lw built on the large verandah of
the lmilding and broadcast variety
programmes 11ill be presented.

B

Ultra-Short Wave Puzzle

A

NNOC~CEHS

at
W~E\\"
Nh1·ark, l'.S ..\., weremystified recE>ntly on h<-aring orclwstr:d

P

5-metre Tests at Malvern

5

-METHE tests arc to be: con'
ducted, circmm-tances permitting, on the Malvern Hills, \Yor<;estersbire, on Sunday next, from
I r a.m. to G.jo p.m.
The transmitters are GsFJ and c;6YI. Both
t<"kphony and l.C.\\". will lw used.
Reports of n:u·ption and contach
with other amatt·nr stations will lw
welcomed by CsFl, C•·fn Coed,
Brccs.

Roman Catholic Station
for Ireland
of the lri,·h Free
T l !FStateapproval
Covernrnent is said
1

LO

have been secured in connection
with the suggested ]{oman Catholic broadcasting sl;·ti<m for Ireland. The station ll'ould be used
to provide programmes of Catholic
interest relayed from the Vatican
a]](! others originating in its own
studio.

New U.S. Radio Control

THEmumcatwu
American

Federal ComCommission,
which replact'd the 1:<-dnal I<adi<>
Commission on July rst, will hav,,
an engineering staJI of 300. The
new Commission exHcis~s jurisdiction over all kinds of radio an<!
cable communication in Anwric;t
including broadcasting.

A Transmission Record ?

T HEstationPraugins
of the

MOBILE FIVE-METRE STATION. H.
L. O'Heffernan 's new radio-equipped car
(G5BY) with which experiments are to
be conducted on the 56 me. band this
summer. The aerials, either of which
serves as reflector, are composed of
nickel-plated tubes which can be dismantled in a few seconds.

Music Underground
ASSENGERS at the Chatelet
station on the Paris :\letropohtan railwav \\·ere agreeably sur-

P

prised a

f(~w

davs ago on luaring

concert of IJlllsic followed bv
news bull..tins from loud speaker'
tit tee! in the roof.
1 t is understood the railwav 'intl·nds to use
such entertaintn't~nt- as a }H-rmaneut attraction for travt·llers.
who might otlwm·is(' take a 'bus
or taxi.
a

Algiers Learns a Lesson
ADIO AU;IEHS,

it app(·ars,
has bet'n ki!lin g the goose
that lays the golden egg.
In
other words, there has !wen too
much radio advertising, aud listeners are either prott-sting or
abandoning their receivers.
Jn
consequence, a Stale subsidy has
been allotted which should en;tble
the authorities to make an appreciable reduction in the numl•<-r of
•, pull '' an11ouacen1en t~.

R

music proceeding from a microphone in the studio. It was discovered that the microphonE' was
picking up Uw transmissions from
the ')-metre station on the EmlYirc ='late llllilding in ~ew York.

New French Radio
Orchestra
to I<adio Paris
L ISTENEl'tS
have !Je<"n impressed by the
new
French
National
Hadio
Orchestra conducted by M. lnglebrecllt.
Uur Paris correspondent n'cently attt'nded a special conc<·rt
to display the attainments of the
Irew orchestra, a!Hl writing as an
oiJS<T\·cr in the studio, savs:
·' The performance justifies the
hop<' that this orclwstra may soon
occupy tlw first place among
French musical combinations. In
its re1idering of the ilnest shadeo'
of expression th<~ orchestra was impeccable and responded to its conductor with ' solo ' suppleness.''

I saw a pile of paper sheds lwautifully printed in colour.
The"'
were the radio facsimile-recorded
summaries of lt'levision scenes. If
I miss events of the day !Jy tekvi:;ion, I can rPview th<;m In facsimile.''
Dr. 0. !I. Caldwell, former
Federal
Hadio
Cornmissiont'r:
" Hadio will be· usul to heal the
!Jody and to produce a kind of intoxication, therefore making rt:
llf'Ce-ssary to frarne laws against
radio drunkenness. In a hnndre.i
Vl'ars, radio mav have solve-d the
~iddk of Life itself."

Broadcasting from
Greece
for tlw m·w broadcasting
P LANS
station in Athens include a
concert hall with seating accommodation for z,ooo.
The British companv "·hich ha'
tt-nekred for th<· erection of the
station undertake-s to advanu· th:
capital required, '"hich won!.!
eventually be n·paid from licene<'
receipts and admission f<-cs to th"
concert hall.

short-11·ave
League qf
Nations rt'ceutlv sent out a radiogram of n·conf' length. It transmitted in Eugiish and Spanish to
all Covnnnwnts of the Anwrican
Contirwnt, the repor~ of the Chaco
Commission. Transmission began
at 1 LJO p.m., 11·as 1nterrnptt-d at
4 a.m., was resumed at 10 a.m.,
am! fini,:lwd at (, p.m.
The
Buenos Aires statim: received the
entire text, hut Le Paz bad to demand a n·petition oi sonH: of tlw
passages.

U.S. Amateur Restrictions
Raised
old fear tha" short-\Yavt·
A N radio
stations operakd undt'r
the guise of amateur transmittt"rs,
rnight ht> used in run1-running
opt'rations, has subsided with tlw
passing of Prohibiticn in Americ<J.
One of the last acts of the Fedend
Hadio Commission
lwfore
its
expiry at the end of J mw "'"'
to relax the rules for lic<:nsing
amateur portable stations.
TlH·
Commission
has
~dso
n·LlX("t I
amateur and experin,Pnlal station
rules so as to pennit any snrh
station to m;,· t ht· ultra-short
waves above 1 to,ooo kc ,'s.

Bristol Radio Show

T

l lE

Bristol
an•l
\\'t·st
of
England Hadio a HI I !omt' Entertainments Exhibition is to be
held at the Colston Hall, Bristol,
from Septemlwr 24th to the Z<Jth.
Nearly all the availa:J!e spac(' has
already been booked.

Page 29 follows after the Programme Supplement
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BROADCAST BREVITIES
By Our Special Correspondent
A Clean Start
DAVENTRY National is to die a sudden
death. The intention, I understand, is
to make a clean, quick start with the m-w
Droitwich transmitter, there being no
attempt to "fade in" the station ov·er -_,
period of weeks as in the case of the H('gion,\l
transmitt('rs.

Royal Visit to Droitwich?
But for the intervening holiday, a member of the Royal Family would hav·e been
invited to the opr;ning ceremonv on Septemlwr 6th. Now it appears likely that some of
the Governors, with the Dirt'ctor-General ,,[
the B.B.C., will be the chief functionaries.
A royal Yisit will probably take place later
in the year.
The -transmitter will actualh- lw wc1·!,i;1g
on Thursday, September 6th-, during the
Press visit, and it is now consider('d lib·lv
that th" station will permanent!\· tak(' on~r
on the Sunday following, Septcmlwr qt h.

A New Empire Station
V\'hat will happen to tlw ob-olde
Daventry transmitter? Even th(' engineers
will grow sentimental wlwn dismanding a.
station which has given nine yt>ctrS faithful
service. lt was opened on July 27th, 1<)2).
I can now reveal tlnt some of the gt><lr
will be incorporated in the 1ww Empire
station which Mr. Ashbridge proposes ;,J
build in the not far distant futur(' _ The
two short-wave transmitters at prest:nt sen·ing the five Zones of Empire an: now found
to be insufficiently powerful, although they
have been functioning onlv eighteen months.
Plans are in hand for reconstruction with
twice or thrice thee pres2nt power of 50 k \V.

Programmes Are Good, but . . .
This should be good news for the Colonies.
As "Megacycle" has alrectdy pointed out
in The Wireless World, the Davt>ntry programmes are held in high esteem, which
makes it all the more tantalising when, technically speaking, the transmitter cuts a poor
figure beside the short-wave stations of
France, Germany and Holland.

St. George's Hall
THE B.B.C. is tightening its hold on St.
George's Hall, which, it seems, is to become a permanent broadcasting establishment.
New microphone and tdephont~
points are to be instzt!led to improve intercommunication betwe\n the orchestra, conductor, producer, artistes and the Balance
and Control section.
While the new wiring is in progress, from
July 1 sth to the' zznd, no broadcasts will
take place from the hall.

Better Acoustics
Next
winter
ambitious
redecoration
schemes are to be attempted. The acoustic·~
will be improved, but the theatre atn!Cl,phc-re
will be retained.

More Room
Although it is a comparativelv old building, the Light Entertainment staff find the
offices there much more conge-nial than
those across the road.
Their abdication from former quarters in

POSTE PARISIEN EN FETE.
For the first time in its history, the popular French station
re:ently permitted the public to view broadcastin:!: in progress. The photograph was taken at
th~ radio show in the Salon des Porliques, Avenue des Champs-Elysees, during a transmission.

Broadcasting House has given the Talks
branch room to <'xpand. Thl're is also mor,,
space available for the new Empire publicitv section functioning in the Press department.

Welsh Rare Bit

IT

has become a tradition for the Right
Hon. D. Lloyd George to be present ~1t
the Chairing of the Bard ceremony in the
Roval National Eisteddfod of Wales, whic!1
wili b(' held this year at Neath from August
6th to IIth. The chairing ceremony clll
August 9th will be relayed on the National
wavelengths. Welsh poets all struggle [or
this blue riband of Welsh literature. The
banlic honour goes to the writer of the best
ode in \Velsh metre.

Applause from the Gallery
Although we may not all understctnd the
language, some of the enthusiasm should lw
communicated over the ether, for there will
be probably zo,ooo spectators whose reactions to the poem should make for good
listening.

The Malvern Festival
THIS year's Malvern Festival opens on
Julv 2.ifd with a new play by John
Drinkwater called "A Man's Hous(>." ft i~
described as having "a theme which is univers:d, though of special significance to-day
wlwn th,, world is slipping back beneath
political dictatorship.''
F_ R. Buckley, film critic, will give Midlane! Regional listeners his impressions 0£
the first night of tfJe play

"Mr. Pim Passes By"
JRENE V ANBRUGH will brcadcast on
July 25th (National) and z6th (Region;;!)
when she takes her original part of Olivia in
A. A. Milne's comedy, "Mr. Pim Passes
By." During a season in Manchester in
1919 Miss Vanbrugh created this part in the
first performanu" of the play, which wa:<
brought to London in the following year and
put on at the New Theatre, with Miss Vanbrugh again as Olivia. She subsequently
played the same role when "Mr. Pim
Passes By" toured South Africa.

Broadcasting the Empire Games
FOUR years ago the first Empire game~
were held in Canada and, bv reason of
tlwir success, it was decided to continue
them at intervals of four years. They will
lw held this year in London next month.
The athletic events will take place at th•:
White Citv, and Mr. H. M. Abrahams, wellknown ofympic athlete, will describe some
oi the h'ading events in tht' National pro
gr;unme on August 4th.
It i~ possible that some of the events, such
as a m;trathon relay race, boxing, wrestling
and ,;wimming matches, may lw dr·scrilw<l
in separate broadcasts. vVork on the magnificent new swimming pool at \V cm bley is
being pushed on so that the swimming events
mav be h("ld there.

Henry Hall's Holiday
CURIOSITY- MADDENED readers will
not drag from me the name of the
::;cmth coast resort at which Henry Hall proposes to spend a holiday out of the limelight. Suffice it to say that the neighbonrhood is famous for the breeding and training of racehorses.
Les Alien, the B.D.C. Dance BalJ(l
vocalist, will be away at the same time, sailing for Toronto on August z8th. He will
be away five weeks, and during his absence
his deputy will be another Canadian, Charles
FitzGerald, also of Toronto.
'' Gerrv, '' as he is called, will make his
bow to ·British listeners in Henry Hall's
Guest Night to-morrow, July 14th.

JO
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THESE columns are reserved for the publica ion
of matter of general interest arising out of
problems submitted by our readers.
Readers requiring an individual reply to their
technical questions ay post are referred to " The
Wireless World'" Information Bureau, of which
brief particulars, with the fee charged, are to ae
found at the foot of this page
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Calculating Amplification
REFERRING to the Quality Push-Pull
Amplifier recently described in this
journal, a reader fmds that the published
figures for the amplification of the first stage
do not correspond with his own calculations.
This discrepancy is accounted for by the
fact that our correspondent has apparently
taken the rated impedance of the valves as a
basis. By agreement among manufacturers,
the A.C. resistance of valves is nearly always
quoted at zero bias, but in actual working
the value is nearly always higher, as negative bias is employed.
In addition, the discrepancy is further increased by the fact that in ascertaining the
effective value of the coupling resistance it
has been forgotten that the grid leak is
virtually in parallel with the anode-circuit
resistance.

Disturbing Tuning
JN spite of warnings which have been published it would appear that a good many
amateurs are· inclined to follow the line of
least resistance, and when inserting a milliammeter in the anode circuit of a screengrid H.F. or I.F. valve to wire the instrument bfetwPen the anocl<e cap t<ermina 1 an cl
the existing connection.
A correspondent, who has followed this
easy but generally unsatisfactory plan in
connecting a meter to an I.F. valve (of which
the bias is controlled by the A.V.C. system),
f1nds that the set is less sensitive and selective than before the meter was connected.
\Ve are askl'cl to explain why this should

voltage. It cannot be denied that this
danger exists, for the reason that if one of
the valves be burnt out, removed from its
socket, or even if a kmporary interruption
should occur in one of the filament circuits,
there will be a risk of burning out all thte
remaining filaments. This is because the
voltage absorbed in the limiting resistance
will be reduced as a result of the lessened
current demand, and so a higher voltage will
be applied to the filaments of the remaining
valves.

-•

In spite of this disadvantagl, a parallel
form of connectiou is often preferred to the

Carrier-borne Hum
ODULATION hum (hum which only
becomes audible when the carrier wave
is tuned-in) should not normally occur in
a properly constructed Single-Span receiver.
We recommend that a reader who has encountered this trouble should examine his
earth connection ; a defective ''earth '' is
the most probable cause.

M
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Excess Voltage L.T. Source
SEVERAL queries have lately been received concerning the use of 6-volt and
12-volt batteries as sources of filament
current supply. One of these letters deals
with the question of obtaining as well a
suitable bias voltage for a small output pentode from the same battery.
Assuming that the valve filaments are to
be connected in parallel across the battery,
with a limiting resistance in series, the hest:
way of obtaining free bias will probably
be to make use of the drop in voltage across
this resistance, as illustrated in Fig. 2. In
the case under discussion, 2-volt valves are
to be fed from a 12-volt battery, and so IO
volts will be devt•loped across the resistance ;
any desired proportion of this voltage may
be ''picked off '' by making the grid circuit

H.T.+

Fig.

2.

--Low-tension and grid bias voltage
from a car accumulator.

safer "series" system, which, so far as
battery valves are concerned, at any rate,
?.enerally _i,ntro?uces such complications as
by-pass res1stances, etc.

Counting the Cost
JN order, to arrive at the_ r':lni1ing cost of
an A.C. mams receiver It IS necessary to
ascertain the wattage dissipated in the
primary winding of the power uansformer.
A correspondent who asks for information
on this subject will Jind that a sufficiently
accurate estimation may be made hv totalling the wattages delivered by the -various
secondary windings (H.T. and L.T.), and
then adding about 25 per cent. for the losses
in the transformer.
\Vith regard to the L.T. secondaries which,
feed the receiving and rectiJying valve
heaters, 110 difficulty will be experienced,
as the total is easily arrived at by adding
together the heater ratings of the various
valves. As far as H.T. consumption is concerned, it will be sufficiently near to the
mark.:. in the absence of precise information,
to. cousider the A .C. current and voltage as
bemg equal to the rated maximum output
of the rectifying valve.
•••••••••••••••••••••••acaaaaaaal:laaaaaaoaaaaaaa••••

(a)

Fig.

1

(b)

Incorrect and correct positions for a milliammeter.
resistances and condensers.

The Wireless World

R and C are decoupling
·,

be; the trouble of instability, which it was
anticipated might occur, has not arisen.
It is probable that the capacity of the
meter and its connecting leads to earth has
disturbed the tuning of the I.F. transformer;
the possibility of this occurrence will be
made clear by reference to Fig. r (a), where
the added capacity of the meter, shown in
dotted lines, is effectively in parallel with
the transformer primary tuning condenser.
The safe rule is that an anode-current
measuring instrument should always be connected at the low-potential end of the circuit, in the position marked in Fig. I (b).

return connection to the rup~ropriate point.
Referring to the diagram, it will be clear
that if this connection were made to point
A there would be no bias, as the grid is then
at the same pot('ntial as the negative end
of the filament. Full bias of IO volts would
be obtained by joining the lead to point C,
while 5 volts would be applied as a result
of making connection to the centre point of
the resistance at B---other voltages from
o-ro volts in proportion.
Another question deals with the danger
of connecting a number of filaments in
parallel across a source of comparatively high

INFORMATION BUREAU

THEmeetmg
se_rvice is intended primarily for rf"aders
w1th d1fhcu!tws m connection
with

ncceivers described in The Wireless
lVorld. or those uf oommcrcial design which

from time to time are reviewed in the pages of
The IVirrless World. Every endea.vour will be
made to dPal with queries on all wireless
matters, provich·d that they are of such a
nature that thev can be dealt with satisfactorily in a letter.
Communications should be by letter to The
fV1reless World Information Bureau, Dorset
House, Stamford Street. London, S.E. r, and
must b!" accompanied by a n·mittance of ss. to
cover the cost of the service.
Personal interviews are not given by the
technical staff, nor can technical enquiries be
dealt with by telPphone.

Wireless World, ]1ilr qth,
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Sunbeam ''Midget"
A Remarkably Compact Superhet with A.V.C.

.\IODEL 22

T

HERE must lw a very wide section
of the listening public for whom the
process of acquiring a wireless recein:r is much the same as that of ordering
the installation of the telephone.
Their
interest does not lie in searching for distant
and difficult stations to receive, but in being
able to switch on for the time signal, the
news bulletin and the occasional diversion
of dance music. A large cabinet occupying
a promirwnt position would be quite out of
keeping with the part played by the ITccivc·r in the scheme of things.
\Vhat is
really required is a small neat instrument
as readilv accessible and as unobtrusive as
the telephone.
This is pnc.cisely what Sunbeam Electric,
Ltd., have produced
m
their
latest
"Model
22
receiver.
The
cabinet
measure:; only 11in.x8Vn.x6in., and the
controls have been simplified to the fullest
possible extent.
There is a small tuning
knob approximately calibrated in wavelengths, and a combined mains switch and
volume control.
The remaining controlthe waverange switch-is fitted in the righthand side of the cabinet.
The quality of reproduction is really surprisingly good, and, while it would be too
much to expect any real bass response,
there is yet suflicient simulation of bass to
remove any serious suggestion of deficiency
in that direction. Speech is excellent, and
the quality in general is characterised by
crispness.
The set was tested in a steel-framed building at fifteen miles from Brookmans Park,
and due io the effect of screening the volume
obtain<·d on the: indoor aerial provided was
hardly sufficil·nt to do justice to the capabilities of the set. On the standard outdoor
aerial, howc>vPr, an ample reserve of volume
was obtained, and the control was turned

FEATURES. Type.-Mid,oet superheterodyne receiver with A. V.C. and movin)!-coil loud
speaker. Circuit.-H.F. pentode frequency
changer--variable-mu pentode l.F. amplifierduo-diode-pentode detector and output stage .
Low impedance half-wave rectifier. Controls
-(1) Tuning. (.:?) Voiume control and on-off
switch. (S) Waverange. Price.- .9 guineas.
Makers.-Sunbeam Electric Ltd., Park R.oval
R.oad, London, N.W.IO.
·

wave rectifier is of the type in which the
two anodes of a full-wave rectifier an· conm·cted in parallel, thus giving a low internal resistance. The loud speaker field is
co•.mected directly across the rectifier output, and a separate choke and electrolytic
condensers are used for smoothing.
Incidentally, the loud speaker is provided with
a hum-bucking coil which results in a
minimum of mains ripple.
A single tuned circuit loosely coupled to
ihe aerial precedes the first valve, and subDETECTOR -OUTPUT

down by a third on
VALVE
the National and twoPEN
4020
thirds on the R egional
pr()gramme.
The long-wave sensitivity was good, and
no difficulty was experienced •ll receiv·
ing Radio Paris clear
of interference.
Second channel and
I .F. interference was
AERIAl
SOCK El
absent, and mains
ripple on both D.C.
and A.C. mains negligible.
There was,
however, a good deal
of mains pick-up noise
on the indoor aerial
owing to the fact that
under the conditions
CHOKE
""Wu-eless ~rid
prevailing the carriers
VALVE
COPYRlCHT
VP 1321
of the local stations
were not sufficient to
operate the A.V.C.
The compact dimensions of the chassis may be judged from the
size of the indirectly-heated universal valves.
and so reduce th,;
ov<·rall sensitivity of
sidiary rejector circuits are included to
the set. For this reason it is advisabll' to
reduce second channel and I.F. interference.
use as efficient an aerial system as circumThe frequency changer, like the I.F. amplistances permit.
fier, is an H.F. pentode, the I.F. valve being
The valves used in the set are of the inof the variable-mu type. There are two
directly-heated universal tvpe, the heaters
I.F. transformers, both
primary
and
being connected in series \vith a n·sista nee
secondary being tuned in each case.
The
incorporated in the
mains
lead.
A
i bird valve combines the functions of detapping is provided to adjust the resistance
tector and output valve, and is· of the duoto voltages between zoo and 250 volts, and
diode pentode t} pe. The diodes are conthe set may lw plugged either into D.C. or
A.C. mains from 25 to 100 cycles. The halfrwcted in parallel, and A.V.C. bias from

A.O
OR

0.0.

MAINS

Complete circuit diagram.

The functions of detector and output valve arc combined in the third stage of the receiver.

32
Sunbeam "Midget"the diode load resistance IS applied to the
grid of the I.F. stage.
The cabinet is built of solid walnut and
is very carefully made, the "egg-shell"
finish being well suited to the general
design.

JULY I3th,
This is the set par excellence for the
modern one-room fiat, for with its efficient
circuit it can be relied upon under normal
conditions to give reliable service with the
short indoor aerial provided, while its small
size and neat appearance will fit in with the
most carefully planned furnishing scheme.

Letters to ·the Editor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

A Frequency Scale Interval Signal
THE B.B.c: go to great p:1.ins in their
endeavours for quality transmissions,
and I feel that they have a moral responsibility to help listeners to obtain quality reception. The transmission of a '' frequency
scale," as has been suggested in The Wireless World, would show listeners what
quality they are actually obtaining from
their apparatus, for huge numbers of people
seem to have very queer ideas as to what
good reproduction means, but if by this
simple means they were shown what good
reproduction they were not getting they
would be encouraged to improve their
receivers.
A "frequency scale" could easily take the
place of the present interval signal, thus
making this unfortunate necessity of greater
importance, for in any case it could not
become any more monotonous than Bow
Bells or the clock tick.
Hoping that a strong demand through
The Wzreless World will at last give us the
tra~1smissio:1 that we have needed for so long
a hme.
G. F. DAY.
H.M.S. Windsor.

Empire Views on the B.B.C.
IN your issue of May zsth, under the heading of " Broadcast Brevities," your
special correspondent writes:
"Whatever happens, a lot will depend
upon the attitude of the Empire Broadcasting organisations. At present their attitude
to the B.B.C. is anything but complimentary, the feeling being that nothing that
Daventry short-wave has yet offered has
justified a cessation of the local programmes
in favour of those from the Mother Country."
As members of the Radio Club of Ceylon
and South India, one of the earliest radio
clubs in the Empire (founded in 1922,
present membership over soo), may we ask
your correspondent to exclude Ceylon and
South India from his generalised statement
that the attitude of the Empire Broadcasting organisations is anything but complimentary to the B.B.C.?
We are sure that the actual situation in
Ceylon and South India-and we arc certain the Colombo Broadcasting Authorities
will be able to confirm this-is entirely the
reverse of what your correspondent suggests,
and there is nothing but praise for the
efforts of the B.B.C. to provide programmes
suitable for the varied needs of the Empire.
Surely, also, your correspondent is hardly
accurate in suggesting that the Empire programmes were ever intended to replace
''local '' programmes in the Colonies. We
are certain there has never been any such
intention, at least, in Ceylon and South
India.
The "local " programmes are obviously
the basis of all broadcasting in any given

area, but these can be made vastly more
attractive by the relaying of part of the
Empire transmissions from Daventry, as is
now the practice from Colombo Broadcasting station nearly every night of the week.
F. ]. HOLLOWAY, Vice-president.
]. S. H. JOLLIFFE, Committte Member,
Radio Club of Ceylon and South India.
]. S. DINWIDDIE, late Editor, Ceylon
Radio Times, published by the Radio Club
of Ceylon and South India.

The Question of Quality
I WAS much interested by your Editorial
Comment of June 8th, as from the earliest days of broadcasting the question of
quality of reproduction has appealed to me
more than that of distance, and I have found
much good sport in tracking down resonances.
My answer to your question, "Does the
Public Really Cani? " would be an unhesitating "Yes," with the proviso that "the
public " rarely gives this answer in such a
direct and simple form.
With a fairly decent set, response reasonably level between 70 and 5,550 cycles, and
with no markedly audible resonances, I have
tried, during the last three years, to analyse
the reactions of that portion of " the public "
which comes within range of my loud
speakers. There are some difficulties in this
task-the desire of the listener to gratify the
vanity of the set owner, and also his fear of
committing himself-but a suitable appeal to
each hearer will often produce a frank comment.
The set has two loud speakers, a gin. diaphragm moving coil for the lower register,
and a Primustatic for the upper, with a
potentiometer tone control.
This control
gives no indication of its setting visible from
the outside of the set, and it is very interesting to ask a hearer to set this control to suit
his own taste.
The most frequent comment has been,
" Where can one get a set like that? " sometimes varied by, "Why can't one?,.
Another common one was, "How natural it
sounds"; another (four times), "Oh, I
thought there was someone in the room ; it
doesn't sound like wireless."
Other cases of some interest were:
Two musicians wlJo ha;;:· ~t)}..~en~pro
duced ,>by the set, via the B.B.C.; the
younger one dislikes wireless, and does not
listen; the older one listens gleefully, and
points out that there are beauties even in
jazz.
The owner of a good battery portable,
who dislikes listening except to the news,
said, "Oh, I don't mind listening to your
set; you always k<;ep it so quiet." As the
sound output was then two or three times
the maximum available from her set, it
would seem that "quiet" may be a lay term
for distortionless.

I934·

The results of asking people to set the
tone control for themselves was a little unexpected. Of fifteen persons, four of whom
were artisans and five were people who had
had some definite musical instruction, only
three produced settings differing, and then
only by a very little, from the "normal."
This '' normal '' was a point marked inside
the set with the kind help of a notable
pianist, while listening to a piano solo from
the B.B.C. Of these three variations two
accentuated the upper register, and one the
lower.
The low setting was given by the owner
of a set in which the use of reaction cuts
out much of the high register, :md has a bass
resonance; he remarked that his own set
starved him of those beautiful low notes. I
take this as showing that a bass resonance
is no substitute for bass notes. Pntting the
same pomt m. another way, I would say
that the behav10ur of a set to transients in
the bass register requires special attention.
As to the question of "mtllow tone," I
find that people can stand it astonishingly
well, until they have heard a truer reproduction alongside ; then they insist on the latter.
Any shrillness due to the production of harmonics by overloaded valves or other causes
sends them back immediately to the mdlow
tone. I suspect the third hannonic as the
worst offender.
Generalising, then, from a very small basis,
I believe that "the public" doe,; care, that
it does not much mind giving up a little of
the upper register to secure advantages in
other d1rechons, that it hates false resonances and false harmonics, and that it delights in hearing the percussion of the
percussion instruments of the orchestra.
B.B.C. transmissions of standard audiofrequencies would certainly help us to improve our quality of receptiou, but a good
piano solo transmission is suitable for this
purpose.
Please note that I make no claim to remarkable quality in my set. It is good, but
not so good that . . . When valve makers
and others think more of D.C users it will,
I hope, improve, and alwavs with the help
of the W. W.
ROBERT V ENABLES.
Chiswick.

What is a Radio Engineer·?
IF "Unchartered Radio Engineer" will
turn to the last page of The Wireless
World issue of June 15th he will see an
announcement of the Institute of \Vireless
Technology. This institute, though still in
its infancy, is the wireless equivalent to the
I.E.E.
A glance through the past examination
papers of this institute will suffice to show
that no "Quack" radio engin,!er could gain
admittance to 1ts membership. Moreover,
a successful candidate may not designate
himself Assoc.I.W.T. or A.M.I.\V.T. until
he has had three years' practical experience.
Faced with these facts, "Unchartered
Radio Engineer" must admit that any form
of membership of this institute is an equivalent qualification to the corresponding
membership of the I.E.E.
ANTONY CHADWICK,
Student Member of the I.W.T.
Coventry.
Correspondence, which should be as brief as
possible, s~ould be addressed to the Editor;
"The W1reless World,'' Dorset House,
Stamford Street, S.E.I, and must be accompanied by the writer's name and address.
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The first Magna vox Moving Coil Loudspeaker was made in 1911.
Since
then, Magnavox, as pioneers in Moving
Coil Speaker design and construction,
have consistently led the way and have
established a standard to which all
others aspire, but few attain.

The ''DOUBLE-SIX'' is unbeatable!
The Magnavox Double~Six Speaker represents
the accumulated experience of over 20 years
in Loudspeaker design, construction, and
practice and sets an entirely new standard in
mechanical reproduction.
It is one of those extremely rare productions
where superlatives of the highest order could
be legitimately used in describing it.
We do not wish however to encroach on the
users' privilege-they will use all the super~
latives necessary when they hear and see the
Double~Six

!

Not long to wait-only another week !
Look for the Magnavox full~page next week,
which will give some interesting technical
details.

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTO, -i3RANTWOOO WORKS, TOTTENHAM. N.l7.c-;S'

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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NUMBERED ADDRESSES.

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these
columns is
12 words or less, 3/- and 3d. for every
additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instrnctions the entire " copy " is repeated from the
previous issne : 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 26 con..
secutive, 10 ;s ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are
up to FIRST POST on MONDAY MORNING (
to date of issue) at the Head Ollices of " The
World," Dorset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,
or on SATURDAY MORNING at the Branch Ollices,
19, Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ; 260, Deansgate,
Manchester, 3 ; 26n, Renfield Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.
The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be made -&-eo- payabl3 to ILIFFE
& SONS Ltd., and crossed ____ --·- Note s b e in g
untraceable if lost in transit__shollld not b-"-"~~
remittances.

SPECIAL NOTE.---Readers who reply to advertisements and recetve no answer to their enquirie-s are
requested to regard the silence as an indication that the
l(OOds advertised have already been disposed of. Advertisers ~ften receive so many enquiries that it is quite
1mposs1ble to reply to each one by post. When sending
remittances d1tect to an advertiser, stamp for return
should also be included for use in the event of the
application proviug unsuccessful.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement
and the date of the issne in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or
printers' errors, although every care is taken to avoid
mistakes.
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ENGINEERS-IMPORTANT OFFER

As the led.ding 1nstitute of its kind in the World, we offt~r
to pn·p.uT you
home for the ~.M.l.Mech.E., ~.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.A.E.t or
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you fail your Examin,Jtion your tuition
fee will be returned to you in full. Rea lisP what a difference
a few lt'ttns after your u;uw· v,:ilJ rw•an to you, and you
will f!'<di:Ci' lhc \;due of our ('Xtraordinary off{'r to prcpan·
on "NO PASS-NO FEE" hTillS. Our record jn

"(;Joria" 1934-35 Rnperhet., £23,'2; 16
before purchasiug a new rr1'eiver elsewhpre,
3end for details of unprecedented offers.-Bankrupt Stock,
151, \VeUingllQro' Rd., Northampton.
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lc<~ding

Engineering

Courses in all br<.l.nclw.;;, (lf

Civil, Mech., Efec., Motor, Radio and Aero. Engineering.
This book is sent free and rct't/wul ohhgation.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,
387, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,
29/31, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.
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2

super shrouded model, wf.•ight lllb., 4 filaments to specificat.iun, 21/-; p()st 1 '3.
01
1
0
5
V ~:·~~~ ~~~-b~ 4,;:r z: ta. ~r o~~gviy~~.0 1~/;' s~;~u~e~~
23/-.

01

4

5

5

V ~;E~\<;N4;: ~~ 4~r :i. ~v~r2, ~~~e 1 ;i~e ~i~x 1tin~a~

Mains Equipment.-Contd.

"Wireless World"
aga1n Confirms
the Choice of
the Maiority
of British
Radio Manufacturers

~npf'r job, 2% rPgnlation, 35/-; shrouded, with terminals;
less terminals, 30/-; op<'ll type, 26/-; post 1/3.

yoRt'Ll~~l1<b~. ~l~ci~ ~~r~r~~~~nt~~rs20t3, ~z~:S~~- 2~gcc;(~~::

6

?5g' ;;~o2k0e~. o~/;;~, i 0d/6

3

M ONOCHOHD

z.sa.,

MO~~~i~~~.~~~5D \~-~);~f~t!.ac~5t~~:~ ~~~~~~~h:~n~j~~f.ormcrs

M

0

f(lr

rtll

~o~~~;!~.n.~ r. i1;!~.~{·JO,~t(:.rcL (?n~f~z ~~~)~~~e, ~~g;o
1

flEtrB6~:f;Lr~h'H.fi~~·N~~~·., za., tapped outputs; [1~-~

s~)~l~~~~J'e Ol~~r \ri~.·~~O ;s;a~~~11 ~~~1 :;~ip~~c~':2 in. X l-16in .•
1

T A~:~{f ;·l~i!tc~~l~lr ii~~~-l
S E~~~~rY'1te('~[~~~~w~~c

Wc~/f.~~BLt~~. ~a~~~n~· I-i~~~~~o1~
[5039

~~lverY.niz:rs~;tgesinf.Je
1

S ER.Af~~~~r ~;l:;;keJ~l,>e~1l~~fPl~t~~t ~;~ -~~wrat~a~~~b~~fo;~~~~
B, etc., 32, 6.

for

SEI!~; ~~~~e; EZ~:·-~peaker,

1

2,500

ohm

field,

etc.,

very

SERA DEXtl t~S~as1~1~;~'~f

~~;~~~~~~~~ltin;;, iri~;d~~~:.let 0b<l(;~eJ~;,~

TR·'{·~~un.

!:75,

reads A.C. or n.C. al·ctucu·y 2%, back leads 6/··
f'<H:h; ~end for details of Nlf full nmge.
type

PEPPER,

Moseley

Rd.,

Birmin1~~g~·

1

10

gate, l\.19.

[0401

J{O~~~~;~~iJs:arfi]~~)r~l~~,11~[.~:

f;std with t~~S~~d:md

aJnmininm clamps and clearly
fitted to all models: write for
7

H()~ ~~E~~·pe

terminal

ma.nll~;(~tu~;:~rath~ee~e}t<:r a~)n~o;t;~ea~.;

well-known
OYNE'S.~-"

manufacturer:::;

;;.et

after testing all

tran..:formers,
strictly to
H ~pcl'ification of tHltli~lr; "W.W."'
reports, June
22nd : "The im:ulatinn JS partieularly good throughm1t
the t.ransformt>r i~ sat i:::..htetory iu all respects."
OYNE'S.- Puc,h-pull
amplifier transformer,
25/ ~, p(lst J 3 7
choke, 9/6, post 9d.;
20 henrys, 7/6,
9d.
15;-,
OYN v;·s. -Hingle
1/-; ('hoke, 10
\V.W.

H

H henry,.;, 71 6,
H OYNE'S.J1Pst 1/-;
H ~<~{~' ~·;3 ~. ~~J1~ke,
0

A.C.

super

transfnrm'-~r,

12:6,

henrys, 7/6, post 9<1.

Fot1r tran:;former, 18/-,
120 nut., 140 ohms,

1

9/6, post 9d.

1Io;·I~li:,~;·3o\·l;~t;~;frs.

H

post 1,

<lY}';E'K.~250~0~250v..

to

10 1

v.indinp;, L2,

po-...t
1

OYN!,;·s.
2
3a., 4v.

60~70

H
1/-;
4v 1 to
\vinding,
OY"E'8.-- 500-450,0-450-SOOv. 140 m. a ... 4v.
.
4a.,
H 4v. 4 to 6a., 4v. 2a., 4v 2a.. , 27/6,
1/3;
weight 11lb.
tc "pedJkan.ons up
H OYNE'S
1 K.V.A., kePne;,t
materials atHl
man":ihip; quutatiou by
.T. HOYNE, ALL-POWER TRANSFOK\lER, Ltd.,
M • Offices and Works, 8a,
Rd., Wimbledon,
4v.

CXIl"<t

CABINETS.
MA:O.:UFACTURERS' Clearance.
"Panther," a modern c..'tbinet, witll contra"ting
U L'I'.RA
Jigured wa!nuL veneer vanels, 20xl7xl1, 13,6;

by
Solely Specifying

ROLA MODEL F7-PM29
(Price 60' -)

for the
UNIVERSAL
SINGLE SPAN RECEIVER
Because of their established reputation
unfailing rei iability.
Rola Speakers
are used by the great majority of
British Radio Manufacturers.
Now,
once again, the "Wireless World'' has
confirmed the wisdom of this choice by

S.W.19.

Tel.: Liberty

3303.

[6079

SE~p set,ai~t;~_t}~a~sr ~!u ~'to~d n~e~ui;~~rcr~·~ok~~i'f~~:~1 ~it~~
::-;tut"ks of vver 100 different types; from 3/6 to £4/10.
E~Jf~. to Previous Advts. for Detailed List of lla.r-

R
H • Li.or~(i\~:l~~.~~d T?L":

~!~J. ~~Ji:'

Edgware

[6~~2

DYNAMOS, ETC.

R

0

~,;~~e~es,(' ~t~;t~~; t:a ns£~er:0 125 ~e~J~i;~c ~'-:i4.
0

0

Mycr, 36, Oxfonl St.,

Liverpool.

[6078

LOUD-SPEAKERS.
!s!t;jt~~]~df 0r;er:.~:'I'!~~k~·~·c.speakers,
for

6v. field,
100-250v

pentode transformers and 2,500 or 6,500-Dllm fiekls ~
P.M.254, 18/-.

-6-L\. T~~~~~~rl~,;h t~ifi!t 0~(i~l:r~rwd.~~~~

24 H0urs; carriage

2nd Floor, 45, Farringdon St.,
W ARD,
Telepho.lC: Holborn 9703.

SPEAKERS

Londun, E.C'.4.
[5723

VA~t~[,~~~~~~-;~:~~~:v.~~.P.e~~!~~n~r mr!:~~~~l~, ~~!~e~·~~~~

15 I 6; 7in. cone 17/6; lOin. cone 23/-; mains energiS€d
2,500 or 6,500, lOin. cone 23/ ~; 7in. cone 15 j 3; bra nU
new, with hnmbuc~ing coils_; st.a.te power or pentode trans~
former; Blue Spot P.M.29M, suitable for Class B, pentode,
super power and power, 21/-; unused manufacturers'
stock; immediate delivery, carriage paid, cash with order
or c.rul.-~Vanxhall Utilities, 163a, Strand, W.C.2.
Bar 9338,
[6008

Temple

VALVES.

Write to-day for the Rota Folder.

THE BRITISH ROLA CO., LTD.
ROAD, PARK ROYAL,
'Pho11e: lVillesdcn 4322-3*4--5-6.

Cabinets; 37/6 upwards

SPEAKER Cabinets; 4/6 upwards,

VOX D.C.152 (9in. cone), 22/6; Magna vox 154
M AGNA
(6l,_J_in. cone), 16/3: an with hum-bucking coils, power

There is a correct Rola Extension Speaker
for practically all British Radio Receivers.
Rola Speakers are used by nearly all
British Radio Manufacturers. As it is
highly desirable to have the speech coil
impedance of the Extension Speaker
similar to that of the Speaker in the
receiver the necessity fo.r using Rota
Extension Speakers is manifest. Write to~
day for the Rola Extension Speaker
Broadsheet.

MINERVA

RAIHOGRAM

£211:~.: l~~~pi~t~· wffJ~a~~'ld ·r:~ufi~;ve,

for their outstanding" Universal Single
Span" receiver.
Compare this unit
with any other you care to select and
you will be the first to acknowledge
its supremacy. Ask your dealer to.day.

EXTENSION

pedt'stal type, 35>< 22>< 12, 30/ ~. undrilkd; phcto ::1cn~ on
request.
SE'l' and Spf::'aker Cabinets; 5/- upwards.

2 7/6!

for unchallengeable tonal fidelity and

N.W.10

A Lifir~~~g1~~i' o;n:g~~~(!·u~r~~t~J~erican Valves in Sto('k:
24 7, 2ft: 3 s '39~ 7s, 75,;~7. 4g8, 529:i4, 6 ~J: 3~5 ' 21~·
83, 43, 12/-; 25Z5 14/6; IJ.X.171 A, U.X.I99, U.X.2so:
57

9

18

lLX.245
Ll.X.226, U.Y.227, 7/6; U.X.250, U.X.2l0,
U.Z.281, 17/6: U.X.S€7 photocells, 25/-; various transmitting valves in stock; post raid~ casn with order or c.o.d.
ARD, 2nd Floor, 45, Farringdon St., London, E.C.4.
'Phone · Holborn 9703
[5722

W

ROlA

pnf~~:;-=~~i~t R~.,ACl~i~~f~rd~n~- 4~wn-ring

SPEAKERS

valve ma.nuf<tcturer; all the following standard. main types
t'ulJy gu,na.ntCBU, 4, 6 each; H., H.L., L. power, medium,
high, low mag., and variable mu screen grid;:;, one, three
and four \Vatt A.C. output., dirC'ctly heated pentodes 250v.
60 m.a. full wave recti11ers, d.e. types, 20v. 18 amP., fila.~
ments, screen grid H., Il.L. power.

1

PR~t~t~~ bo~{)1:Y:~to~l~f.~~~hlnF~~~~u~hCo!t.Y~~~~,~i

IOrhetter

Raaio Reception

11

T ~a ;:ol~~,~f~fcr:ryf3~· v~ ~ 2~ c~:a.3 ~~Ji ~v!~e mi::~tiJ~~~

Tran~former::>,

Gladl.i~one

J~~~~~ifi~T,arrl~Je;2

and re.<;istance, or Arden unit comp1ete, in
case, incorpora.ting Westinghousc rectifier
tra.n~former, h'sted 2,000 volts;
2-6v. l,.J
; 2-6v. 1 amp., 16/11; postage 9d.; 12
guarantee; 7 days' eas•1 approvaL-Arden A gene~'.
ton, Welling-borough

solely specifying Rola Model F7-PM29

S 0 ~~ \J~ r~f!~E{t o;~1:l ::; ~r~i~l~stgre~.~1·raertr~\e~t t~~~v~:e;i~f~

24a.,

on the
manufa<'t.ured

Ler-

MONOCIIOHll CIH•k<'s, 3011. at 60 nu., 6/-, post 9d.

4v

ARAMOUN'r Aut.,-tra.nsformers 100-120/200-250v. or
P
vice versa, 60 watt 8/-, 120 wa.tt 10/-, shrouded 12/-,
post 9d.
ARAMOUNr:L
Guaranteed
Electrolytic
Condensers,
P 4-0-4 mid. 500v.
peak, 3/6, post 3d.

11/ 9 . -~l;T;:<Yi:;g e{~:s1\~l~h~~!;

f\1f

4v. 2 to

4v. 1-2«.,

PA{~'ci~~?~~·~~~IJOkes 3011. 60 nu .• 5/-, post 9d.; 20h.

P

MO~~~I~:.l:~o75,0-~;,:zo;;L 60 m a, 4v 1 to 2a, 4v.
Mo~<~;;Il~~~~ P~;r~-,3-~0v. 60 m.a., 4v.

PAJ~,l~~~~~'d;,r,o-~2~5~vp 0 ~~ ~:"··

5~valve

for Quality.

wi1h

5

PAJ~~~-~J:.N~r~l~~2;I: ~cv~e;;n~ ~~~~.~~. 2i~/~: i)~-st~-i/~:

Colvern Ferrocart co;ls, Polar conJensers, and varia.ble
Mu valves; price £9; there is no greater value
murket, irrespective of price.
AHAMOONT Mains 'J1ransformers,
!>y
Broek & Salter, 66, Ha.rtfieJ(l H..d., WimOkdon,
R.W.19 (one minute from \Vimbledon StaUou).
'l'el. ·
Liberty 3226.
[5998

9Bn,g,r,N tn!,~~y i'l1e4, Broa~~~;aovi

M~~~r~l\~l!(i~}~ l~~~gi~ru~~l<;lrt, ~(~~~ell/~~5/6

PAA:~~~U~~a.~i':f),e 1~P:tnsb~ggct~J,50s~re~~~d ~:i;;m~;;

super regulation, 18/6, post 1/-.

11

~P~~

are Guarantc<:d
centre tapped.

PAJ~~~~:~~. 5~~:o-gos?,v; o6!,!~~.:J~ ~~~ee~~ ';;i;;;a;;;

21/-; open, 18/- post 1/3_

for details of our super inductP ARAMOUNT.-Writc
ance
receiver, with Ilola moving coil spe<tkcr,

.
V

WAi

and manufactured from the finest British materials;
they are fitted with ·mart aluminium shrouds and frames,
all filaments centre-tapped; finest quality insulating paper
between each layer, and thoroughly tested before leaving
our works.

PA{~n;o,i;~~d!~: i,;~fs ~, or 10 4v. 12a, 4v, 2-4a,

type, 12/6 shroudf'd
OH'~1 EXlON 'J'ransformers :Made to Your Specifieatin_n:
pnce <l\'Cnrding to wattage, 6v. fil~ments sa~e pnec
unl<'S.S watLq:~c ~ros~lv exceeded; special quotations by
return.

V 0 \~f;,~b11~c~n, (~

PA~t~~!i~~le~af~s p';[c~~sf~~~r~~t~~f f~;u~t~ ~~o~\~~:

1

60 watts, 9(-; post 9d.; 120 watts, shrouded 12/6, opru
type 10/6, post, 1/-; 200 watts, shrouded 16/6, post 1/-:
2.000 watts ..£4/10.
vo~;i2_XION 1,000-watt Transformers; £4/10, carriage

yoR~'~~ltij~: 3f3t "~t

3

1\DVERTISEMENTS.

1

1

21/:J \Vatt indirectly heated pentode.

Over

4

Million inUse.

"Wireless Direction Finding ••

Second Edition

TH~1t.' 0~~t'1g26A~;~i~,~~ 2~:P;~·, ~{,\7~ 5~8,

112'

171

pR~t!,~~~m,s¥.~~-Y S'l'ORES, 20 and 22, Hig~ g;

Post free 2I/9

'

6 1

4

THE WIRELESS WORLD

1\.DVERTISE:\IENTS.

All branrl 1ww :, battery type:::, 2LF.2, LP.2, 1 9; ~nper power, P.P.2,
2/6; srraens a.-mlventodc~. 3;9; A.C. malus, 4-volt 1 amp.,
general purpose, 3/3; power, 4 -; :;neens and lJentoJe-;,
4/6; full wave rertifiers, 3/6: Jl(L~tagC' paid, ('ash with
nrdcr, or c.o.d. over 10/ -.-·Clarion .Ralho Valve Cn.,
885, Tyburn Rd .. El Jington, Birwingham.
l6075

HARTLEY TURNER LOUD
SPEAKER, KIT SETS and
be reduced
during 1934

afternoon.
Clo~e
dosed 1 o'eloek.

7

p.m.,

Saturday

5

p.m.,

WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY
and

TELEPHONY

\Ve€'ks, unsoiled, eost £14, H('('ept
ranti twin meters, 1/10th to 250v.,
10 m.a. to 25 amps., listed £7/10,
portable 3 rang-e voltmeter 0·250v.,
list 72 ,' -, ac-cept 45/ ~.

£9 lowe.:;t;
1.000 ohm
aecept £4;
1,000 ohm

set Ferper volt.
Ferranli
per volt,

R

ADIOPHONE Radiopacks, .B.P. and H.F. 30'-; H.F.
super het 117.5 KG. 30.r.: J 1·~ K.U. ditt(<; B. P.
:;.uperl:et 110 K.C. 30/-; all postage 1 :3; VarJev P.P.
input transformer, n~w, 10/6; Clytlon dual thumb drive,
0.005, new, 7/6.
AIR R.T. Cl:lss I! 'l'ransforliJer .1nd ClwkE. sernnr1
hand, 14/-; J~e\veos frame aerial 7/6; Hit'h and
Bundy' chol-.es, }::154 2!:H. at 50 m.a. 90 obt.1s, 12 1 ·3;
Yarley 5 amp. filament transformers, input 200; 250v.,

P

B 1 6.

D_ARRAHD D/S Gramophone \totur. ::nmplete t"\ith
'- ~ ·unit pia te, perfect, plays 3 12in. rcords co'-'t £3,
25/-; Varley EP2~ tran-:~former 500/50Gv., 3~4v. Sa1nr,.
windings, new, 31/6; pair Varley P.P transformers, DP6,
DP7. new, 20/-.

Additions to our products will be
revealed at Olympia and we look
forward to meeting old customers
and also those enthusiasts to whom
"REALISTIC REPRODUCTION "
is of vital interest, but who have
not yet become possessors of our
apparatus.

by
R. D. BANGAY

Third Editio:t
Revised by 0. F. Brown, B.Sc,

rrhursday

U~!~:~.RS;~(~, ta~~~~~et~~p;,it~e;vt~:~h~~r, t~!ghla;~)ltte~~

Our policy is to offer only that
apparatus which is good as can be
made; this implies the individual
attention of skilled craftsmen and
the large amount of hand-work in
Hartley Turner products results in
cost of manufacture being high. A
good workman has to be paid well,
otherwise imperfect
goods
are
liable, sometimes inadvertently, to
be sold.

S

E'l' Peto Hcott Sinzle Span Coils, complete, 20 '-;
t~
H.M.V. pick-up similar Marconi K17, 25/-; B.T.-H.
senior, IHlW, 22/-; Fe1ntnti i\F'7e, 2L 6; B2 cllokt',
10/6; Bulgin tr.mscoupler, 7/6; Varley 20H 120 m.a.
chokes, 10/6; Lotus Bud DC2 set, new, SO/-.

(1930)

THE standard book of instruction for
wireless beginners and students.
This revised edition brings the whole
subject into line with modern dewlopments in vrireless. The style is clear and
simple and attention is given to the
theoretical elements of electricity and
magnetism : to the dynamo : and to the
properties of waves. A leaflet which
gives full particulars of the volume,
including a synopsis of the chapters,
will be sent on request.

PRICE
7/6 net By pi>st 8/-

wi::4HITE,

A.V;C. Unit, ~1ew, G/:; Varley A.V.C. nnit,
7;6; pau T.C.C: 0.1 mica cont.t;Jusers, 800 v.w., 7 6;
~'et Telsen 8330 coils, 14/~, new; Uadwphone 3~gaiF'"
Super het condenser with cover, 10 1 6; type 693, 14/6,
eo

R.

HARTLEY TURNER RADIO LTD.,

24.
MI::~l~Lli\ ~nJl~)~r~~ct:~~~~A~~~~ 2r~:~s otrhe

TELEPHONE: HOUNSLOW 1854.

From all lea.ding Booksrilers
or direct from the l'u'Jitshas
4

[60EJ

Thornbury Rd., lsleworth, Mdx.

PRINCIPLES

of

R.
RADIO, 33, Chanrery Lane, London, "\V.C'.2
R YALL'S
(nearest Tube, Chancery Lane; 'bus 67 passes door,
or tram to Savoy St.). Holborn 3529. Open Saturday

price

in

ELEMENTARY

COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE.

GRAMOPHONE AMPLIFIERS
not

The

Valves.·~

beg to announce that the

will

Valves.-Contd.

S UHPLtJS
volt, H.l<'.2,

HARTLEY TURNER RADIO LTD.

I934·

JULY I}TH,

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.
Dorset House
STAMFORD STREET,LO~DO~,

34

19 co~~(J~tcJ\1~1~l~ ~~lv~;~·,.u~::,~~

S.E.l
\\'.W.97

250v. A. C., boxed; £8/10.

_L.t.
'r--r-T'~ DUOPHASE ~

J~KCO Main,; Units.

THE STRONG LINK ~

RICH & BUNI)Y, LTD.

'

1

}

'l

of valve3 and speech coil
impedance should be givei1

when crderi ng.

RICH
NEW

&.

19 ~~et!~e~_t;'H~ liva;·v~~ub~~:~~l;t ·,~8~~g~r \ i~~elfc;~i';~ 4
1

34

Yahes;

19 pJ~~~sr~~ it~ln~,:f n~s ~~~iY<~~;o~•i~: t~~ij
M A,~ft~J~~ 1 ;~~d~~1 j6~n<;~T~~vec(~r t;;~~ k~:~:e~·r. comp1et e

30/-

10

llll
I

output,

numLer

only;

£3 1 15

~~A;~~?~~~~ u~ ~\~!a ~:~~ i~-va~~SnL~a\~~~~rne~~c3i;,:~·
limited

number only.

TE\l~U~r;y?u~~~r~~~(1:·ti~·~~d~itfin~e<~~~~·;;~; 6-£~1-ve ~uperhrt

S P}~?.!r~~Lar~ffe;ritl 1b)i:tt!:
mains of 200-250v.;

a![tli\~~a ~~vi~1~w ~I-;.~_·;

37 6

GIIiiiiil~~---lll;iiiiiCI-=:1-...-.~~1-...:1

----------,~

We specialise in the supply of this
superb equipment on convenient
terms. Please write for full particulars and quotation.
All other high-grade radio Apparatus supplied on the best terms.

11
U

11
11
ll
11

VA~:~:-~;~ r\1;Jl:i\;m~~ni(~~~s~'

"i1ach ;ad'::~;~~/.te 1 ;~istto{al~·(:,

22 ·6, valve 5/-; Va.rley .\'it-ore 1 tran:'former, 9,6; Hypcrcore choke, 10/-; Audirad dwke, 4/6;
\Vt'stingh~>li."t'
H.T.1.
17/6; Ferranti tram-former for :-!ante, 6. 1:3;
Varley ditto, 5/-.
1

0

2

1

F'=~r~(:C<W~ : (hi: ·3~~;, ~\:(,., ~~;/~l~:- f<~'z: ~]2°3

This handy volume is very much more
than a Dictionary. lt not only takes
the technical terms of wireless and
explains their meaning;, but in doing
so it concentrates into a small space
a large amount of information on
wireless subjects. lt has become, in
fact, a compendium ot current wireless knowledge, and an invaluable
handbook for all whc are interested
in wireless transmission and reception.
Diagrams and illustrations are freely
interspersed throughout the book to
amplify the explanations of the text.

superb et coils, 121- set; ColYerdyne:::;, 7,- each; H<1 di(lpa k ~
band pas:-; .':inpcrhrt, 30,'- each.

THE

Abo\·e Post or

Carriage Paid,

11
ll
;; THE LONDON RADIO SUPPLY 11

'PHONE:

11 11. OAT LANE,COMPANY,
••
NOBLE STREET, LONDON, E.C.2. ••
11 Phone: National 1977.
(Est. 192S).
11
~===============~

M
\~f. ~!Si~r?a~~ zrJ~~-~.g~~~o~ 7 ',. ~l~:J. ~.lri.c~u~~ri
(nniven"al output), 32/6; H.T.8, 8 :_; two A.l<'.5'.", 1? 6

.;

Second Edition. Compl•tely revise:! and
brought up to dab

3

limited

10

L.TD.

TURNER SPEAKERS
11 AND AMPLIFIERS SUPPLIED ON
11
EASY TERMS.

U

2

~~ A~~~:\t. it1 ~~\ ve~: in ~v\~~~f~u~a~;l~i-~et,te~~~~~I~
pentode

"THE WIRELESS WORLD"

4

£7/2/b; our net price £4/2{6.

Price

and issued in conjunction with

£7.

34

Transformer Manufacturers,
ROAD, PONDERS END, MIDDX.

'-=-----11 HARTLEY

Compiled by
S. 0, PEARSON, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E,

7

19 w~hswi~w~;~~el c;~ s~;,~L~~ ~~~~i ~~~~lereece~~·i\~~

TdeJ}W1D' Enfiehi 0777.

, _____

(~~a/~~~li·;~~v;, h~vi~~ 6~·-

SP~~~~IL a!~Jiein F;::(:~nbiett1;t? 1~~~~ ~kye1!~mk

IY.ODEL D.P.4.
DUOPHASE
TRANSFORMER

BUNDV

;Rl;

1

DICTIONARY
of WIRELESS
TECHNICAL TERMS

speakers; 20 .-' ~ each.

sp~akers.

suit

3316.

rumula.tor, liiitcd at. £5/7/6; onr price 39/- each.

transformer fitted to the moving coil speaker.

P.X.25, P.X.4,
P.P.5(400,
P.P.31250, D.0.24. D.0.26,
etc. to match speaken
"R.K.''"Rola,'' 'Magnavox.''
lt is importa:1t that details

TY~l'~g~_-C-~5, ~:~ur\~~;~e,15?i:·tc~l5 1~ltilli~~~1f,7 f~~iuc~u~

TY~t~lg~-~5 ' v~)~~~t!!.

DUOPHASE TRANSFORMERS can be supplied
for any combination of triode output valveJ
Types ar~ available to

0

4, or 6v. accumulators, 200+250v. mains; 35 ;'- each.

price,

The Duophas~ system of operating two valves
in phase opposition utilise> a COMBINED
OUTPUT anj GRID COUPLING TRANSFORMER.
Thi:; ttansforme.~ displaces the normal output

anj

TYI;~!:ov~~ ~· n~m~~!~~s. i~t'~~~8or~gn~ trtk'J~ 1 ~1~; rger

2

OPEN

2 4'

Clissold 5DOL

Price 2/- net.

All Day Thur:-;day, dosed on

Mild may

Grove,

London,

272 pp., bound in cloth boJ.rJ.;
Size 5 by 3 ·nche3

By post 2/2

SaturJa~-~-

~.1.

;:

609 ~

0

From aL! leading booksellers ?r :iirec: fnm
Publishers

ILIFFE & SO:-<S LTD.
Dorset HoU3:3, Stamford Street, London, S.E.t

e::trh; Harlie pick-up, 10/-; all pcded.-8, Hunslel ;-;t.,
.Nelson.
l6'J95

"Elementarv Principles of Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony"

Third Edition

W.W.tS

Post free 8/-

THE WIRELESS WORLD

_)ULY I3TH, 1934·

Components, Etc., tor Sale.-Contd.

Components, Etc., tor Sale.-Contd.
l">RE~!li<:R.

p RI~i~!~~~}!el~l~·,e~~ Li:1r~~1?~~e~v (b~)~Jstl<~~,

~ 0 1~~~\~~i~n S~i

the Original Cost: all goods guaranteed perfect, carriage
paid over 5/-, under 5/- carriage forward, I.F.S. and
alJroad, ('arriage extra.

S P l~~:~~I~ve?l~ker~o\~~ ~;-~~{)~;l!~~n;l~~:~~~i~~~;ct~:;~;. Speakers,
1,y~l~:a.:~:i~hGPu;~r:.

5

ohnlha~td?~ J-~~~~?~~

17/6.

1,Yll>J;:;a., 10I~:~;~;de
TYPE
](I

44808, 9in.
7

ohms
exlra.

}1~ L\~,r;~{/~;~~~~~~e
and

dh1gram.

extr;l;

1 SOv.

3{)

L.T .. 25 · -; trick le
,\ltb 4v., 3-S
4v., 3-5 amp-s,
)RE1JIER Clwhe,
amps, 30 }Jys.,
60 milliampo:, 80 ll_y:=;.,
20 h:,-s., 2/9.

YOU HAD
TROUBLE
WITH
VOLUME
CONTROL
LAST
YEAR • •

60 m.a.

1

1 x0.1

0

D U~I~;1 f~i.R d~ ~~~\~;:.~sr~~l~:ti~ J~~~-.'
VA~i!~i ~~~~~~{\ant
m!)k'!t\ c;~~tonba~i\:a~sttiti~
tions and diagram,
V AI~i~i~ "~lt~'· i~~t~~~~;[i~vnes Y~~i ~ri~i~~~- c~'~?~~i~a~sl6.com
1

SCI/~{~1,'~~) i~/·tli{e 1L\{~~~:~rybt 1?~1-c

P

of the Largest ManU·

British-:nade Meters, moving iron, flush
mounting, acf'urate, 0-10, 0·15, 0-100, 0-250 m.a.,
0-1, 0-5 amps.; all at 6/-.
RE.:\IIER
1

0

~~ri~f:~~~r~;~~leatan,~ ~-~~f_f(~~~a~f

[6010

GILBERT I~DUSTRH:S, Ltd.

18 '6.

P

ARCEL Cont;uniug 6
AH Brass Screws, in useful
B. A wireles::>_ slze:;
as 4 B.A.x 1in., 6 B.A.x·\4 iu.,
etc., etc.; they mdnde ruund, cheese and countersunk
heads, and ~ith every parcel we include 1 gross i.l::;sorted
nuts free, S1-; post paid.

4v.

GO
with

primary;

pH~~;~~~~-:~ v .:\ltl~~S~a -~l'r~~~fOT~~~:~~·
with '("t't'l'llCtl primary; 10/-.

350-0-350v. 90
(all C.'l'.),

pRJ;;~:;,:~o~~~~tr;ratO".~~-rmen:, I00-110. 200-250v. or vice

TYPE P. PRICE 3/9. With knob.

L·Tj 2';_ra~I:.f.or~l~;~s,ea~~~: 3~·v. C ;~S~ ..ev22 ;a.. 1 ,~:TB ,..:v~a;.t;;

Also Type P.S. Price 4, 6. With knob and
switch.

4a., 10/- each.

180-0-180 volts 40 m.a., 4v. 1 amp., 4V. 3 amps., 4/6:
200-0 200v., 4v. la, 4v. 3a .. 4/6.

S PI6~~6L 1~germ~.~n r~~1-d ~~~.rs·4 ;y~~.:rr:~1-sfo;_~::.:s, 1 ~~?;

input 200-250 A.C.; 350 0-350 120 m.a.,
2-4a., 100-120v., input ouly, 5/-.

4v.

2-3a., 4v.

WE~i'l;1~~;, I·~r;~+:(~'J~; ~ .C 4~1-a i~-~~;:~a ~~f~~~cJ~~o~gg0~-~3~~~

m.a., 4v. 3-Sa .. 4v. 2·3a., 4v. 2-3a., 4v. la., C.'l'., 4v. la.
C.'l'., 19/6; 1,000~0-l,OOOv. 250 m.a., 4v. 3a, C.T., 4v 3a.
C.'l'., 49/6, 2,000-02.000 150 milliamps, 49/6.

pn{;,~:I~q~)J:~t!;·'l~ntf Ur~~fin~iliJ~se c~~~:iii~~f, frflpti{e~ci~

11

250v. A.C., output 8v. 1-2 amp., 14/6; 8v. 1 amp.,
17/6; 15v. 1 amp., 19/-; 6v. 2 amp., 27/6; 30v. 1 amp .•
37, 6, 2v. 1/2 amp., 11/-.

coLJs~!~O h~~rhm~u!~iti;, c;l::~/~~~nga~~ A~~-u~~ot~~n;~o~:
49.'·; without volnme ctont.rol, 46/-.

B .rr (_~~_.a 1~l~~~\~~~;~~d ~f(~~~1~~~.ti~t~ 0:~~b~.; (~or;·_ ~~;;~Ie~~-cctric
B .'l~}t~€t-1~Ii;~~<~~~~t~rl~7{ 8fo~ 00Ift~. v{~!;~P~t~; ~~R:c.,
E J)J~~rc ]~n hl)o~~!~\~-t~g;~:HgaJ~ran~7rhc;ir~~ir;;;,to,~s, r~~n~
job; 15/-.
\\'ir•~

Wound HC'sh;ta.nces, 4 watts,
50,000 nhms, 1/-; 8 watt3, any
1/6; 15 ,.,.-at,ts, any value np
watts, any value up to 50,000

VV 1 ~&:oo~v (~s~)(~s.
semi

C EN;;1~~-~{~~1~.

;i~~o~~;ur~Jo,1oyo.

poJ;:~1 ~t s7;~·~;H,;]~a~u~1;C\~{t~~s~ri~r~~~s. 3-gang

1-2mcg.

condensers.

wr(l~l-~[~~s ~~~?2~ Jr~~~.e~s;~s,

with

1

A M~~~:~~A4~ T~i T~~il?t~n1l,~k~n~: ~~~;~~n~~bdo~-J~~n~f~~~r;d

The Ferranti Potentiometers are
silky in action and constant in
value. Whilst they are not
to
carry
usually required
appreciable current, they will
dissipate 0.25 watt continuously.
They have a slight
negative
temperature
co-efficient.
A number of years of study
and experiment were necessary
in evolving this really satisfactory
Potentiometer,
one
which Ferranti Lld. believe to
be the best available for
general Volum~ Control
purposes.

.002 mfd. condensers, auy dozen, 9d.
}_1"""!ERHANTI AF3, 9,6; Brown'$ 5~1, .flr Ready Hadio
3-1 bakelite L.F. transiormers brand new, 2 1 9.
rLGIN On-off Toggles 6d.; Sator-,.0001, .0003 mfd.
tulml<u comlensers, 1/- per 6; WE:>go .02 mid. t.ubulars,
4d.
TILIT_Y Read ion Condensers, .0003,.. .0005, new, ad.;
rhasst.s 4~ S-pin valve holders, 1/- per 6.
AINS R.ADIO DEVELOPMEN'I' CO~Il'ANY, 4·6,
Muswell IIIll Road, LNHlon, N.6.
Tudor £1.046.
[6074
TILl'l'Y HALt<:S Co. Offer the Following Surplus
Good:-~. all new and boxed and fully guarantf:'ed: _

U
M
U

CELEWf!ON P.M.M.W Speaker; list 45/·, 17;6.
1~ amp. ~-4-6-volt L.rr. Charger, !i;.;t
E KCO
17/6; also A.C. 25, 31/6; K.25, 38;8.
1

£2i7/6,

M-~\l~R Transfor:.~er.-: by Stanr:{<1r'l Cable Co., pri!Ilary
200-240, seeond<~.ry 300..0-300. 60 m.a-., 4v. 3a. et.,

4v. 2a .. very strongly recommended; 6/6.

A L~a~~~~r

Goods are Delivered \Vi thin 24 Hours -carriage

UTi:~~~;~n, ~~\.~Eil

Co,

27a,

&t1e

HL.

CLEAHANCE Offer::~ the Followin" Manufacturers' Surplus of L~mponepts at Barga~n Prices.
AI ;\IS 'l'ra.nsf()rmers, input 200-250v., ontput 320.0-320
", .. at ,60 nJ.a., 4v. at 3 1,0 amps C.'t,., 4v. at :21 1 ~ amps

R

ADIO

,}'f

C.L,

8;6

eacl1.

M• AatIi\l"S70Transformers,
input 200-2?0v., output 320-0-320
m.;L, 4v. at 6 1n a.mps c:r .. 4v. at
amps
21/:!

C.T., shrotlded, tenninal typej 10;6 each.

To Manufacturers:Let Ferranti quote you competitive prices for trouble-free
Potentiometers and save trouble
m the future.

Send for list Wb.520
which gives full details

M

AlNS Transformers, input 200-250v., ontpnt 320-0-320
at 70 m.a., 4v. at 41f:;. amps C.T., 4v. at 2112 amps
C.'l'., shroutleJ, tcrmina] type; 9/6 each.

C 0 \~~~~~~:l\u~~rs,B'l~~e;P4s;s 6 L~~lrs

11 ~.

0 R~~~~sD v~1 ~ ~~~lt·~·ifl~s, t?i·Z~1~~rs~-~~~~~ semi-shielded. 2; 6;
MA¥.~t;\v~~~ms ,).~-J 75; i>~8.~52°hArfign~: ~~:soJ>·~>l;~l~:
37. 6, all complete with humbncking coils; please state
1

S.G.3

~~'l'f/~1\!~~~A'rE

Frequency

Transformers,

S w~:~e~~~~l:;~ ](\~!a~f~~l'l~r;~r.~) 21~1~!~i~~e
yoi~Yt~ E

for

ke, s;

Band

Pass,

~;,i\~h.

by

Dubllier, 500

mf d. Conden:'crs, by \V

ego,

vPlt peak;

3 -G~~£!, ~~~~~e~;~i:~;

1/- each.

~~:J:e;;J(ii~.;~oS1Yor

P ARALLEL
facturer,

("()ffi-

10, 6

Fded Transformers, by well-known manuratio 6-1; 3/- each.

A I .. L Lines Post Free in U.K.
R A,l~~~?pb~~~A~~~~· 46 ~j· High

A 1\li~~Jt?~;o~~u;~~p~~~~~~is, {~~·i£~·. 1/6; complete with
R El;~~~~~~i. ~l~l~{ re~~lg~ ~/- p~~tl~oil~id~~~f~: i~6~u~~~~~lv,
0

3/6.

Holborn,

List

HOLLINWOOD, LANCASHIRE.

"Handbook of Technical Instruction for Wireless Telegraphists ••

Fifth Edition

2, 6

type G.B.; 1/6 each.

each.

wlletller pmver or Pf'ntode required; A.C. con\'ersion kit
for above types, 10/-; Magnavox P.:'\1. 7in. con(\ 18/6.

set

110

ea:J/:.c .. 8,000 ohms, lng \vound

REACTJON C(!Hdem'iers, 0.0003, Polar;

1

matched

co~~fs3, sl~tat:~ifa(:~.~·~el!~.r t;;::v~/~ul;~}lC;~t. matched

8
2

1
with uniknob trimmer, 3 !13; Polar Ba.kelitc {'Ondensers.
('('mplete with knob, 0.00015, 0.00035, 0.0003, 0.0005.

(This adrcrtisement continued in third column.)

lNDIJS'I'H!ES, Ltd., 519, London Rd., WestG ILBERT
cliff-on-Sea, F.':.ssex.
(5997
M A;.:;,s tl~eAfc~A~w~,~~~~jl~MENT COMPANY Gua.r.tl>·
Radio Boxed Spaghetti Resist.ors, 10,000,
R EADY
15,000, 20,000, 25,000 ohms, anti Mikado, .0005,

B

1

S p~~ I·[>~; ill?I~;:r i~:)n£ a;g~-1~~~~sf~~m~80-2~~~-~f~~t;;~~

1

161-.mf.

Jf·l\~~: 1 ~~~il~~~~~s, 6 j?;ov4 x";o:~~f·x

1

and

OR~!~(~Dd~:J~l

0

T· i~·oo~~n~~~k~~i. ~7?;v.4 ~~r~if,~'oo;. n~~·rk1~:.:

PR~~'!; t ~·~"~~;~7,~e ,8 '~'~\~;,~~·~ae\i~ig!I 8 ~;·a~~:t'~t~:

)RE:I!lER 1!.'1'.10

wound

~5~~i ., ~~r0kj_ng~or~f~;~

3/-; 15 mf. 50v. working:, 1/-; asv. working, 25 mf., 1/3;
6 mf. SOv. working and 2 mf. 100v. working, 6d.; 16+4
mf. 250v. workiug, 6/-.

tion. Clauham North Undcrl!.round.

60 nLa.

ohm.-:, 2/6.

T .C.~ea/.':l~et~~p-,ti~ /-~o~J~~f_er~/r

i

6

H.'r.s and

to 50.000

WE~1T~~~-: E2L~~~~~r?(; ~on~r_r,~s~r;:; 24s0~v\:. ~-~)'~t~~·.

mf., 1/-; 2 mf., 1 /6.

lea.cts; any value ]-watt \\"ire enJ rP.si~tances wire
t:nd contlci~sers, 9.0001 to 0.1 trimming cond<-'nscrs, llulgin
3-amp. mams sw1h-hes.
pLEAsg ·Send for Fully Illustrated Catalogue.

; with We..,tJUgiJou,.;c r('dificr

SPI~~;~AL

f?~~rs,m~{tj ;Il:~mot~'t:~t

10

Tn~ha~:~~Io;~~il~~ h~~i~~~~. g_., g~c~; ~-;)il~, 1 ~cr~~~1eJ 0:~~~~-;

pn [r:~! l ~·;,}]~ta~~- ~'i1~U l~n~ill;,d~r·I~~r,4V.

value up

1

g~id

interJea.vcd.

SOtllld

1 1

1

tirJn<::. iuput 200-250v., 40-100

10v. 3a., 14v.

R EI~~{~~L~~1o ~ ~};v~~i-~1J~~:; s)~

transformers, 4 I 6.

original cost,

A L~·~nJ;~;~· 1c:~ier Te~~~fr':~r t l'~~1 ri p~.

with

(Thi!6 advertisement continued frorn first column.)

A ~;~12e ~~s,

I

I

i

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Post free 15 I 9

A

W.C.l.
[5925

Free.-190,
f0421

6

THE WIRELESS WORLD

ADVERTISD!E~TS.

JULY I3TH, I934·

Components, Etc., tor Sale.-Contd.
Bargains.~

12 WATMEL
HYWATT
RES I STANCES

S

G.E.C. Stork Speaker, in cabinet; 19,·6 (list £3/15).

B Lti~/ ~P((LSe~~i!~).lOOU

s·']'

g ~it~(li-s~ll.£

Also the Watmel P.25 Mains Resistance
PRICE

Need we say more?
7/6
This is the most advanced
resistance yet put on the market and
is already extensively used by leading
set makers.
Made in 1-50,000 ohms. Price 1/to:-

WATMEL WIRELESS CO.

LTD.,

'Phone : Edgware 0323.

Imluctor Rpcaker ou Chassi-s;

41

proprietary

CPmpollt'nls:

Eliminators, each new and boxed, in original
type K25, with trickle charger, 25
£51716); type A.C.25, 3316 (list
with trickle dnuger, 37/- (li~t
charger::., type T.C.I., for 2-4· and
- (list 42, -).
of
Osc, 2 LF. \vith
6
501-).

'UNIVERSAL SINGLE- SPAN RECEIVER'

Imperial Works, High Street, Edgware, London.

m a nufadurer'::;

PE:\KEHS.-Blue Rpot permanent magnet, with
\ersal trnnsforrner for
super pow~r
an,J Cla:s-; B; 23/~ (list 39t
'

are specified for the

For full details pleas"

.Set

sereened

RADIO
DA 1£~A
CHARTS
A

SERIES OF ABACS
providing most of the essential
Data required in Receiver Design
By

Squa-re Peak CniTs, complete wilh all
new, boxed, B.l).S; 2, 4.
H. F. Inter-valve CoiL B.P.6, 2:' 3.

R. T. BEATTY, M.A . , B.E.,D.Sc.

5

-V ~~;~:f n~~r;:s h~ l~~!:e~~I~~- sc~~~1{~rdm~~fve~;v
seak·l cc>.rton:'; £3,11/6 eomplete (list £12/12);
alone a rr priced £3.
FR(i-~I/~
dual waye superhet., S/- eaeh

27

(1930)

\v;aci\ g~t~~~

p r~~~~¥rs·l·~1:~rD~~li
16/9 (list 35/-);

Reprinted from
"The Wireless World''

"l(adio Data Charts" provide designers of wireless
apparatus with a re2Jly and
convenient means of solving
problems without having
recourse
to
complicated
formula: and mathematics.
By the use of the charts
it is possible to tackle all
the more familiar problems
in radio receiver design,
such as, for example, fmding
the relationship between
inductance capacity and
frequency, and working out
the design of high frequency
A I I keen
transformers.
amateurs will cqnreciate
this helpful book.

all new

READY

"We're Fluxite and Solder-the reliable pair;
Famous for Soldering-known everywhere !
To make good reception a foregone conclusion;
Use Fluxite and Solder-no fear o! 'confusion' ! "

Sec that Fluxite and Solder are alway3
by you-in the house-garage-workshop-anywhere where simple, speedy
soldering is needed.

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLVXITE
IT SIMPUFIES ALL SOLDERING

All Ironmongers sell Fluxite in tins : 4d., Sd.,
ls. 4d., and 2s. Sd. Ask to see the FLUXITE
POCKET SOLDERING SET--eomplete with full
instructions-7s. 6d. Ask also for our leaflet 01
HARDENING STEEL with Fluxite.

FLUXITE LTD. (Dept. W.W.),
Dragon Works, Bermondsey Street, S.E.l

(39 CHARTS and more than
so Diagrams)

Hd .. London, X.\\-.1
:\1 u:::.cmn 6324.
[6084

T H ~. )L!}:!l 0~~;,~ f~1 r:Z~~~isc~~c ~f~~- t :ri ;:11:1;'~~1\~ r~rs'
.. }""!E~n~.(\\~l' ·~~i(~i.Is<;?J: ~~ft·h (\3\\·i~~\~:1
1

dynes,

7 6;

Lnmrl

nrw HaJiopali::.:::, all t.\

Price

D \~~1;,1 ~ii,~rc:; 1~ji~(;r~, ptk'~~~!~~. 11~)Pti. 7d.;
with 4 amp. L.'l' ..

Tn ~ii ~r;·o;r~~-E~~~~I

3

7,··5.

3

4

~f(~~ ~?j~;li~J~.t:~~:e:~·· fi~~t-t~~~;~s ~;l}k:~:

tapping,::, S.G., (ldC'ctor, })(l\Ver (.l50v. 25 m.a.), :\.C. type
\vith \Vf'stmg:hnn-sC' rPt'tifier. 25 ·-: D.C. type, 12/-.

D u~/ 4 ~~;fd or5~~~-::;;(~o:.: ~~tr~~~n~:' 3()~J;( B~1~1I:
1 1

tone a rn1s

1

1

~ie~ -~~~~

1

Published from the Offices of
"THE \VIRELESS WORLD •!
Ft"om all leading booksellers or direct
(rom the Publishers

3/ •.

CAfi!~~AGE Paid,

eash \vith order or r.o.ri.; send fur

W Lt!;;l~Ph~)r;l(; :Fj_~~J'i)(l~;' t;•~r~·.ingdou St., I,ondon, ~5~.2~1
2 ILF. 4-g:ang,· 26 "6: "\"larconi pickup,
F ERROCAH'r
19 6: r\ovntnne Senior, 25/-; ;-l}l pJ:>rfPd.--53, To:;;ton
Drive, \\'p:latnn Park, Nottingham.
[6090
A. \\'JRELESS !or _Everything Ha(}io; ::;ummer sale
H .now
on send your lists for
s kE'encst quota-

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.
Dorset House,
Stamford St., London, S.E.l

l~ondon

tion;

H. 1~~·

net

2

wr;~~: !~(; I:.~J~~:E l]~e~\ilic{,;;lll;l;;;,~·e,9-/ 6iii,!;;3';1~;.~~r \,~;
H.'l'.B c•r 11.'1'.9,

4/6

By post 4/10

TJC:~,

brand new and guaranteed.

n·,~,~,;;!;ES~(l(~l~~l~~;.~?::;.~·.H)j;; 1)eptB~~;,ps~at~

8169.

"Dictionary of Wireless Teclznical Terms··

[6088

Second Edition

Post free z/ z

W.W.g3

THE WIRELESS WORLD

I3TH, I934·

}ULY

Components, Etc., tor Sale.-Contd.

VA~~J~-~!~si~-~~a~~~~h~t~;er~~~i~~;kskc;~n~

{~~ k~e~~!:

with Lucerne wavelength, station named scales, medium
and long, corhplete with volume control; 3216.

VA%fr~!~,I.L6/-r:~di}~~1JY~~hJ~~- J;~~~~ormc~r;froi~.th ;i~~
switch, all values, 3 I 6.

.-"absolutely no
distortion"....
" Wireless World" Test Report

V A?a~fc~sA 1~-~~r'{~,~~~ 6(i~ ha~io~\~~:;; c\~~~ ~.r~:[~~
1-1' 10/-.
VA ~~~~;;;~·,L~;~r~~~o~~~~i~Jll .g~~~~P~~~~~ 1~v./i-~c~f!i'.li.1 ~);r
1

5

8

VAYt~t i~:~~~·~-;;~~~l€~1nJ rm!t~~~c.n 2 ~~{Y~~~tr~erdti;.u;:[v e~
11

0

Pepper's

New

Sales

[6092

IRMINGH:\1\'T Radiomart Carrif';:; Mn"t
Sto('k of Guarantee<} Cnmponents;
hundred..;: of monC'Y c.:aving lines-, Il(\ junk
AI)J():\1.\HTnffcr B.'I:.-1L 1'-'h.p:

B

R
200-250> .,
0
R ·;;,),I 1;i, ~ ~ ·~ oo
other gt,ar.
R A2~60~~~~~:.T 1~0 gnanic;

£2. 15.

leaved wiudings,

for every purpose where quality reproduction is
required.
19 standard types of Amplifiers in our new illustrated
list, also microphones, speakers, turntables, etc.

THE TRIX ELECTRICAL COMPANY LTD.

1

'PbolU' : CLErk 3014/5.

Telegrams : TRIXADIO, SMITH, LONDON.

DHr:\fAH'l'.~-B.T.-H.

poten-

HT.··-Super brass .qoo1 shnrt .wave variable,
R ADlOMA
pigt<:li1, 1 9 !Jalf amp. H\V
5:6.
R ~rr!~o~;~ Ji(~~~~R~;·i~;~)~~tri!~)rl~:: 1 ~~-1 oo metres, 9d.;
mt~ters,

lOO mmfd., Jf3;
potentiotneter:',

ADIO!\L\.H'l'.-~Micr_ovariabks

15.
utility neutrovcnuas, 1 3; 400

6d.

R -·~1~,~[~;!_-~~r~~- ·~J~~~~e;t.i~~~~r
piof~I~;!~~. ~i~D~~(:iceo~~~·s6, ~~~.ss~~d 3~~uHI~~;~~ed~ra~l~~price 2/3, post free {l.K.; Varley Const~nt H9.uare Peak
Band-Pa"s Coils, t:vpe B.J>.5, eomplete wtth swttch, brand
new in maker's original carton, with full instruetions
:HHI' diagram::., list prke 15/-, our price 2i4, post free
U.K.; Polar 3-gang Htar Minor Condenser with trimmer,
brand. nf'W, list prir'e ] 8 ,'9, our price 7 I- each, pnst free
U.K.; Co1laro Eledrie Gramo. Motor. A.C., 200-250, with
pkk~up and vnlnme control, auto start and stop, hrand
new, }i;.;tC'd at .£4, our rrice 47/6, carriage paid; Cele,.tion
Energised .:\-LC. Speaker, 2,509 ohm_s, model n.C. 20~4,
with uni\erl'al tram;former, list prwe .£2/5, our pnce
12/6; llankrnpt i'.Ct manufadurt•r»' stock
p1o~~~~R RADIO, C(1ptic St •• London, W.C.l.

i\Ir(~eJ~S

MISCELLANEOUS.
Ev~.~~;~'1J6~-~Gscr~~~.n ~r~~;sS/-~'ameras and

Projectors

JL~¥~T~{;ci~~~rr~;i~~~:u.I~~=l~~-l~jl~f:ll.ri1~1f e~:i'l ;Lonn~~on~
shop bnt
a warehouse. packed. with mntwn-picture
equiinnent; your inspec~·lOil invited.
'Phone:
6889
Gerrard; tree parking taolities.
[5936

E
M;~~:?r~r;!\s <~;:s ~:~~:i~hj;l~, :1°11 1~~~~ /:~s ~~)~~g~!~~~t~i
postal trainmg \vill rnakL you "uitable.-Dept. 92, 'l'he
1

ree('ivPrs taken in part PX('hange.-<lenith Radio Servil'e,
17, Park St
Guilnt')rct
'Phone: 17CO.
[0423

A ~;~!JJi~~T at Mh~~~~~Q~~~\~Y t~~r T~'I.c7.~~

0

P{t~it~ ~~-d~~

for " The En~ineer's Guide to Succ-ess," 152 pages, free,
which contains the 'i':idcs.L Brlection of engineering ancJ
wirekss courses in the world, and :-.hows you how to
become "\.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.Me('h.K, A.Ha{l..\., etc. State
branch, post or .qnalifka~ion tha~ interf'"ts you.--The

Techno1ogil'al ln£<.tltnte of OrPat B:·1taiu, D2, Temple l~a.r
IIou~e. London, E.C.4.
(Founded 1917
19,000 ,;w·ccBses.)
[6029

PATENT AND TRADE MARK AGENTS.

G E~ti~~~ n,('o. t-~~ .-A:~'1

1

Clissold

5001.

24,

Mildmay Grove,
[5985

WANTED.

.E

.:'\nmh€'rs 75,
x~~'R ~~ n2''~ ~,7 ~J!il~!~~s",ist ...
College, C'ambridge.
[6097
POT Cash for New or Used Modern Components.Economic Radio Co., 96·98, Sonth Lambeth Rd"
S.W.8.
[5964

1rc~\~~~.tiii~h
[5284

r~\I:i~~l~l:. l'~i~~t -~r:~: hiL~_;(;~~:

A.M.l.R.E:..), 51-52, Chaneery Lane, Londnn, W.C.2 (2
doors from GovernmPnt Patent Oftke). 'Phone: Holborn
1525. Ha.ndbook free.
[0001

Lonchn Radio Service, 84, Hampstead Rd., N. \V.l.

SITUATIONS VACANT.

D E~I1~;!~~~1r!~ ' c~~~i~ne'~nl~nfsel~~~~t~-et~~~fa~~~,~s -~~~
1

HEAYBERD MAINS
TRANSFORMER tor the
"PUSH-PULL QUALITY AMPLIFIER"
Specially designed for the" Wireless World
Push-Pull Quality Amplifier" the
Heayberd model W.W.8 embodies
features that make the use of this
model essential to the building
of a first-class job.
Heayberd
Transformers are used and consistently recommended by all
worth while Set designers.
TYPE W.W.S

PRICE 39,6

Immediate delivery from stock.
Cut out this ad. and send
40 pp. booklet describing
Chargers etc.

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO.,
10, FINSBURY ST., LONDON, E.C.2.

[6068

Ltd., Sheffield.

G U ;;1 ~tZ. ~;~!: Ffl?g hf~:t~ ~{al}~ ~ P~~-i(~'ik I~~a~~hir~, ~-~~~~:t~ri~~~~i;

Hrdhorn

<'hallge
'Phone
Loudon, N. L

one-third of the retail value for dass goods; send yours,
Rtating reasonab~e price; rash by return (no junk, please);
dealers' obsole,f' s',,cks also purchased, any amount; van
an:l representa",i>, e will call for any reasonable lot;;;.- Mild·
Hadio Exc,hange, 24, Mildmay Grove. London, .:'\i.l.
Clissnld S001.
rs984

~cw

~(iT~~n,:;~,~~~~a~~!~~;~~~(;l~.~:

0

[6060

offN~
H<~mmar1nnd

A.

8

HI~~C~-:-~~c~naihoa~~rt:n;n~u~~\iti:a~~edpl~r u~asr~

thc> following short wave
R ADIO-:\L\Wl'.-·CSN1
equipment; accreditPd
agent;;;.
\VestPrn EJertric
solid ba('k minophones,
Western sensitive in,
R ADIOMAH1'.-Special
sets, 9d.
ADIOMART.·--Brown hcehivC'
in<=.ulatr.r>:, 8d.;
Frequent.ite valve hohler::;,
; snet.'ned frequentite
R
anode ('Onnectnrs, 1/-.

Hu1bnrn, J,nnd, 1 n, \V.C.l_

EXCHANGE.

D E~(~~si~~tlAII~~~an~~n~ ~~~1a~~~~ sefs ~r ~~~1p~~~~~~~
prompt attention a11d deliveries -l\Jildmay Hadio Ex-

~orth

250v. A.('. equivakn1 400v. n.n.
(12 mfd.), 3/9; TCC, soiled,
4 mf(L, 3:6.

8

Radio
f5963

WA~:e~r~n;~o~~c. ~la5s~ 0 {a~~~h c~r:;1~o;n0{:1~i~g s~~s, s~~fert~.

1/- each.
-Gf'nuinc ElPctrad Rnyalty 50.000
R ADIOMAHT.
tiometer;;;, 1/6; ])uhi!ier 1 mfd. SOOvt., lOd.

Bcnnett College

~riei~;e

JN\;;a~:~I.2,~~i:~nt~~~r~~t[~~:se~ui-~ltl~rr<tl~~~~l)(~~~:\~~~~~
Write, contldence, Box 991, c/o The Wireless World.
[6077

1

R A~;;t~l~~-~\ r:;~-~~i~~.J;,a~ g~(~;~r ;as~~~~~C(ffot~~\. ~~!-~~~~and
field rf'plaeeR AmE>nt re::oistance5(, 1,000,P.A.1,070,
100 m.a .•

R

P::'"'

101-

S

2

~

prices

guaranteed;

10% down, balanec spread over 11
g{1ods ordered c.o.d. despatched ;;;ame
requirements to London Radio Supply
1925), 11, Oat La.ne, London, E.C.2.

8-9, Clerkenwell OREEN, London, E.C.1

R·\~~~~~i~~RJ~;;,YtiiT~rkn~~)rePne(l

1 ,500vt., 2

reception

1

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.

Let us send you details and quote for your partic ...
ular requirements,

£2;

hum-free

~~(b1~~·sP ~~u1~.ic~9~f s~:£~;~s; A~e~x~~nS~~~·s s~~V~f~~ l~~37
R E~~\~~i 8 ort0re:~~~~~g ~~t;ni~~t~~er~~on~;a~·~f~r~0~:~

E A.{l~ni~ ~~~~~~~-;~~~;v~c~·~~s~~-1e~:ou

List,

12.

dear,

hand~; 16/6, post 6d.-\Vrite deL11ls. Ehury
C0., 33, Ebury Bridge Hd. Slc,ane 8407.

B Kits, rPmpri::~ing P."\f. speak.;r,
B valve and holder, co'3t

in

[5992

QLDD.~~tswlfl~an~~~nefli:~ "V~lt~~insva?v~is~er~~we~f~(

S PI~~<~~~~len?~~e~.QO~~J1~~~ 0 ~o ~Y~ies, mdt)i~e ~l;ct[~c 10~'/r~~~

3 38

Rd., Birmingham,

Elect~t~~t~~. ~:~k~t~f~!ra~;,ic~ip~n, ri{~~~~·;t;;~~-.ff;~!~

ELECTRIC CLOCKS.

hulders, nuions conllensers, resistors, etc.; seml postcard
for lists.
ASU with Order, post paid over 2/6; or c.o.d.; all
goods unused manufacturers' surplus; guaranteed
perfect
A\~~~~,;~L\em'{,TolTBla~T~ s
163a,
Strand,
~ti~o2i

C
V
25

REPAIRS •
MAINS· Transformers Rewound; prompt service; satisa

quoted for.
Loud-speakers, l.f. and speech transformers,
4/- each. Post free. Trade invited. Satisfaction guaranteC'<l.
Prompt <:>erv1cc.~ Loud-speaker Repair Works, 5,
Ba,lham Grove, London, S.W.l2. Battersea 1321.
f0394

Co1larc> gramophone motors, 32 1 6, with pick-up and volume
t'ontrnl; £2/12 complete.
1

7

ADVERTISEMENTS.

NORTHAMPTON POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
St. John Strel!t, London, E.C.I.

ENGINEERING:
Mechanical, Civil, Aeronautical, Electrical and Electrical
Communication.
Full-time courses extend over four years and include two

pe-riods, each of five months, in industrial employment.
Courses are recosmised by the Univers!ty of I .ondon and
Matriculated Students ure prepared for the B.Sc. (En~ineer
ing) deg-ree.

THc~~R:!E~l-~~~P~;p~r~~]~~~ ~~~· !~a~~moiccp~·~if~\ s\~~~
ve:::tment after trial If desired; state experience, salary,
confld('UtiaL Box 912 c/o The JVi1ele~~ World.
[6082

Y

OUTHS traiued for all branches wireless profession.
Britai.n's leading college.
rrra.ining fee payable
alter appointment.
Student~ boarded.
London representative for interviews.
Prospectus free- Wireless Col~
lege, Colwyn Bay.
[0388

AUCTION SALES.
WITHOUT RESERVE.
By order of the Receiver and Manager, L. Gilbnrt, Esq.,
re Yagerphone, Ltd. (in Liquidation), and others.
PON IJF:RS END, MIDDLESEX.
MESSRS. JOSEPU HIBBARIJ & soNs
will Sell hy Public A1wtion upon the [H't~mi,.::es in I c:t
Va,Jley H.oad, close to Ponders :End Station (L.' & N.·E.
R.ly.l, on 'l'FESDAY, JULY 24th. 1934 at 1 o'clock
STOCK AND PLANT OF RADIO MA.\ilTFACTUREhR
inclnding l.·JOO R.ADIOORAM, RADIO, GR.\MOPIIONf~
CABlNT~TS :n Oak
Walnut and :Mahogany, <·nmprisingPedestals, Consoles. Sideboards, etc.
1.000 RA Dl 0 and
GR,.'DIOPITONE
TABLE
CABJNETR,
WIHELF:SS
RE'rS. RADIO GR.A~fOPHONES and GR.A\!OPIIONES
PARTLY FITTED, SPEAKER. CABrNE1'S, L.\RGE
Ql"ANTITY of HTORES of WIRELESS and GRAMOPHONE CO~IPONENTS.
JlLA NT, including : Valve-making
Equipment.
Spraying
Cabinet:-,
Coil
Winders, Bakelite Press and Moulds, Sft. and J 3ft. 'nimen::;ion Saw Benches by Ransome, 30in. Panel Planin:r
Machine, 3 Dovetailing Machines, Automatic Hack
Ra,v, 2 Metal Guillotines, Emery Grinder, .Metal Rollinc,.
Machines, 4 Vertical Drilling !\:fachines, PalmPrs Cramps"'
Electric Motors, Shafting, <~4'd Office Furniture.
'
On view day ~rior tG saJe and ~ale ffi(•rning. Catak•gllf>.-;
can be obtained from L. Gilburt, Esq., 306-308 Eusto.n
Road, ::'\". \V.l, or from the A udiDneers' Office~ 11 t 15
Nf:WINGTON GREEN ISLING'l'ON. LONOON, :'\.16.'

BARGAIN
ATLAS

S.G.3

A.C.

qualify for the Fellowship of the British Optical Association
and of the Spectacle Makers' Company.

Yalves.. WPfltinghoul>{' Rel.'tifier. Full-vision illumina.teti Wl-lvf'l€'ngth Rea.le. Rockets for Pirk·up nnd
f'X~ra tlpeakf'r.
A.f'. Mains, 200/250 voltf'l, 40't20
f'ydes. ('omplete with Valvel'l, 8pf'aker and Cabinet.

Guaranteed by Peto~Soott BRAND NEW in Manu·
facturer's Sealed Carton. R<•ady to play.

ENTRANCE EXAMINATION :
Wednesday and Thursday, 18th and 19th July. 1934.
PROSPECTU So/ abooeand o/a/1 eoenin.fl classes on application

Post free 4/10

SET

LIST PRICE £9-17-6 BARGAIN PRICE £5-19-6
Model 334. Va,riahle-Mu R.G. Detector and P<nver

OPHTHALMIC OPTICS:
The course extends over two years and students are able to

•• Radio Data Charts," A Series of Abacs

experienee, sala,ry expected.-ThA Plessey Company, Ltd.,
Vit'arage Lane, Ilford
[6071

PETO-SCOTT

CO.,

77, City RoadJ London, E.C.1.
l-'VtMl End Showroo-ms:

or Yours for

11/6

Balance in
11 Monthly
Payments
of

11'6.

LTD.,

'Phone: Glr>rk.

!)406

7

62, High Holborn. Lnndon, W .C.l

8
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EDDYSTONE COIL UNITS
for the SINGLE SPAN RECEIVERS
I.F. UNITS.

Set of four, each coil to specification, bracket

mounted on Eddystone Microdenser and in heavy gauge
polished ah..:miniurn screening can.
35
the set.

OSCILLATOR UNIT.

Coil to specification mounted on

Polar type "E" condenser in heavy gauge polished
aluminium screening can.
Price 10 -.
AERIAL COILS.
L.1 and L.2 on bakelite former to
specification.
Price 2,- the pair.
COILS ONLY.
Per set of seven, wound to specification
and testing. 12,'8 the set.

STRATTON &

eo. Ltd., Bromsgrove S!., Birmingham

Lond')n Service Daplt: WE3B'3 RADIJ S:r)REJ, 14,
Oxford St., W.l.
.'l'elep}tone: (/en·ad :1089.

~

liiil•.,...,..,..,..,.""

Li:l.a""'.a.... ..

Sl)'!n

St.

HIGH GRADE COMPONENTS

'"~~~,.~~,~~~~~~ !:'~:~~~~,~,~~ 0
.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR "SHAKEPROOF "

_,Jfanuja.f'trrred

by

BARBER & COLMAN L TO.,
BrooklandsJ MANCHESTER.

Oeal rs

aud !•ctori'

t'lqnir'P.• t0

Wm. CLARK (8-p~rc PartsJ L~d., 5, Marsbalsl"a Road, L>ndo;J, S..F.1.

HIRE YOUR MUSIC_
F~l!y

RADIO,

A SPORTING TREAT.
TWO

Equipped Public Address Van Sent Anywhere In British Isles.
MICROPHONE AND GRAMOPHONE AMPLIFIERS
FOR HIRE

giving exceptional quality and volume, suitable for Dances, Sports Meetings, Fetes, etc.
iESr. 1925.l

ALEXANDER
WIRELESS CONSULTANTS, 55,

DESIGNS AND TESTING.

BL.ACK

LTD.,

EBURY STREET, LONDON, S.W.1.

GUIDE

BOOK

C.'\.TALOGUE3

sent ~ree on receipt o~ 6d. tor posta:{e, ~giving end~
less tips and information for shooters and trappers:.
The b1oks alsJ tell hJw t:- ca'llp, pack and cood:,
as well as chmb and swh. Everythin>t fr'lm a
tent pe~ t? a trailer at bwest prices. 100 pagr-3
profusely lllustrat:!d on Art paper. Write to-day,
mention this paper.
EELL & BLACK, LTD.,
17, Clare:nont Street, Glasgow West.

IVIcMICHAEL DUPLEX PORTABLE SETS FOR HIRE 15/· WEEK, 52;6 MONTH.
SERVICE AYD REPAIRS,

0

Sloane 6129 (2 Lines).

LIQUIDATORS

SURPLUS

STOCK

ALL STOCKS TO BE CLEARED

Receivers, Portables,:;,.., 15 ~. S.G.A.'s.
20.
A.C. D.C. Snr..erhet Westector A.V.C.,
. £4- •.
Car Radios. Peerles~. li-·..t l"
. £7 19 6.
D.C. Radiogram, fit:•rnon~tLlti,,n Ju•
£3 10 ·.
D. C. Radio~ram, £i 10 ~. Awl
£610 ·.
A.C. Radio~ram, Edison Bell
. £610 ·.
A.C. Radiogram. Lissen
.
.....
. .. £5. ·.
A.C., R.A.P. Super het. n itb (;arr.lr I .\nt<>lJw!i, np,·nrd f hawn•r· iu lll"lkt'r

ADMIRED, THE
NAME

Electradix Bargains

PORTABLES

wntppiw;;~

For the Holidays

-~pt>akt'r

At phenomen111y low prices, All guaranteed
and with valves, speakers, etc., in good order.
ROLLS CAV DON, llFlwn hid<' ea:--(', -..lightly u,;plf 35/.....
ORMOND Ekdra ~uitt·;J"\' Portalll~'. drum dials,
hhw katiH'rette. Jl~\1~:-:. fpr t•xtra ... pt':.tkt'l'. J{paiJy
1ilw ~~·t. £3. Brand llt'W BARKER p(Jrtahlt-, lt>ather~
d.te:-:.uit!·n...;e modd. Fine . . t t(\IH'. £310s. PORTABLE
SUPER HET G~yal\<t' Frcrwi1 m odd in gn't'll katJH·r~
dtL•. \Yith folding franw aerial, £310s. Tmn:->portahlP,
INTERNATIONAL, \'ert. malJng.l'ahind, a:-;w•w,45/-.
EDISON BELL :>Yah e Tran'"p<~rtallll'. \'('l"t. mahog:.
30 -. SUITCASE CABINETS for con~tructors. fiU<·d
:H·rial J"ramt\ pan~·l -.:p•·aktT unit and frd, 18/6.
l'ntittPd 9 5. P11li·<llt· l \la hog. Tran,;pnrtahk Yert.

CABINETS, on!_,. 12 3. PORTABLE ANNOUNCERS.
FAY ;o;r·t of ;--;tnnd minnp!wue. tran-..f. awl control:-;;
a~\'alvP hattn~·. tran;.;f. roup led.
Amplifier: suit

hHIHl, £4.

£4.

\\'rill:

Ditto ...;;et \\ Hh amplitiH H.('. couplPd,

for

p,,rt,:~Jde

ELECTRADIX

B;ngain

LH

.......

.

..

Battery 3~Valvl:l Kits, in,.,, t,ir:d.
Steel Case 3:-watt Amplifiers,

"W."

RADIOS

218, Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4.
T··lt>: <"dttral -tl\11.

AMERICAN TYPE VALVES
Phiko Valves- all with a definite guarantee- are suitable
for all American makes of radio sets.

Philco Type 80-Full Wave rectifier 350 volts, 125 m;'a
-Price 8/6A7, 2A7 and 1A6 Heptodes at 16/• Write (or Full Price List or for
price of ~peciaf type requlr~
giving the maker's type number.

e

PI-IILC_Q~

The Philco Radio and Television Corporation of Gt. Britain

Ltd., Valve Dept .• Perivale. Middlesex. 'Phone; Perivale 3344

. . . . ..
\\it!t

H.\" . .:\.

and

....

. £15- -.
. ..... 12 6.
t

fll()\'itJ

,·od

£810 ..

SpeakeN. Amplion,
R. and A., :2.:wo. /,."'>oo
Mctor P.M. Speaker-s,
Our Jlflt'<'
•......
P.A. Types, Brown and H.K.
Large R.C.A., £5 • ~. Peerless
Components
Convertors, (
lPO, "'ttt type ""mpl,~te

Li~

10 ·.
18 •.

t

..j.~)

t!.

. ...... 16 ·.
~

each.

'lW1"'240

f),(.

tran•t"'•r!n(·r.
Hlp\lt

-30

£3 _ •.

,-.u,u<•thin.:; eqnipnwnt

£610 ·.
. £S 10 -.
.12 6

E.D.C. Convertor '2-to V.('.
Microphones, Ultrex, H~
De Luxe Model, :-.prin!

.15-

Special Reisz Pattern, for
work
Volume Controls ;~n.ooo h l!di,Pt n 1 2.

O.M.B. Toggle Switches, 9d.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 50-.
C.A.V. Unspil. Aces.
.5~6.

Volt~ammeters

.1 2.

4 Mfd. Mansbridge Type, 1 9. T.C.C. 1 MfJ., I ·,'Hl \"<ilt worJ.:.in.<, 5- each.
Figured Walnut Veneer Radiogra:n Cabinets, 35 ~ each, New Time
Switch, Any rea.sonab~e offer.
Ferrr..nti ltt:lt: R<'nge T£St Sd,:: lll> ter",
with mitTt>r ~c:llt' ltH"'IT"jJ<l1":1ted . .
, £410 ~.
Ferranti L.F. in)mt nnd ont.put Tr;c~,ns, fl<•m
.5 ~
Light Sensitive Cells, .~uitablt' inr l>:lr..::!:.r Hhrm~ iJ!Jd tdr>\i~lun.
u .. t
~~ fi . . . .
. .. .... .. .. ... . . .. .
.
.10- each.
3~ or 4-Gang- Polar 0.0005 Condensers6 ~ each.
Ekco D.C. All~power Unit
. £2 10 •.
Ekco Mains Trans, :;:::>-fl·:l::.-, . .
. ... 10 ~.
A.C. Chassis with B.\".A.. \'ah·P~......
. . £3 10 ~.
Complete Chassis, part.l~ a .. -emblt'il .
. £110 -.
Chassis only
2 6.
.Hundn·d~

of mhiHet",

1

i'rf'~r·nt

kind" (nw-,t
prepared for trade

UNIVERSAL RADIO CO., 219-221, City Rd., E.C.l.
1'elr:p1>011"; t'lc•rk. ('71.1.

Printeti in J:nglan;l
"Th~ \Yi1 clc"" W·

Pari" lL1c.1w1.1e t:
(Victoria), .S:.d:li.'Y
Cllri3tdJUrch arLi

.~ln'et,

l.ondnn, S.!'. l.

Hne Hivo1i,

Melbourr:e
Auckland,
B,,upmm

ADVEHTISDIENTS •

•

SPECIFIED
¥

WITHOUT

AlTERNATIVE

for

¥-

the

UNIVERSAL

SINGLE • SPAN

State your requirements
and let us quote.

BIRMINGHAM SOUND REPRODUCERS LTD.
CLAREMONT WORKS,
'Phone: Cradley Heath 6370.

OLD HILL,
STAFFS.
'Grams: Electronic, Oldh ill.

.ooo1s

51·
WIRELESS

DIRECrfiON
FINDING
and

DIRECTIONAL
RECEPTION

•

SEND FOR

POLAR
CATALOGUE

____ __

POLAR MICRO-DRIVE

(1927)

.._

By R. KEEN, B.Eng. (Hons.)
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12 GNS-IS · T'HAT ALL?
Pay 3 gns. less than you intended
-and get a better set
A N A M E Y 0 U CA N T RUST:
AND IT COSTS YOU NO MORE !
When you buy a radio set (or anything else, for
that matter) bearing a famous name, you expect
to pay quite a bit extra for the name. And in
most cases you do pay extra. But in the
case of Ferranti radio, you definitely don't ! Consider the
Lancastria's price of 12 gns. in relation to its technical specification,
its beautiful cabinet and dial and its masterly finish-and then ask
yourself how it's done. Other makes of set io the Lancastria class
cost 15 gns. and more. Ferranti can knock three guineas off that
price because of their immense manufacturing resources; because
the Lancastria superhet is built in the same factory that produces giant
Ferranti apparatus for the vast electrical schemes of modern Britain.

•
SPECIFICATION •

Quilted Maple, Figur~d Walnut and
Macassar Ebony ••• three rich woods of
dilftrent cOioun and grains, Dlllke tbis
new Ferranri th~ most b~autiful s~t ever
o>tf~ted to the public at a price as low as
rz gns. Th~ simple but elegant design
of rhe cabinet il sure to be popular : No

~ all-mod~rn, all-electric ~A.C .. Mains) Superhec,
wtthout a smgle equal at tts pnce. Powerful 2t
watt output. Automatic Volume Control. Continuously variable tone control.
Fer.ranti moving coil speaker. Floating chassis eo obviate resonance. Localdistance switch ro prevent ' swamping • from local ~ration. One knob tuning.
' All-in' dial, framed in chromium and brilliantly illumitlllted, incorpomting
station names and wavelengths, Electric Tuning, and visual indications of the
waveband, the degree of volume and the relative shade of cone. Lucerne
selectivity on Lucerne station dial. Ferranti valves. Terminals for ext.ro
one is likely to bate it and it will harmonise speaker (with cut-out switch for internal speaker). Mains aerial. Provision for
wnh almost any scheme of modern or
periOd decoration. You wUJ not be saying Gramophone pick-up. Cabinet of Quilted Maple, Figured WaLnut and Macassar
tn a year's time •• (L's out of date!' A
good de$1gn is never out or date ! Note Ebony. Dimensions : I9l in. high by I4t in. wide and 9 in. deep • • 1.2 gns ;
the recessed base, for carryina. No or 32}- deposit and 12 monthly payments of 20;'2d.
un:Uglttly projecting handles !

NO OTHER SET AT THIS PRICE
GIVES YOU ALL THESE
STAR FEATURES

***
****

*

•

And that's not all I For complete descriptimu of tlte
Ferrami range of electric and battery mperhets fill in your
name cmd address 011 this Request Slip and post to Fcrranri
at Hoflitrwood, Lancs., or Bush House, Lo11don.

Wo"d~rfu/ Cflrqmiatm ViJiblc Contrnl Dial wJrirh Jltf!'WJ you <tvrytlu·ng yoel
'"""' ro know. The new Ferranti Chromium frame clial on wtUch station

volume lllld tone are all visibly indicated. No need to wonder what's
tuap~inR as rou turn the cont.rol.s; you can 5:ee for yourself on the dial.

FERRANTI
FERRANTI LTD., H O L L I NWOO D, LANCS.,

or BUSH HOUSE, LO NDON, W .C.l

PltaJ< 41tld me vcur catahmu z,'"i"r {rJI/eu parti<ultm of rhe l'•rranti 1934 ran:.:

Electric Tuning.
Names and wavelengths on the dial.
Full automatic Volume ContrOl.
Balanced components (%53 components-every
one of them made by Ferraoti).
Speaker Cut-out switch, and terminals for
extension speaker.

W.W.3
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•
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at no extra cost •
Here's a non-inductive 2 mfd. T.C.C.

Type 50 paper condenser- specified for 200v. D. C. Working.
D'you see the initials T.C.C. ? . . . they mean perfect safety.
Use it with 200v. D.C. across it (and, unofficialty, shall
we whisper ?-a little more too !) and you know it won't let
you down. lhe c~enser plus thi·s secUI!'ity costs you 3s. 6d.
-not much to be sw.,.e.
it's th.e same throughout the T.C.C. range; the Type 141
is specified for 2,500v. D.C. Working- and ii: will - ii: beau
the initials " T.C.C."
Look fo if that the condens~s you
buy are rated at fhe ri:gh>t voltage -then look to it ifhat they
carry the T.C.C. initials
-then you've got the
world's finest condensers
- and at no extra cost.
There is a new illustrated price
list-jusf ready.
If you have not
received a copy from your Dealer
a p.c. to us will brin<;J y<>u <>ne.
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·

Varley

Nicore

Coils

mark

the biggest advance in radio
h:ming.

Consistency has been

the great aim with which !hey
have succeeded with an even
greater

efficiency

than

was

thought possible.
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Engineering Monopoly
Sets Designed by Valve
Manufacturers
UR American contemporary
Electronics, in the issue of
June last, comments upon a
situation which has grown up
in America ,~ynder which practically
all the research in connection with new
receivers is carried out not by set
manufacturers but by the manufacturers of valves, the offer of complete design information being used
as an inducement to obtain the set
manufacturer's contract for the supply
of valves.
, Our contemporary points out that
such concentration of industry engineering in a few places must result
in technical stagnation and a tendency
towards standardisation of receivers.
The smaller manufacturers, in particular, are attracted by the saving
in technical staff. It is pointed out
that under such an arrangement technical competition will die out and no
stimulus will exist to encourage the
manufacturer to improve the technical
excellence of his products.

O

methods may not prove satisfactory
here and that unl~ss they are willing
to enter into the neck-and-neck race
for price reduction with mass-produced
sets, and, what is extremely important,
are fitted to compete along these lines,
then originality of design of receivers
is the alternative which is open to
them to attract the interest of the
public, and on which all but the biggest
manufacturers must largely depend.

Friendly Relations
The B.B.C. and the Public

HE B.B.C. is an autocratic body.
For that let us be thankful.
The record of the B.B.C. seems
to indicate that broadcasting as conducted in this country provides one
of those rare examples, of autocracy
as a good thing. But the B.B.C.
should not abuse, however unintentionally, its peculiar position of being
able to give listeners what is considered to be good for them and being
virtually independent of public opinion.
When we had occasion in a recent
leader to draw attention to the fact
that the B.B.C. earns unpopularity
by propaganda put fonvarcl in such a
way that listeners are taken to task,
The Position Here
we did not intend to convey that such
It might seem that the troubles broadcasts ought not to take place
of American manufacturers are not when the necessity arises, but rather
matters of great concern to us over that the proper Government departhere. But we would point out that ment or authority should undertake
very much the same state of affairs the broadcast and not the B.B.C.
is beginning to influence our own themselves.
manufacturer's designs. The valve
The public accepts instruction in
makers are already supplying so much good behaviour from a proper authority
circuit information and receiver design hut resents it from an interfering
data that the apparent necessity for body self-constituted as an authority
most set manufacturers to maintain fitted for the task. It is not to the subtheir own research departments is stance but the manner of these broaddisappearing. Fortunately, however, ca.sts that exception is taken, and it
most of our progressive receiver firms seems a pity that the B.B.C. should
are wise enough to realise that Americar. thus incur unpopularity unnecessarily.

T
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Audio-Frequency

TEST 0 SCILLAATOR----------------,i
.

Part I.
Design and Construction
of Models for Battery and

I
I

!
I

:

N audio-frequency osczll!<tor is
indispensable to the radio experimenter desiring exact knowledge
regarding the behaviour of detector
and L.F. circuits, etc. The dynatron
screen-grid oscillator gives a stable
and pure waveform, and i:· simple
to construct and adjust.

J

nately the design of an oscillator capable
J
of giving a pure test signal at any frel
!
quency from, say, so to ro,ooo cycles per
l
!
second .is. an extraordinarily complicated
!
l
matter, and the apparatus usually costs
!
J
at least £roo. For the majority of freiI
J
quency tests, such as those on transI
,.I________________________________________________ i
formers, parallel-feed couplings, output
units and complete
amplifiers .of one or
more stages, .· it is
not essential to provide· a continuous
variation of frequ~ncy, and curves·
of quite satisfactory
accuracy can·· be
drawn from a number of readings at
fz
ANODE VOLTS
fixed frequencies.
UJ
a: 0
I
a:
The oscillator to
I
;:)
I
0
be described gives
I
I
~ -1
15 or more freI
0
I
z
I
quencies,
distri<
I
I
buted fairly evenly
-2
1
1
RANGE OF ANODE
from so to ro, ooo
f+voL TAGE OVER WHICH~
OSCILLATION
IS
POSSIBLE
cycles ; the output
can be kept reasonably
free
from
Fig. 2.-The slope of the negative resistance region of a dynatron
harmonics, and the
oscillator is controlled by the grid bias.
construction is not
very elaborate or costly. The test signal when the anode voltage is lower than the
can be varied from zero up to about r6 screen voltage. The several advantages
volts peak (9 volts in the battery-driven of this will become apparent later, but in
model) and is. therefore enough for fully the meantime it is perhaps sufficient to
note that no reaction coil or other
driving most modern output valves.
The oscillator itself works on the prin- auxiliary device is necessary in order to
ciple of the dynatron, that is to say, it set up oscillation.
makes use of the curious hollow in the
Choice of Valves
characteristics of most screen-grid valves
(

A.C. Mains Supplies
By

M. G. SCROGGIE, B.Sc., A.M;I.E.E.
OME months ago the B.RC. aroused
considerable interest among listeners who are desirous of good reception by transmitting a number
of test signals at various frequencies in the
audible scale. It was possible by means
of these to estimate very roughly by ear
the uniformity of the receiver's response,
or, by the use of a valve voltmeter or other
measuring device, to draw a curve showing the response more accurately.
Having thus vouchsafed a brief sip at
the cup of knowledge the B.B.C. hastily
snatched it away, and no amount of unsatisfied thirst has caused them to relent.
This is surprising when their avowed concern is for the highest standard of reception by listeners.
As there is no definite assurance that
valuable tests of this nature will not continue to be withheld, keen experimenters
have been asking whether it is possible to
make the apparatus for carrying out their
own tests whenever desired. Unfortu-

S

20H. 20mA.

Fig. I.-Complete circuit diagram of audio oscillator for A.C. mains.

An attempt to couple this oscillator
directly to the apparatus under test would
be liable to shift the frequency, or to stop
oscillation altogether, so another valve is
interposed to act as a sort of b.1ffcr, preventing the circuit to which it is applied
from having any effect on the oscillator
proper.
The rnost suitable valves for both purposes are of the indirectly-heated A.C.
type. A completely mains-driven outfit
is described, but as a large part of this
consists of equipment for a supply at 100
volts it is suggested that in many cases
it may be more economical to substitute
an ordinary roo-volt H.T. battery, and to
run the heaters alone from a comparatively inexpensive transformer, or even a
4-volt battery if it is capable of delivering
two amperes.
In case the use of A.C. valves is impracticable, an alternative scheme is
shown, designed expressly fo::- battery
drive. The output voltage is about half
that of the A.C. model, and its oscillator
valve may require selection if it is to
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oscillate satisfactorily at all the desired
frequencies.
Fig. I shows the circuit of the A.C.
model. The power supply needs no explanation, except perhaps to call attention to the use of a large smoothing condenser having the double object of minimising hum (which might give appreciable
false readings) and preventing interaction
between the t\Yo valves. The screen of
the oscillator is fed straight from the lOOvolt supply, and the anode from a potential divider which gives it 38 volts. It
is important to adhere to the specified
values of resistors throughout, with reasonable accuracy, for the signal voltage is
directly dependent on them.

Oscillation Control
The lower portion of the potential divider consists of a soo-ohm potentiometer which is used to put a positive
bias on the cathode, of between zero and
about six volts, or, in other words, a
negative bias of that amount on the control grid. This adjustment has the effect
of controlling the steepness of the dynatron slope of the valve (Fig. 2). vVhen
the negative resistance indicated by the
steepness of the slope exceeds the positive
" dynamic resistance" of the oscillatory
circuit, oscillation is maintained. If the
negative bias is still further reduced, the
amplitude of oscillation increases only
slightly, owing to the limiting ~ffect of
the sharp upper bend of the valve charilCteristic. What does happen is that the
harmonics increase very greatly, producing a bad \Yaveform, and the frequency is shifted to an appreciable extent.
The correct adjustment of the bias control knob is therefore that which just
cause3 oscillation to be maintained at
neJ.rly the maximum amplitude. When
this is correct the amplitude and frequency of the signal arc both very con-

1 mfd

F';::. 3~.-Battery

CONOENSER TAPPIN6 SWITttl

AIR COltE

TAPP!O CtiOKE

6MOOTHING

CHOKE

10,000A

General view of experimental oscillator showing suggested layout of components.

stant and unat1ectecl by reasonable supply
voltage variation, and the waveform is
extremely pure.
The Mazda AC 'S2 valve is particularly
good as an oscillator, because of the exceptionally large range of negative resistance corresponding to a moderate
range of bias adjustment.
The
oscillatory
circuit consists of
two tapped chokes
10.0000
and five condensers,
selected by a pair
:Jf five-way switches.
The chokes are
supplied especially
for this purpose
by
Wright
and
Weaire, and have
been designed so
that no value of
anode current up to
at least five milliamps appreciably
alters the inductance.
The condensers should be of
2V.
a thoroughly reliable make, as it is
important that the
2000
capacities should be
correct and should
version of the dynatron audio oscillator.
stay correct.

The peak value of oscillation, as already implied, is approximately the difference between the anode supply voltage
J.nd the upper bend voltage, which is
usually about eight ; and in this case is
therefore 30 volts. This is far too much
to apply to the grid of the next valve,
so by means of another potential divider
(feel through a I mfcl. blocking condenser) anything up to one-sixteenth of the
total, or approximately two volts peak can
be used. The io,ooo-ohm potentiometer
has a " logarithmic " or graded element, so
that adjustment of the lower signal voltages
is not unduly critical.

The Output Stage
Bias for the separator valve is provided
by the usual cathode resistor, shunted by
a 50 mfd. condenser to prevent feed-back.
The output is a resistance parallel-feed
system. The micromesh P.A.I valve has
been chosen for this position because of
the exceptionally lo internal resistance
in conjunction with high amplification,
which enables a reasonably high undistorted signal output to' be obtained in
spite of the low H.T. The output system
shown can be used to feed any circuit with
an impedance of not less than s.oooIO,OOO ohms, and delivers approximately
20 milliwatts.
The whole apparatus may be assembled
in any convenient form, and the precise

]ULY 2oth, I934·
1\udio-Frequenc:v Teat Oscillatorlayout is not important, except that the
chokes (oscillating and smoothing) and
transformer must be spaced apart or
oriented so that there is no close coupling
between them.
In the battery version (Fig. 3) the anode

ST

1WORKING

' POINT

I

'I
'

I

I
I

I
I

I

bias control is moved slowly from th·e
maximum end, oscillation usually commences at considerably less than full
amplitude. Such an adjustment is not
very stable, and oscillation is liable to
take a jump up in strength, or else to
cease entirely.
So although the low amplitude adjustment gives an exceptionally pure signal
it is better to reduce the bias a little, to
bring it to the point where any further
reduction causes only a slight increase in
amplitude. The correct adjustment is
shown in Fig 4, and can be judged by
ear, although a metal rectifier voltmeter
or valve voltmeter shows the effect !llOre
distinctly.

I

I

I

--~~--~-----------Jp
NEGATIVE GRID BIAS

Fig. 4.-Graph showing correct operating
point in relation to grid bias.

supply potential divider has been replaced
in the interests of economy by a tapping
on the battery. As six volts are used at
the negative end for bias purposes, the
tapping should be at 38 plus 6, or
about 44 volts. The nominal 42 volts
tapping is the nearest when the battery
is fresh ; after it has run down a little the
plug may be shifted to 45·
· The bias potentiometer has been
ananged to discharge the bias cells of the
battery at about the same rate as the
main body. Apart from the supply details
and the Yalves the components and adjustments are identical with those of the
A.C. oscillator.
Initial Adjustments
To check up the oscillator when completed, connect the output terminals to
a pair of phones or to the pick-up terminals
of a receiYer and switch OIL The amplitude control must, of course, be set to
some position other than zero, and the
bias control can be started at zero bias.
At this setting there should be no difficulty in obtaining oscillation at any set. tings of the switches with the iron-core
choke in circuit (inductance switch at

Frequency Calibration
Assuming thruf the gear has been found
to be functioning correctiy, attention can
be given to checking the frequencies.
These are given in the following table,
and, of course, the accuracy of the frequency figures depends on the correctness
of the chokes and condensers. Fortunartely a 10 per cent. error in either of
these causes only a 5 per cent. error
in frequency. Even so, most users of the
apparatus will no doubt feel happier to
have .some check
on the frequencies
actually obtained.
Indue- ConFre- tanee denser
This can be done
quency Switch Switch
with the assistance of
--·---- --the common piano,
50
I
I
which even if out of
I
75
2
llO
l
2
tune to the extent
ISO
2
2
of a semitone 1s
250
l
3
correct within 6
400
2
3
per cent. The least
500
l
4
4
800
2
musical pianist 1s
3
1,000
3
probably
in
a
],500
4
3
position to guaran4
2,000
3
tee something better
4
4
3,000
4,500
5
4
than tha·t.
By
5
6,600
4
striking the note
10,000
5
5
nearest to the pitGh
of the oscillator
signal and comparing it with Fig. 5 the actual frequency
can be found. Of course, the piano scale
does not extend up to Io,ooo cycles, but
the correctness of its highest frequencies
can be judged by octaves (which is
easier said than done). The black keys

LIST OF PARTS
After the particular rnake of component used in the
original rnodel, suitable alternative products are given
in sorne instances.
1 Special tapped choke, 8/20 henrys
t Spectal tapped choke, 0.25)0.55/1.2 henrys
t Fixed Condenser, 0.5 mfd. 200 volts IJ .C.
T.C.C.
1 Fixed Condenser,
0.1 mfd. 200 volts I>.C.
T.C.C.
1 Fixed Condenser, 0.02 mfd. 200 volts n.c.

T.l~.c.

Wearite
Wearite
working
Type 50
working
Type 50
working
Type 40
working
Type 40
working
Type 34
working
Type 50
working
Type 50

1 Fixed Condenser, 0.005 mid. 200 volts D.t'.
T.c.c.
t Fixed Condenser, 0.001 mid. 200 volts Il.l'.
T.C.C.
1 Fixed Condenser,
mfd. 200 volts D.C.
T.c.c.
1 Fixed Condenser, 1 mfd. 200 volts D.t'.
T.C. C.
(Dubilier)
1 Resietor, 150,000 ohms, t watt
Erie
1 Resistor, 10,000 ohms, 1 watt
Erie
(Dubilier)
1 Potentiometer, 10,000 ohms, logarithmic
Watmel
1 Potentiometer, 500 ohms liuear
Watmel
1 Pair Output Terminals
Belling.Lee Type " M "
2 5·way Single pole Switches
w earite
(Ferranti)
BATTERY MODEL ONLY.
1 Fixed condenser, 1 mfd. 200 volts D.t'. working
T.C.C. Type 50
(Duhilier)
1 Resistor, 100,000 ohms, ~ watt
Erie
1 Resistor, 200 ohms, ! watt
Erie
(Dubilier)
2 4·Pin Valve holders
Benjamin
1 2-pole on-olf Switch
Bulgin 5104
6 Terminals: L.T.+; L.T.-; Grid-; lL'f ... ; 11.1'.+1;
H.T.+2
Belling·Lee Type "M"
1 H.T. Battery, 10S volts, t.appt•d every 3 volts
Drydex Type H1023
1 L. T. Accumulator
2 Valves: S215B: P220A
Mazda
A.C. MODEL ONLY.
1 Mains Transformer, 4 volts and fl:O voltR output
Hea ~berd W .29
1 Metal Rectifier
Westinghouse H.T.5
1 Choke, 20H, 20 mA.
wearite H.T.25
2 Fixed condensers, 4 mfd. 200 volts D.C. working
T.C.C. Type 561
1 Fixed Condenser, 15 mfd. 100 volts D.C. working
T.C.C. Type 541
1 Fixed Condenser, 50 mfd. 12 volts D.C. working
T.c.c:. Type sot
1 Fixed Condenser, 10 mfd., 50 volts D.C. working
T.C. C. Type 521
(Duhilier)
1 Resistor, 5,000 ohms. 1 watt
Erie
1 Resistor, 3.-100 ohm~. ~ watt
Erie
1 Resistor, 750 ohms, l watt
Erie
(Dubilicr)
2 5-pin Valve holders
Ben)amin
1 Singfe.pole on-olf Switch
Rulgin s.102
2 Valves: }!azda ACIR2; }ficromesh P.A.l.

The Radio Industry

F

ERRANTI transformers are used in the
radw mstallatwns on the '' mrprise ''
trains of the Belgian State Railways.
These excursion trains de luxe are so call~d
because .their itinerary is not announct'd before
dt>parture.
Marconiphone public address Pqnipnwnt
was extensively usPd at the various C•TPmoni<>s
which took place during H.J\1. th<: King's
visit 1;o Lancashire this week.
<!>

~---

<?

A scheme whereby anti-interference service
stations are to be set up in various parts nf
the country has been devis<"d by British Radiophone, Ltd., of Aldwyc;h House, Aldwych,
London.

\V.C. z.

In

connection

with ·this

scheme a well prepared booklet dealing with
the cau'e and suppression of t'lectrical interfen·nce has been isswed.
A new d<'pot is to be opent'd next month
by the Fuller Accumulator Company, Ltd.,
at IJ, Cumberland Stret"t, BristoL

Fig.

s.-The

The Eelex Duplex Short-wave Coil has been
reduced in price from ss. to 2s. 6d. The corresponding 8-pin base now costs rs. 6d.
Makers: J. J. Eastick and Son, IJ8. Bunhill
Row, London, E.C.r.
frequencies of notes on the piano afford a convenient method of calibrating
the osciJiator.

one or two), but the air-core choke can-.
not be expected to oscillate with the larger
capacities (condenser switch at one or
two). Actually it is undesirable to have
to work close to zero bias, and the normal
working bias is several volts.
If the

give a further selection of frequencies
approximately midway between those of
the adjacent white keys.
In another article the uses of the
oscillator will be dealt with.
(To be continued.)

Catalogues Received
Charlton Higgs (Radio), Ltd., r2-q, Spenser
Street, London, S.\V. r.-I934-1935 Receiver
and Radio-gramophones.
The High Vacuum Valve Co., Ltd., rrJ-rr],
Farringdon Road, London, E.C. r .-Hivac
Valves: descriptive catalogue with technical
data and curves.
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Practical

HINTS and TIPS
AIDS TO BETTER RECEPTION
measuring the total anodl:
LTHOUGH the connection of a
W HEN
current of a "straight" receiver A gramophone pick-up to the great
tllc indication given by the meter should
be totally unaffected by the setting of th<:
tuning condenser, except, perhaps, when
strong signals are being receiYed. If
current were found to
vary with changes of
Superhet
tuning one w o u l d
Anode Current know that the set was
in a state of self-oscillation, or, worse still, that parasitic or
spurious oscillation was taking place at
some frequency other than that to which
the circuits were tuned.
In a superheterodyne, howeYer, it will
be found that the anode current of the
oscillator valve normally varies slightly
with the setting of the oscillator tuning
condenser, and so a slight variation ·in the
total anode current is to be expected in
the
circumstances
described.
The
change is, however, usually so small in
proportion to the total current that it will
seldom be perceptible; it will, however,
be observed when measuring the current
of the oscillator valYe alone.

majority of receivers is an extremely
simple matter, it is a fact that complications are likely to ensue when dealing with
certain specialised sets. For example,
take the case of a
The
receiver
employing
Modulating
drastic tone correction
in the L.F. amplifier
Pick-up
as compensation for
deliberate . attenuation of side-bands in the
tuning system ; with tnc ordinary form of
connection the H.F. circuits are entirely
inoperativ-e for gramophone reproduction,
and as the pick-up does not "cut side-

ceiver valves are in operation, and that
the circuits must be tuned to the wavelength at which the oscillator is set, just
as if an outside signal were being received.
A very small variable condenser in series
with the pick-up coil through which oscillations arc transferred to the set acts as a
volume control, but, to avoid risk of overloading the oscillator, it might be wise
to use as v,·ell a normal type of pick-up
potentiomctcr control. Complete screening of the oscillator unit and the conneciing leads is essential.
Several interesting points emerge when
using an arrangement of this nature. For
instance, up to a point the A.V.C. system
of the receiver will be operative in preventing overloading; but, of course, it will
only tend to compensate for differences
in amplitude of the oscillator output, and
not for changes in modulation. The
simple arrangement shown represents only
one way of modulating the oscillator, but
there is no reason why other methods
should not be employed.

r---------------------------,
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I SCREENING
1 CASE

VOLUME
CONTROL

r/

'!ECEIVER

non-rigid wire is used for the
W HEN
internal connections of a receiver
the neatness, and sometimes the efficiencv
as well, of the finished article may be improved by securing the !cads in position
with the help of clips. But, unfortunately,
suitable clips do not
seem to be readily
Improvised
available.
Wiring Clips
The Wireless World
laboratory has found
that short sections, about ±in. wide, of
rubber "draught excluder" may be used
very satisfactorily for this purpose. The
material is readily obtainable, and is
easily cut to any required size. These improvised clips may be secured in position
by means of screws, brass tacks, or even

~
A length of rubber " draught excluder " and
methods of using sections cut from it for
supporting wiring.

by very small drawing-pins.
Parallel
lengths of twin wiring may be fixed with
the help of pairs of clips held by a single
pin in the manner suggested in the accompanying sketch. These rubber clips may
also be used for supporting loud-speaker
extensions, etc.

I
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T

................_....._ _ _,.__0-H.T.
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PICK-UP
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bands " it is fairly obvious that unless
means are devised to alter its characteristics the existing L.F. amplifier will be entirely unsuitable for dealing with the output from a pick-up. Again, in certain receivers where the output from a diode detector or H. F. metal rectifier is applied
direct to the output valve, there is normally insufficient L.F. magnification for
gramophone work, and it accordingly becomes necessary to resort to the expedient
of converting one of the other receiver
valves, which would otherwise be idle, into
an L.F. amplifier for gramophone work.
Those who use receivers of these types,
and also those who arc experimentally
minded, may be interested in an unconventional method of making use of the output from the pick-up. Instead of feeding
this output directly to the L.F. section of
the receiver, it is possible to cause it to
modulate a separate oscillating valve, the
modulated output of which is then applied
to the aerial and earth terminals of th·~
set. A typical arrangement of this sort,
which one of our readers bas found to give
satisfactory results, is shown in Fig. I.
It will be clear that with this method
of gramophone reproduction all the re-

-d::-

Fig. x.-----Gramophon~ reproduction through the H.F.
circuits: modulation of an
os:iJlator by a pick-up.

"'!"

is now generally agreed that, under
I Tmodern
conditions of broadcast reception, a variable selectivity control is a
most valuable feature in a receiver. With
the help of a really effective control it is
possible during the hours of daylight, or
at any other time when
Selectivity
interference is not
and
"present, to widen the
Tone Control frequency response of
the receiver in order
to enjoy the most natural reproduction
possible. On other occasions, less perfect
reproduction must be tolerated, and so
the control is used to restrict both highnote response and interference.
At one time it was thought that then'!
was a world of difference between selectivity control and tone control, but now it
is rc.alised that they are essentially similar.
Selectivity control may be defined as a
system which regulates the frequency
response of the H .F. section of the receiver, while tone control operates in the
L.F. amplifier. A really effective system
of tone control can therefore be used in
very much the same way as a selectivity
control in minimising various forms of interference from adjacent -channel stations.
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Single - Sp a n
r-------------------------------1
Developments
I
The Characteristics of the System
By W. T. COCKING

T

HE principle of single-span tuning can briefly be summarised
as a superheterodyne method of
reception in which the intermediate frequency is higher than any wanted
signal frequency and the oscillator frequency is higher than the intermediate frequency. Since frequencies which can
cause second channel interference are
higher than the frequencies to be received by twice the intermediate freThe Single-Span principle applied
to a receiver for A.C. mains
operation.

quency, it is possible to use a fixed
circuit for their rejection, and no signalfrequency tuning is necessary. This
makes for an extrem6ly simple receiver,
for all tuning can be carried out by
means of a small variable condenser in
the oscillator circuit, and the necessity
for ganged controls with the consequent
difficulties of adjustment is abolished.
In addition to this, however, the
possible tuning range is greatly extended, and the medium and long wavebands can easily be covered without coil
changing or switching. An aerial coupling system giving a sensibly even
response over the required receiving
range, but greatly attenuating frequencies outside that range, completely
prevents second channel interference.
Up to the present, receivers including
single-span tuning have employed an intermediate frequency of I,6oo kc / s, and
have been built for a receiving range of
150 kc;s to 1,500 kc/s (2,000-200
metres), so that the oscillator is tunable

N this article the general features !
Ireception
of the single-span principle of I
are outlined and the author ,

!

discusses their advantages and disposes of certain criticisms which were !
made against the system when it
was first introduced by "The fVireless
World." In a further article some !
possible modifications of the r,riginal !
principle which have been investigated will be dealt with
!

I

over frequencies from I,750 kcjs to
3,100 kcjs, and ~econd channel interference cap. only occur from signals in
1
:_I _______________________________________________ ]I
the 3,350 kc/s to 4,700 kcjs band. This
is sufficiently far from the receiving
.range for there to be no difficulty in constructing a filter for its elimination.
it be so weak that it is below audibility.
It is well known that the ordinary
This gives the clue to the reason for
superheterodyne is very prone to gener- the freedom from whistles in a single-span
ate whistles when it is used near a power- receiver, for the harmonic generation of ·1
ful transmitter, unless a very high frequency-changer depends upon the magdegree of pre-selec- nitude of the signal voltages applied to it,
tion be used. Only and these are much less when the aperioa few of these whistles dic aerial coupling system is employed.
are due to second This is perhaps best illustrated by an
channel interference, example, and under certain fairly normal
and the majority are receiving conditions in London, the
due to harmonics pro- London Regional transmitter produces
duced in the fre- 0.2245 volt R.M.S. in the aerial.
quency-changer, and
so cause interference
Aerial Input
when receiving stations
spaced from the local
Using a tuned aerial circuit of standard
by much ·less than type, this means an input to the hrst valve
twice the intermediate of 3-75 volts R.M.S., but with the aperiofrequency.
dic system used with single-span tuning
It may be asked, it means an input of only o. 158 Yolt
theretore, why similar whistles do not R.M.S. When receiving other stations
occur with single-span tuning, for there is the input to the first valve from the local
apparently less protection against their naturally falls when using a tuned aerial
production than in the conventional circuit, for this cin;uit is then :nis-tuned
superheterodyne. The whistles do not from the local, but with single-span
occur because of the smaller magnitude reception the input remains unchanged.
of the signal voltages applied to the Even when the aerial circuit is :nis-tuned
frequency -changer.
This question is one
of importance and will
well repay a detailed
investigation. It must
be remembered that
in the absence of harmonics produced in
the receiver itself,
there are very few
possibilities of whistleproduction with singlespan tuning. No frequency-changer
is
quite perfect, however, and there is no
doubt that harmonics
A battery version of the Single-Span receiver.
are generated.
The
important point, however, is the amplitude of the legitimate from the local by as much as lOO kc 1 S,
frequency-changer output relatiYe to that however, the input to the first Yaln is of
due to harmonic generation. Even if the the order of 0.35 volt R.::\l.S.~over
latter be present, it is of no importance if double that with single-span tuning.

i
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the frequency-changer the interfering of the system are taken into considerastation beats with the local to produce tion. The possibilities of \vhistle producsum and difference frequencie::, and these tion in a single-span receiver arc much
are heterodyned to the intermediate fre- less than in the ordinary superheterodyne,
quency whenever the oscillator is tuned to and comparative tests on the same aerial
certain frequencies.
Thus, with the have shown that where a single-span
London Regional on 877 kc Is, the fre- receiver _gives no whistle at any part of
quencies produced are R77+I00=977 the tumng range, an ordinary wellkc / s, and 877-100 = 777 kc! s, and these designed superheterodyne gives at least
gin~ audible interference when the oscillaten whistles.
tor is working on 2,577. kc Is or 2,377
Correspondence with constructors of
kc 1 s for the reception of stations on these sets has further borne out these tests,
977 kc .s or 777 kc / s re- and to those accustomed to the v<tgaries
spectively. For this trouble of the usual superheterodyne, the freedom
to occur, it is necessaiy for fro~ whi_stle production
the single-span
both stations involved h be receiver 1s remarkable. It may be menvery strong, and it may be tioned that although a few constructor:;
avoided by using an aerial have experienced whistles, not a single
circuit which reduces the in- case has yet been found which has not
put from either station. readily yielded to simple treatment.
The interference, for instance, has never been
Background Hiss
found due to the London
National transmitter, for
As is inevitable when aay sweepino
the aerial input from this change is introduced, adYerse criticism ha~
station under the conditions b~en directed against the single-span prinof test is only about one- Ciple by some, principally by those who
tenth of that from the have not given it a practical test. It is
London RegionaL
said in_ some qua:-ters that the system is
This particular interfer- more liable to whistle production than the
A design for operation from A.C. or D.C. mains
ence is not difficult to ordinary superheterodyne, that it is ineliminate, for the station responsible lies efficient, that it gives high level of backR.;\l.S. normally obtained with singleoutside the desired receiving range, and ground hiss, and that the adjacent chanspan tuning, the harmonic generation is
negligible. In practice, interference has an aerjal filter giving greater attenuation nel selectivity is poor. If these criticisms
been experienced only from one or two of frequencies lower than 150 k~ / s _would were true there would, of course, be no
causes. If the intermediate frequency is effect a complete cure. In cert~l!l Circum- case for single-span tuning, but thev conequal to twice the frequency of a local stances, however, it is conceivable that tain a sufficient element 'ot truth to call
station, a whistle may be found on every interference of this type might occur due for a few words of rebuttal.
The point about whistle
station. Stations other than the local to two stations which arc
production
has been dealt
cause no difficulty, so that it is only both within the receiYing
1
Here again. the
~ith at some length, and
necessary to select a frequency which is range.
It has been shown that
not a low multiple of that of the local remedy is easy, but differtl
ent. the use of a waYecontrary to what theorist~
station.
might expect, the chances
In England this rules out 1,336 l:c · S: trap, tuned to either of
of this form ·of interference
2,004 kcfs, 1,534 kcls. 2,301 kcls, 1.608 the transmissions, in the
aerial lead to the set will
a_re not greater, but con-·
kcfs, 2-412 kcfs, 1,754 kcls, 2,631 kc/ ;,
effectively prevent the insiderably less than with
1,954 kcjs, 2,931 kcls, 2,026 kc;s,
0'1
the ordinary superheteroterference, and has other
3,039 kcfs, 2.100 kcfs, 3.150 kcfs,
adYantages which are too
dyne. The charge of in2, 298 kc / s, 3-44 7 kc I s-eonsidering har...
efficiency, if by this is
numerous to be discussed
monies up to the third. It is evident that
"'llz ..c:/
meant a lower total sensihere.
with a frequency of 1,6oo kc/s only the
..."'a:
Three different singletivity for a given number
second harmonic of the Scottish Regional
span receivers have been
of valves, contains a
could cause trouble. Even this possidescribed in The Wireless
greater element of truth.
bility can be removed by choosing an in0"01
for
A.C.
There is undoubtedly a
termediate frequency slightly higher in World-one
Aoperation, one for batterloss in the aperiodic aerial
value. The ideal frequency in this respect
I
\
ies, and one for either
coupling as compared with
for receivers for use in this country wouU
I
\
a tuned circuit-a loss
D.C. or A.C. mains supappear to be some I ,68o kc Is.
\
plies. The difference bewhich may be as great as
Interference Problems
10 db.
The maximum
tween these sets, however,
as far as the single-span
The second cause of interference which
st"able stage gain at a fre0'001
-10 -5
0
+5 +10
has been occasionally observed with
quency of I,6oo kc/s ;s
principle is concerned, lies
kcjs. OFF TUNE
also less than that at
single-span reception, is that a station
only in the different types
may be tuned in at two different dial
of valves which were emno kc Is, but taking into
Fig. I.-Selectivity curves of
settings, one on either side of a local. It ployed, and for our preaccount all these differthe Single - Spm receivers
has been observed that the dial settings
sent purposes they can be
ences, equivalent sensitivalready described in The Wireare those corresponding to stations spaced considered as being essenity can be secured with
less World compared with the
from the local by an amount equal to the
not more than one addicurve of a normal superhet
tially the same.
of high selectivity.
frequency of the interfering transmissions.
The experience gained
tional valve in the singleThus, in the London area high-speed
span system. Since the
in the design and testing
Morse interference has at times been found
of these sets has shown that the single- tuning circuits are so much simpler, this
on 977 kc / s and on 777 kc / s, and has span principle is an eminently satisfac- does not necessarily increase the cost of the
been drfinitely traced to a station working tory one, and that the special interference set. In any case, the need for an extra stage
on about roo kcls (3,000 metres) ..
possibilities which have just been disof amplification does not in any way offset
The mechanism of the interference cussed are unimportant and become the technical as distinct from any economic
appears to be that due to non-linearity in negligible when the undoubted advantages advantages of single-span tuning.

Where signal-frequency amplification is
included, conditions are much worse, and
the frequency-changer input may be
several volts even when the signal-frequency circuits arc mis-tuned from the
local by 100 kc Is or more.
Now the percentage harmonic generation depends very largely upon the input
to the frequency-changer, and incrc·I>CS
wry rapidly when the input rises above a
certain ·figure. At the input of o. 138 volt

of
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The next point to be considered is that
of background hiss. If the hiSi> originates
in the frequency-changer, then it should
be some IO db. greater in a single-span
set than in an ordinary superheterodyne,
and some 40 db. greater than in a superheterodyne with a signal-frequency amplifier. Experience shows that the hiss does
not increase to anything like this extent,
and that there is very little to choose between a Eingle-span receiver and an ordinary superheterodyne on this score. Great
improvements in valve design have recently taken place, and it is believed that
the frequency-changer is no longer the
major source of hiss. It is well-k~own
that the ultimate limit to usable amphfication is set by thermal agitation. of the
electrons in the conductor formmg the
first circuit, and there is no increase m
this effect in single-span reception.
Selectivity
It has been suggested by those who believe that the frequency-changer is the
major source of hiss that signal-frequency
amplification
should be dev~loped.
Actually it is not difficult to design an
aperiodic H.F. stage,. and it mi&ht even
prove simpler to de~1gn an. aenal •filter
and intervalve couphng which together
give the desired frequency characterist!cs
than an aerial filter alone. The pomt
which the protagonists of signal-fre9uency
amplification overlook, however, IS that
the increased input to the frequencychanger would almost inevitably lead to
serious whistle production.
The position, therefore, is that signalfrequency amplification is undesirable
under present normal conditions, and it is
unnecessary for the reduction of background hiss for the sufficient reaso1_1 that
this hiss is negligible in the receptiOn of
any worth-while station.
The charge of poor adjacent cha~nel
selectivity which has been levelled agamst
single-span reception is due entirely to the
high intermediate frequency employed.
The selectivity obtainable from any
receiver depends upon the number of
tuned circuits used, their efficiency, the
degree of coupling adopted, and the f_requency at which they operate_. Assummg
that the other factors remam constant,
circuits which give a certain attenuation
at a frequency of IO kcjs different from
resonance, when this is at no kc j s, will
give the same attenuation at a frequency
of 145 kc / s off-tune when the intermediate frequency is increased to I,6oo
kcjs. At first sight, therefore, there does
appear to be a very big loss of selectivity.
The other factors, however, must be
taken into consideration. The coils used
at no kef s have usually only a low ratio
of reactance to resistance (magnification),
and they are coupled tightly to prevent
excessive sideband cutting. It is not difficult to build more efficient coils at I,uoo
kc j s, and they can be loosely coupled
without the high note response being
greatly reduced. On the other hand,
more tuned circuits are included in the

average superheterodyne than in the
single-span receivers which have so far
been described. By the application of reaction, however, it is possible greatly to
increase the magnification of one tuned
circuit, and so the selectivity of the com_
plete receiver.
The net result is that although the
adjacent channel selectivity is below that
of many superheterodynes of conventional
design, it is quite high enough for normal
purposes. This is well brought out by
the curves of Fig. I. Curve A shows the
selectivity of an unusually good superheterodyne embodying eight tuned circuitS--two at signal-frequency and six at
the intermediate frequency. The signalfrequency at which this curve was taken
was zoo kc j s, so that the selectivity is
somewhat higher than on the medium
waveband. Curve B shows the selectivity
of the single-span receiver with the reaction
control set at minimum, and represents
the case of four tuned circuits only
resonating at I,6oo kcjs. The selectivity is very much less than that shown by
curve A, and is, of course, unsatisfactory

for anything but local reception. The
application of reaction, however, enormously increases the selectivity, as shown
by curve C for a particular setting of the
reaction condenser.
A careful examination of these curYes
shows that with reaction the selectivity of
the single-span receiver is adequate for
the separation of adjacent channels when
the stations are of similar strength, and
that the lower selectivity of the singlespan receiver will be most noticeable in
the increased spread of a local transmitter. Practical experience exactly bears
out this conclusion, and this characteristic of the receiver was thoroughly dealt
with in earlier a1ticles.
It will thus be seen that a careful
examination of the criticisms which have
b_een directed against the single-span prinCiple reveals only one point in which the
receivers so far described may be inferior
to normal superheterodynes, and this is
in selectivity. Even here, however, the
curves of Fig. I show that the selectivity
is adequate for good distant reception.
[To be concluded. J

Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

" Whaf is a Radio Engineer ? "
AS the term '' engineer '' appears to be
much misused, particularly in the radio
profession, may I, through your columns,
endeavour to define the accepted meaning
of the word?
Engineers are so called when they are
qualified to act in a consulting or technical
capacity in any particular field of engineering.
Now, the radio profession covers too vast
a field for a person to be a specialist in
all branches. Therefore, our engineers of today specialise.
Now, a radio service engineer, to be so
called, should be thoroughly conversant with
the general principles underlying modern receiver design, and be thoroughly acquainted
with testing methods necessary to locate
faults in modern commercial receivers.
The Institute of Electrical Engineers is, as
your correspondent points out, a representative body of the electrical profession, and
the fact that one has been admitted as a
member of the Institute does set a seal upon
his qualifications to act in a technical capacity in the particular field of the industry in
which he specialises.
A. G. FARNLEY.
Portsmouth.

Transients
youR correspondent Mr. M. J. McBride
(whose letter was published in the issue
of June 1st) seems to be "barking up the
wrong tree '' himself in his eagerness to
accuse Mr. Robin of "going off the rails."
My dictionary gives the Latin derivation
and current meaning of transient as "trans,
across and ire, go: passing across a space
or interval and then disappearing-hence, of
short duration,
momentary, fleeting."
There is no suggestion of "dying away."
A transient sound is, as Mr. McBride says,

for all practical purposes non-ex2stent after
a very brief interval of time.
C?nsidering a transient sound of percussiOn-a hammer striking an anvil: now,
according to Mr. McBride, the wave-form
of such a sound cannot be represented by a
Fourier Series because it " never completely
dies away "-even though it "can be
assumed to be non-existent." But suppose
the sound of the hammer striking the anvil
were repeated one thousand times per
second; a musical note of I ,ooc ~ pitch,
but possessing its own tone colour, would
be heard. Such a sound, being periodic,
could therefore be analysed by a Fourier
Series and hence one cycle of it-the original
single hammer stroke--could also be represented by such a series. Graphically, the
single stroke would be represented by the
same series plotted for one cycle of the
fundamental (r,ooo ,...._) in the compound
sound.
Similarly. a single cycle of a sound of
purely sinusoidal form would be heard as
a click and be termed a " transi•cnt "-but
a receiver could be designed to amplify it
with negligible ·distortion, because it consists of only one frequency instead of an
infinite series.
With reference to Mr. F. J. A. Pound's
letter published in the same issue; either
of the wave forms shown would "sound like
a hum '' because they are cyclic or periodic
and continued for several cycles: but a single
cycle-or better still a half-cycle--of either
the square or triangular form, bei:1g of brief
duration, would be considered and heard
as a transient sound. Also, the two forms
would doubtless sound the same to the
human ear either as continuous ''hums '' or
as transients when heard in the orzginal: but
when passed through an amplifiei and loud
speaker they would sound differently as
transients (single half-cycles), though still

~TI'®ll®~@
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the same when continuous. The reason for
this would not be due to phase-shift, but
to a defect in the reproducing speakPr.
A year or two ago a relevant article entitled "Transients alias ' Attack ' " was
publisht>d in The Wireless World, and ;u far
as I remembt>r it was shown that the failure
of a r<>ceiver to reproduce transients with
realism was principally due to a loud srwaker
ddect, i.e. a loud speaker will not reproduce one sq>arate cycle "naturally" and
hence fails to achieve life-like reproduction
of the
of a sudden-though sustaint>d-noi.e, so that the "attack" is lost.
This is becausE" tht> first, or first few, cycles
are attenuated until the diaphragm "gt>ts
into its stride" (an inertia e!fect with consequent dtcctrical and magnetic rt>actions.)
Thus, in the case of two transients having
idt>ntical component sine functions-but of
difierent phase rdationships (such as those
mentioned by Mr. Pound)-the different
11oises they would make when reproduced
would not be dut> to phase-shift, but to
different amplitude distortion of the several
components. This must be so beccwse the
amplitude distortion (attenuation) in the
speaker is itself a transient efiect, and its
magnitude depends upon the interval of
time since the beginning of the sound.
Hence I conclude that
(a) the sole requirt>mt>nts of a receiver
eo reproduce transients are (i) a uniform
o\·erall frequency response covering the
audible range of frequt>ncies, and (ii) a
spt>a kcr free from inertia.
(b) Phase-shift does not cause faulty
reproduction of transients because of any
phase consciousnt>ss of the ear, but because of the different transient amplitude
distortion of the components which will
ensw~ in tht> speaker if phase-shift has
occurred in the receiver.
L. E. FARRELL,
Sgt., Royal Air Force.
Peshawar, India.
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G.E.C. Receivers for 1934-5
Six Types Covering Every Requirement

I

NSTEAD of waiting until the actual date
of the exhibition at Olympia, the
General Electric Co., Ltd., have wisely
decided to rdease their new season's
recein~rs during tht> summer months, as it is
felt that interest in wireless reception now
has an all-the-year-round appeal and that
improvements in design have already justified the introduction of new models.
Broadlv sptcaking, the new season's programme comprises six models, which cover
the requirements of every class of broadcast
listener. Undoubtedly, the principal receiver is the "A.V.C.5," which is a superheterodvne incorporating five valves (including the rectifier), designed to worl{ from A.C.
mams.
It •is intt>resting to note that,
although designed exclusively for A.C.
mains operation, the valves are of the universal type, with 13 v. 0.3 amp. filament,

Universal A. C.. D.C. Mains Three,

Loud Speaker Performance
SINCE the majority of modern loud
speakers have no apprt>ciable output
below Joo cycles or hight>r, and are, morpover, used in baffles totally inadequate for
efficient radiation at tht>sc frequencies, it
seems to mP that a high-pass filter in the
earlier part of the L.F. amplifier would be
advantageous for tht> following reasons:
(a) If the speakt>r and baffle is cut off at
a certain frequency, notes below that are
. valuelt>ss, and their omission cannot destroy
quality.
(b) Most speakers give very bad amplitude distortion and modulation effects when
fed with frequencies below their cut-oft of
high intt>nsity, and ht>nce omission of these
frequencies actually would increase quality.
(c) Overloading in the output stage would
be diminished under usual conditions of
opPration.
The actual frequency of the cut-oti would
be determined by the type of speaker and
size of bafHe available. Certainly, anyone
who has seen a real so-cycle speaker at work
and notic(~d the huge motion of the conE",
will realise how fatuous it is to ft>ed these
low notes to the ordinary small M.C.
speaker. It may sound paradoxical to increasE" quality by restricting the frequency
response of the amplifier, but it is to be rPmembt>recl that the ear is much mort> intolerant of amplitude than it is of frequency
distortion, and in this case the latter is
there whether we like it or not.
Abadan, Persia.
P. S. VERITY.

scale has been adopted, and the graduations
art> arranged to give the tuning positions
of all the principal European stations.

G.E.C. radiogram superhet A.V.C.s.
which arc run in parallel.
A hcptode
frequency-changer is employed, and the
variablt'-lllU l.F. stage is followed by a
double diode triode, which is arranged to
give delayed and amplified A.V.C. A pentode is used in the output stage, and the
loud speaker is of new design with a larger
diaphragm than was used in last year's
models. A sensitivity control is also fitted,
by means of which the range of the receiver
may be reduced by a fixed amount. Owing
to the action of the automatic volume control the volume of tht> principal stations is
not afft>cted, ]Jut background noise between
thest> stations is diminatt>d.
The set is sold as a table model at 14
guint>as, as a console, with horizontal control
panel, at 17 guineas, and as a radio-gramophone at 22 guineas.
For those who are dependt>nt on D.C.
mains for tht>ir power supply there is the
"Superhet. D.C.5" at 13 guint>as. The
volume control in this set is entirely manual,
but in otht>r respects its spc>cification is
similar to that of the A.C. model. Special
care has been taken to ensuw freedom from
mains noise, and the filamt>nt voltage is held
constant by a barrt>ttt>r lamp. A horizontal

A set which is likely to havE" a wide appeal is the "A.C./ D.(~. Mains Three." It
is *a straightforward detector-L.F. receiver
with a power output of approximately 2
watts to the energised moving-coil loud
speaker. A low-impedance type of rectifier
is used, and the voltage is controlled by a
barretter. The set is housed in a handsome
moulded bakelite cabinet, and the price is
£7 l5S.
For the battery user a similar type of circuit, with an additional L.F. stage, has been
introduced in the "Battery Compact
Three." This set, which im:ludes a permanent magnet moving-coil loud speaker, sells
fm· £5 17s. 6d. complete with battt>ries. The
"Battery C.B.4 " is a more ambitious set
with a variable-mu H.F. amplifier, pentode
detecfor, and a triode driver valve feeding
a Class "B" output stage. The price of
this receiver, complete with batteries, is
{9 17S. 6cl.
Tht> range is completed by the new "OversPas 7," a supt>rheterodyne receiver built to
a tropical specification and house(] in a
bakelite cabinet. The wave-range covered
is from 12 to 555 metres, with internal
switching. Automatic volume control is includt>d, and the price is £24 .

The new " Overseas " which is now housed
in a bakelite cabinet and provided with
internal waverange switching.

In addition to the new receivers, the npw
season's programme includes two loud
speakers of Iww design, a gramophonE' motor
and record changer, and a convt>rsion unit
for running existing D.C. sets from A.C.
mams.
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Bandit Tracking from the
'Plane and Car
Wireless Link
OW wireless-equipped police
H 'planes
and patrol cars can
co-operate in the pursuit of car
robbers was effectively demonstrated by the i\1arconi Company
at Leicester last week.
The
Chief Constable of the County
took part in the experiment.

O

NE of the most telling points
favouring the use of aeroplanes
for chasing car bandits is the
fact that the bandits are unaware
that the 'plane is engaged in the pursuit.
All their attention must of necessity be
focused on the road.
Yet even if the fugitives are a ware of
the 'plane's function, as was the case in
the very effective demonstration by the
Marconi Co. at Leicester last week, it is
next to impossible to evade the eagle eye
and the wireless-directed patrol cars.
In the demonstration, which took place
on Thursday, July 12th, the aerodrome
at Desford, near Leicester, was regarded
as "police headquarters," and it was here
that the wircless-eq nipped 'plane waited
until the "news " arrived that bank
robbers had decamped from Banbury,
travelling northwards in a
car with a white roof.

nzot and police otsen•er take

{! su··ift sur··ey of tlw
map bej01e setting out in pursuit.

by messages from the 'plane, the police
car was able to head off the bandits till
receiving final instructions from the 'plane
to pull up and wait at a strategic corner.
In a few moments the hunt was over, the
bandit car almost running into the arms
of the police.
Although visibility was not good, never
exceeding three miles, the pilot of the
'plane said that there was never any difficulty in keeping watch on the bandit car
when once it had been located.
The fact that the car had a white roof
helped in the pursuit, but in a subsequent
interview the Chief Constable of Leicestershire (Captain C. E. Lynch-Blosse) said
that in actual practice no outstanding
peculiarity in the car was necessary. The

Hot Pursuit
Without delay the police
'plane took to the air, and
observers at the aerodrome
were then able to listen on
loud speakers, operated by a
ground receiving station, to
the short-wave messages exchanged between the 'plane
and a wireless- equipped
police car then on patrol.
Before long the wanted car
was recognised, and thereChassis of the mobile transmitter for fitting in
after, for an exciting twentypo!i:e patrol cars.
five minutes, it was pursued
by 'plane and police car on its tortuous demonstration car had been specially
course along the Lutterworth road and the marked to avoid any possibility of failure
lanes leading to Peatling Parva. Aided during the demonstration. In most cases

it is, however, not difficult to ·ecognise a
fugitive car by the erratic manner in which
it is driven, particularly at cross-roads and
other danger points where the average
driver would exert care. \Vhen once the
car has been identified from a height of,
say, 500 feet, the 'plane can ascend while
still keeping its quarry in view. While
open country favours the 'pla:1e pursuit,
the fugitives run grave risks in approaching a town.
Atmospherics were rather troublesome,
particularly to the observers at the aerodrome following the pursuit fron the loud
speaker messages. Both in the 'plane and
police car, however, reception was easy,
and at no time did they lose touch with
each other.

External view of the transmitter shown
below. It measures only 9in. x 12in x 8,!in.

The aeroplane radio equipment was of
the Marconi A.D-43/ 44 type, the transmitter being rated up to approximately zo
watts to the anode of the magnifier valve.
Two-way telegraphy and telephony are
employed. This type is commonly used
for military purposes.
A wavelength of approximately 145
metres was employed during the dcmcnstration.

THE APPARATt:S DESCRIBED

P

ERHAPS the most interesting items
of apparatus made for police u~e
by Marconi's Wireless Telegraph
Company are the transmitting and
receiving sets for patrol cars. The purpose
of these sets is to allow communication
by either telegraphy or telephony with
headquarters, or with other car::. similarly
equipped.
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Bandit Tracking irom the Air-

The complete outfit comprises receiver
and transmitter units, two rotary converters, key and microphone, and a 12volt battery.
Generally speaking, the

position the aerial is sufficiently ~·igicl for
operation at high speed. The alternative
of a roof aerial may be considered, but one
imagines that this has not been found so
effective.
(Left) The two rotary
generators for supplying
anode current to transmitter and receiver are
shown mounted under
the bonnet of the car.
(Below) Receiver, transmitter and control unit
are neatly installed under the dash. A hard
microphone, connected
to the control panel, is
seen on the driver's seat

vided for the filaments, and voltage i~
stepped up by a rotary converter for the
anodes. Total consumption from the battery is stated to amount to 3 amperes.
In order that the receiver may be operated satisfactorily while the car is in
motion, all the usual precautions arc taken
against the radiation of interference from
the electrical equipment of the vehicle.

Apparatus for Headquarters
In addition to this mobile equipment
special transmitters and receivers for police
headquarters have been designed. The
larger transmitter, which delivers 650
watts to the aerial on C.W. telegraphy, is
operated direct from an A.C. mains supply, without the intermediary of rotary

transmitter and receiver are mounted
below the clash, while the converters are
housed under the bonnet of the car, together with their smoothing equipment and
send-recein~ relays.
A special feature of the equipment is the
provision for rapid interchange of units in
the ewnt of breakdown. With this object
in view, interconnections are made where\'Cr possible by means of plugs and
sockets, and the receiver is supported on
quick-release brackets; a similar form of
mounting is provide-d for the transmitter
unit.

Telescopic Vertical Aerial
The nerve centre of the installation is a
switch unit on the dash, which embodies
a send-receive switch, change-over switch
for continuous wave or interrupted continuous-wave telegraphy, and also sockets
for key and microphone.
It is interesting to compare the aerial
with the type normally fitted in a pleasure
car. In the Marconi police installation a
sft. telescopic rod is employed, which ex-

The mobile superheterodyne receiver, with
protective front cover raised.

tends to gft. ; in the latter position it is used
only· when the car is stationary, and when
waximum range is required. In the closed

In the transmitter unit a D. E. T. 5 drive
valve is followed by two of the same type
in a magnifying stage. The power supply
to the magnifier anodes amounts to 50
watts, and the normal operating wavelength is between lOO and 150 metres.
Filaments are feel in series from a
12-volt battery, and, of course,
the anodes receive their current
sup1)ly from the same battery through
one of the converters already mentioned.
The receiver is in essentials similar to
pleasure-car sets, but is more robust, and,
apart from the difference of wavelength,
embodies features not found in broadcasting apparatus. There are a total of six
valves of the battery Catkin type, and,
with the help of a separate osciliator valve,
C.W. telegraphy can be received in addition to telephony or modulated telegraphy.
Automatic \'olume control is fitted, and the
output valve delivers 500 milliwatts to the
loud speaker.
The recei\'Cr may be either remotely or
directly controlled, and may be fed either
from the car battery or from the special
transmitter battery; direct supply is pro-

converters, batteries, etc. The frequency
is crystal-controlled, and morse keying is
carried out on the " auto-absorber"
method, which operates in the grid circuits, and offers the advantage of a voiding wide fluctuations in load between the
transmission of the characters of the morse
code. For telephony purposes the transmitter is modulated by the D.C. grid
method; the same applies to I.C.W., the
tone generator for which supplies three
different frequencies at will.
A smaller transmitter for police headquarters delivers 150 watts to the aerial,
and is basically similar to the larger set.
It is interesting to compare the headquarters receiver used in conjunction with
these transmitters \vith standard broadcast
sets. There are many points of similarity ;
for instance, the circuit embodies a signalfrequency H.F. stage, combined detectoroscillator, and an I.F. stage operating at
150 k I CS. The second detector is a double
diode triode, which also supplies A. V. C.
voltages. A detail not found in broadcast
receivers is the provision of a separate
oscillator for C.W. reception.
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News of the Week
Current Events in Brief Review
Compulsory Wireless
Lessons

Teachers Taught

T

HE University of Michigan is
inaugurating a course to teach
teachers to tE"ach by radio. More
than a hundred students have
been enrolled to learn this special
technique of broadcasting.

Super Tax
French
CERTAIN
" super tax "

listeners pay
not because
their inconws exc<.'ed a certain
level but because they let ] uly I st
pass without having. pai<l the
necessary fee. An adthtwnal sum
is automatically levied on each
listener in lieu of police court fines.

Paris Relays B.B.C.
ADIO PARIS will relay the
B.B.C. ·programme in commemoration of the " birthday " of
Canada to be broadcast on July
24th. French listeners are esp,:cially interested in the episodes concerned with Jacques Cartier, who
landed at Quebec in I5J4 and began the task of colonisation.

R

wireless classes
COMPULSOHY
for all who have not attained
the age of fifteen are to be established in the Turkish villages. At
Tillis, in the Caucasus, an official
receiver is at the disposal of every
school in the town.

Sweet are the Uses . . .
UR Swiss contemporary Radio
of
Lausannc,
inveighing
a:'gainst radio advertising, publishes an amusing anecdote illustrative of its dangers.
The other d<:ty an announcer had
made reference to important discussions at Geneva between French
and British politicians.
Immediately afterwards the same an-

O

Paris Police Wireless
HE P~ris police are increasing
their use of wireless. All the
central police stations are about to
be equipped with transmitters and
receivers.

T

Regular Programmes
from the Antarctic
HE regular Saturday transmisT
sions from the Byrd Antarctic
Expedition arc well worth the
attention of all short-wave listl'ners.
These messages, which
are relayed over the Columbia
Broadcasting System, usually originate at Little America, the base
camp, though in some cases Commander Byrd himself can bl' heard
from his outpost SOm<C fifty miles
nearer the South Pole. Transmis-

N

More Licences
IUTISH wireless licences in
force on June jcth numbered
IS,J7J,(JOO,
compared
with
.'),597,200 a year ago.
The rwt
increase for the mont:1 was J4.CJOO.
1t seems unlikely that i.he
million mark will l)e reached
year, bnt the figures give reason;lble hope that the seven-millionth
licence mav be sok bl'fon-· the
Wireless Sl!ow of r<JJ5. There is
no sign of the ''saturation point''
being approached.

B

YlC

ONSTERNATION c:mong
shippmg of the South St·as
was caused by the recent broadcasting of a gramophone record by
3YA, Christchurch, New Zealand.
It was " Hocked in the Cradle of
the Deep," sung by Malcolm
McEachern, am! the background
effects included S 0 S, S 0 S, S 0 S,
in morse. An operator of a New
Zealand commercial station happened to be listening, and as the
S 0 S was very faint he did not
connect it with the record.
He
called all New Zealand and Australian shipping to clear the air for
a quarter of an hour and anxious
searching of the ether went on for
several hours.
The n'cord will
not be broadcast again in New
Zealand!

nouncer said in the same voice:
'' Wash your dirty linen with the
X washing machine."

Three-Month Radio Show

Television to Australia ?

T

No New Radio Firms
O new Jirms nanufacturing
radio articles may now be
established in Gern}ctlly, according
to a decree of the Minister of
Economy, and the regulation remains in force until December
3 rst, I 936.
This stringent measure is stated
to be necessary to safeguard the
radio industry from unwanted
competition.

T

the competitive element from the
broadcasting sphere, was expressed
last month by Mr. M. V. Duff.¥,
president of the Feclera~ion of
Commercial Broadcasbng Statwns
of Australia. Mr. Duffy said the
dual system had led to <t vast improvement in Australi<t, where
Government and privately owned
stations arc pNmittcd to exist side
by side.

HE Dep~utment of Ov(·rseas
Trade mforms us that the
Austrian Broadcasting Company
(Ravag) is organising a wireless
exhibition which will run for three
months in Vienna, opening on
October
1st next.
Historical
equipment, as well as the most
modern apparatus, will be displayed. All desirous of exhibiting
any such equipment should apply
for particulars to the management of the " Oesterreichische
Hadio
Verkehrs
A.G.,"
4,
Johannesgasse, Vienna I.

the director and announcer of
the Vatican short-wave wireless
station, died at Rom" on July 9th.
Father Gianfranceschi was a technician and scientist of repute.

Anti-Interference War

that New Zealand
T HEhadopinion
bcPn unwise in removing

C

GIUSEPPE GIA'<F ATHEI{
FRANCESCHI, well known as

HE war against man-made
static is now being carried to
Houmania, where owners of electrical apparatus hav(' been ordered
to lit anti-interfen·nce devices
within a prescribed time.
A list of statutory penalties for
non-compliance with the order has
just been published.

Broadcast Competition

Misunderstocd

Vatican Radio Director's
Death

Pow·er-by-Radio Mystery
secrecy surrounds cxperiD EEP
111<'Ilts in power trai1sn1ission

WEEKLY BROADCASTS FROM THE ANTARCTIC. Until further
notice the Columbia Broadcasting System of America is relaying
messages from the Bytd Antarctic Expedition every Saturday on short
waves as well as over its American network.
This photograph,
showing Admiral Byrd at the microphone, was taken at the base

camp at Little America.

possibility of low-definition
T HEtelevision
transmissions from
England to Australia was put forward by Mr. H. M. Dowsett, of
the British Marconi Company, in
a recent lecture in Sydney before
the Institution of Radio Engineers.
Mr. Dowsett referred to successful
tests between England and Australia on 25 metres, and, with these
in view, emphasised that whf'n a
complete schenw for the provision
of television in Australia was
drafted it should include provision
for long distance transmissions.

sions can be heard from \VzXE,
New York (I5,270 kilocycles) and
W3XAU, Philadelphia (9,590 kilocycles) between 3 and J.Jo a.m.
(B.S. T.) on Sundays.
A new
feature is the exchange of messages _between the Byrd Expedition
~nd Kotzebuc, Alaska.

In the Holy Land

T

HREE lar}guages
English,
Hebrew and Arabic-will be
used at tbc broadcasting station
shortly to be f'rected in Pakstinc.
The authorities aim at a service
area bringing strong reception to
low-powered sc·is all over the
country.

by radio on the Sante Fe railroad,
according to our \Va:;hington correspondent.
It is claimed that
two
motor
trolleys
travelled
sevl'ral miles in March last under
power drawn from the ether.
Since then it bets been learnt that
a company calling itself the \Vin,less Power Transmission Corporation, with hl'adquartcrs at Providence, E.!., has been formed to
construct a I ,ooo-kilowatt powerby-radio transmitting station.
Mr. John C. Roberts, Presid(•nt
of the company, statt>d:
''A
I ,ooo-kilowatt transmitting station
will enable me to tmnsmit pow('r
to trains bv wirdess without the
necessity of engines or fuel, over
a radius of IOO to 150 miles."
Hadio cnginef•rs, however, are
inclined to give the story little
credence, although the power-byradio idea has long b<'en toy<:d
with. Tlwre is no proof that the
Santa Fe experiment actually took
place, nor is thne <UJ~C record that
the F•ideral Hadio Commission
granted the necessary wavelengths.

Page 45 follows after the Programme

Suppler~
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BROADCAST BREVITIES
By Our StJecial Correspondent
Droitwich Does Well
DROITWICH is already using its full
power of 150 kilowatts for the unmodulated test signals after midnight.
Already the engineers are highly satisfied
and. have expressed the opinion that the
over-all frequency response will be sensibly
straight up to 7 ,ooo cycles per second.

Time-table of Tests
The schedule of tests has now been
arranged and the first modulated transmissions will go out very soon. I understand that throughout August fully modulated signals will be broadcast every night
between oo.oo and 03.00.
A small portion of the Daventry programme, possibly the late dance music, will
be transferred to the Droitwich aerial on or
about September Ist. Probably the entire
change-over will be effected in a week.

The New Empire Station
Meanwhile the Daventry site, which will
shortly be utilised solely for the Empire
service, is fast assuming the appearance of a
common or garden Regional static-n. One
self-supporting 500-ft. mast of the Brookmans Park httice type is already in situ
and its companion is being erected. One
wonders how the engineer...; will overcome
screening problems, but no doubt the design
of the new high-power Empire station has
been very carefully thought out.

STUDIO ACOUSTICS.
Budapest has installed
new studios in which
special attention has
been given to acoustic
problems. Besides testing with measuring instruments the engineers
obtained the assistance
of artists, seen in the
picture, in order to
gauge the effect of
various wall coverings.

Leonard Henry on the Pier

A New Broadcast Dance Band

HENRY broadcasting from
the Pier Pavilion, vVorthing, suggests
an overflow of holiday spirits. This is the
treat promised National listeners on July
28th, when his show is to be relayed.
The
programme is called
'' H.adio
Mirror," and is produced by Jack All en,
Other stars in the programme are Bt,ryl
Ordc, Patrick Colbert, Joan Coleridge, and
Raie da Costa.
The company will be
supported by the Worthing Municipal
Orchestra.

QNE of the lesser known dance bands,
about which more is going to be heard,
is that of Dare Lea, which is at present
fulfilling a contract at a restaurant in
H.egent Street.
There is a strong possibility that Dare Ln
may transfer his band to another wellknown restaurant in Piccadilly aJ1d may
also be heard this summer at the magnificent
new swimming pool at Wembley.
The B. B.C. " O.B." dep::trtment is now, in
fact, already investigating the acoustics of
both these places with an eye to broadcasts
by Dare Lea.

L EONARD

Ltct tint Sir John Rl'ith has be('ll
invited to go to South Africa later in
the year to advise on broadcasting, should
cccasion no surprise. The present GovernorGeneral, the Earl of Clarendon, was, of
course, formerly chairman of the B.B.C.
Board of Governors and had the highest
opinion of Sir John Reith's abilities.

Canada's Fourth Centenary
4ooth birthday of Canada will Le
celebrated by a special programme on
the National wavelengths on Tuesday next,
July 24th. It will take the form ot
dramatic episodes such as Jacques Cartier's
landing in Canada in r 534 ; the grant of
the Charter to the Hudson Bay Company
by Charles II, the capturing of Quebec, the
completion of the Canadian Pacific Hailway,
and so on clown to the development of
Canada since the War.

Three Months' Absence

Contemporary Music

The Director-General of the B.B.C. will
be absent from London for nearly three
months, the longest period of leave that he
has taken since he launched British Broadcasting from a little office in Kingsway
nearly twelve years ago.
Sir John is now making a close study of
the broadcasting situation in the Union,
and by the time he reaches Cape Town will
know as much about it as if he had been
familiar with its workings for years past.

Artistes taking part include Raymond
Massey (narrator), Lena Ashwell, who will
give a poetry reading, and Florence
McHugh, the Canadian actress.
The music will be contemporary, suitable
to each episode, and the cast will be largely
Canadian.

Sir John Reith's Visit to South
Africa

THE

The " Proms "
ALL forty-nine Promenade Concerts are
to be broadcast from the Queen's Hall
this year, as usual.
The National and
Regional wavelengths will, roughly speaking, transmit alternate concerts.
The coming season marks the fortieth consecutive year of "Proms.," and Sir Henry
Wood has performed the really remarkable
feat of conducting ever since the concerts
started. The first concert of the new season
is on August I Ith, and will be broadcast
on tht§ National wavelength.

THE

Heavyweight in the Studio
FROM prize-ring to broadcasting studio
marks another step in the career of the
Irish boxer Jack Doyle, who appears in
"International Cafe," an Eddie Pola feature for London Regional listeners, July
25th.
Representatives of various countries to
take part, besides Doyle (Ireland), are The
Three Admirals (America), John Henclrik
(Germany), Lucienna Herval (France), Leon
Hochloff (Russia), Satne and Armine
Meduria (Spain), Rudolfo Mele (Italy), and
Lola Shari (Hungary), with that lively and
versatile Lancashire lass, Elsie Sterndale.
Geraldo and his Tango Orchestra will be in
support.
Quite a dazzling " bill."

The " Public School " Touch
This young man, who is 29 years of age,
has enjoyed the enviable fmancial opportunity of being able to indulge his ambition
to own a dance band. The present combination was organised by him in September
last year and rehearsed solidly until April,
when he obtained his first engagement.
Dare Lea is a public school boy and his
announcements may bring a new atmosphere to the dance studio. Apart from the
prospective engagement of Dare Lea, no
other big changes in dance band plans are
contemplated this autumn.

Coming Radio Drama
dearth of original radio dramas
T HEbecomes
obvious when one studies the
autmnn list of radio plays.
In nearly
every instance the play is adapted from
classical fiction or from stage successes.
"\Vild Decembers," Clemence Dane's
story about the Bronte family, is in the
Regional programme for August 7th, and
the National on August 8th.
A radio
adaptation of " Wuthering Heights" by
Emilv Bronte, and that old melodrama
"Ma.ria Martin, or the Murder at the Red
Barn," follow soon after. We are also promised " Old Bannerman " by Eden Phillpotts, "Nelson" by Jean Bartlett, and
"Ivanoff" by Tchekov.
Charles Dickens' " Oliver Twist " will be
given in December, as well as "The Great
Adventure" by Arnold Bennett.
Autumn Shakespeare plays arc "Measure
for Measure," "Hamlet" and " Cymbeline."
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The Art of Ganging
VII.-The Shaped Plate Condenser and the I.F. Circuits

T

HE practice is now common to employ a special gang condensr;r
for supr;rhetr;rodynes so that ganging can be achieved on the
medium wa·veband without a padding condensr;r. The necessary
adjustments for this system are dealt with in this article togethr;r
with the trimming of the intr;rmediate frequency circuits

N the preceding articles dealing with
the gauging of a superheterodyne,
no mention has been !Jlade of the
adjustments necessary to the ~I.F.
circuits, and these must normally be
carried out before the ganging. It might
be thought, therefore, that the I.F. adjustments should first be described, and then
the gauging. In practice, however, the
LF, circuits cannot be adjusted until a
signal is obtained, and it may often
happen that this is impossible until the
ganging is at least roughly adjusted. The
general procedure, therefore, is to adjust
the ganging roughly so that a signal can
be obtained, then to adjust the I.F. circuits, and finally to attend to the gauging. The order in which the adjustments
are carried!>~:mt may thus vary somewhat
according to circumstances.
Before proceeding with a description of
the I.F. circuits, therefore, it may be as
well to complete the description of the
ganging adju;;tments by dealing with the

I

+H.T.

+H.T.

only arrangement which can theoretically
provide perfect gauging.
The circuit arrangement is shown in
Fig. I, and when the switches are closed
for the medium waveband, the arrangement of the oscillator tuned circuit
appears no different from that of one of
the signal frequency circuits. Actually,
of course, the oscillator inductance has a
lower value, and it is usually 126.5 mH.
when the signal-frequency coils have inductances of 157 !JlH. The exact figure,
however, varies according to the design
of the condenser, so that in choosing
components care should be taken to select
a condenser which is designed to work
with the coils which are to be used. The
sections of the gang condenser devoted to
the signal frequency circuits are quite
normal, but the oscillator section has the
vanes cut in a different manner, so that
its capacity at all settings is lower than
that of the signal-frequency sections. If
the minimum capacities of all the circuits,
therefore, have the correct values assigned
to them, correct gauging is automatically
secured.

Adjusting the Ganging

Fig. I . -The connections of a modern heptode
frequency-changer are shown here. A shapedplate condenser is used on the medium waveband, and the padding condenser C introduced
only for long waves.

system employing a shaped plate condenser in the oscillator circuit. This is
now the most commonly Uf,ed in constructional receivers, and it i,; employed in
many commercial sets. It has the great
advantage of not requiring a padding condenser on the medium waveband, and so
simplifying somewhat the process of
ganging. In addition to 1 his, it is the

The process of ganging thus resolves
itself into adjusting the trimmers to give
the correct minimum capacities. The
actual adjustments; however, are very
similar to those for the padding circuit,
but are somewhat easier to carry out. A
low wavelength station must be tuned in
with the oscillatt!w trimmer set about onehalf its capacity, and each of the preselector trimmers adjusted for maximum
response. As before, if this leads to one
or more being fully screwed home or
fully unscrewed, the oscillator trimmer
must be appropriately altered and the
station re-tuned at a different dial setting.
When a definite optimum setting has
been secured for each trimmer, a station
on a wavelength around 500 metres should
be tuned in, and the oscillator trimmer
adjusted.
This is donr with one hand while the
other alters thr setting of the :tuning
dial appropriately to maintain the station
in tune. As the trimmer capacity is
increasrcl, so should the dial be reduced,
and vice versa. ·when the optimum combination of settings has thus been determined. a return should be made to the
low wavelength station, and the signalfrequency trimmers re-adjusted. Go back
to the long wawlength station, and re-

adjust the oscillator trimmer, then return
to a low wavelength, and re-adjust the
signal-frequency trimmers. This process
must be carried out until no further
adjustment at either wavelength leads to
any improvement, and this will usually
occur after about the third time. This
completes the medium wave ganging
adjustments, and the long waveband
comes next. Here nothing must be
touched but the padding condenser C of
Fig. 1.
A station at the upper end of the long
waveband, such as Huizen, Ra:lio-Paris,

This drawing illustrates the manner in which
the fixed plates of the oscillator section of a
shaped-plate condenser are cut away.

or Dawntry should be tuned in, and C
adjusted while keeping the s:ation in
resonance by altering the dial setting until
the optimum combination of settings is
found. This completes the whole process,
and the receiver is now accurately
ganged owr both wavebands.
It should be remarked at this point
that all the remarks about mis-ganging
which were given under that section dealing with the padding condenser circuit
apply with equal force to the arrangement
using a shaped plate gang condenser. A
high capacity to earth from the padding
condenser C, for instance, may prevent
satisfactory medium waveband ganging
from being obtained.
The most common defect experienced
with the shaped plate gauging system is
that the acljus.tments described lead to no
finality. The adjustments on the medium
waveband lead to the oscillator trimmer
being either fully screwed up or fully
unscrewed.
This state is :)bvionsly
defective, and is to be attributed to an
excessive stray capacity across the oscillator tuned circuit, to mis-matching of
the oscillator coil, a defective 12ang condenser, or to an incorrect choice of the
intermediate frequency. Since the last
is the most usual, some method of checking the frequency is obviously important,
and this will be dealt with next, together
with the precise adjustments re'=}Hii:ed to
the I.F. circuits themselves.
It is almost invariably the practice to
employ pairs of coupled tuned circuits for
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the intermediate frequency intervaln
couplings.
These circuits are usually
known as band-pass filters, but actually
they are not band-pass filters at all un]e,;~
the degree of coupling is such that they
produce a double-peaked resonance curve,
The precise method of adjusting the circuits depends somewhat upon the type of
circuits, and, unfortunately, the circuit
diagram usually gives no clue as to
whether they are true band-pass filters 0r
not. In the case of commercially built
receivers, the degree of coupling between
the coils which comprise one I.F. tran;;former is usually
fixed, and in many
cases it is not sufficiently tight for it to
form a true bandpass filter. Each
tuned circuit is provided with a trimmer, and the adjustments required are
m e re I y to t h e se
trimmers.
A station should
be tuned in, and
each I.F. trimmer
must be adjusted for
A typical intermediate
m a xi m u m signal
strength. If the circuits as a whole then
happen to be adjusted to the correct intermediate frequency, they will require
no further attention.

I.F. Adjustments
In the case of transformers of the true
band-pass type, but which have fixed
couplings between the pairs of coils, unsatisfactory results are likely to occur by
trimming for maximum signal strength in
the manner just described, since it has
been found that this leads to an
asymmetrical resonance curve, instead uf
to the correct symmetrical double-humped
curve. It is advised, therefore, that in
this case the double-hump be removed
during the process of trimming by damping
the tuned circuits by shunt resistances. A
resistance of some so,ooo ohms to 10o,ooo
ohms should be temporarily connected
across each -I.F. tuned circuit, and then
each trimmer adjusted for maximum signal
strength. The removal of the resistances
will then lead to the correct shape ')f
resonance curve. 1
Some transformers, particularly those intended for use by the constructor, mak·~
provision for a variation of the coupling
bet\veen the coils so that the, band-width of
the filter may be varied to suit particular
requirements. The adjustments are then
somewhat more difficult, if only becans··
they are increased in number. ·At first it
is recommended that the circuits be
trimmed as described above with very
loose coupling between the coils, so tint
the resonance curve is only single peaked.
The correct intermediate frequency should
th(·n Le obtained by methods b be
1

T/,,
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described later. The next step is to adjust
the coupling to the correct value, and this
is more difficult than it would appear, for
almost invariably altering the coupling
varies the tuning of the I.F. circuits to
some extent. The best procedure is generally to make a guess at the degree -of
coupling required for the preserYation Jf
sidebancls, then to shunt each tuned circuit
by a resistance of so,ooo / 100,000 ohms,
and to trim each circuit exactly to the
correct intermediate frequency. The removal of the resistanccs will restore the
correct shape of o\'erall resonance curve,

frequency amplifier embodying iron-cored coils.

and by checking the quality of reproduction and selectivity an idea may be formed
as to whether the degree of coupling
adopted is satisfactory. If the quality
seems of a high order, but the adjacent
channel selectivity is low, somewhat
looser coupling may with advantage be
adopted, so the couplings should be
loosened, the coils again shunted by the
resistances, and the circuits retrimmed.
On the other hand, if the selectivity be
high, but the quality rather low-toned, it
is a sign that the coupling is too loose, and
the above procedure should be reversed.
(To be continued.)

Modified Stenode
New Set for Amateurs
T is announced that the British Radiostat
IStreet,
Corporation, Ltd., of
Throgmorton
London, E.C.z, have developed a
24,

simph~ form of Stenode r~Cceivcr specially
for home constructors. In the new set, sideband cutting and subsequent tone correction is spread over a number of circuits, the
correction being actually carried out, not
only by two "tone raising" L.F. intervalve couplings, but hy the frequency
characteristics of a special loud speaker.
The receiver actually embodies a total of
five valves (without power rectifier), and,
except for the special couplings, is of hirly
conventional design.
We are informed that the manufacture
of the intervalve couplings will be undertaken exclusively by Belling and Lee, Ltd.,
while the tone-correcting loud speaker is to
be made by Grampian Reproducers, Ltd.
It is claimed that true " 9-kilocycle"
separation is obtained, except in the most
unfavourable circumstances.

'Ch~

Diarv of an
Ordinarp Cisf~n~r

A

MAJOR attraction to me was the
recent performance of '' The Geisha ''
from R-ome. I had previously heard
this operetta sung in German and was
naturally curious to hear how it sounded in
Italian.
Unfortunately Rome was that
evening suffering from a rather bad attack
of fading and I could with difficulty hear the
"Toy Monkey," but as this song is always
associated in my memory with Letty Lind's
fascinating voice and personality, I did not
·altogether regret that it Wf1s nearly inaudible.
"Star of my Soul," however,
came through well, and Wun-Hi's pidgin
English in " Chin Chin Chinaman " sounded
vr>ry '<1ua!nt-though pleasing-when Italianised. When Rome grew faint I went over
to Frankfurt, which was coming in strongly,
and greatly enjoyed Mozart's Concerto in
E flat, for violin, viola and orchestra, aw!
two fine baritone songs by Herr Pfitzner;
later in the evening Luxembourg transmitted a good record of Tchaikowsky's
splendid Fifth Symphony, and I finished up
the session with the I.B.C. concert of Old
Favourites from Poste Parisien.
On Saturday, July 7th, Leipzig gave us a
varied programme in connection with the
Wireless Announcer's Competition, and,
later, both the Brussels stations transmitted
a concert of light music bv the Remue
Orchestra from the Casino, Blankenberghe.

Vichy Chorus in Good Form
Bordeaux-Lafayette broadcast an interesting programme on Monday of bst week
with Mile. Cormier and Max Conti as
soloists. Huizen transmitted an organ and
'cello recital by de Wolf ;J.nd Stad of which
the first part came through clearly, but
towards the end of the programme the
intrusion of jazz from a neighbouring wavelength became too apparent and I switched
over to Radio Paris for Beethoven's gth
(choral) Symphony.
The orchestra of the
Casino at Vichy were in fine form.
The
soloists in the finale were well balanced and
I did not experience that sympathetic aching
of the throat which I often feel when hearing the chorus wrestling with their top G's
and A's. Beethoven was stone deaf when
h<> wrote this Symphony, and I sometimes
think that if he had attended many rehearsals he might have put some of the
chorus passages a tone or two lower, but
this is my personal opinion, and 1t would
prob<,bly be regarded as profanity by
musical purists.
I should like to suggest that many foreign
shtions might take an examp]p from the
B.B.C. in the matter of punctualitv. I havf)
recently tuned in several times: at the
appointed hour, to interesting programmes
and ha<l to wait impatiently while- a seemingly endless discourse was in progress. The
llilversum concert last week in which Cortot
played did not get under way till nearly
twenty minutes after its advertised time.
Atmospherics being exceptionally bad on
the long waves, I turned to Frankfurt and
heard Sinding's " Rondo Infinito '' and
Smetana's " \Vedding Scenes " played by
violin aud pianoforte. Thence to Leipzig
where the Symphony Orchestra were giving
a good rendering of Beethoven's " Eroica "
Symphony, and so, via dance music from
Hadio Pa1is, to bed.
CALIBAN.
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UNBIASED
Inventors, Forward!
astonishing what use is being made
I T ofis wireless
by-products by various outside activities. I refer more particularly
photography and cinematography,
sister arts, sciences, or hobbies, or whatever else you care to call them, which
seem to have taken the photocell completely to their bosom.
Not only has it been pressed into service for the production of a new type of
exposure-meter, but its development has
been carried through to such an extent
that the camera is as fool-proof as it is
ever likely to be. Only the other week
I came across two remarkable instances
of this when paying a flying visit to
South-East Europe, and they set me wondering why something similar cannot be
achieved in the realms of wireless.
In the first case a cinema camera was
shown to me in which a photocell was
used to control the battery current to a
miniature electric motor which was
coupled up to the Iris diaphragm of the
camera so that the '' stop '' was automatically varied according to the value
of the light. Thus, if a cloud obscured
the sun temporarily in the middle of a
'' shot '' or if the camera user swung his
camera from a dark to a lighter scene,
the variation of light was autom::1tically

to

" ... to revive·
their flagging
interests.''

In Confidence
that all of you, like myself,
I SUPPOSE
are getting quite excited as August
r6th, the opening day of Olympia, draws
nearer and nearer.
I am not permitted
to reveal the great treat that is being prepared for you, having been sworn to strict
secrecy on this point. There are, however,
I understand, to be three performances
daily.
One minor maiter I am permitted to
disclose, although at the same time I must
apologise for troubling you with it.
Briefly, it is t'lis. In connection with the
great Olympia show which, as I have
already intimated, is to be held three
times daily, there are to be certain sideshows wherewith the populace can entertain themselves during the intervals.
Although I can scarcely imagine anybody
being so utterly plebeian as to take any
notice of them. perhaps I may be forgiven if l mention that in these sideshows
are to be exhibited sundry articles consisting of wireless sets and the parts
whereof to build them.
The piece de resistance on each of these
stands is to be a competition run on similar lines to the world-famous "Spot the
Lady." It will, however, be known as
" Spot the Technical Man," and, as in
the case of the older form of the amusement, the joke of the whole matter will
be that in reality there will be no man
to spot, although, paradoxically enough,
there will be plenty of ladies. To add interest to the competition, various clues
such as "gone to lunch," " You've just
missed him,'' and other terminological inexactitudes will be liberally besprinkled
among the mob in order to revive their
flagging interests.
As I have already intimated, however,
such a thing as a visit to these sideshows
simply isn't done by the best people, and
I sincerely trust that none of my readers
will be so simple-minded as to permit
themselves to be inveigled by unscrupulous touts into indulging h such doubtful
pastimes. Thos~ not satisfied with the
"exhibition" in the R.M A. theatre must
be hard to please.

By
FREE GRID

ments which I thought necessary, I could
only suggest that the beam-of-darknessinvention, about which I wrote the other
week, should be combined with the photocell in order to keep the shutter permanently closed and thus spare us the
ordeal of being compelled to wade
through such ghastly efforts as Aunt
Matilda in bathing costume arc! minus
false teeth which people bring back from
the seaside with them at this time of the
year.

Developing the Programmes
Since photography is so much indebted

to radio, it is high time, I think, that
radio did a bit of borrowing from photography and allied actiYities, and if any
of you have got any bright ide2.s on the
subject I shall be pleased to ventilate
them. For a start I think that direct reproduction of broadcast programmes
straight from the receiver should be forbidden by law. ·If everybody were compelled to record all received programmes
on cine film and then to develop it, and
go through all the other motion~- beloved
of photographers before reproducing the
programme, there would not, I ::eel sure,
be half the unexplained suicides that there
are to-day, most of which, in my opinion,
are due to an o\·erdose of the neighbour's
loud speaker on a Sunday afternoon.
Apart from this, I really think that
scarcely one man in ten who now drags in
a so-called musical excerpt from a halfwatt station in Szczebrzeszvn, amid a
welter of catcalls, whistles, -and atmospherics, would, if he were compelled to do
it in cold blood from his own film record,
have the nerve to tell us that he really
enjoys this pastime, if, indeed, he ever
bothered to develop the thing, which I
very much doubt.

A Mistake Somewhere
OME little time ago I made rnention of
the fact that a householder in mv
neighbourhood had openly boasted to m"e
that he possessed no wireless licence.
To my intense astonishment this has resulted in the receipt at this office of a perfect a valance of anonymous po~tcards in
which I am told, in no uncertain terms,
to mind my own business, and that, in
return for such gratuitous publicity, information will be given to tLe Water
Board concerning my activities with a
hose in the small hours of the morning.
I can only think that there must be a
mistake somewhere in the matter of
identity, and that Water Board inspectors
are going to make some rich midnight
hauls during the next week or two. What
about the P.l\I.G. co-Qperating with the
Water Board by sending an inspector to
all houses adjoining those in which a
noctum2l water-waster is laid by the heels
a~ t1;1i result of anonymous information?

S

" Of definite entertainment value."

taken care of and the beginner actually
put on a better footing than the professional.
The acme of foolproofness was however, achieved, so I thought, in another
instrument, a camera of the ordinary type
in which a photocell was used for the
purpose of preventing the infliction on
long-suffering friends and relatives of
underdone snaps taken late in the evening when the light was too poor. Under
such conditions the cell works a relay
which prevents the '' trigger '' <;>f the
camera being operated at all. Thus the
arrangement ensures that only photographs of definite entertainment value arc
taken.
Asked for my views on further refine-
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G.E.C. Battery Compact Three
A Simple But Efficient Detector .. L.F. Receiver
FEATURES

Type.-- Table-model receiver with self-contained H.T. and L.T. batte·ies. Moving-coil loud speaker.
Circuit.-Dctector with reaction-L.F. amplifier--trioie output valve.
Automatic grid bias.
Controls.-(1) Tuning with illumiwlfed degree sc:lle.
(2) Reaction.
(3) Volumz control.
(-J) Waverange switch. (6) On-off switch. Price.-£.) 17s. 6d. Makers.-General Electric Co.,

A separate volume control taking the form
ance connected in the negative H.T. lead
of a differential condenser is connected in the
so that bias is automatically adjusted to
aerial. Normally, the lower fixed plate is
the correct value during the life of the H.T.
connected to a socket (Y) which maintains
battery.
The total H. T. consumption
a constant capacity across the tuned cirunder working conditions during the tests
cuit, and renders the tuning independent of
was found to be 8.8 mA, which is well
the position of the volume control.
Here,
within the capacity of the standard type
ACKED by the research and manufacagain, the user can rearrange the circuit if
H.T. battery provided.
Incidentally, a
turing reputation of the General
desired, for with the lower fixed plate dislamp-type fuse is included in the negative
Electric Co., Ltd., this economical
H.T. lead.
connect<>d the control becomes a simple
battery set may be relied upon to give the
series aerial condenser which reduct>s the
The loud speaker is of the permanentmaximum possible performance for the
capacity in parallel with the tuned circuit,
magnet moving-coil type, and gives sur·
initial outlay. In choosing a reacting detecand so enables the
tor followed by two stages of low-frequency
waverange to be examplification, the designers have untended at the lower
doubtedly made a wise choice of circuit.
AERIAl TUNING
OUTPUT VALVE
end where stations
P2
An H.F. stage, while admittedly giving
at
the
bottom
of
the
greater range, considerably adds to the cost
medium waveband
of manufacture, particularly if single dial
arc of special imtuning, involving the accurate gauging of
portance t o t h e
circuits, is to be provided. It is true that
listener.
1he reacting detector type of circuit ma ke3
The tuning congreater demands on the skill of the user, but
denser is of the solid
in the case of this set, at all events, he has
dielectric type, and
the satisfaction of knowing that the range
is operated by a
available compares very favourably with
slow-motion tuning
many battery receivers incorporating H.F.
dial calibrated in
siagt~s for which a much higher price is
degrees.
This dial
asked.
is illuminated from
Undoubtedly, much of the success which
behind by a pilot
has been achieved in this direction is due to
lamp. The reaction
the smoothness of the reaction control and
SWITCH
and volume control
ON-OFF SWITCH
to the fact that regeneration is progressive
condens<>rs,
which
from the minimum position upwards, and is
are mounted to right
not crowded within a few degrees below the
The compact dimensions of the chassis enable both H.T. and L.T.
and left of the main
oscillation point, as is often the case. The
batteries to be housed inside the moulded cabinet.
controls
res
p
e
ctuning circuits are unusually flexible, and
tively, are also of the solid dielectric type.
enable the user to adjust his receiver to
prisingly good volume for the C{)mparatively
The detector is resistance-coupled to the
give the best possible performance in any
small current taken by the output valve.
first L.F. stage, and the circuit is stabilised
circumstances.
The aerial coupling, for
The quality of reproduction is very clear
by decoupling the detector anode circuit.
instance, may be made through a few
and pleasant to listen to, and if there is
Sockets are provided for the addition of a
not as much bass as one expects to find in
loosely coupled turns (position 2) where
gramophone pick-up, which is connected
maximum selectivity is required, or directly
more expensive sets, at any rate the reproacross the grid leak to the first L.F. stage.
to the grid end of the tuned secondary cirduction is free from the bugbear of cabinet
The first L.F. valve, which like the detector
cuit in places remote from a broadcasting
resonance.
is of the metallised type, is transformerstation, and where the maximum available
In Central London the Brookmans Park
coupled to the triode output valve. Both
input from the aerial is essential and
transmitters gave ample volume with reL.F. stages derive their bias from a resistselectivity is of secondary importance.
action at minimum and the volume control
turned down by a quarter.
Midland
r---------,.-----r--------o+H.T.
Regional also came in strongly, but reaction was required to receive the North
Regional station.
The listener should be
able to rely upon ten or twelve satisfactory
programmes after nightfall. On long waves
Kalundborg and Radio Paris were the best
stations apart from Daventry sXX, though
Huizen was also received at fair strength.
No difficulty was experienced in separating
Daventry and Radio Paris.
The cabinet is a one-piece bakelite moulding of attractive design, and is arranged to
accommodate both the H.T. and L.T. batteries. Even so, the set takes up no more
room than the once-popular presentation
timepiece.
From every point of viewrange and choice of programmes, quality of
+LT.
reproduction, economical maintenance and
appearance-there can be little doubt that
the purchaser of one of these sets will
Complete cir:uit diagram. Automatic bias is provided and the aerial circuit may be modified
to conform with the local conditions of reception.
receive very full value for his money.
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Latest Products of the Manufacturers
of the valve and the output transformer, or
choke, should as a rule be fitted.
The L.P.4 is rated as a 12-watt valve, this
being the maximum safe anode dissipation,
and the price is r6s. 6d. The makers are
Ferranti, Ltd., Hollinwood, Lancashire.

FERRANTI L.P.4 VALVE

Abbey Road, Barking, Essex. These are
fitted with detachable pins of a rew design,
the leads now being inserted into holes in
the heads of the pins and held in position
by small grub screws. To prevent rotation
of the pins, which
might result in
the grub screws
short - circuiting,
they are sunk into
slots moulded in
the base.
Cables of quite
large diameter
can be accommodated, and an
insulated washer

HE Ferranti L.P.4 is a super-power
WEARITE SHORT-WAVE COILS.
triode of the directly heated type giving
RANGE of short-wave coils wound on
about 2.5 watts undistorted power output
skeleton formers built up from Mycawhen operated with 250 volts on the anode,
lex, a particularly hard insulating material
-36 volts grid bias, and working into a load
for which is claimed very srpall loss at the
of 4,ooo ohms. It is intended to be used
high radio frequencies, has just been introin A.C. sets with its filament heated from
duced by Wright and Weaire, Ltd., 740,
a 4-volt winding on the mains transformer,
High Road, Tottenham, London, N.r7.
and it consumes one ampere of current.
The coils are of the plug-in type, and the
Grid bias can be obtained from a resistor
baseboard fitting is also made of Mycalex.
of 750 ohms rated at two watts joined beEach coil has two separate windings, one of
tween the centre tap on the filament windtinned copper wire, and the other a coil of
ing and the main H.T. negative line. An
fine gauge wire of few turns for reaction.
alternative arrangement would take the form
The windings are fixed to the former by a
New Bulgin five- and sevenof a low-resistance potentiapin cable plugs fitted with detachable pins of new design.
meter joined across the filament
pins, with the bias resistor connected between the movable
with radial slots serves, in conjm,ction with
contact and the negative H.T.
the screw-on cap, to provide an ef.icient wire
line.
grip. The five-pin model is com·erted to a
The valve is of low impedfour-piu one by removing the centre pin.
ance, being of some 870 ohms
One advantage of the new style is all
nominal value, while its mutual
wire can be connected with the pins reconductance is 5·4 mA. per volt.
moved, which is far easier thar with the
These figures do not relate to the
earlier pattern in which the pins were fixed
\Vorking conditions, but for roo
to the base. The same applies to the sevenvolts H.T. and zero grid bias.
pin model as this also incorporat•"s the new
When measured with the maxistyle of pin. It f1ts a standard seven-pin
mum working voltages, we obvalve-holder and provision is allowed for
The new Wearite plug-in short-wave coils and baseboard
tained the following values with
fitting an additional pin in the c•cntre if refitting.
two specimen L.P.4 valves:quired, so making an eight-way plug.
special varnish having good H.F. properties.
These models are made in black hakdite
Tests were made with a simple regeneraAnode
and cost Is. 6d. for the ftve-pin and 2s. for
Mutual
A.C.
Grid
CurAmpli- Conduct- ResistValve
tive detector circuit using a o.ooors tuning
the seven-pin model.
Bias
rent.
ance.
ance.
I! cation
L.P.4.
condenser, one of 0.0003 for reaction, and
Volts.
m A.
Factor. mA. per Ohms.
Volt.
the aerial coupled by a o.oooi-mfd. variable
--SINGLE-SPAN RECEIVER CHASSIS
condenser to the high potential end of the
1,250 -4-7
3.6
Specimen 1
4.5
ROSPECTIVE constructors o: the A.C.
reaction
winding.
This
arrangement
was
40
-3;,
1,175
4.7
4.0
Specimen 2
modd Single-Span receiver may be infound preferable to joining the aerial to the
terested to learn that metal chassis congrid end of the tuned winding.
Our measurements were made with_a fixed
structed from 3'2 in. thick sheet iron, aluThe three coils available cover a wave
grid bias potential, but when this is derived •
minium-finished, are now obtainable from the
range
of
from
below
I I metres to just over
from a resistor
London Radio Devdopment Services, Ltd.,
roo metres, the respective ranges of each
there is a com56, Hazd Rise, London, N.\V.to. These
being ro.8 to 27.2 metres, rg. 2 to 51.7
pensating
metres,
and
40.2
to
105
metres.
The
loweffect, and the
capacity construction of the formers and the
anode current
holder largely accounting for the ability to
passed by each
tune
down to about ro metres by taking just
valve becomes
the
usual
precautions in the
sensibly the
layout of the components.
same, the difReaction was quite smooth
ference being
and entirely satisfactory with
less than one
all coils, and would have
milliamp. bebeen obtainable
with a
tween the two
smaller condenser. In view
specimens
of the critical setting to which
tested.
this condensl'r can be adOwing
to
justed
without
electrical
the low imbacklash, it would pay to
pedance of the
employ one with a slowMetal chassis made by the London Radio Development
valve, precauServices, for the A.C. Single-Span receiver
motion
drive.
tions should be
The coils are very efficient,
chassis are drilled in accordance with the
and compare well with the best obtainable
original layout, the position and size of the
to-clay. They cost ss. 6d. each, and the base
Ferranti L.P.4 superholes agreeing with the dimensions given.
is zs. 6cl.
power triode giving 2.5
Corner ·pieces are fitted with tumed-over
watts u n d i s t o r t e d
BULGIN CABLE PLUGS
lugs drilled and threaded to take 2 B.A.
output.
wo new cable plugs, one with five pins screws for fixing in the cabinet, and the price
is gs. for the receiver, and 7s. 6d. for the
and the other with seven pins, have
taken to avoid parasitic oscillation, and a
power pack chassis.
been introduced by A. F. Bulgin and Co.,
100-ohm resistor joined between the anode

T
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I

I
I
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1\.DVERTISE:\IENTS.

I

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.

NOTICES.

For the convenience of private advertisers, letters
maybe addressed to numbers at'' Th{~ Wireless '"'orld ''
Office. When this is desired, the sum of 6d. to defrav
the cost of registration and to cover postage on replif'~.;;
~nust be added to theadvertisementchatgc, which must
mclude the words Eox ooo, C'jo" The Wireless World,"
All replies should be addressed to the Box numbt'r·
shown in the advertisement, c/o "The Wireless
World," Dorset House, Stamford Stref't London
S.E.r. Readers who reply to Box No. adverti~enwnts art;
warned against sending remittance thro;;glr the host
except in registered enuelopes; in all such cases the' use
of the Deposit System is recammended, and tlte·envclopc,
should be clearly m':trked " Deposit Departtnent."

THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these
columns is
12 words or less 3/- and 3d. for every
additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers

as follows on orders for consecutive insertions, provided a

contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of fresh
instructions the entire " eopy " is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 26 consecutive, 10% ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
ADVERTISEMENTS for these columns are accepted
up to FIRST POST on MONDAY lllORNlNG (previous
to date of issue) at the Head omces of " The Wireless
World," :borset House, Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,
or on SATURDAY lllORNlNG at the Branch omces.
19, Hertford S
Coventry; Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street,
· gham, 2; 260, Deanagale,
Manchester, 3 ;
.Renfteld Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will autmnatioally he inserted in the followiugiSI!Ue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section muat he strictly prepaid.

send full cash value
EXPORT ORDERS Simply
plus a smtable amount for
half carriage charges and any surplus will be immediately
refunded. Packed free, we pay half carriage. Air Mail charges
extra. PETO-SCOTT, established in 1919, are the largest
Radio~by-Mail House in the World.
Hire-purchase terms

are NOT available to Irish or Overseas Customers.

SINGLE SPAN RECEIVER
and QUALITY AMPLIFIER

The proprietors retain the right to refose or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.

Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisementsshould be made -·· · 00 · payabla to ILJFFE
&SONSLtd.,andcrossed ..lk.-·:.Notes being
untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as

remittance.: · · ·

--~-·-·

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or
printers' errors, although every care is taken to avoid
mistakes.

Set ,llanufacturcrs' Surplus. Clearance and Ban.krUJJt
Stocks offered in arq1 of these colu1n1is rnay not be JJlnnufacturcn;' current lines. llnllio cornp&nents advertised at
below the lillt price do not carry any manufacturer's
(J'!larantee.

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS, ETC.

L • EASTWOOD Sonud System.
" R EPIWIJUCTIO:'\ that is Almost
TYPE H/S 62; priee 13 guineas.

Perfect."
Write Dept. A.

t.ive and thL'refore extremely suitable fnr UBe where VNY
small inputs only are avaiJalJle; supplied complete with
B.V.A. va,lves in steel ease.
Piliield Bt., :'\.1. Clerk. 7693.

7 0,
[6102
Span Reeeiver Kit, temporarily wired, £5; eost
S fNGLE
£7;10.-Write X .• 182,'Cam<len R<L, N.W.l.
!6114
A l\'1 ~l~~~t~~~~~~H~lf f~~~~ry£~c~~ri:£t~~~ ~t~i{! ;~;n~ o~~~q~i;~
meuts, we will do the rest.
S 0 l~'IH1 t~~~tl~~ s tti fi~m~~:-~_gJ~!~~~~~al ~a~i(~,rs~ 19:~~r~i~~~~
1

Rd., E.C.
[6146
iNGLE Span with Latest Quality Amplifier, complete
with 10 valves, all to spttiflcation; £18.-Lownds, 'J'he

S
19

Cottage, Old Lenton, Nottingham.
[6123
35 Models 4 Valve
A.C. or D.C., M.C.
Speaker, £3/19/6; 5 valve, .£5 Ss. ineludiug valves;
approv<tl.---Hoy;d, 5, But'kingham Rd., London, E.lB. [6126

Superhet,

120 Watts A.C. Amplifier 110/240 Volt:';, 2
H • M.Y.
D.A. 60 valveB in output stage,
for gra!n.,
radio or ,'mic work, ('Urrent for microphone incorporated;
R"tlitabh~

less Vlllves £12,-10.

G

E.~~v;6Qt 0\\~.'l'~;~. ~-z.~·l:-~<t;!l~~~ers in

Teak Cases, last

A.C. _·\mvhiier, 110/230 vult::;, HH"tal
AN!C 60
I GR.cha:;,;sis,
with valvf.s; £12 10.
ARCONI 60 "\"Vaa "Hack., Amplifier. ('Onverter driven,
M fL\.60 in (lutvut stage: less valve"' £6, 10.
P.A.

St., rrottenharn Cont. Rd.,
!6133

E

' (~~~~~\;{1~~lt~-~ 1~~- ~~~1~~~t~·~{a~~(~fe 1~ ~~it~(\~1~s ~~Yre~~::~\~11~!

111

1 1

attention,

1

1 01

changes net:'dle,
accept £35.·- The Exdld,nge ~\I an, 67, Porter

£

41

antomatically
0

~,~i~17~ ~.,;~~ si~;l9Iar bt(~dL<fl~~~~

and Rola :\LC., 3 gang R<Hlinphonc,
£10;10, brand new; ditto table ra.diogra.m,
table, BC'lling Lf'~ pi('k-up, complete; £5

55 I -·

-THIS WEEK"SBARGAIN-

I

shop-soiled M.L. Dual Output Generator 8 YO!ts
4~6 .amps. D.C., and 400 volts. So m/a D.C.
GuaranteC'd
pt•rtert working order.
ListPrice£15. Bargain Price £5 10 0.

L.TD.

77CITY RD., LONDON, E.C.1 'Phone:Clerkenwell94o6j7

West End Showrooms:

62, High Holborn, London, W.C.l.

········••llillllliill••lllli•l

Est. 1919.

SOUND
AMPLIFYING
EQUIPMENT
for all purposes, with undistorted
A.C. outputs from 2 to 150
watts - Heavy d u t y
M .C.
speakers, microphones, etc.
Tannoy sound equipment is used
whenever quality is the first
consideration.

~~~;;~·~; P ~~f~d R~)t:t%or b~~)~,:<;·ho~~;-e~~~~·hn~~ :,;r~~~:

1

batteries), listed £8/ 8; 1'1imilar set S.G:.3, 2-gang Pnlar,
Orm'mtl loud "'J)f'<~l:Pr, in itlcntical cabinet, fur 42; 6;
nlJ t',o.d., carriage forward.-Kay, 167, City Rd., London,
E.C.l.
[6093

Receivers and Amplifiers, Etc.-Contd.

B

R_-\ND New Hceeivers, complete, nnust'd and perfect,
1934 models, Cossor Cousole 3468 A.C. mains, 4
valve, 7 guineas; Aerodyne Finch 8.G.3, 5 guineas; Alba
lV!odel 21 S.G.3, 5 guineas.~144, Swansea. Hd., .Llanelly,
Larm.
L61 22
1

---~ u,~~J~~~r~es~~~=~t s~~:~;h~~~~t(~~Y~! 'Y:t\i~ui~~~~~r~)~~~,;;)~;l~
valves, Royalties paid, £6!18/6; Armlltrong 4 valYe,
tode chassis, comJ>lete, £5/18/6; Fnivers'tl 4 valve
complete, .£5/18/ 6.~Armstroog Company, 100,
Rna(l, N.W.L

.Pen-

Kit for
O URcompletr
in

·• Wireless World" Quality Amplifkr,
every detail, including valves, amph~
ouly, £8110; feeder unit, 36/+; carriage paid; cash
w1th order or :::.v.d. · send for detailed list of components.
-·-Ward, 2nd F'loor, 45a F'arringdon St., London, E.C.3.
Holborn 9705
f5760
prBLIU Af1dress. Amplifiers.-A.C. ma.ins, three stage,
21 watts, u~uhstorted A.C. output, complete with
valves. £15; nniV€rsal A.C./D-.C. 1ltne :stage. 7 watt,s
ou.tput, complete, £13; guaranteed 12 rnnnth::;; trade supplied;
tcr~ns.--D. E. Clarksnn, B. Se (Eng.), 45,
Manor Hd., WaHmgton, Surrey.
'Phone; Walliugton
3953.
i 6120
ECOPHON~ b-valve Supersonic Heterod~·nc, iw·ludingG valves, <'<?li_s, 13 to 720 metres, connecting t'ord~:~, etc.,
excellent conditton, hn.rdly used; also J\Janf,niphone mod 0 t
255 6-va1ve J}ortable superheterodyne, excellent condition
complee; above for sale separately or togt•t bcr; fir!'!:
fi~r

deferred

reasonable o:ffer <-~.eeepted.---1-tkhard
Lodge, Queen's Rd .• Weybridge. "

1\a~h

'

Hackenford
[6103

Consult:THE

MAiNS EQUIPMENT.

SOUND

VOR'l'EXION

PEOPLE

I ANNOY
PRODUCTS
(GUY R. FOUNTAIN LTD.)
CANTERBURY GROVE,
WEST NORWOOD,
LONDON, S.E.27.

and Branches.
TelePhone: Streatham 6730 (3 lines)~

Leads Again.

yon•rgxloN
/1'peeified Single Span 1\fodel, 350-100 m.a ..
. 4v. Sa. c . .r., 4v. 2.5a. C.'I'., 4v.
C.'l'.; 25/-,
IP~S

]H.

termmals:, 23/-, less 5-year guarantee 21 /.: power chassi<:,
complete, £3/10; steel chassis only, 7/6; nlso normal
mudel., ,sl,nouckd, at 16/-, speni.al shroudcd choke J 2/6.
11<..XION.-<Jua}Jty ampllfier or super mouodhd,
425·0·425. 120 m.a., 4v. 6·8a. c:r., 4v. 3a. c:r.,
~;"· o la..\ 4v; ~a., super shrouded, cot:e size 2%in.xl.',i2 in.,
2 .:!.% rcgulcttion pnmary engraved Insulated ternnnals,
W('Jght 14lb., 26/-, carriag-e 2/-; normal shroude!l 22·-·
open type, 20/-, post 1 /3; speaker fiehl repla~enH'nf
choke, 16/~; special output transformer, to "W. W."
spec .. 12/6.

yon

vo{~;:~E~ 1I1~~di;;go:~ ~2;tc~\.ai 2~~~ke, 215 ohms. in die

but unequalled. Good enough for a "WircI ".\ll'l'ATE!J,
1<:>!3" \Vnrld " specification is good enough for you.

V 0 ,\{,~J~'.!{ 1~ 1 11 j:.~ ,;~;Jstl 1 ;"~t:,;tl~('~rorc than the- Ch1.•apc~st. but

£170;

Unll.
[6100

SPECIAL NOTE.-Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no answer to their enquiries are
requested to regard the silence as an indication that the
goods advertised have already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite
impossible to reply to each one by post. When sendin~~;
Mlllittances direct to an advertiser, stamp for return
should also be included for use in the event of the
application proving unsuccessful.

£27 8 0

PETO·SCOTT CO.

Twg~~{~~nin~~:is:,:~~,~, i,~~)i~Pl~~~tr~~~~;litei~· v~~;h s~~~~

13

COMPL.ETE Kl.
Comprising Recriver and Amplifier Kit, including complete
set of ro specifred valvf's, but excluding Cab~net.
CasborC.O.D.
Carriagt: Paid.
Or £7 8 Od. deposit and 11 monthly payments of 40/-.

. - DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Readers who hesitate to send monf'y to advertisers
in thr,.se columns mayde~l in perfect safety by avaihng
themselves of our Depostt 5¥stem. If the rnonev be
deposited with "The Wireless World 1 " both pal-ties
are advi:::ed of its receipt.
The tim~ allowed for declsion is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after which pPriod, if buver
decides not to retain goods, they must be returned- to
sender. If a sale is effected, buyer instructs us to remit
amount to seller, but if not, seller instructs us to rf'turn
amo~nt to depositor. Carriage is paid by the buyer,
but m the event of no sale, and subject to then' being
no different arrangement between buyer and seller, Pach
pays carriage one way. The seller takes the risk of loss
o~ _damal:{e in transit, f?r which we take no responsibthty. I• or all transactions up to £ro, a deposit fee of
I/- IS charged; on transactions over .£ro and under
£so, the fee is z/6; over £so, 5/-. All deposit matters
are dealt wtth at Dorset House, Stamford Stret't
London, S.E.r, and cheques and monf'y orde>rs should
be made payable to Iliffe & Sons Limih·d.

VOH'l'EX I0:'-1 Standards Despatched by HC'tnrn

Will handle 50 accumulators in series
at once, with sliding resistance and meter. In steel
cubicle.
TRADE PRICE £8 8 0 net.
Terms arranged,
Models for A.C. and D.C. mains, also H.T. chargers,
with Westinghouse or valve rectification. Chargers
made specially to order.
Send specification for
Quotation.

BATTERY CHARGER.

FEL-ECTRIC RADIO, Garden St., SHEFFIELD

·"Radio Data Charts," A Series of Abacs

vo!ST~~.~~~N Tf;~~:./~~~ n~~~(;lrabt~d ~ultg7~

in

con~trtH'tion

1

G u ~ ~ ~~ ~~;~;~~ nm~J7lt'~~~~(~~t. ~~~H~;;;~ji~
ftet,, as
hy Gnvernment Departmeuts.
m\ldPl gnaran{('etl 5 year;; at extra cost of
ALL Fkcondarit·s Cl'ntl e 'l'apped
1\.S~'d

yo~;~~:E(~)!,~;~·;;~:oig}-~ 0si~r~t~l~~l. i~/~: t~o;f"~h(v·
(Thi:3 advertisement continued on next pageJ

Post free 4/Io

2 to

2
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Mains Equipment.-Contd.
(This ad~·ertisemcnt continued jrotn prerious fHUJC.)
VORTEXION.-F'errocart III, 350-0-350, 60 m.a.. 4v.
2.5 C'l'., 4v 3.5 C.T.; open type 13/6, shrouded
16/·: post 9<1.

voR1TfoX~;J~~:-~ut~"'4 ;m~;:~ i~~eHiJj~ ; 0~h~u';fei~·6 ;4;;

post 1/-.

vol~T~Xla~,N4-;. 3 ~?5~~~~?pcn1 ~~p~1 -~4 i ttsh;m;dect5,3 i'6};;

super shrouded model, weight lllb., 4 filaments to specification, 21/-; post 1 '3.

voi~~,"i~.l~N~~~~04v~r z: 55o,.~r o~~~\y~~.0 1~t;· s~~ou~e;l~

23/·.

yo~;~~~s~~;_A~: 4(~~ ~. ~v~r2,5 ~~~e 1 ;i~e ~%-X 1~lin~a~
5

!Uper job, 2% regulation, 35/-; shroudeU, with terminals;
Jess terminals, 30/-; open type, 26/-; post 1/3.

V \To~~~l(b~. 1i1J~ ~~r~~~~-r~~rs~w~. ~2~:so~· 2~ge~~1~~:
01

60 watts, 9/-; post 9d.; 120 watts, shronded 1216, o~n
type 10/6, post 1/·; 200 watts, shroucted 16/6, post 1/·;
2,000 watts . .-t4/10.
vol~;~~.XION 1,000-watt Transformers; £4/10, carriage
0

V RJ~~~J~~;

3

fS1;. "!t
12/6 shroudcd

6

1

~5~ ~n.aC,ho2~·~· oY~~~;, i~h/6 ·~P~~

type,
von'fEXION Transformers 1\Iade to Yonr Specification:
6

unles;ri~-~t~~~~rdJ~o~~~~-~ ~;;~~J~d ; v·sp~~i:Jen~ ~o~~U~n~ rib~

_return.

Jri le4. Droaf~~·li

voR.JJ;~b\?Jan, (~:w\9HR.Pef!"Lb~~~y

1

8

SE~'5~~~~{ee~r~~;~e~~e ~~~~~~~~d ~l~verYni~~rs~~ge ii~f.

10

1

S ERt!~~~r P~~ke~sr;e~koeJei~u~f ~~~, -~ ~wra~i~ai{~ab~~fo~~~~~
for Class B, etc., 32 i 6.
SEI!!~{~~e; EZ~i-~peaker,

S E~~~s~~Xft ~~~a s~:~~f

2,500

ohm

field,

etc.,

very

~n;~~l~~;~ tin;~,~;~d i~: 1\ob a!:J~tr~

type F reads A.C. or D.C. accuracy 2%, back leads 6f.·
each; send for details of our full range.
TR~~:UR PEPPER, !'75, ::\Ioseley Rd., Dirmin~~~~i
11

TA~;re~,LY.~oJ 0 !faL~t~iu~ ~[~~:. ~~~~- ~~~ 1~1!:· s~f{~~i!

for trickle eh a rgers, 1 i 3 each.-~Bla('kwell's Metallurgical
\Vorks, Ltd. Garston, LiverpooL
[5039
0

1

H ~~!~~~iZs~a~~~l~l~ ~~:: fia\\erlce:\~~ t~fg~~d~n~t~~~eec~~s~
aluminium clamps and clearly marked terminal strips are
fltted to all modeb; write for hst.
0

H ~~~E~~P~'o~~S~n~l~~~ nf:;t u~:d~ratYl~eeg1;sft~r a ~n~sc~
many well-known set manufacturers after testing all
others.
OYNE'S.-" \V.\V.
transformers, wound strictly to
spel'ifi('Htion of author; "W.W." test reports, June
22nd : "The insulation is particularly good throughout
. . the transformer is satisfa:-tory in a1l respects."

eab;

H

Hor~~·si)~~;u;h:3p;uli / 3 gu~l;~~j·s a~~~i~er9 1~~a~~!~r~3 ~;

CABINETS.

M A11T FACTL"RERS'

ACHIEVEMENTS?

U

SET

18 months ago we introduced the
Hartley Turner loud speaker. Nowadays, we find almost every post
bringing letters from customers who
express their gratitude at being
able to buy an instrument which
has given th£m a new interest in
reception.
Every Hartley Turner
user has, at some time or other,
possessed speakers which were
perftct-according to the makers.
A man does not lightly throw away
a speaker for which he may haye
paid anything up to £10. All Hartley
Turner users have done so.

RADIOGRAM Cabinets; 37/6 upwards
SPEAKER Cabinets; 4/6 upwards.

SE~p sel;~~;~~.t):a~sr ~!n )~o~~~f !ae~~li~-~~~e~\~oi!~~i~~~~~ 1 ~i~;

~toeks

~.:o

9/6, post 9d.

H0~~)~~~·3t"·~~~fys:h~~e n\~~~s~7~~~erPosl2~~·-

post 1/·;

}<;~~~-

0

H 0 roN~~s:-~z~:~-~ u~I· ~3.: n:~tth ~",;tr~ . t;;'v. ~ · t~v. z.~

2

5

winding, 12 1 6, post 1 /·.
OYNE'S.-Ferrcwart lll, 358·0·350v.

60·70 m.a., 4v.

2 to 3a., 4v. 2 to 4a., 12;6, post 11·; with extra
H
4v. 1 to 2a. \vinding. 13/6, post 1/.
OYNE'S.-500·450·0-450-SOOv. 140 m.a .. 4v. 2 to 4a.,
4v. 4 to 6a., 4v. Za., 4v 24., 27;6, post 1/3;
H
weight lllb.
OYNE'S 'J'ransfornwrs, built tc
up to
1 K.V.A., keenest prices, best materials and work·
H
manship; quotation hy return.
M ..Jo:,~;~~i \t~;~k;, ~.E~Iai!~~~~~s:~~~~,!i,I!ct~~:
"'Perifica~.io:~s

0

3.W.l9.

Tel.: Liberty

3303.

[6079

0

0

A .C~t~~e D~~ql5~~~~~l~~ / tly~a~~o; ~n~el;~t:~i!; in Psrl~:~ ~
all sizes;" Brown's Generometer,. battery superseders. .for

0

JI.T. 1or 2v. or 6v. input, 37!6 and 52/6; teleVlSlOH
and sewing machine universal motors, 25/-: lists.EJeetraJix Hadios, 218, Upper Thames St., E.C.4. [0398

ARAMOUNT Mains Transformers are Equal to Any,
yet unequillled in price; guaranteed
12 months,
Hnd manutaeturetl from the finest British materials;
they are fitted with ·mart aluminium shroud& and frames,
all .filaments centre~ tapped; finest quality insulating paper
between each layer, and thoroughly tested before leaving
our works.

P

for

0

0

PAJ!~~M4~~r~;., 5 ~~: 0 -~?5~~; shr~~ de3~ ~~~~e~;g ~;f~a~;:

2l/-; open, 18/- post 1/3.

50

PA~!1~M4~~~~~a-~i~gj.e 1~~~nsh;~~:1~J, s~-re;2~d ~~~~a~;:

super regulation, 1816, post 1/-.
5

20

4

2

PAJ;~~-~!:.N~tr~l~~i~(l ~cvr"e;n ~ d n~;1i~a r~. i~i~: ~~-st -:i~:
pA~~~}~~~~~:l~f,of2~5.0vpo~2

g':J:a.,

2

2 1

M

0

1

Colvern Ferrocart colls, Polar condensers, and variable
Mu valves; price £9; there is no greater value on the
market, irrespective of prke.

PA:~~<~OT1NT

Hai1!;,ns 6;}:ra~~~or~fi:[J·

R.W.l9 (nne minute from
Liberty 3226.

{rc~.~ufW~~rb{!do~

'Wimbledon Station).

Tel.:
(5998

SALE

~Ior~el50'~

o~·fc·r

~::t

TRANSMITTING APPARATUS.
!·7r5
X T.'\L~.
-- t •. S"\! .\ .,

bnry,

Yvrk~.

m.<·., 4 6: 3.5 m.e., 6-'-; an:v frcquenf'y.
EB, ~uolhill Terr;we Cra<'k(•nedge, J)ews[6113

VALVES.

A Llfir:l~.~-t~~7t~~~ oifn}!~~~~ u~rea'~t~~~lwrir an V a Ives in Stock:
2 4 7, 2fff: 3°8° 39~ 78, 7s.: ~7. 4;18. z :i4. ~l.' 3~~· 2 ~~·
83, 43, 10:.:::/-; 25Z5 14 6; li.X.l71A, U.X.l99, U.X 280•
1

9

18

59

6

1

U.X.245

u.X.226,

U.Y.227,

7/6;. U.X.250,

U.X:2l0:

U.Z.23l, 1713; U.X.S€7 photo:-:-ell-", 2:1/-; various transmitting va1ves in sh)c).,; post raid; casn with order or c.o-d.

W ~\l)h~~e2~1d11 ~lb~ ;~1 ~s70 rarringdon
1

St., LotH.ion. ~~~ ~

2

FR ~~;~~~\~-t ~J~-. A~;r;1ei~1i~~~nrd~ n;~. 4~on-ring vai I·~~~o:ti
S U ~~-~?t,e?i. ~~~.1 vi~.·I~ ~ ll l~.l~~~~d 1 11~e;v1 ~u;~~tt~:;;'we~· p~.'P. ~~

used for every test.
PRICE

\'CS.-

£1

2, 6;

6;
(lfller, nr
&85, Tyhurn

and f?Pntodes, 3/9: A.C. mains. 4-volt 1 amp.,
3 ~; pmver, 4:-; S(Tcens a ud pentodes,
rectifier_~, 3 6; postage paid, ("ash with

o;·er 10/-.-Clarion Hadio
Erdington, Birmingham.

Valve

Co.
[61 1S

RE\IIER St:PPLY STORES Announce the Purchase
P
o! the Complete Stock o~ a \Vorld Famous Contincnta.l
valve manufacturer; all the lollowing standard main types
h~l1y gu,lr,tntcell, 4 6 e:t~·h; 11., JJ.L., L. power, medium,
h1gh, low mag., anJ: n n;tb!c mu srrccn grids, one three
and four \\·att A.C. ou~put, dirrctly lte<1tcd peulodcs', 250v.
60 m.a. full w<n_e rcdJ!Jen, d.c. t:rp('S, 20v. 18 amp., ilia~
ments, sneen gnd H, ILL. pD\Tcr.

!yp~s of Mitroplwnes to
Prices from s/6. Special
InstructiFe Leafit:t "W" Free.

TH~at~;' ~(~~~~N~fcr:ry[~;· ,~ 1 ~ 2~u·;;l:a.35r~1Ji ~;~·e m;~Cli!~~;J
1

RADIOS,

2~-'S \Yatt indircrtly lH',tted prntode_

TH~rl. k S;~in2g26~~~;~i~~~ ~~:P~;·, :i~ k1~ 5~B. ~b~·
0 1

1'deplwne: Arenue 4611.

Second Edition

~s~·i3

Mnvin~

RECORDS

Set of Ten

London,

rtah ,1\lidget.~. 2,500, at 14/6 (l!.S.A.); Hnlas F.6 (7:>,4in.
tliametf·r), 2,5~0 ohms (110-175v. J).C.\, 0,500 ohms (200250\'. D.C.), list 35 -, at 18 : F.7 '9in.), voltages as in
F.-6. lbL 47 6, at 25 ·; permanent ma~~nets, F.6P.M., T";:{in.
drameter, Ii:-:t 49 6, at 28 -; F.7P.,\'. (9in.), list £3, at
33:.; tnergi,etl speaker;:;, incnrporat·~ humbu(·ker,, state
jf for power nr pcntnde.--DegaJliers, 4,'21, U:p!lel" Marylehnne St., Lond.,n, W.l.
[6130

218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4.

"1Vi1eless Direction Finding"

I;~~~~~:i~', ~i~~e~~~~~

EGAJ... LIERS
:\fanuf;wtur("'r.,· 1934 boxed
D
Su_rplu:-:, P'l:'iitJvely h,;t J<Jt until October, all carriage p;ud, ca:-:h with order nr c.rul.
("oil ;.peakers:

READY

ELECTRADIX

VA l ~~?t~~~r~Li ;.;r:\J~:r"lr:~ v;~ XB,r.e~~~~-~'~n(l;r

l'one 17 6: lOin. ("CUe 23·-; mains cuergisrd
2,500 or 6,500, 1Cin.
23/"; 7m. C>lllC 1Si3; brand
new, with humbtl\'king
; state pnwer or pentode trans"
forn~er: un_u::;ed mam_lfa\'lurcr~· stock; immediate delivery,
<·arr1age PHld, ('R::-;h_ Wlth order r1r c.o.d -~Vauxhall rtilities,
163a, ~trand, \V.C.2. Temple llar f•333.
[6136

wit all.
Transmitters Hand

24 Hours; carriage

15'6; 7in.

lre make 25

5

PA~~~eM~~a~~·--;!:ii;:r,f~~it~et~~ia ~o~ :~g ~6[{ s~~~~~;:

1\ T~~~i~';'l~~~h t~~-i~ill oVJl~~r~rW/~~~~1

w 1}}!~Pll~:~l(~ rJ;,I:~:·u~r~; l~~~rd.ngdov St.,

The famous Eilsel Public Address
and Band Mike (Reisz principle)
55/-. Highest quality uniform
response. Can be obtained from
us only.
Worth £5, but Our
Price, 55/-. Stand 15/~ extra.
Screened imped matched transformer, 7/6.

PAf~f'~~~~'~d!~~ ~;~8i;~' or 10 4v. 12a., 4v. 2-4a,

6v. field,

r~t~ti~t~>r~ve,

for 100-250v.
AG)IA \"OX D.C.l52 (9in. cune), 22/6; l\"Iagnavox 154
(6l.tin. cunP), 16!3: all with hutr-Uueking coils, power
t1f pentotle transformer;, anti 2,500
or 6,500-ohm field.::>;
l\Iag:hav ..lX P.M.254, 18/-.

For Testing, Speaker, Set and Microphone.
Th:ese Gramo. Records arc all cut to constant amplitudes and
the harmonic <'on tent is less than 5 per cent.
Disc 99, 1000 cycles per Sf'C. two-minute band; for general test.
Disc 98, 5000 and nooo cycles per sec. one minute of caeh.
Disc 971 Short bands of 20, 30, 40, 50, f,O, 70 cycles per sec.
Disc 96 Short bands of 80, 90, 100, 125, 150, 175.
Disc 95: Short bands of 200, 250, aoo, !!50, 400, 450.
Disc 94, Short bands of 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000.
Disc 93 Short bands of 1250, 1500, 1750, 2000, 2250, 2500.
Disc 92'1 Short bands of 2750, 3000, 3250, 3500, 3750, 4000.
Disc 91 Short bands of 4250, 4fl00, 4750, 5000, 5250, 5500.
Disc so: Short bands of 5750, 6000, 62:i0, 6500, 6750, 7000.

Condensers,

RECORDERS.

Bradford, York;;;.
[6105

360, Manchester Rd ..

2 7 j 6!
£2 I_I}:~.: !(:~~n~}~t~l. wfll7a~~~~

and if any benefactor to a Technical College
sends. us a cheque for, £900, we will accept
this low figure to clear.
Send stamped envelope for this List please.

post 9d.

PAl~~r O~Jf~.T sogv1~a ~e~~.ed 316~1~;~~1.vit\~

~~?(;~

LOUD-SPEAKERS.
! 5 !t~1-t~t~~df 0r;e~·~-"~~'l~,~~~-1;·~~c.spcakcr~,

as this was larger than expected and printing
delayed.
However, the Laboratory List is

1

1 M-lOo M~lt·?.~ (ir~r-~\~r :glil~~~~r~t;;t?";.o~:(Rtio~~lt1~~i

\Vheelwright,

COMPLETE LIST
OF APPARATUS

PAf ~6~ ~;.~~~~'hokes 30h. 60 m.a., 5/·, post 9d.; 20h.

(6101

w fi~~~~;~~~et~~\i1\~~at~~~l:~:(~f~-;t C~~nd:crat~·!~t AJf7' 1~-~;-

Our apologies are due for delay with

PA!~~~~,~:~~,1~o £~~~~tt~~ ~.sr~~g ~~!tl ~~-l.~ 0sh~~~-J;Jvi 2 1-~

-67, Porter St., Huil.

GRAMOPHONES, PICK-UPS,

£2,000

4v. 1·2a .. 4v 2-4a.,

I7\/~ ;T a~~;~\~~;,t~~~ig~~(y !~~~~ll~~. :~~~ 6~i~~~ ;t~l~)oU~\;;;:

2

Telephone: HOUnslow 1854.

2 I'6

0

160 m.a., £5; Cr.vpto, 220v. input to 200v. A.C., 440
watt::;, £5; ~Jortley !-lr.rague double ct:rrenl generator, 12v.
7.5 amps., 1,050v. 120 m.a., £4/1.0; c.ncma Epoch speaker,
£4; four Amplinn P.A. horn:; an( units, 17/6 each;
four 'l'ruvrJx h;lrns, 101 · e:H'll; ~ix Exponential Truvox
horns, in waterproof boxe;;., 37/6 each; two Browns movmg:
coil lwrn ~m its, £2 ea("h; three Film [ndustry units, L.S.6,
£4/10 ca('h; Western 555\V. unit. £9; two Western
4211D. valve':\, new £2 each.-IJavi:; Sound System;.o, 154,
Hamlet Court Hd., \Ve::,tdiff.
[6143

Thornbury Rd., lsleworth, Mdx.

Per Record

[0431

P u~~;~~(~o~~ctX~(Y:" 3~u ~:;;~:::-.f~~n~~~~~.rl·a~~~ i~i:m\ I~ ~6o~~

HARTLEY TURNER RADIO LTD.,

A new needle s h o u Id be
PRICE

free.-~Gilbert,

£14; bugain, £5.---Bold:::n, 4, St. John"s Ternu·e, C1ayhill,
Enfield.
[61(}7

T gna. (D.C. Model)
and
8 gna. (A.C. Model)

FREQUENCY

1

DYNAMOS, ETC.

R

All we can say is: If you can find
a loud speaker which distorts less
than the Hartley Turner, then you
ought to buy it. We sell ours at

NOW

3

box baffle, rcrommended by t!1e B.B.('., post
Cabinet ::\'Taker, Swindon.

Our rapidly rising sales have proved
that there is a market for a welldesigned speaker of " musicianly "
quality. Other makers are now
making an appeal with higher priced
speakers with the pluperfect reproduction. Well! Well! Well!

LABORATORY

of over lOO different types; from 316 tv £4/10.

R
to Previor'!.., Ad\'ts. for Detailed JjsL of BarH • LLo~~J~;l;~v.~~d 'l'~t: ~~S~i. ~:Ji:· EU~ware [6~~2
I T~~~r~'~{~A.J'rlf<~s ,L!~\i t~ ei;~i~i~i;!rir e7~ ~~~~! (~a~:~ei:o:(~

20 henrys, 7 I 6, post 9d.

OYN}!;'S.-Single span, 15/·, r:()st 1/-; choke, 10
H OYNE'S.-Everyman
henrys, 7/6, rc·st 9d.
A.C. super. transfc.rmer, 12/6,
H OYNE'S.--A.V.C'.
post 11·; choke, 10 henry2, 7,. 6, post 9d.
Straight }'ot.r transformer, 18/·,
H post 1/3 i choke, 26 henrys 1 n ... a., 140 ohms,

Clearance.

LTRA "Panther," a moJcrn cabi·1ct, with contrasting
figure·l walnut veneer panels 20x17xll, 13/6;
pedestal typt-, 35x22x12, 301-, undrilled; phGLo sent on
reque.:;t.
and Sp.r:aker Cabinets; 5/· tt)nvards.

•
171

'

pR~~~~~m.s¥,~flS STORES, 20 and 22, 1Iig~ s \,

Post free

2I

/9

60 1

}ULY 20TH,

THE WIRELESS WORLD

1934·

'ADVERTISEMENTS.

Components-, Etc., tor Sale.-Contd.

COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE.

R.y ALL'S

RADIO, 33, Chancery Lane, London, W.U.2
(nearest Tube: Chancery Lane; 'bus 67 passes door,
tram to Savoy St.). Holborn 3529. Open Saturday
Close 7 p.m., Saturday 5 p.m., 1~hursday ;..:losed

R

UNIVERSAL

S

SINGLE- SPAN

B
B kc, s, 30 ;-; postage
3-coil unit::; on base-, with

THE COMPLETE RANGE

1, 3; sets British Radwph:One
tuminals, wave change, switch
and knob, 2 II.F., 8;9; B.P. superhet 110 kc,s, 8/9,
pustage 9d.
ERROCART Coils, Gl-2-8, 25;-; G!0-14-8, 25/-; all
with mains switd1.
.C.C. 0-1 Non-inductive Tubular Condensers, l?(.l. eaeh,
350v.; 'l'.C.C. electnlytie 15 mfd., 50v., 1/4, new;
T.C.C. 0.01 mica, type M, 1/-; T.C.C. 0.0001, type M,
5d · H lVI V condenser blocks, 250v. working, 4x4 mfd.,
3/6; 4-x4x.1xlx% m!d., 4,'-; T.C.C. 0.1x0.1, 450v.
working, 1/6.
ELSBY Non-indw·,tive Con?enserR, bakelite cased, ~
m.f., 250vw., 3/-; Ryall s 4 m.t., 250v.w., 2/-.
750v.w., 6/6~ Dubilier, 2 m.f. 250-y.w., 1,16; Duh~iler
electrolytic, 450v. peak, 3/-, 8 m.f.; d1tto, 4 m.f.
NlKNOBS, Polar 2-g~ng, new,. brown,_ 8/-, with cover,
. 9 1 6; Polar disc dnve, complete w1th Polar No. 4
0.0005 condenser, listed 9 -; 4/- the t~o; R. a~Hl A. type
output transformers, 18-23-32-1, new, !51-; Paxohn forme~s,
with guiders, lin., Sd.; R.l. Hyperm1te tr~-nsformers, ,61·,
-se<·ond-hand; R.I. Para feed transformers, 51-, second-h~·~d.
ADIOPHONE Disc Drives, less eS?uteheon, fit 5!1slll.
"pindte, read 0-100 from left to ngnt; 1 6 post free.

of Bulgin Components is ren~wned
for consistent quality and efficiency.
For years they have been Specified
and recommended by designers of
u Wireless World" Receivers.
Required for~the Single-Span.
Screened H.F. Choke. List No. H.F.8.
Power L.F. Choke.
List No. L.F.15.
Valve-holders.
5 and 7- pin chassis
mounting types.
Bullls. 2 volt 0.06 amp. Type H.
Knobs with pointer. List No. K6.
5-Pin Plugs. List No. P3.
Resilltances. A complete series for all
Single-Span receivers.
Fixed Condensers. All capacities speci-

F
T

H
U

R
R.
[6118
24.
DMAY RADIO EXCHANGE Offers the Following,
M I!~ound
and perfect; t:ash with order or c.o.d.

OV~Ii_I_1 ER-BRANDES "Kolstar" 7-valve A.C,. Maill;s
R~eiver, complete with valves awl mpVIng coil

speaker in solid walnut cabinet, valves used bemg 3 Mullaru S.4.V.B.s, MazLla A.C.2:H.I.., A.C.,H.L., A.C.jPen;
a]so Philips redifier, suit.a?le for roams of 200 ?~O volts,
offered in brand new cond1t10n at the very low pnce of £7.
EKCO Mains enits.
YPE K12, suitable if?r sets Uf! to ~ valves, outpu~
150v 12 rnilliamps, mcorporatmg tnekle charger fo1
2 4 nr 6~ aecurnulators 200-250v. mains; 35/- each.
'YPE. A·.C.25, l~utput ~50v. 25 mi~liamps, having 4 t.a.ppings, 2 vanable, hsted at £3 ,' 17/6; our net prH e,

T
T'
~i)E K.25, output 150v. 25 milliamps having 4 tapT
pings, 2 variable, .with charger: for 2, 4 or 6v. ac·
cumulator, listed at £5/7(6; o.nr pnce 39 ·each.
JlECIAL Offer Ji"erranti Tnductor Dyna.rnk
cml
S equal and in fact better than cheap movmg
speakers; 20:- each.
.
34 Fcrrauti " Lancastria, "
Rei'elver. ,cotn·
with valves boxed; £8tl0, hsted.<tt £14;.3r6.
19 34plete
Cossor Model 347 4-valve A.C. Mams Recerv:er,
moving
and complete with
19 with
valve~~ 1J~Ssor :\Jodel 342 3·valve .Batter.Y Receiver, ~:om19
plete with valves n.nd movmg cml speakt>r, h::;tetl
£7i2 6; our net price £4;2;6.
AHCONI Model 260 4-:valve
Rece!ver, complete
£5.
M.. wifh valves and movmg coil speaKer;
331

THERE'S SATISFACTION IN
BUILDING WITH BULGJN
GUARANTEED COMPONENTS
Pull details of all the above oom.pont>ntx are git•en on
pages 12-17. 18-~H. 23, •J6, :!7, 5l-i'i3 qf our 80-page

(Ja141.ogue No. 153 '' W."

Superli~t

t'Oil

~peaker

~attery,

ARCONf Model 252 3·va1ve Batte:r:-y Receiver,
M
plete with valves, in walnut cabmet, sereen
pentode output, limited number only; £3,15 ea.ch.

comgrid,

Batter~

Model 248 ?·valve
Reee1ver, wi.th
Ives and speaker,
walnut cabmet;
6 each,
M AHCONI
limited number only,
ELSEN Super Selective Six Receiver, 6-valve superhet
battery operated, including valves; £5.
TPECIAL
Offer: I..otus AB-power Units, giving H.T.,
LT., and grid bhts, {'Omplete and brand new, for
S
mains of 200-250v.; 37 I 6 e<leh.
ARLJ•;Y A.V.C. Units, 5;- eacl\; Wearite ditto, 51each· Multitone Class "B" adaptor, less valve,
V
22,6. valv'f' s·-; Varley Nieore I transformer, 9/6; hyper.
vH

251

1n

choke,

lt.T.l,

10: -;

Audirad

ehoke,

4/6;

Enclose 2d. postage.

NAME .............. ,,, .... ,, ............... _.,,,,, ... , ... , .. ..
ADDRESS ................................................. ..

A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD., Alllley Road, Barking, Essex
London Showrooms:(), ro, II, Cur.'iitorSt., Chancery Lane, E.C. 4

A L~ng ;:~,~JerTe~t~i~:ilt&~~ri;~al~ithTrte~~~~;l~ler~onhn~~~
1

tions. input 200-250v., 40·100 cycles, aU windings paper
interleaved.
pRJJ:'M.IER H.T.7 'rransformer, output 135v. 80 m.a.
for volt.age doubling, 8/6; 4v. 3-4a., C.'r. L.'r., 2/extra; 'vith W.estmghouse rectifier giving 200v. 30 m.a./
17/6.
pREMTER H.T ..8 and 9 Transformers, 2,50v., 60 m.a.,
and 300v. 60 m.a. rectified, with 4v. 3-Sa. and 4v.
1-2a. C.T. L.'r. and screened primary, 10/-; with Westing.
house rectifier, 18/6.
REMU;R H.'r.10 Transformer, 200v. 100 m.a., rectified, with 4v. 3-5a.~ and 4v. 1·2a. C.T. L.'r. and
screened primary, 101-; with We~tinghouse rectifier, 19/ 6.

P

pR~~~~~v.M;_i~:. T;;.ns~~;:.:er:~. o~:J:~~t (;:F-~~'i'~~v.wi~g

screened primary; 10 I-.
REMIER Mains 'l'ransiotmers, output 350-0-350v. 90
m.a., 4v. 3-5a., 4v_ 2-3a., 4v. 1-2a. (all C.T.),
with ~creened primary; 101-.

P

pR~~!~~O~~~~t'[;ra~J~.rmers, 100-110/20Q.250v. or vice

S
P~~~~~m?~~r i~~u~ai~~l~~f~:me:~0-2~:.~fa~~~~;~i
180-0MlSO volts 40 m.a., 4v. 1 amp., 4v. 3 amps., 4/6;

wEf[E!~, E4~EC1T2~I? 4~ai~~;:~~it;,'~~;~:o:~go~-.3~~0
200-0-200v .. 4v. la., 4v. 3a., 4/6.

m.a.., 4V. 3-Sa., 4v. 2-.!a .• 4v. 2-3a~, 4v. la.~ C.'f., 4v. la.
C.'l'., 19/6; 1,000-0-l,OOOv. Z50 m.a., 4v. 3a, C.T_, 4v. 3a_
C_T., 49/6, 2,000-0-2,000 150 milliamps. 49/6.
REMIER L.'l'. Charger Kits~ consisting of Premier
transformer and Westinghouse rectifier, input 200~
250v. A.C., output 8v. 11~
14/6; Sv. 1 amp.,
17/6; 15v. 1 amp., 19/-; 6v. 2 amp., 2716; 30v. 1 amp.,
37/6, 2v. % amp., 11/-.

amp.,

COLJ5~~0 h\~hm~u!~it~' c;i~~~~nga~~ Av·~·n~:t~r0nr~ot

49/·:

withot;~t

volume control, 46/-.

B .T.NrarJ~~~~~~~d J~~~~.t,i~~o-~~b~.; (~o~·- ~~~blef2~ctric

Gramophone 1\fotors, 100-250 volts A.C. or D.C .•
B .T.ll.
specially recommended for D.C .• complete; 30/-.
E DI~~~ B~ahDo~~r1~.t~bl~nga~a~~fh(~~~in~~.to~s, r:W~
sound job; 15J·.
\
.
S P~~:A~ 1 ~~ffe~P oftaWJ~~oo'cio~h~~ 5 ~e:~~~an~es~a~ta~a!!~

value up to 15,000 ohms, 1/6; 15 watts, any value up
to 50.000 ohms, 2/·; 25 watts. any value np to 50,000
ohms, 2/6.
0

wound semi variable

resistances,

c~rry

150

m.a.,

CENa~~~!J~: 2~~~e~~~~h~:~· wfr~,0~2~n~:~·7~ 0 ' ~meg.
1

First and Foremost!

CLIX

Specified for every one of the

"Wireless

World "

pof:;h~ s~;::~ej,a~~l~~ct~Yt~s~r~~~l;s. 3-gang condensers.
OR2~~N~t~1~~~s~~t?2~5d~1Z~~ie;1s~rs, with ~nob dial,

A l\f~~~~A4~1 I~il}~nft~n~k~R~ ~~~~=n~~~rio;·i~~r!;!~d

with uniknob trimmer, 316; Polar Bakelite eondensers,
complete· with knob, 0.00015, 0.00035, 0.0003, 0.0005,
1! -.
OR~~~sD vf;~~e!l~hs, t~{;},t;;;~rs~-~~~g semi shielded, 2/6;

M A~.~~v~i.'ms~)·~·m~

SINGLE-SPAN
RECEIVERS

i5 3.~s2°hM~gni; 1 ~:5oJl·~·~!~:

5

3716, all ('OmpJete with, humbucldng coils; please state
whether power or Pentode required; A. C. conversion kit
for above types~ 10/-; Magna.vox P.M. 7in. cone, 18/6.

R ELr!:t\~te~.
~~~~~:~g~o~i~ P~~t~oiJ~i~<~~t:~: i~~~u~~;:~~
.
ELIABLE Interva1ve Transformers, 2 /-; m nit i ratio
R output transformers, 4/6; Amplion L.S. ruits, 1/6.
WE!T.~~~-: ~L~S.~~Rl~; ~o~f.~s~r1s:: ~~~v~,. ~~~t~~!·. i
m!., 11-; 2 mf., 1/6.
316

Westmgh~)~le~

T·c·~eak~:l&t~~:,ti~/-?o~d:f~r~r ~s~f .. ~~~kj_ng~·or~f2;,

3!-; 15 mf. 50v. working, 1/-; 25v. working, 25 mf., 1/3;
6 mf. 50v. working and 2 mf. lOOv. working, 6d. ·

T·ci~'oo~~n~~~:r~~. ~~~;-4 ~f~ir.~oo2v. m~~·rk\~~.: 18/M_mt
H·~o":i x~~~~~~~~r41~~o~·x;~r1k!~gX1~~;~ 1 ~lg~ 1 x lxO.l
~~~~~a~e~i~rem;::;s Cco~~l~nba~1tl{"?~stt!cic~

THE

V A~p~i:

'PHO:"E: Clissold 5001.

tions and diagram, 2/6.

QPEN All Day 'fhursday, closed on Saturdays.
[
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PREMIER.
HI£~IIER SUPPLY S'fOHES O,ffer the Following Set
Manuiaeturen;' Surplus New (.oods at a Fract1o~ of
the Original Cost: all goods gu~ranteed perfect, carriage
paid over 5/-, under 5/. ea rnage forward. LF'.S. and
abroad, ('arriage extra.
PECIAL Offer of P.M. and Energised l\I.C~ Speakers,
from well-kno'wn gramophone manufadurer.
YPE 10971G, 9in_ diameter, 115 ohm field, 120-200
rn.a., with power output transformer, handle 4 watts;

P

S
T
l ~~·PE 10971C, 9in. uiameter, 2,000 ohm field, 40-70
'I
m. a., Pentode transformer, handles 4 watts; 17 J6.
YPE 10955F, 9in. diameter, 11,650 ohm field, 20-30
T
nut., auditorium type po\ver transformer, handles
HI watts; 30/-.
10955H, 9in. diameter, 115 ohm field, 350-400
T YPE
nut., auditorium type Pentode transformer, handles
10 watts; 30/-.
4480B, 9in. diameter, perlJ?.anent magnet,
T YPE
4
7
speech c01l, 13/6; Mult1 ratw
transformer, 4/6 extra.
7

Clix Chassis Mounting

VA 1;Ii~;' !ftr· i~~~;~~v:s <f~il:ri:i~f!i· c~~~gns~a~~·6_com

VALVEHOLDERS

PR~~~l~~g: B;<;~~~~~~d~.l~Je~;ss. ~~;6~~ o~~~~· ~l~!~

7-Pin ....

1/•

5-Pin....

9d.

The u Wireless World " also specifies
Clix latest perfect contact component.

THE CLIX
VALVE CAP

CONNECTOR
Five required for the
Universal Single-Span
Receiver.
Obtainable from. all dealers.

oh~1s

sc~.;;,~:,::;.~ i!L~e '6~~~":ry~y 1

?;.• of

the Largest Manu-

0-1, 0-5 amps.; all at 6/-,

A ~~~L;~~s. s~;ct{J~~t

0

;nf~f~~~r;is~ 1 eatn~ ~·~~i?~~a~f

original eost, for eallers.

Tna:ha~~i~lo\:\~~ h~~d~~s. ~:, g~c~~ ~-~i:,' ~cr~=~c£ 0s~e:!~~
6

grid leads; any va,lue l~watt wire end resistances, wire
-end condensers. 0.0001 to 0.1 trimming condensers, BuJgin
3~amp. mains switches,
pLEASE Send for F'uJly Illustrated Catalogue.

pR~~ti!:R ~·~~Jr,~~e ,s'fg~!~ia~o,2 ~illl s~~a;~;{'h~:;::

tion. CJaoham North Undenuound.
GILBER'l' INDUS'l'RIES, Ltd.

f6010

0

PA~?fLw~~Te~~ii!i~:s :u~h ~s 1 11s~~:l i~~~e;~.f. x~~1~~

?-andl~s

wat~s,

6

w~~~00~ o~~~~. ~~~~nthoo~~J~~~. oh~~~o~/-: ot~do ;h~

F

Mildmay Grove, London, N.l.

column.)

~;~Wfain:S~ ~l;s.ky;_~ ~.JJg cll~!~n1~56; 3gs hi;iiu!~'~6s;

60
20 hys., 2/9.

wire
21-.

1716; Ferranti transformer for same, 61 6,
Varley ditto, 5/-.
ERROCART G1, G2, G3, 25/-; F1, F2, F3, 25/·; GlO,
Gl!
Gl2, til3, 32!6; Culvern K21. K22,. K23
mperhet ~oils, 12/· set; ColvE>rdynes, ., - each; Radwpaks
band pass superbet, 30/- each.
Above Post or Carriage Paid.

24'

firs~

resist.ances a.nd dic1.gram, 120v., 20 m.a .. , 20/·; tricklf
charger a;. extra; 150v. 30 milliamps, with 4v. 2-4
amps C.T. 1.-.'1'., 25/-; trickle charger 6!6 extra; 250v.,
60 milliamps with 4v., 3-5 amps C.'f_ L.T., 30/-; 300v.
60 m.a. with 4v., 3.5 amps, 3716: 200v. lOO m.a., 39/6.
pREMU~H Chokes, 40 milliamps, 25 hys., 4/-; 65 milli·

P

Send for 80-page Catalogue No. 153 " W "

Speak~r~,

1

\ore

fied.

*

from

ELW:s~i!i~~se K~~~'tal in~!~~;;r:r, t1_~(;~~.rm~~nd~!~e~:

for the

E'l' l.?epairs, auy commc>rcial or an.l<l:teur built set_ serviecd, at "Trade" prices, Bnt1sh or Amencan,
satisfaction guu.ranteed.
Rl'fl8H Radiophone Volume Controls, with mains on~
olf switch, new, 5,000, 10,000, 15,000, 20,00<1,
50,000, 100,000, 2;6 each.
Rl'l.'lSH Radiophone Radiopaks: B.P. superl~et 1~0

contin~ted

(This ad'Vertiscrnent

BULCIN

1

K

:J

Lectro Lfnx Ltd., 79a,Rochester Row,London, S. W.1.

(This adt'ertisement continu(!d in third colunw.)

., Elementary Principles of Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony"

ete., etc.; they include round, cheese and countersunk
head's, and with every parcel we in elude 1 gt oss assorted
nuts free. 5/. ~ post paid.
Gr~.~~~~:s~~.n~;~~'!:IES, Ltd., 519, London Rct, ~!~~t

7

Third Edition

Post free

8/~

~

THE WIRELESS WORLD

:ADVERTISEMENTS.

components, Etc., ror Sale.-Contd.

}ULY 20TH,

Components, Etc., for Sale.-.-Conttl.

components, Etc., for Sale.-Contd.

PEARL & PEARL.

WOBGR::-1 H.ADIO Offer Following New Purchase:-

DON'T Miss These \Vonderful Bargains.

Electric Microphones, brand. new and boxed,
W ESTER:-;
listed at 18 6 each, super sem:.itive, 2 6 each; trans-

E Ko~?v;t~

3

1 1

inp~-t0 .zo~~/~1 ~ a;~r:;. ~gd~hoA~~<·.r;~. ~~ri~ti~

S.G. tapping; variable 50,'80 volt tapping; 120;150 volt
tapping; li~t price £3 ,' 17/6; our prit:e 35/-.
ODEL K.25 as A.C. 25, but includes in addition an
L.'l'. charger for 2-4-6-volt accumulators; list price
£5/7/6; our price 45/-.
Bishopsgate, London, E.C.Z. All the fol1_owing
,
bargains guaranteed new goods. Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage paid.
'fRIO'l'HON 4-po!e _ _Balanced _Armature Speaker, Units,
type "B," sens1t1ve, Leautlful tone; llst 2216; our
price 6/11.
OLAR 2-ganged ScrE'ened Condenser.;:, with trimmers,
pilot lamp holder, calibrated scale an(l escutcheon;
list 27/6; cur price 8/11.
.
ISSEN Pkk-ups with \"olume Control Incorporated; hst
15/-; OtH price 0, 11.
ISSEN Drum Dials, hair 1ine tuning, fit all condensers,
illuminate(} rliah; our price 4.' 6.
SOVEREIGN lron C''ted Coils, with circuits, 2/11 each.

M
190

P

L
L
'>00
~

ONI.Y.-Marconiphon~ 2. vah~ receivers with
speaker and Ma reo m valves, m handsome oak

cabinet; 28111 carriage forward.
LL Mail Onlers Direct to Pearl & Pearl, 190, Bishopsgate, London, E.U.2. rrelephone: Bishopsgate 1212
(3 lines).
[0421

A

so~J1:~~t~d ~~~~~~-·s

Bargains.-Set

manufacturer's

ARIABLE Condensers.-Lotus 3-gang 0.0005, 12/6;
Lotus 2-gang, 0.0005, 8/6; Lotus Dyblock hingle,
0.0005, 4/9 (list 9/6); ail these condensers are _compl~te
with dials escutchem1s, knobs, fully screened w1th tnm·
mers and boxed· Hydra bloek condenser::;, 16 mfd. (2+2+
B+2·tl+1) 1.oo'ov. D. C.. 7!- each; llubilier 4 mfd.
(2+1+1), 1,000v. D.C., 2/9; _4.5 mfd. (2.25+2.25),
l,OOOv., for mains noise suppressiOn,. ~J-; fi_xed 4 mfd.,
2/3; 2 mfd, 1/6; 1 mld, 1/-; Ullhty Midget. 2-gang
variable eondenser~. 0.0005, with concentnc tnmmers,

V

31

VEl~i-?i!:?2tf~!· J£~t e~~~~anent

magnet, with universal transformer for power, super power, pentode
and Class B; 23/· (list 39/6).
.
Q.E.C. Stork Speaker, i11 cabinet; 19;6 (list £3/15).

S

MICROPHONES.-" Wonder," ready for use on any set;
3/9 each.
.
LUE Spot Genuine 100U Inductor Speaker on Chass1s;
13/6 (list 39/6).
.
.T.400 Kits, all ~pecified propnetary components;
£2/19/6 (list £4117/6).
.
..
KCO A.C. EliminatorR, each new a1;1d ):loxed, m ongmal
sealed cartous, t)pe K25, with tnrkle charger, ~5
milliamps .• 39/6 (list £.5! 7/ 6); t~rpe A.C. 25, 33/6 O~st
£3/17/6); type K.l2. with trickle <'harger, 37/- (hst
£3/17/6); Ekco trickle chargers, type T.C.I., for 2- 4- and
6-volt aecumulatots, 20/- (list 42/ -).
GRANIC Superhet. Coils, set of 4 (1 Osc., 2 I.F. with
pig tails. 1 L.F. plain); 12/6 pist 50/-).
GRANJC Ba!JU Pa~s 3 Coils U~ut, H?n-cored, screened
on base, w1th swtlch; 14/- (hst 331-).
ISSEN Superhet, 3 Coils Unit, screened,. ~ang~d .on
base with wave change and filament switches, type
L.N.518l. for battery or mains; 12/6 (list 30/-).
.
ARL.f..:Y Constant Square Peak Coil,s, complete wtth all
accessories, new, Coxed. B.P.5; 2; 4.
VARLEY H F. ln'u-valve Coils B.P.6, 2/3.

B
S
E

I
I
L
V

,_-V AI.. VE Clasa B Suprehet. Chassis, made by Plessy,
D wired ready icr :1se, with 5 Mul~ard val~es~ new, 1n
sealed C'arton~; £3! 17,' 6 complete (hst £12/ 12); valves
alone are piiccd £3.
FRAME Aerials.-Lewcos dual wave snperhet., 9/- each

IC~~h~J.t_t'f.iarconi No. 19 (1934), 22/6 each (list
P
32/6); Celestion latest improveJ type W8 (19341.
16/9 (list 35/-); all new and boxed.
.
EADY Radio Instamat Transformers, _for matehmg
any valve to spelkPr; Junior model, ratios 1: 2, 1 :_1,
11,~: 1, 2:1, ':;,: 1, 7/6 (list 27/6); Scnio.r model, rat~os
10: 1. 13',~: 1. 14: 1, 16: 1, 20: 1, 25. 1, 12/6 (hst

R
37

R/~CEIVERS.-3-valve

s('reen-grid

~lector

Super,

corn·

pJete with valv.es, Exide batten~s am.l ac-nlmf!.la,tor,
Celestion moving ('oil spe_aker, contamed 1n magmficent
walnut eabinet; £3,10 (hst £10).
.
SRAM Thirly-T.hree .:\Iusw :Magnet, ~omplete w1th
G.E.C. speal<er. two Os~am sereen+gn.t\ a_nd Osram
power val':es i11 moulded bakehte-walnnt cab met, £3/12/6
{Jist £9/9) ·, in originill sealed cases..
.
EADY Hadin Meteor Screen-gnd 3-valve Ktts, all
specified components new in sealell .~artons; 25/-,
less valves; with 3 Mullard valves 42,6 (h~t £5/7/6).
Kit as Above. cnm.plete with magmfi<'ent \\~alnt~t
cabinet an~t Celestwn perm. mag. speaker, ~~~g
valves, oi:5/5; with 3 ~IullarJ valves, £4/2/6 (list
£8/17/6).
.
.
AINS Transformers ..-Full hst of ma1ns trag,-Sformels
and c-hokes sent heP.
ISCELl.ANEOV8.~Rotorohm
volume co~trols, a11
values, 3/· each, with svdtc-h, 3, 3 {hst 10!6};
Hellesen's 8 mfd. elet trolytil~ condensers, 2/· 9 each~ West:
inghous~ metal rectifiers, II.T. 6, 7, 8, 9/3 ea('h; F.errantt
chokes 20 henry 60 m. a., 6 .' 9 eac-h; Ready Radw L.F.
transfC:rmers, 5·1, 3-1, ~ 3 (list 8/6); Lew.cos superhet.
S-way ba-;es. cvtnpletfl wtth valve ho.lders, gnd leak, fixe-d
condenser type "48,'' 2/· each; Ltss:en ~ase turntables.
1/6 (list 5/-); Lissen H.F. chokes, 1;6 (llst 5/-1; Lewcos
coils, B.P.F.IR., 4/-; T.B.F./C., 3/3; O.S.C./126 (Exten•
sor), 3/3; T.O.S.{R., 3/3.
.
.
LL Goods Guaranteed and Sent Carnage~ Patd; hundreds of cVter bat gains in stock.
RANCHES at ,271-275, High Rd., Willesden Green,
N.W.lO, and at 46, Lisle St,, W.C.2. Please sencl
a11 post order~ to 323. Euston Rd., N.\V.l.
OUTHERN RADIO, 323, Euston. Rd .• London, N.\V.l
(near Warren St. Tube). 'Phone: .Museum 6324.
[6134
B.-Amplifier, A.C.II.L. transformer, coupled D, 0, 25/push~pull self-contained speaker, leaflet; parts microphone amplifier. includin" H.F'. Pent0de, MuHards circuit, £1; brand new P.!\I speaker unit and exponential
horn, complete. ,£5; unit itseJf costs £.6/6.-Bradford. Entertainer, Whitchureh, Bristol.
[6141

O
R

" A"

M

M

A
B
S
£

former, ratio 85/1, for use with same, 2/3.

1

1

w-~~~-· 1i~i.~~n~;~~~i. f~t~~;rnr~~i ;~~s}J: 0l.C~/i:f.C~. aill-~

A.C., 21t-: A.C. \\!th trickle charger (2v. I,:? amp.), 32,6;
all types 3 po5itive JL'r. tappings; all guaranteed 12
months.
TRAD.~ .En:)ui: ie:l Invited: new list now ready.

2

wo~~,,~~ rg\DIO Co., 9, Sandland St., W.C.l. d~~~
AA~~g,~,;;Dio DEVELOPME?>T CO)!PA?>Y'S Surplus

M

I934·

Heady-Radio, boxed, brand new, 10,000,
SPAGHETTIS
15,0CD, 20,000, 25,000 ohms,
0.0005, 0.002
fixed condensers, any a:-sorlment; 2d. per 12.
~likado

Only Special Cla3s B Kits, comprising P.M. speaker*
:\IultitrJtle driver, Class B valve and holder, cost
£2/17/6, to ck:u; 30/-.
A~~w o!~~~rla~~~gains jn Pepper's New Sales List,

25

M

pEPPER, 575, Moseley Rd., Birmingham,

12.
[6092

VA\~~~:~;J~~~~~~~~jio~~~lnei..u~~~~lp~htiior~ 01~~%~d ~.~\~

and escut-cheon, state type, 321 6: intermediate trans~
formers fur above, with terminals, 6-/; coils .set of 3 on
base with ~witd1 and terminal, 16! ~: 3-gang condensers,
super-het.. 141 6; onlinary type, 12, 6; disc drives, complete, 4, ;:1.
.

V A~~ ~1~~;~t~ti:")~i;' ~.;nft~lef~~~tr~~.~ ait va1~js,' ;!it\~ s~it~h
V A L~:C ~ .~~ ;~~{;;1~~{:(1~~:;~Cg~sh,Bi o~. r_~nLf.~. ~~~ llsf~~;e:~
1

and knnlJ, 3 6; gramophone switches, 3,- 6.
1

1

1

8

U'f~l~~;~y ~--.??o~J~r~-.0~~3 ~:~e~te Reactions, Bd.; Plessey

3 '-.

B Rg_~·~~~ s~;fd.3 ~1o;d!:s~~~n~~~~~~!~l·rJd~~; f63.; T.C.C.
2-meg. Leaks, 0.0001, 0.0003, tubular con denS A 1'01(
sers. all new, wire ended; 1/- per 6.

4.5 P.:\1. terminal, 7Ll.; 7-pin chassis lype, 7d.; W.B. ditto.
4.5 pin 41 ~.

~

8

B ur:r:~~t o~:j~};ff a:~~?g(~;~Po~~~t ~~;pii~j~d~~~te ~~dfti~:i
by return; trade
.:;up~lied.

AI:-;s H·\l>IO DEVELOPMENT COMPA:\Y, 4·6, MusM
well Hill Hd., London, N.6. l'udor 4046.
[6104
HE Foi.lo\ving Unused Set Manufacturers' Surplus, all
good~ guaranteed perfect, immediate delivery.

T
.. FE~~~c~~l ·~1~i.Is<;?J.' ~~·h o~~ir)~~' ~~)i:';h'c~i,::r:

dynes, 7 I 6; brand new Radiopaks, all types, 35/-.
D~~~~·~~~:r/c:~;is~o{~·
t~¥/s. 7d.; 2 watt type,
Rectifiers, 11.'1'.8, 9/6; II.T.9, H.'l'.10,
W EST!:\"GliOUSt~
JJ.T.4, I.~.T.5, 1019; transformers (Regentone) for
H.T.8 er, }I.T.9, with 4 amJ>. J,.'J'., 7/6.
HAN SI• OitM Elt8, 350·0·350v. 60 m.a., 4v. 4a., 4v. 2a.,
_12/6; A.C. and D.C. eliminators, first-class make,
tappmg.:;, S.G .. detector, power OSOv. 25 m.a.), A.C. type
with \Vestinghouse rectifier, 25/~: D.C. type, 12/-.
l!BILIER or T.C.C. Electr~lytic qondensers, 8 rnfd.
or 4 mfd, 50Jv,, 50v. 50 rnfd., 3;6; B.T.H. pick-up
tone ;1 rms 3 I~.
CA~~~A?E Paid, cash with order or c.o.d.; send for

p\ckw:;;,

T

D

W
U

ARD, 2nd Floor, 45, FarringJon St., London .E.C 4
Telephone: llolborn 9703.
' [5724
TILI1'Y SALES Co. Offer the Following Surplus
Gnod", all r.ew anrl boxed and fully guaranteetl : CELE:STION P.M.M.W. Speaker; list 45/-, 17/6,

% amp. 2-4-6-volt I~.T. Charger, list £2/7/6,
E KCO
17/6; also A.C. 25, 31/6; K.25, 3BiH.
Transfl.~rmers by Standard Cable Co., primary
M AINS
200-240, secondary 300·0-300, 60 m.a., 4v. 3a. et.,
4V. 2a., very strongly re('ommended; 6/6.
A L~a~~~r Guods are Delh·ered Within 24 Hours-carriage
SALES Co., 27a, Sale St., Paddington,
U T!Ll'l'Y
London, W.2.
" [6121
RADIO:\! ART Revised I.ist Now Ready·
B IR~Il:"GI!AM
more components than advised in whole the·s~
columns; stamp es;;ent ial.
IulJy screen~J
3-gang, with
R AD~OMAH1\-Litility
trimmer:::. ,J~t !2; -, almost identical Radiophone· 6/6.
ADIO~IART.-Igrar.ic
:-.moothing chokes, 20-iOhy.,
26:J ohms, lCO m.a. Stalloy core impregnated interleaved winding~; 2 9.
ADJOMART.-Single ~pan formers, 1in.x2in .. 7 for
lC\J_.; 100 m-mfd. micros., 1/3.

R

R
R AD10MART.-1granil~
Ar~l~~~},R;:·;~:;;R{~~l!.~P~~iSisc~fr~!~~~ch~ (:s t~~·~;
boxed
ni•·kekore
3-1,
1

R

VAt;.~~j~~li;!~·; I~llis;:r~~~. ~~(~~!~e~~- ~-Uif!· ~;~~~-£~~-l~I:s~

F Il~e~ailss~;~~t~~·-;;~~]m~ostt~~~rf~~dlj~~:. queries; write
VA l~~l!hAfi~us~:~~~~ {~~:i~g{ ·l·~~~;r:~~~r ~3~l (ta6c1~~
P 7>I[;;~:se:le~~i~·.~er~~;~~\,eer~ :ar~\l!!~aan~n!~· ~~)Jhe~rt~a~~
63

1

Hartley 'l'unter. Rothermel Brush H.95 and R.lOS, A.F.5c.
A.F.Si's, Wearite, ~kore 110 k('s. intermediates, Varley
Monodial coil~. \Vcaritc Filter 3,500, Erie resisters, T.C.C.
<'Omlensers; oHers wanted: keen ex per: mente-r ka ving town;
must _sell.-S'haw, 35, Joseph St. \\··~st, Darwen, I~ancs.
[6142

DE~~~~k 1 ~~·t~.n~.ffei9~:ta~}i~~in~t~~~.ruEk(~;)toil'.'l2~cai5g
volts, 12 m.a. set:::., 1-3 valvEs, in<·orpwating trickle eharger.
list £3/19/6, at 36/-; Type ..:-\.<'.25, 150 volt~. 25 m.a., 4
tapping'>, 2 variable, list £3.' 17 6, al 331-; Type K.25, as
in
A.t:. 25, but incorporating trkk1e dtarger, list
£5.:7 6, at 39.'6; 'l'_ypc T.C.1, trickle charger, 2 to 6 volts,
list £2 2, at 1916.

A r~·~t~t1~!c \\~~tel~or~k~!~~~gc:t"r~~AJ.i?t

(~{~~r~t (6£~/i~;

r-rate 5/* (returnable) extra; (4 only) II.l\f.V.
desks, walnut, incorporating t·hanger, pit'k-up,
control, de., £9, crate extra 10,'~ (returnable).

p]aying
volume

PI~~.-¥;p~:/il 4 8~~\~c~on~hol~~~e:·~'fi~t 1 ~'7 }~s.t ;t21 g8/~~
Celestinn W.8,

~Ji~t

35

1

·,

at 17/ *•

w~i~j,I~~~~~)rs:~ 3~~~~~; l}N'fgr;~~l 1!:s 7 i~i 39~a~h,~
all above carriage paid; (•ash with order or l'.o.d.-Degallier's, 4/21, rpper l\Iarylebone St., .London, W.l. [6131

p1of~:;1~~. I1~~D~~ice0~~76 , ~~i~.ss~~d 3~~ta/~~~e~~ra0nus;

price 21 .3, po~t free l~ .K.; Varley Constant Sqnare Peak
Band-Pass Coils, type B.P.5, complete with switch, brand
new in maker's original carton, \\ ith fult instructions
and' diagram~. list price 15/-, our price 2/4, post free
l_T .K.; Polar 3.g:ang Star Minor Con lenser with trimmer,
brand new, list price 18/9, our pricJ 71- each, post free
U.K.; Colla ro Electric Gramo. Motor, A.C., 200-250, with
pick~up and vCIJume contrnl, auto slart and stop, brand
new, listed at £4, our rrice 47/6, ca:riage paid; Celestion
Energi.::;ed M.C. Speaker, 2,500 ohms, model D.C. 2054.
with uni,·ersal transformer, list pr ce £215, our price
12/6; bankrupt :<:et manufacturers' stock
PIOgi,~~:R HADIO, Coptie St"" J,ondon, W.C.l.

~~~~

5-l
transformPrs, list 10,'6, 3/11; lgranic 8/6 parallel

1

M[;;'~h~

MISCELLANEOUS.

feed, 2/11.

.E V~~~~'l;l6~~f'~cr;{~~ 1 s ~fr(~1V~1e~/-:amcras

cable, itle:1l
AUlO~IART.-31;'1 in.
flush £,3 moving roll lnilliammeters, completely reconditioned Air Force, 10,
25. 50, !CO nJ.:\.; 16/6.
ADHBL\RT.-Visual tuning meters, extremely neat.
S1 9; 30 ohm potentiometer, fnr humdimming, Sd.

Ehop, but
a warehouse packed with motwn-pi('t.nre
equipment; your insp.ecti?n invited.
'Phone:
6889
Gerrard ~ tree parking 1aci!Itics.
[5936

R A!~.~~e~~z1Rl~;:1(~~1ed~(J(lst ~ir~~~d. i~~~~i-on
R

R
R A~~ t?t~~i~~~~;;~,ov;_~~~~~. ~e~$~ cu~ree~~~n~ /- ~ f:J~~)t~~;1
SO,OOO potentHlmeters, J I 6.
"
ADIO:\fART.-Box<:'d Tehen 500v. eleetrolytit"s,, . 6
mfd., 2/9; 4 mfd., 2/7; 27Sv. 6 mfd .. 2/-; Vubtlter
R
4 mftl. 200v .. L3; all dry.
1

R

0

1

ADI()~!.\HT.-'I'.C.C.

250v. A.C., equivalent 400v,
D.C. workillg, 4x4x4 (12 rnfd.}. 3/9; l'.C.C. 8 mfd.
electrnlytics, 3 ·-.
,

R ADIOM
A}t!(~{~~)~-~i~ ;-;i,:J~v~r;e,~~~t ~~Oo~Ri~ih~o~:ii~\~. s hest
wire--ended
tuhu!ars,
R 1;500v., 0.1 0.01, 0.02, 6cl.; Philips ditto, 0.0001,
o.o~~nlS:\r ART.-Jgrao:.~ Jgrankore c-hassimou~t rlual
R
range coils, .: ) 6; Igranlc 400 ohms potentwmeters.
G(i. ADIO~lART.-TTtility 1934 bakelite tuning and reR
al'tiou cond~n'iers, 0.0005. 10t1.; 0.0003, 8tl.; 0.0002,
.
'
0.0001. 6d; a.oor3 differentials. 1/6.
_\Hl'.-~on-indudive

ADIO:\:f.\R~.~Cadmium

1 ·-; pnstag0 6d extra.
R ADIO:\IART.·-Utility
\V312B
chass1~.

5-valve. ehass1s, 1,.6; 4-valve
srre~ned.

I L~JirT~;;ci;;{r~;J;,~·n;1~~~~~. 169~rowd"~~ur e~;ii; L~:;_,~on,;

E ~1 ;~Jni,f~~ts c~~:s

~atinnal

('oils, 3
R
li.F.C., 9d.

F.B.7.

3;

wrlh

1

~uit.lble.-Dept.

92, The
[6068

G

U ;;~t·; ~r~~ ~1?gl~~\p~~lta JTI~p~i~·ik ,;;~~·~hG). ~·~~et!;t~ri~~~i;
reeeivers taken in part f'Xl'hange.-Zenith Radio Servi.c~.
17, Park St, Guilr:~hrd
'Phone: 17CO.
[0423

A 1\~?t!J~~i~~ 8at Ml~~;~~Q~~iU!y tl;~r rr~l.cru~

p~\~~it~ i~-d~;
0

for ''The Engineer·s G11ide to Success," 152 pages, 1'ree,

whirh contains the \vide~t ~eleclion" of engineering and
wireless cmuse~ in the world, ant1 ~hows you how to
bec-ome A.M.I.E.E., A.:\1.1.::\1ech.E., A.Rad .. \., etc. State
branch, post or qnalifiration that interests you.-'l'he
'l'echnologic-al ]ns,titnte of Great Britain, 82, 1l'emple Uar
House, Luudvn, E.C.4. {FoundeJ 1917. 19,000 successes.)
[6029

PATENT AND TRADE MARK AGENTS.

1

ADJ0:\1.\RT.-l~ranic
1

1

~e~~fr~ ~! r;, ~~/} 1~~~~i~l;~es P~~~rg!~~~~~3

postal train1ng \\ill makt:, }Pil
llennett College. Ud., Sheflleld.

~fagnum

signal,

Project,ors

2-gaf!-g 0.0905

R super bakelitc. fitted Uniknob trnnmmg thsc dnvc;
Z/ll.
. I
l
. h
R Ar~~~L~~~Ol~'eb~~~o f~~e~ / tff~~g~~~3. ~~3~335~r 1/·~~
R A:~!~t~fL1R_'}'·t~~~ift~-i~n!;x:~-itlell~!~. c~d~kes, really e~5-watt wirewound potentiameters, 2,500, 15,000, 1/6;
•. ?-:5,000, 1/9.
R .\IHO::\L\Rl'.-Cillvern
1
R A!f~(?k::\ i\~~~~ m~~ ~~L{) '" c~)(~~~r· }>eros~r,et~i~~~t~~t1~c~i;~j~
1

and

·

.ironcore dualrange shortwavo
switch. 4/9; Uaymrtrt shortwave

ADHH!.\. Rl'.-Famons 0.0001 all brass. short wave
vanables, 1 9: Ormond 0.000?5 loloi;.s pigtail, 1 ( 9.
ADIO:\IAR 1'.-\Vrstern
F.lectne
so!JtiiJat'k
gum€'a
n 1 icr.:-1phr}nes. 2/9, Beehive standoff insulators, Sd.;
FrequE'nlite valvcholders, 9d.
L\DIO:\[.\RT.-Or.flNs over 6/- post free.~The Square
Dealers., 1!). John Bright St., Birmlngham.
f6135
SRAM Phota Cells C.M.G8, used test, 35/-; B.'l'.II.
senior pick-up8, 1716: Perranti A.F.5.C .• 15/-.[6124
Thomas, 17, Vivian St., Aberti11ery, Mon.

R
R
R
O

"Handbook of Technical Instruction for:. Wireless Telegraphists"

REPAIRS.
MEi~!~71f:~/f:,;;·,~~ 1 1~~r~f,(~. SERVICE Co, for car radio;
1

1

R.E~~~~i~ant~·nl~!, s r~flt~~ i{lg~~(L·r~~),el~i;:lar~~r()~~~~~ve~~:
wounJ.-:\Ietrq)t)litan Hadio Serviec Co., 1021. Finc'hlPy
Ud .. Goldcrs t1reen, L(lndnu. Spccd.·.-cll 300J.
r0435

',~r~..
A ::'\\p,er"r'e'·t•.'t f,:rn,'
, 1

-rni,·ersal Hadin,

to a 9-vah·e Americdn, put in
a ~pe~·iaJ ity; we a re expert~.
City Rd. F.('.
[6145

AI!\S Transformers He wound; prompt service; satis~
faction guaranteed; pricE's on cequest.-The St.urd:-9
Electric Co .• \Ve5olf'y Terrace, Dipton, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
[5992

M

Fifth Edition

Post free 15{9
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.

l~!~oe~~~f.:_I~~(W~/fi~~~·vi~'~c., a~~i

~~r~:ies, 317, High Hd., Wood Green, ~.22.

H

Bow~s [!~~~

};:t!te;ic!~~;~e~~-~1 ~is~e13~it7f:~h~e~~~(;fc ~~~~~a~~~lr tit~~)t:
3

larly; estimates free.--- 56, Howland :-lt., Tottenham Court
Rd., W.l. Museum 5675.
[0434

OL~-~.elsw~han~~l~;le1ii~fl "V~>lt~~~n\raT~~~\:er~a~w:;f~j~
clear, hum-free re('eption guaranteed; prices 101- per
SO('ket, plus price nf valvt>s; no extra p;uts charged for.-Sablon's R<Jdio, 69, Sister's Ave., London, S.\V.ll. l5837

R E~t~~~S o/ 0 r;!-~1::~:~.

C~Nim~~:~~:;s, ar~;~ne~ra~l~~!nr~ j;~
0

quoted for. Loud-speaker:::, Lf. awl speech transformers,
4/- -each. Post free. Trade invited. Satisfaction guarantc::~ed.
Prompt senice.- Lnurl~~peaker Repair Works. 5,
Balham Urove, London, S.\V.12. Batterst'a 1321. l0394

TUITION.

engineers are checking. Apologies

yo~~~;~n .;rai~~~in~or c~\\ei:;anc~r:ai~·ii~~le~~e/Jro~~~~~]~

are tendered in advance to any

after appointment.
Students boarded.
Lrllldon repre~
sentative for jnterviev,·s.
Pruspe\'tus Iree.- Wireles::. College, Colwyn Bay.
[0388

visitors who, desiring a demon-

ELECTRIC CLOCKS.
1

..
....

Voigt Domestic

stration of the

SPF~~f~~~~H~n~!:e~Oo~~ §3~~ 0 ~0 ~!Y~ies,n~l\~~e ~;;ct{~c 10~l~~~

be asked: "To call again later."

EXCHANGE.

D

EAL With the Firm that Gives You the Highest
Possiblr:: Allowance iu Exchange, sets or components;
prompt a.tteution and deliveries -J\1ildmay Radio Exchange
'Phone
Clissold 5001.
24, Mildmay Grove,
London, N.l.
[5985

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
10% down, balance spread over 11 months·, any radio
goods ordered c.o.d. desvatched same day. --Send list of
requirements to London Radio Supply Co. (established
1925), 11, Oat Lane, London, E.C.2.
[0337

..

11

69192o8

ar~1~t;:,11 ~~r-J!~e~~~~-b(;l: 0~~~t1~)r~·~~IJ.~

Wembley.

[6125

A Lit'el'~%i~'f<~n °~q;;i~fr1 ~~~.n\Jl~~ kf~t~~·:· v1~]\~~~!~~
1

0

=t~~~.n~b~ou~lt~

for cash.-Universal Radio, 219-221, City Rd., E.C.l.
[6144
1

W A~;~~':,Dineft~~~ ,

1

:l i~l~i~~-~to::,c(~~Jt!~kae~~; ~-i:eiJ~ls; ~~:ht;;

prices th~tu any other dealer; hriug: Pr ~eud, StJot ('ash.
Open 9-8.--University Hadio, 142, Drunuuond Bt., Euston,
N.W.l.
[6119
lGH-CLASS Radio Parts and Sets Wanted for Cash,
new o.r second-~1and, any quantity, we pay up to
one-third ol the reta,tl value for class goods; send yours~
statiug reasonab!e price; cash by return (no junk, please);
dealers' ob sole .f' s '/ cks also purchased, any amount; van
ani represenb ~,he will cail for any reasonable lots.-Mildmay Hadw Exchange, 24, Mildmay Grove, London, N.l.
'Phone Clissold 5001.
[5984

H

SITUATIONS VACANT.

AIR :\IINISrrRY. Directorate of 'l'echniC'al Development.
A ~l~~!'t~t:~en t or·tJ~i~~~a~~ ~~~;~lesisn rJ!~~v~~~~if~r ~~~
in aircraft.
8

11

CA~IDf?;~r\ ~~i~n~~o:~!-d JI~t\6ri~:~f ~~~~~~~:ri~~g t~l~~;;;~ll~~a
considerable exJ)nienco in connection with the design and
dcvt'hlpmeut of apparat.m; for wireless telegraphy and telephony.
CAt;>I,~iii?; J~S t ~1fi~-t a~e l~~~!~~<~~1y fit for tlyiug and

1

1

0

co~;r~:l~;~~ Cli~(~;el~~~~~:y f(;3 ~~:t;r~vl~~e~ s:~~~~~mto ri~~~6 ~~

LIQUIDATOR'S
SURPLUS STOCK
A.C./D.C. Superhet chasshr, Westector A.V.C., with Westiughou--;e
Reetifier,

£4.

A.C. Radiogram.

moderni~tk

l'ahinet. 4-vaJve, £10 17s. 6d.

A.C. R.A.P. Superhet, with Garra.rd Automatie Record Changt't,

lll.5.

Battery 3-Valve Kits, with Cahlnet, 12s. 6d.
B.T.H. Push-Pull Amplifier, with B. V.A. Ya.lvt':'-1. £6 10s.
3&-Watt Amplifiers, with B.V..A. ValveK and Kpellkf>r, £8 10s.
Motor P.M. Speakers, with he¥y DaJ·win cobalt. Magnet. 16s.
Rotary Convertor, M;tkefl:';, Croydon J<.;ngineering, with ~moothiwJ;,
complete in Hnttudproof metal ('abinet, £6 10s.
Ultrex Microphones, now in beautiful Ha.kelite HUJTound, a~ rt•Ylewed

"W.W.," 12s. 6d.: De luxe, 15s.

Chassis. fitted valve holderH, complet~ with 4 B.Y.A. Ya!vl-':o;, R.G
net. Pen. Rect.• £1 10s.
R. & A. Ru.laneed p~tir~ of ene1·g-hed Speaker~, all tield>l, ,£1
Regentone ttll power A.(', Elimlnatnr, W.LA., £2.
Regentone, ..'\lode! ,V.I.B., £1 5. Ek1:o, n.c., 19s. 6d.
Marconi 5~Valve Chassis, PX -l output, eon1JJ!ek with Valve», £3.
PhiUips Double Mains Chokes, 5s.
Various Mains Transformers. from 3,. eaeh.
Ekco All-Power D.C. Unit, £2.
S.G. Brown 3 V. S.G. Set, with Valves. £1 7s. 6d.
Varley Push-Pull Input and Out,-.Jt Transformers, pair £1.
Ferranti Trans. and Chokes, from 5s.

UNIVERSAL.
219-221,

CITY

RADIO,

RO}\D,

E.C.1.

'Phone: Olerkenwell 07 lH,

1

AP~~~~fl\T~~~~ins:l~~~~re~~·e ~~~2° ;.~0~) f~ :(~~~ ~heb(.;l~~~f

Superintendent, Ro.nd Airnaft Ef'tabli~Lmt>nt, South Farnborough, llauts, to \vhom it should be returned not
later tha.n 30th July, 1934.
f6106
ADIO Testers Hcquired, with experierH'e of chassi~
testing nu modern receiver~.~E. K. Cole, Ltd., l~kt·o
Works, Southend-on-Sea.
[-6108

Wherever
PRAISED

R

~I ~~rlJ!·~~·~r~r~~~~ :;1~;.~~1~f~ll Al~~~·~!'~er~~--~1)~ ~~sj~i~:t,~
Wireless

JVorld.

SITUATIONS WANTED.

S El~':l~Ew~;r~inl~~g ~e:~~~~clfo~i~,~~~ie~~~~
etical krwwlertge, familiarity with modern

f6112

;J\~~d clh~J~~

re~·eiver design,
and ability to hall':lle all types of client with tact and
understanding, are likely to be of U"ic.-Box 992, e/o The
Wireless World.
[6127

D.C. Radiogram~ Walnut Veneer ('a.hinet. £6 10s.
D.C. Radiogram, very powerful, £:1 l()s.

per annum; this rate is liable to review.
pR~~/;i~!-G~~::~. Given, other things Oeing; equal, to ex-

The

_R._g.0-'ffi-ce-:z_z._c._.t_l·S-t._.
E_.c_.l- ·

]j[lgD

[5964
11

Tel.: Sydenham 4114

~b

SP~~on~~ i c ff[ad~ewCo~r 9~:;g, ~~~~.~ ~o:~~ben~d:

W A~~~~~is,A·~:C:

THE COURTS, SILVERDALE,
LONDON, S.E.26

.__cc_______ von q:; lf IPAlfiENlrS ll..lr[)

1

S.W.8.

VOIGT PATENTS LTD.

.

FINANCIAL PARTNERSHIPS.

200-250.--llox[

PUBLIC ADDRESS

A FEW LOUDSPEAKERS AVAILABLE
FOR
HI RE
BY
ARRANGEMENT.

EA ~~ut~ ~~!1~·~~:~~~~-z:;v ~e~~~1~!·1e;·,01~ r~1r~~i~. b~n~va~~rk%~

WANTED.
A.C.

Natural
If you are interested in natural
quality write for details of the
Voigt Speaker, or discuss your
problems with us at Olympia.
Remember : our Stand is next to
the B.B.C. Amplifier.

Speaker with encased horn, may

hand:-:; 16/6, post 6d.-\Vrite detalls. Ebury Hriu:;;,e Radio
Co .. 33. Ebury Bridge Rd. Sloane 8407.
[5963

ao;·!,I~ ~~%~ ~}ti~~l~s!·:I~~~~~~l. Set,

'i

....
APOLOGY ..
..
..
As the VOICT Stand at Olympia
.
will be NEXT TO THE B.B.C.
.
AMPLIFIER we may have to .
..
suspend demonstrations while the

Repairs.-Contd.

A M~;1:}:1:Ntr~~~h~~!~~~h

ADVERTISEMENTS.

BOOKS, INSTRUCTION, ETC.

10

Vols. "Wireless World,'' I'; os. XXV to XXXIV.Johns')n, Gas Works Cottage, 'rhaxted, .EsJ:;cx.
[6140

AUCTION SALES.
WITHOUT RESERVE.
By order of the Receiver and Manager, L. Gilburt, Esq ..
re Yagerphone, Ltd. (in Liquidation). and others.
PONDERS END, MilJJJLESEX.
MESSRS. JOSEPH fllBBARD' & soNs
will Se1I by Public Auct,ion upon the pr~rni.ses, in Le;.,
Valley Road, close to P(}Uders End· Stat.i<m (].~. & N.E..
Rly.), on 'rUESDA Y, JULY 24th. 1934. at I o'cloc·k.
STOCK AND PLANT 0~' RADIO MANUFACTURERS
including 1.000 RADIOGRAM. RADIO. GRAMOPHO:-IE
CABIN J-<~'fS :u Oak Walnu; and Mahogany, comprising
Pedestals, C'.--onsoles. Sideboards, etc.
1,000 RADIO and
GRAMOPHONE
TABLE
CABINETS,
WJRELESH
SE'l'S, RADIO GRAMOPHONES and GRAMOPIIO:>iEH
l'AR!rLY FI'):'TED, SPEAKER CABINF;TS, LARGE
1f~ct~i'Iij6MI!o~~~~~.S of WIRELESS and G!L\~JO
PLAN'r, including:yalve-making. Equipment.
Spraying
C~tbmd~,
Cnd
Wmders, Bakehte Press and Moulds, 5ft. and 1 3ft. Dimension Saw Bent>hes by Ransome, 30in. Panel PlaningMachine, 3
Dovetailing
Machines, Automatic Hack
Sa.w, 2 Metal Guillotines, Emery Grinder, Metal Rolling
Mar-hines, 4 Vertir'al Drilling MarhineR. Palmers Cramps
Electric Motors, Shafting, aTld Office Furniture.
On view day :)rior tc. sale nncl :::ale murning. Cn.t.alogues
~an be obtained from L. Gilburt. Esq., 306-308, Enston
Road, N.W.l, or from the Audkmeers' Oflkes at 15.
NF;WTNGTO:'< GREEN ISLING"l'ON. LOND0:-1, N.!6

DEXe;~[i~~~~g~~lde~;g;~/!:/~ers t~;~;o~~ll brr•( l(~~,1~i1~~~ e~:
1

ce11ent ovportunit,ies.-Box 978, c/o The

Jl'irelt'ss World.
[6109

A S~~~~!t~f~Y e~~~;eei'e~~i;l7ireJh~~o~,~~~t~·nJ
output

00

AMERICAN TYPE VALVES

~~l~et~~-;'emal~~

and
of simple receivers; good opportunity fo.r
progress.- Box 979, t',o The JVirelc.·;s World.
[6110

Phi !eo Valves- all with a definite guarantee- are suitable

EN ~~1 u~rF!~.v;~al:~df'(\I:;);o:;~''f'P~,~~~:~~1 · ;;~~·ri~-~~~

Philco Type 80-Full Wave rectifier 350 volts, 125 m;a
-Price 8/6A7, 2A7 and 1A6 Heptodes at 16/-

1

10

for all American makes of radio sets.

~~;

modern v~tlve ma.nu.{aeture.-Apply, ;.;tating age and ex~
perience tu Box 981,
o Tltc JVirclcsa World.
[6117
0

GLtl~~ s~~~~jfic R~%dir]~;g~sc~aJ~~ g{~~jv~la;t;a~~~~!\:r e~~
App)y, with fu1l particulars, to Box 980, e,o The Wire~
less World.
[6116

56j58,

CLERKENWELL

ROAD,

E.C.1

'Phone: Clerkenwell 3068/9.

"Dictionary of Wir.eless Technical Terms"

Second Edition

• Write (or Full Price List or for
price of special type required
giving the maker's type number.
e The Philco Radio and Television Corporation of Gt. Britain
Ltd.,Valve Dept .• Perivale, Middlesex.' Phone: Perivale 3 344

Post free
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A ulomtttk Coil WindC'r & Electrical Equipmen1 C'o.,
. . . Inside Frout CllYI:":r
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Rntax, l.VL ( :\1-L Eqnivment)
Rothermel, R. A., LtJ..

Baker

Havage, W. Bryan

"Selhur<;t" Uadio
Belling & Lt·e, Ltd.
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Players

E.trl ::\fanufadnring Co., Ltd.
Edi~nn Swan Eledrir~ Co., Ltd.
Electradix Radios

...............

Radio

Rich & Bundy,

which are cheaper, more economical in consumption, simpler (the set and power
pack in one unit), and results are perfect.
Free technical advice available.
Valves used in the Ostar-Gan~ universal
Single Span are as follows :
2nd detector and A. V.1l. .. .. .... . Westector.
1st detector and frequency changer .. G.5
19/9
Ontput.. .......... K3560 (4 watts R.:M.S.) 2516
Bnfter valve ........................... 11!.818 18/9
Recliller .................. EGlOO 120 m A. 14/9
2nd I.F.............
.. ........ V.3
19/9
No transformers, no barretters, JW cut-down resistances required.

E. d. FORBAT, 28/29, SOuthampton St., Strand, W.C.2.

'Phone: Temple Bar a&oa

In~ide

Frnnt

C11V<'r

5
Ltd.
1 nside Back Cr>ver
Frrmt Covl'f

362 Radiu Valv-e C0., J.td.

:I I J I I I I I

Build up your universal Single Span with Ostar valves,

6

5

Whitele.v Elcdiil'al Radi(2 Ct>., Ltd.
\\-'right & \Vt'airc-, Ltd.

Ltd.

«·lit•l :Jit•:1 ~ fjlll: I'!4=l;ft:l!

h,::;idl' Front Cover
J n-o.:ide Bad< Cover
Front Cover

Westiughouse Brake &. .Saxb.v Signal Co.

iii.

Radio Gramoph:me Development Co., Ltd.
R.I., Ltd.
. .............. .

2
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Product;;;

Varley (Olivcr p,~]J Contr"l, Ltd.) ...
Voigt Patents, LtlL
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Universal High Vollage Radio, Ltd.
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Dnbilicr CowJen.'>::or Co. (J925), Ltd.
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5

~l'elegr,tph Condl:'n~er Co., Ltd.
'Telephone !\Jannfadtuing Co., Ltd.
'1'ebcn Electric Co., Ltd.

1\lilnes Rad!o CJ., Ltd.
Neill.

Sale::-~,

Hound

3

Columbia GraphophonL: Co., Ltd . . . .
CLlillFy Radio, Lid.

Fel-Ectric
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\NE CLAIM THAT
- our Univ~>rsal ~C/DC sets fitted with the latest type Ostar-Gonz Universal
High Voltage Valves are the most up-to-date receivers on the markets.
AI.I.·VVAVES-AI.I.-MAINS-AI.I.·EI.ECTFfiC
Receivers and Amplifiers.
Our Receivers also supplied in CHASSIS form, thus makin\l it possible
to ftt into your own cabinet and use your own speaker.
• Also at little cost VVE UNDERTAKE TO CONVERT any type
and any make of set to a most up-to-date and Powerful All-Mains Receiver with
the famous Ostar-Ganz Universal High Voltage Valves.
For full details and terms app!y to:
Temple Bar 4985
UNIVERSAL HIGH VOLTAGE RADIO Ltd., 28-29, Southampton St., strand, London, W.C.2
"j
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Acknowledged and Acclaimed
as the World's Finest Pick-up

I I I I I
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I I I ! '
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aud TELEPHONY
by

Third Edition
Revised by

R. D,

BANGAY

O. F. BROWN, B.Sc.

T

The ROTHERMEL-BRUSH
PIEZO ·ELECTRIC PICK- UP
"The Wireless World" in its issue of May 11th comments
upon the remarkably high sensitivity, free needle movement and negligible record wear achieved by this outstanding
Pick-up.
Once again Rothermel has given the radio
industry something new and infinitely better than it has ever
possessed before.
The Piezo-Electric Pick-up ensures
realistic reproduction, and a frequency response hitherto
unobtainable, without wear and tear,on your records. Used
in conjunction with a Rothermei-Brush Piezo-Electric
speaker combination it provides the most perfEct musical
reproduction it is possible to secure.

MODEL $.8.

PRICE £2. 2. 0.

~
5

i"'

Wr1tefcrcompleteliterature

•

Kl LBURN,

Rot
me I-..
BrushherPiezo

LTD

LONDON,

N. W.6.

'Phone : Maida Vale 6066.

p
R I
7/6 net, by

c
post

E

8/-

covering

I
C•BABNBT-EBRB _U.=.~.t•h•eR•r•~-~.ID•H•,•o•uH• ~·.G·H-•R•O-A•D-·-------~-~-i-•~•E•i~.~:.~.~.pk•:•e•r~.~_:
·•

HE standard book of instruction for
wireless beginners and students.
This revised edition brings the whole
subject into line with modern developments in wireless. The style is clear
and simple and attention is given to
the theoretical elements of electricity
and magnetism: to the dynamo: and to
the properties of waves .. A leaflet which
gives full particulars of the volume,
including a synopsis of the chapters,
will be sent on request,

•

Microphones.

From all leading Booksellers or direct from the Publi,;hers

-

DORSET HOUSE, STAMFORD STREET, LONDON, S.E.l _

ILIFFE &

SONS LIMITED

~lllllllliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIII:::IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIlllllflf!
W.W,97

.Printed in England !or the Publishers, lLIPFF. & :SoNS LTD .. Dnr"et Hou"e, SLnntnrd ~tH'f't, T.ondnn, S.E.l, by The t'ornwall J>rcs:- Ltd., Paris (;;ndPn, .Stamfi·fct Street, London, H.t<~.l.
•• The Wireles~ World" cun be obtained abroad from .the following: U~IT.ED STATES: The Internal iorul News Oo., New York. FRANCE: \V. H. Smith & S1•H, 24H, Rue Rivo1i,
Pari:;;, Haehette et Cie, Rue ,R-f.a1.tmnr, Paris.
Bt~LGH!M; \\'. H. Smith & SDn, 71~75, Boulevard Adnlphe Max, Brn:-c;:els.
A USTH.ALIA: Uordon and Uotrh, I..td., Melbourne
(Vi~toria), Sydney (N.S.~.), Brisbane (Queensland), Adel;lide (:L<\.), Perth (\V.A.) and Laun1·est.on (Tasmania). N~w .Z~:ALANil: Gonion and Gotch, Ltd., \Ve~lin~:on, Auc~lan~,
Chnstchurch and nunetlm.
INDIA: A. H. Wheeler & C;l., Bomb:1y, Alla.habad awl Cakutb.
CANADA: Impenal ::\ews Co., •roronto, ;\fontrea1 and Wmmpeg; BenJamm
Ne\vS Co.• Vancouver; Gordon and Gotch, Ltd., 132, l:hy .Street, Toronto. SouTn AFIHCA: Central News Agency, Ltd.
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RESINKOR SOLDER

ADVERTISEMENTS.

CONSISTENCY

AND

•

• CORALINE

PASTE

are two aids to efltcient soldering. Ill. "Resinkor"
Solder is a solder with just the right quantity of resin
embedded in it. it is invaluable for the soldering of
electrical connections, particularly on fine work.
' Resinkor" can be supplied in coils, on reels, or in
cut lengths as required, in all diameters down to
20 s.w.g. B.l. Coraline Soldering Paste is suitable for
copper, brass, tin, iron and lead and for electrical
connections except the jointing of paper insulated
cables. lt is quite easy to apply, even in
the most awkward corners, and once
having been applied it does not run
off the work, nor does it dry. 11 gives
off no spray and is very economical.

Supplied in 1-oz., 2-oz., l-lb., Hb., 1-lb.
and 7-lb. lim.

BRITISH

INSULATED

CABLES

LTD.

Cable Makers and Electrical Engineers

PRESCOT, LANCS.
Telephona No. PRESCOT 6571.

London Office: SURREY HOUSE, EMBANKMENT, W.C.2
Telephone No. Temple Bar 4793, 4. 5 & 6.

Corn and Condensers-what a curious combination! Yet, just
as corn is a living symbol that nature never fails man- so the
T.M.C. HYDRA mark on a condenser is a warrant of consistent
good performance. This unfailing consistency is only possible
because T.M.C. HYDRA condensers are made·from the finest
raw materials, with up-to-date plant under the strictest scientifi-c ·control, to tolerance figures of the narrowest margir.
Take advantage of these new standards in condenser productior.
Equip your set with T.M.C. HYDRA condensers-it will be
better for your set and better
for your pocket. They are made
in all standard capacities.
,Write to the Distributors if you
have any difficulty in obtaining
supplies.

T.M.[
HYDRA
BRITISH

MAD I:

CONDENSERS
Wherever there are AC. Mains, there you wiH find Westlnghm.Ise
Metal Rectifiers in use. Adopted by set manufacturers and constructors everywhere . . . specified again and again. Why? Because
they are reliable. 60,000 hours' use at full load, and rw falling off
in output. No other rectifier can show even the smalle~t approach to
such a record

THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY SIGNAL CO., LTD.,
82, YORK ROAD, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.1.

Price

L~

from' Distributors:

T.M.C.-HARWELL {SALES) LTD
Nete New Address:

Britannia House, 233, Shaftesbury Avenue,
(A few doors from New Oxford St.)
London, W.C.2.
Telephone: Temple Bar 0055 (3 lines).

Made b4 TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING Co Ltd

Mention of .. The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention,

THE
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WOHLD

j lJl.Y 20TH ,

LOUDSPEAKER

QOOD news travels fast as Is evident by
the large number of enquiries we have
received since our first announcement or
the coming 11 DOUBLE SIX."
lt is here now and you can get it, but
meanwhile here are a few interesting details:-

"

CONE DIAMETER-11 inches.
FREQUENCY RANGE-40 to 9,000 cycles.
REMARKABLE SENSITIVITY-With an
ordinary set capable of delivering 2 watts
undistorted A.C., the output is sufficient for
75 couples to dance.
CAPACITY The type "66, will handle
the output of two PPG-400 or two D.O 26
valves in push - pull, with an adequate
margin of safety.
PRICE:D.C. Model (700 or 2,000 ohms)
A.C. Model (any frequency)

-

£6•17 •6
£ 7:·17 •6

For complete data, send 3d. In stamps
for booklet entitled 11 Some Technical Details
of the Magnavox Model 66.' 1

THE
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·a Component for Evtrr Need

NOW~--

Complete Range of

4NEW "Q.M.B."

VOLUME CONTROLS

4/•

from
and

SEMI-ROTARY
No.
No.
•No.
•No .

Q.M.B. SWITCHES
rrom

1/3

BRITISH

RADIOPHONE

ALDWYCH

HOUSE,

L TD. ,

LONDON,

W .C.2.

Tire variable colverstat
Tbt Supreme variable
reslsta:a.ee, with unique
&:mootbness of coutro1 and
complete f reedom fro m
noise. Can be liUPPUed io
standard values up to 50,000
Ohms. Fit Oolvernproducts
In your set, and be certaio ot
the bMI r esults.

*

TYPE STSCS
Potendometeroompletewllb
on and olr switch,
Battery or Mains at

5ea::
/

OOLVERN LTD., llOMI"'Rl),

COLVERN

F.~~~](.

l l>ndo• lltl!"'l 15~. Kloc'oC'l'CIOIIIOod,W.O.l

16 1
163
2161
2163

S.P .S.'l'.
S.P.D.T.
D.P.S.T.
D.P.D.T.

SWITCHES
1 /9
2 /8
3/ 8

4/-

•S pectlfted In tbe "BATTERY SlNGLE·SPAN" SET,
d eecrlbed In tbla leeue.

There le nothing to cquol Rodlo~ltone
for Qualll)l ond Laellnl' Efflcotncy.

Another famous

/

P ro d uct

CLAUDE LYONS LTD.,
H ead O f'nce: 78, O LD HALL S TREET, LIVERPOOL, S.
LONDON t 40, BUCKI N GHAM OAT I!:, 8 .W .1 .
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-the L.F. Transformer with a STRAIGH T UNE
CHARACTERISTIC
whit.. p... UNIFORM AM·
PUFICATION ovor lbo ••tiro
ro•ro or audio.(nque~~ciu.
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low tpec.i&c iAduetive capac.ity
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brea kdowa 1 duo to larat
ma,-aetie Jur&et

(ratio
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(ratio 5·1)
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KINGS OF lHE AIR

YOUR CHOICE OF
PROGRAMMES
"!',>

No matter what type of Receiver ycu useBattery or All-Electric (A.C. or D.C.)-there
is a Cossor Screened Grid Valve to suit il.
By fitting one of these highly efficient valves
you can considerably widen your choice
of programmes.

Because Cossor S.G. Valves have negligible
infer-electrode capacity they permit exceptionally high effective amplificafion, and this
means increased range. To fit a Cossor
Screened Grid Valve, therefore, is a simple
way of improving performance.

SCREENED GRID
VALVES
Cossor 2-volt Screened Grid Valves
Type

*215 S.G.
*220 S.G.
*220V.S.G.
*220 v.s.

FREE!

·15
·2

·2
·2

Mutual

Anode
Volts

lmped.

Amp.
Factor

120..150
120-150
120-150
120-150

300,000
200,000
110,000
400,000

330
320

-

-

Conduc.

Price!

tance
m.a.;v.

--15/6

HO
1-60
1-60
1-60

15/li
15/6
15/6

Cossor A.C. Mains Screened Grid Valves
Mutual

72-page

Purpose

lmped.

Amp. ConducFactor
tance
m.a.jv.

Prk'!

Super H.f. Amp 'n.
Super H.F. Amp'n.
Super H.F. Amp'n.
Variable-Mu S.G.

500,000
400,000
200,000
200,000

1,000
1,000
750

11/l•
17/6
17/6

Type

*tMSG-HA
*41 MSG
*tMSG-LA
*tMVSG

WIRELESS
BOOK
From cover to cover this
Cossor 72-page Wireless
Book is packed full of
useful and interesting information -latest circuits
-explanations of technical
terms- how a super het
works, etc. Send at once
for free copy. Please use
the coupon.

Filament
Amps.

2·0
2·5
3·75
2·5

-

Tne above Valves have Indu·ectly Heated Cathode, 4 Volts,

I

171~·

I

Amp.

Cossor D.C. Mains Screened Grid Valve
*tDVSG

I Variable-Mu S.G. I

-

j '2'5

I

17/6l

The abot'e Valves hat:e Indirect!:; !-feared Cathode, 16 Volts, 0.2.5 Am,?'.
*These Valves available with or without Metallised Bulbs
t Characteristics measured at - x·s grid volts.
**Stocked with Metallised Bulb only.

"'
'"

"""

""

USE THE COUPON

To A. C. COSSOR LTD.,
Melody Dept., Highbury
Grove, London, N.S.

Name .........................................................................................

Please send me free of charge,
a copy of the Cossor 72-page
Wireless Book.

Address........................................................................................ .

B.V.33

w.w. 27/7!34·

Mention of "The Wireless World/' when writing to advertisers. will ensure p1ompt attention.
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Electrical Interference
The Problem of a Definition

To arrive at international agreement
must inevitably mean a considenible
delay.
It is gratifying to learn that an
integral part of the British method of
dealing with the problem is to draw
up a specification for the performance
of " radio-interference-free " electrical
appliances, and that the framework
of such a specification has been prepared.
\Ve wish all success to these endeavours, which we hope 'vill achieve
their object with the least possible
delay. The problem daily grows more
urgent.

N this issue we publish. an important contribution on the subject of electrical interference,
\vith particular reference to the
problem of a definition.
We had hoped that long ere this
some steps would have been taken
to begin the , suppression of interference by applying known and inexpensive methods to new electrical
equipment which is constantly being
distributed. Perhaps we have been
over optimistic, but be that as it may,
those whose business it is to see the
matter through have evidently come
to the conclusion, after careful deSet Identification
liberation, that agreement on the subBut the Name Need Not Intrude
ject is not possible, nor can legislation
be introduced until a defmition of
N a letter published in the Correinterference be arrived at and accepted,
spondence columns of this issue
not only in this country but. interMr. Frank Murphy endorses the
nationally. For this reason the various view expressed in a leader in our
methods for measurement of inter- issne of July 13th, that every set should
ference which have been adopted in • carry the name of the maker and
different countries are all being ex- provide a permanent advertisement
amined, with the object of trying to so benefiting the manufacturer (if it is
bring them to a common basis, so that a good set) whilst at the same time
electrical apparatus manufactured in assisting the user who may from
any country will conform to the regula- time· to time have need to know what
tions of any other. country to which set he owns.
such equipment may be exported.
Mr. l\Iurphy suggests that our leader
might convey the idea that it was our
intention to recommend that the maker's
Disappointing Delay
name should be prominently displayed
\Ve recognise that such a solution on the front of the cabinet. Murphy
would be ideal, although vve cannot sets are all prominently labelled, but
refrain from expressing regret that it on the back of the cabinet. This is
should be considered impracticable to certai11ly all that is necessary. 'Ne
introduce some form of interim regula- 'vould ourselves discourage manution in this country which would facturers from putting the name on
prevent the distribution of an enor- the front and have often wondered
mous amount of interfering apparatus how piano manufacturers seem to have
throughout the land at a time when got away with the idea of every owner
the public is adopting electrical ap- carrying an advertisement in his
pliances at a very rapid rate.
drawing room.
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American Sets and
Receivers for Motorists and Battery Users
N "The Wireless World" of May zsth the popular American Midget Superheterodyne
I was
critically described. The author of that article now discusses two other specialised
types of receiver, both of which have been highly developed in the U.S.A.
HE typical American motor car
set is really a special kind of
" midget," with rather higher
.
sensitivity (to compensate for a
necessarily poor aerial) and capable of
giving rather greater volume. An output
of at least 2 or 3 watts is considered
necessary, as it is astonishing how \'.eak
the signals appear against the background
of noise in a motor car. Since the
receiver is often employed when the car
is travelling amid obstrw~tions that introduce a constantly varying amount of
screening, a highly efficient automatic
volume control system is essential.
Five valves are employed in the typical
car set, which, as shown in Fig. I, is very
similar to a midget set, with the addition
of a signal-frequency H.F. stage to supply
the needed extra sensitivity.
To avoid duplication of types the same
valves as in the midgets are used where
possible in the car sets. However, as the
valves of the latter are connected in
parallel across the 6-volt car battery, the
zs-volt Type 43 output pentode would be
unsuitable; instead, the Type 4I valve,
of which the dynamic characteristics are
shown in Fig. 2, is substituted. The heating element of this valve takes o. 7 amp.
at about 6.3 volts. The principal characteristics of the other valves are shown in
the table.

T

Robust Valve Heaters
The American motorist expects his
valves to operate well, whether the car
battery be giving 4 volts or 8 volts. That
he is not disappointed is a notable testi-

By J. H.

OWE~

HARRIES

interrupt the primary circuit, and in addition they now rectify the high-tension output. A separate rectifying valve is therefore no longer required. An ample output of current at a voltage of about :.so
is produced.
The vibrator and rectifier unit, which is
about the size of a valve, produces no
noise in the receiver, and has proved
entirely reliable; it is manufactured for
about four shillings. Those of us who
have struggled with buzzers in the days
when they were used in conjunction v.ith
wireless sets can have nothing but admiration for the achievement of American
engineers in producing these remarkable
little H.T. units.

Car Radio Circuits

Layout of an American battery superhet.

mony to the remarkable factor of safety
of the heating elements of American
valves. However, this robustness is onlv
attained at the expense of a higher filci.'ment wattage per milliwatt emission as
compared with British valves.
The H.T. supply problem has now been
solved in a remarkable way by a vibrating make-and-break, operating in conjunction with an induction coil from the
car accumulator. Like the earlier form
of vibratory H. T. generator the contacts

Referring again to Fig. 1, it will be
observed that the radio-frequency valve
V I is coupled by a tuned transformer to
a pentagrid frequency changer, Vz, of
which the circuits are conventional. Intermediate frequency amplification is
carried out by V3, and detection and L.F.
amplification by a double-diode-triode,
V4· Voltages for volume-control purposes are obtained from a tapping on the
diode load resistance.
The H. T. and L. T. supply circuits are
clearly shown in the diagram. The car
battery supplies current to the primary of
the transformer when one or other of the
two make-and-break contacts of the
vibrating reed are closed.
The resulting
pulses of current in the primary produce
corresponding high-tension pulses across
the secondary. These are rectified by the

Fig. I.-Circuit diagram of a typical modern American car set.
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other pair of contacts on the recd. The
resulting pulses of rectified H. T. current
are smoothed in the usual way, though !t
will be noted that H .F. chokes are inserted in the output leads to prevent the
transmission of interference to the receiver
circuits. Both filaments and loud-speaker
field are connected directly across ihe car
battery. Delayed A.V.C. is a refinement
to be found in the more ambitious <;ar
receivers.

ments of valves at a constant voltage from
dry batteries has not been cnti_rcly solved.
There is, of course, the barettcr, a special
form of resistance which has the property
of raising its value as the current through
it tends to increase. Thus, the filaments
of z-volt valves connected to a yvolt dry
battery through a baretter might be rr.adc
to work at their rated voltage until the

For Country Districts
It has been estimated that the American market for battery receivers amounts
to about one-third of the total, but it has
hardly been exploited. For instance, the
high output offered by British receivers
which consume only 8 or 10 milliamps ;s
entirely unknown. The average American
battery set take:; about 20 milliamps at
135 volts, and gives only some 700 milliwatts output.
At last, however, there are signs that
the American manufacturer is turning his
attention to the battery set market and

American Superhet. Practice

Band-pass I.F. transformer, as used in
American sets.

battery voltage dropped to nearly 2 volts.
Unfortunately baretters arc unreliable
and have an unpleasant habit of ceasing
to operate without warning. For instance, when a new battery is connected
to replace an exhausted one, the valves
arc liable to receive an excessively high
filament voltage. Result: recriminations
all round, between customer, supplier,
and valve manufacturer.

500
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ANODE VOLTS

Fig. 3.---Characteristics of the battery-fed
variable-mu screened pentode, type 234·

TABLE.
Heater
Volts.

Heater
Amps.

Mut. Conductance
(mAjv)

Impedance
(ohms.)

Working
Anode
volts.

Working
Screen '
volts.

Grid
bias.

..

6.:{

0.3

0.475

300,000

140

100

A.Y.C.

78 Screened pentode ..

6.3

0.3

1.45

600,000

140

lOO

A.V.C.

75 Doub.le-diode-triode

6.3

0.3

l.l

91,000

140
through
resis.

--

+2

..

25

0.3

2.3

140

140

-20

..
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0.3

-
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Fig. 4.~-Two-volt output pentode, giving 700
milliwatts with 7!% harmonic distortion.
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1\Ianually adjusted rheostats are equally
unpractical. The set-user always turns
them on too far and then returns the
6
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Battery Users' Tribulations

its special technical problems. He has
found, as we have found in England, that
an output of 2 watts is obtainable from
a battery set by making use of quiescent
amplifying systems.
In England, where distatJccs arc short,
we have accepted the accumulator,
which maintains a steady voltage, as
a practical source of L.T. supply. In the
U.S.A., where immense tracts of farming
country are without mains or accumulatorcharging facilities, it is far less satisfactory.
So far, the probiem of supplying fila-

The more ambitious type of battery-fed
receiver is nowadays a seven-valve superheterodyne with
several
interesting
features. One of the most unusual is the
method of manual volume control, which
is carried out by varying the coupling of
one of the I.F. transformers. A separate

"'

ANODE VOLTS

Fig. 2. --Dynamic characteristics of output
pentode No. 41, as used in American car sets.
Output at 10% harmonic distortion is 3 watts.

valves as defective. And in America·.
"the customer is always right" !
The Patent Office. at Washington is
piled high with specifications for automatic voltage-regulating devices, but none
of them seems to have reached the stage·
of standard commercial use.
The best solution of the battery problem so far is the two-valve " air-cell, '
which is a primary battery, and an expensive one at that, but which is capable of '
giving half an ampere for the better part'
of a year. Depolarisation is performed .
by the oxygen of the atmosphere, and .
the voltage amounts to about 2.4 volts ,
throughout its long life. It is filled up •
with water by the user, and requires little
more than common-sense attention such
as topping-up with water to make good
evaporation. Even that small amount of
attention is not always forthcoming, and
the battery is returned as defective.
Again, "the customer is always right."

-

triode valve, with anode and grid
strapped together, acts as a diode for
A.V.C. purposes only, while the second
detector operates on the anode bend principle. All filaments except the output
take o.o6 amp. at 2 volts. The output
valve, of which the characteristics are
shown in Fig. 4, consumes 0.26 amp.
The most noticeable differences between
British and American valve technique
may be summarised quite briefly. The
American screened valves have the
control-grid connection led out through
the top of the bulb, the advantage of this
plan being a reduced capacity between
this electrode and the other grids. In the
British valves, where the control grid is
connected to its pin through the pinch at
the base of the valve, this electrode is not
shielded from the other grids. An additional advantage of leading the connection
out through the top of the valve is that the
exposed metal is not at H. T. potential,
and thus one of the requirements of the
underwriters is satisfied.
The mutual conductance of American

54
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American Sets and Valvesvalves is distinctly lower than that of their
British counterparts. This is largely a
matter of cost; the insolvent state of the
American valve industry precludes the
spending of money on obtaining the closer
clearances and finer workmanship of the
British product.
A standard American A.C. pentode (the
43) has a mutual conductance of about
2 mAjvolt, while the figure for the corresponding British valve is about 4 mA. per
volt. Both valves have about the same
cathode wattage.
As a result of the craze for midget
receivers, American valves are generally
much smaller than their British equivalents, and in some cases efficiency was
sacrificed in order to please the set manufacturers. The bulb area is too small for

adequate dissipation of heat, and often
output pentodes and mains rectifiers are
run too hot to be handled. In spite of
12
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screened pentode,
type 78.

these shortcomings the American valve in
general is a robust mechanical job, and is
non-microphonic.

UNBIASED
By

FREE GRID

The High Jump
interest taken in my few notes
T HE
concerning photo-electric cells has
been quite considerable, several readers
writing to tell me of remarkable instances
of the application of these devices to
everyday life. Probably the most interesting, however, is one which was
actually demonstrated to me the day
after my words appeared in print.
As a result of my paragraph a friend
telephoned to say that if I cared to
accompany him on the following day to
his daughter's school sports he would
give me an " eye-opener."
It was with some diffidence that I
approached the subject of putting in an
appearance at a girls' school, but in the
end my curiosity got the better of my
blushes, and the following day saw me
in a train with mv friend, bound for the
fee-snatching establishment to which he
had consigned his female offspring.

" •.• the lower appendages
of the body."

..,.-·

In spite of my friend's promises I
scarcely expected to find such a remarkable instance of modernity in the hoary
old establishment in which we eventually
found ourselves. The instance in question was what I can only describe as a
photo-electric high-jump indicator.
In place of the customary horizontal
chunk of wood there was a narrow but

T is astonishing, but nevertheless gratifying, to learn what avid readers of
this journal are the various dog fanciers
who clutter up the stand~ at Olympia
during August. It will be remembered
that quite recently I expressed fears that
there was likely to be a great dearth of
exhibitors this year due to the fact that,
according to their own statements to the
Press, many of the manuhcturers had
sold the whole of their factoty output for
several years ahead within a few hours
of the opening of last year's show.
I have now been inundated with correspondence which leaves me in no doubt
concerning the success of this year's show,
nor indeed of the ingenuity of our manufacturers. "It says little for your intelligence," writes the big noise of one wellknown firm, '' that you should seek to
cast doubt upon the statements made to
the Press by this and other firms of re-

I
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Fig.

At any rate, I spent a very pleasant
afternoon, and came aw:cty with the
definite impression that the modern
schoolgirl has what those set in authority
over her would describe a~. remarkably
fine corporeal appendages.

powerful pencil of light linking the two
vertical posts. This emanated from a
focused electric lamp on one post and
shone across into the '' eye'' of a deeply
hooded photocell on the other. The deep
hood in which the cell was sunk, coupled
with the strength of the focused pencil of
light, ensured that only the lamp and not
the daylight, even on the sunniest day,
should have any controlling influence on
the cell.
Naturally the effect of any girl's missing the jump was to cut the ray, and this
sounded an electric fog-horn.
Although admiring the ingenuity of
the whole thing, I failed .to see that it
was in any way an improvement over the
more homely chunk of wood to which I
had been accustomed in my schooldays,
so I sought enlightenment on· the matter
from the headmistress, a woman of the
.usual thoroughbred misandristic type
which an ever-thoughtful Nature seems
to produce specially for pedagogic purposes.
" It is evident," she explained coldly,
choosing her words with academic exactitude, "that you are unacquainted with
the intricate psychological reactions of
the female. \Vhereas a male, owing to
the relative coarseness of his nature, will
readily jump at a crude bar of wood
without what is vulgarly known as
the female,
with her
' baulking,'
delicately balanced psychological constitution, is unable to do so. This application of
science,''
she
continued,
"definitely solves the problem, as in the
event of failure to clear the height there
is nothing to get entangled with the lower
appendages of the body."
Personally speaking, I should have
thought that the use of an invisible ray
would have been better still, as it would
have stirred the girls to maximum effort
all the time, as they would never know at
what height the wretched thing was.

" .•. inundated with correspondence."

pute.. Naturally enough, we immediately
acqmred extra land and put in hand the
building of b!gger and bigger factories,
with the result that we were able to give
delivery of all the goods ordered in record
time, long before Christmas, in fact.
Furthermore, we would have you know
that we anticipate such an increase of business at this year's show that extensions of
similar magnitude to our premises and personnel will be necessary. ''
My readers will, I am sure, acquit me
of any intention to cast aspersions on the
veracity of our great business houses. I
am only too pleased to publ:sh these few
facts, if only to show how resolutely the
unemployment problem is being tackled.
The state of affairs which my innocent
remarks has brought to light is still rather
alarming, however, for at tht present rate
of increase not only will all our treasured
beauty spots have been swept away before
the ruthless hand of the factory builder
long before 1940, but the time will come
when so many people will be employed in
making sets that nobody wJl be left to
use them.
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T has often been suggested that double-frequency-changing
be employed in order to obtain single-span tuning with
normal superheterodyne characteristics as regards selectivity.
The problems involved in such a scheme are discussed in this
article, and it is shown that although it is possible to obtain
good· results the arrangement is unsuitable for many purposes.
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sponding to all broadcasting stations, and
it is the duty of this amplifier to select
the frequency corresponding to the
station it is wished to receive. So far
this is no different from the usual singlespan arrangement, but the output of the
amplifier in which the I, 6oo kc / s frequency is, or should be, predominant, is
applied to the second frequency-changer
which contains an oscillator working at
either I,JIO kcls or I-490 kcls. Whichever frequency be used, it beats with the
I ,6oo kc Is input to give an output of no
kcls which is applied to the second I.F.
amplifier, in whic[l final amplification and
a high degree of adjacent channel
selectivity are obtained.

T was shown in last week's issue of tains an oscillator tunable over the range
The Wireless World that the only of I,750 kcls to 3,roo kcls for a first
point in which single-span receivers intermediate frequency of I,6oo kcls.
might be said to suffer in a com- All tuning is carried out by means of the
parison with the usual type of super- variable condenser controlling this oscilheterodyne is in regard to adjacent chan- latOJ;. just as in an ordinary single-span
nel selectivity. It has been suggested rece1ver.
The first I.F. amplifier comes next, but
that this could be got over by using doublefrequency-changing-the proposed scheme this may be only a courtesy title, for
being to use a high first intermediate fre- amplification at this stage is not essential,
quency to secure single-span tuning, and and a simple chain of resonant circuits
, then a second fixed frequency-changer to tuned to I,6oo kcls may suffice. In most
feed a second intermediate frequency cases, however, it will be convenient to
amplifier operating at a low frequency obtain a degree of amplification at this
point.
to obtain high selectivity.
Interference Possibilities
Now we must remember that all freAn arrangement of this nature was
Apart from the frequency-changers, the
actually employed by the writer over a quencies between ISO kc Is and I .soo
year ago, and it can be made to operate kcls are applied to the first frequency- apparatus can be divided into three main
very satisfactorily indeed. There are, changer. Suppose that the first oscil- sections, each of which must fulfil a single
however, certain difficulties which are not lator is set to work at 2,6oo kc Is so that definite function as regards selectivity.
apparent at first sight, so that the method a I ,6oo kc / s beat is formed with a station The function of the second I.F. amplifier
on I,ooo kc/s. The oscillator will beat is to provide adjacent channel selectivity,
may be worth discussing in some detail.
Double-frequency-changing offers many with all oth~r stations and convert the and no unusual problems enter here, for
fresh problems to the designer ; there are I50-I,SOO kcjs band to one of 2.450-I,IOO it is only the usual question of selectivity
the interference problems peculiar to kc 1s. If the oscillator be set at 3,000 v. quality. The first I.F. amplifier uust
single-span tuning for which no new kc Is to receive a station on I ,400 kc Is, be selective enough to prevent st;cond
treatment is needed, there are the nor- the band shifts to z,Sso-I,soo kcls. We channel interference at the second F.C.
from occurring, and
mal
superheteroalso to prevent the
dyne problems to
other for m s of
\~hich the solution
whistle production
is somewhat easier,
peculiar to the orand there IS a
dinary superheteronumber of fresh
dyne. The aerial
problems E'ntirely
coupling must pass
consequent up on
the desired recei·;double - frpquencying band, but at·
changing.
Let us first contenuate other
frequencies
suffisider what doubleAERIAL COUPLING PASSING
FREQUENCIES BETWEEN
ciently to prevent
frequency - chang150 & 1,500 kc;s &
second channel ining with single-span
ATTENUATING ALL OTHERS
terference at the
tuning involves.
2'.lli FREQUENCY CHANCER
1!.1' FREQUENCY CHANG~R
The various stages
first
F.C.
WITH OSCILLATOR VARYING
WITH OSCILLATOR TUNED
DETECTOR
TO EITHER 1,710 kcfs OR
BETWEEN 1,750 & 3,100kC/S
Assuming inadeare shown diagramFOR TUNING
1.490 kc/s
matically in Fig. I,
quate
selectivity,
and the first two are
there are thus three
Fig. I.--The general scheme of a single-span receiver embodying double-frequencyin no way different
frequencies instead
changing is illustrated here.
of one from which
from other singlecan, therefore, regard the first frequency- second channel interference may occur.
span rE>ceivers.
There Is the special
changer as moving the whole band of With a first I.F. of I,6oo kcls, a second
aerial coupling system passing frequencies between ISO kc/s and I,soo frequencies to be received, as we rotate I.F. of no kc / s, a second oscillator frequency of I-490 kc/s, and a ·first oscillator
kc / s to the first frequency-changer, but the tuning condenser.
The input to the first I.F. amplifier,
frequency of 2,6oo kc/s for the reception
attenuating frequencies outside this
range. The first frequency-changer con- therefore, contains frequencies corre- of a station on I,ooo kcjs, let us see how
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this interference may occur. \Ve have
I,ooo kcls beating with 2,6oo kcjs to produce r,6oo kcjs, which beats with 1>490
kcls to produce no kc/s. Now it is
obvious that if the Ist l.F. amplifier contains a frequency of I, 380 kc Is, this will
beat with I >490 kc j s also to give a
IIO kc Is output. A frequency of 1,380
kc Is will be produced by the first oscillator on z,6oo kc Is from a signal on either
1,220 kcls or 3,980 kc!s. Tpe true rst
I.F. of I,6oo kcls is produced by beating
with 2,6oo kcls either I,ooo kc/s or
4,200 kcls. Thus for any setting of the
controls there are four signal frequencies
which may be passed to the 2nd I.F.
amplifier, and in this case they are I,ooo
kcls, 1,220 kc/s, 3,980 kcjs, and
4,200 kc j s.
The last two are eliminated by providing a sufficiently high degree of attenuation
in the aerial filter, for they are outside the
desired tuning range. \Ve need only concern ourselves with the first pair, thereBoth are within the
fore.
receiving range, so that the
aerial filter cannot help us
here. The second I.F. amplifier can give no aid, and it
is upon the Ist I.F. amplifier
that the burden must fall.
The 2nd I.F. amplifier is exactly analogous
to the I.F. amplifier
of an ordinary superheterodyne, and the rst
I.F. amplifier replac•cS
the signal- frequency
tuning circuits, the only
difference being that
its tuning need not be
varied in anv wav.
Just as in the ~rdinary
superheterodyne it is
the signal-frequency circuits which must
prevent second channel interference and
other forms of whistle production, so in
a double-frequency-changing single-span
receiver the onus falls upon the first intermediate frequency amplifier. There is,
however, one alleviating circumstancethe tuning is fixed. Ganging errors, therefore, which reduce the selectivity of the
ordinary pre-selector are absent, and it is
possible to use specially selective devices
which would be inapplicable to circuits
with variable tuning.

Oscillator Interaction
It will be seen, therefore, that the use
of double-frequency-changing brings t0
single-span all the possibilities of whistle
pi·oduction present in an ordinary superheterodyne, but that these are more easily
reduced to negligible proportions by the
absence of variable tuning.
The next point to be considered arises
neither with single-span tuning nor the
ordinary superheterodyne, but it may be
important in any set embodying doublefrequency-changing. Unkss great care be
taken in design, interaction will occur
between the two oscillators and give rise
to many undesirable effects. Each oscil-

lator inevitably generates harmonics, and
it is these harmonics which can cause
trouble in several different ways.
Let us assume, for the moment, that
all the possibilities of harmonic trouble
can occur, and see what the effects arc
likely to be. If the second intermediate
frequency is no kc Is and the first I ,6oo
kc Is, the second oscillator must be either
I, 7IO kc Is or I,490 kc Is. The latter
frequency is obviously umiesirable, for it
is within the required receiving range. lt
has already been shown, however, that a
slightly higher frequency may prove
desirable on other grounds, so let us choosc
a first intermediate frequency of r,68o
kc Is. The second oscillator must then be
either I ,790 kc Is or I ,570 kc Is, and the
first oscillator must be variable over

A rear view of a single-span receiver of
high selectivity.

the range of 1,830 kcjs to 3,I8o kcjs.
\VhicheYer oscillator frequency we
choose, the fundamental does not fall
within the Ist harmonic range of the first
oscillator, so that we shall have no difficulty on this score. The second harmonic
of I,790 kcls, however, is 3,580 kcis,
and of 1,570 kc/s is 3,140 kcjs. The
former comes within the fundamental
range of the first oscillator, but the lattec·
does not, so that it would seem wise to
choose the higher of the two possible frequencies for the second oscillator. Higher
harmonics may be important, and the
3rd harmonics of the two possible oscillator frequencies are 5,370 kc / s and 4, 7IO
kc Is, while the. second harmonic range of
the first oscillator is 3,660-6,360 kcjs.
Whichever oscillator frequency we choose,
ihcrdor<:>, its third harmonic will fall
within the second harmonic range of the
first oscillator.
Another point must now be considered.
If the first oscillator can be adjusted to a.
frequency no kc Is different from that of
the second oscillator serious interference
may occur, for we arc concerned with the

fundamental frequencies of :he oscillators
which are much stronger than the harmonics. Now it will be seen that if we
choose the higher frequency of 1,790
kc Is for the second oscillator, the first
oscillator must not be tunable to a frequency lower than I,900 kc / s, otherwise
trouble will occur. In order to cover the
required receiving range, hmveYer, the
oscillator must be variable to as low a
frequency as 1,830 kc / s. If we choos:"
this oscillator frequency, 1herefore, we
must expect trouble when receiving a
station on 220 kc Is.

Oscillator Harmonics
By using the lower frequency for the
second oscillator, however, this effect is
completely avoided, and no whistles ;nYolYing the fundamental frequencies uf
both oscillators can be produced.
In
spite of the fact that the harmonics are
likely to prove more troublesome, we must
definitely decide to use the lower frequency of I ,570 kc Is for the
second oscillator.
It will be obvious that complete freedom from whistles
produced by oscillator harmonics would be obtained if
either oscillator could be prevented frcm generating
them. This is not completely possible, but
steps can be taken to
keep them at a minimum. So:nething more
is needed, however.
Good screening of each
oscillator is necessary in
order to prevent -the
stray fields from interacting.
An arrangement which might be used
for the second frcquency-cha 1ger is shown
in Fig. 2. The I,68o kcls input is applied
to the detector grid, and the I ,570 kc is
oscillator potential is injected into the
cathode lead together with any oscillator
harmonics. Now although the I,68o kc Is
circuits which are connected between the
two frequency-changers exercise a selective action upon any frequen•:ies produced
by the first oscillator, it must be remembered that th0se oscillator potentials a1 e
likely to be, and in fact should be, much
strm1ger than any signal so that the input
to the second frequency-changer may be
appreciable.
It will be seen, therefore, that 0very
effort should be made to prevent harmonics of the second oscillator from
reaching the detector, and one way of
doing this is shown in Fig. 3· The
coupling between the oscillator and detector is arranged by means of a tuned
circuit Lr, L2, C tuned to the oscillator
frequency of 1,570 kcls. Thi:; circuit exercises a selective action on che oscillator
output and effectively reduces the harmonic content to an exceedingly low
figure.
'With an arrangement of this nature
double-frequency-changing can function
in a satisfactory manner, and it is possible to obtain freedom from the various
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the second harmonic input to the detector
mean that it is a desirable one. The great
by 75 per cent. The reactance of the
difficulty about double-fre<luency-changusual inductance coupling increases with ing is the initial adjustments. Not only
frequency so that it is twice as great ::lt are there two sets of I.F. circuits to b.e
the second harmonic frequency as at the
adjusted to two different frequencies but
fundamental. The reactance of a capacity the second oscillator must be set precisely
coupling, however, at a third frequency. This can only be
falls with frequency, done easily and accurately with the aid
and at the second of a calibrated oscillator, and this is a
harmonic is only one- piece of apparatus which few constructors
half of that at the have available. If the adjustments are
fundamental.
not accurately performed, the performThe second factor ance of the set is likely to be very poor,
tending to reduce and as the symptoms of the various faults
the efficiency of the are so similar it is difficult to diagnose
coupling at the har- the exact cause.
monic frequencies is
In spite of the system being capable
the coupling into the of a good performance, therefore, we
tuned circuit instead must conclude that it is unsatisfactory for
of into the cathode a constructional receiver owing to the
lead of the valve, for difficulties of adjustment. In a commerthe r,6oo kc/s cir- cially produced set where suitable apparacuit LC then exer- tus can be used for the adjustments, it
cises some selective may prove entirely satisfactory.
influence
on
the
If double-frequency-changing cannot
Fig. z.-One method of coupling the oscillator and detector in
oscillator output and be called in to help in obtaining increased
the second frequency-changer.
reduces harmonics.
selectivity. the logical course is to attain
A single-span receiver embodying this desirable end by an increase in the
variation· of this capacity makes little
difference to signal strength, but a big do u b 1 e- frequency-changing can be number of tuned circuits at the high interdifference to the heterodyne voltage im- made to operate in
an entirely satisfacpressed upon the detector and to the fil.
manner
by
tration of harmonics. The only accurate tory
adopting the prinmethod of adjusting this condenser is with
the aid of a valve voltmeter to measure ciples which have
the detector input. and this is obviously been discussed in this
article. By using a
very inconvenient.
1a r g e
Now a little thought will show that sufficiently
there is little use in going to extremes in number of tuned circuits in the second
order to obtain a pure input to the detector, for it is extremely probable that I.F. circuits the adjathe detector will itself generate harmonics cent channel selecof the oscillator potentials. These har- tivity can be made as
monics will not be so serious as those
high as. desired, and
generated in the oscillator itself, for they
the normal superwill not be as strong, but there is little heterodyne type of
point in providing a very high degree of whistle
production
filtering to the oscillator output.
can be avoided by
The connections shown in Fig. 4, there- the inclusion of four
Fig. 4.-An extremely simple method of oscillator coupling which
fore, have been found quite as satisfactory
or more tuned cirleads to a low harmonic output.
as the tuned coupling of Fig. 3, and the
cuits in the first I.F.
provision and adjustment of a tuned cir- amplifier. Interaction difficulties can be mediate frequency of the straightforward
cuit is saved. In the first place a capaci- oYercome by proper design.
This does not insingle-span system.
tive, instead of the usual inductive,
The fact that a receiving s}·stem can be crease the difficulties of adjustment to
coupling is used, and this alone reduces made to function well, however, does not any appreciable degree, for all circuits
are lined up to the same frequency, and
the exact frequency is not critical. The
selectivity obtainable with the existing
single-span receivers is greater than that
of the majority of straight sets, and although it is lower than that of ordinary
superheterodynes, it has been found adequate for the reception of most worthwhile transmissions. This may seem surprising in view of the fact that the number of circuits used is less than in most
superheterodynes, but it is to be attributed to the highly efficient circuits
obtained.
+H.T
It will thus be obvious that taking all
points into consideration a higher degree
of selectivity is best obtained by an increase in the number of tuned circuits, and
the benefits accruing from this are to be
found not only in increased adjacent
channel selectivity but also in the reduced
Fig. 3.-A method of oscillator coupling in which a tuned circuit LI, Lz, C is used to
avoid difficulty due to oscillator harmonics.
spread of local transmissions.

forms of whistle production. The particular arrangement of Fig. 3, however,
is not without its disadvantages, the chief
of which is the difficulty of adjusting the
condenser C. It will be found that a
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Resistance Tuning
A New Development

F

ROM the earliest days of wireless
tuning has invariably been based
upon the principle of balancing
negative and positive reactances.
The reactance of an inductance is proportional to frequency and is positive,
while tha:t of capacity is inversely proportional to frequency and is negative. If a
coil and condenser be connected in series,
therefore, the total reactance becomes
zero for that frequency at which the inductive and capacitive reactances are
equal. This is the condition of resonance,
and it is obvious that the tuning may be
varied by altering either the inductive or
the capacitive reactance-that is, either
the inductance or the capacity.
It is almost the universal practice to
vary the capacity, and variable condensers are employed for this purpose.
One of the greatest objections to the system is that both the efficiency and the
selectivity vary greatly at different frequencies, so that it is not feasible to obtain
a single wide tuning range.
If a wide
tuning range be required, it must be
obtained by dividing it into a number of
small ranges, for each of which a separate
coil is necessary.
Even then. both
efficiency and selectivity vary greatly with
any reasonable number of rangrs when
the total band of ISO-I,SOO kc/s must be
covered.
One method of overcoming the difficulty lies in the particular application of
the superheterodyne principle known as
single-span tuning, and with this it is
readily possible to cover the I50-I,SOO
kc / s band in a single sweep with constant
efficiency and selectivity. This is not the
only available method, however, for the
June issue of the Proceedings of the
Institute of Radio Engineers contains
details of a new system of tuning
due to S. Cabot and known as resistance
tuning.
The system is of
particular interest,
and offers a radical
departure
f rom
accepted practice.
Briefly, instead of
balancing negative
and positive reactances. for the purpose of tuning a
balance is obtained
between
negative
and positive resistFig. I.~The fundamental circuit for
ances. Normally, of
resistance tuning is
course, the vah1e of
shown here. The rea resistance is subsistance RI controls
the tuning and the
stantially indepennegative resistance
dent of frequency
- Ra is actually a
so that simple redynatron valve.
sistances are of no
direct value for tuning purposes.
It is
possible, however, to combine a fixed in-

ductance and a fixed resistance with a
fixed capacity and a fixed negative resistance in such a way that the combination
behaves as a negati,·e resistance the

ever, to press a dynatron valve into service for this purpose, and a suggested circuit for a two-stage amplifier is '?hown in
Fig. 2. The first valve is a dynatron and
replaces the resistance - Ra of Fig. I.
~-----------------------------------.,------------:
Actually, •any screen-grid valve ::>ossessing
I
principle of reactance tuning, i good dynatron characteristics may be
I usually by means of a ·variable : used. The second valve is a pliodynatron,
J
condenser, is so widely accepted as i and very few types are available. It may,
: the only .Practicable method that the : however, be replaced by a s·:reen-grid
:
I
, development of an entirely new system : amplifier followed by a dynatron.
comes as something of a shock. A
The cathode biasing resistances Jb con: tuning system which claims outstand- 1 trol the values of the negative 1 esistances
J
ing advantages o·ver the older method
introduced by the valves, and the two
, · d
variable resistances R are for tuning. In
: ts escribed in this article. The i practice, of course, these resistances would
I s;:stem is known as resistance tuning i . be ganged and operated by a smgle conI smce the customary variable condenser i trol knob. With suitable valves very high
I is replaced by a variable resi~·tance. i anmlification can be secured and a wide
l_____________________________ rr=======·===============:====!!
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value of which is
g re at I y dependent
upon frequency. This
being the case, the
combination can be
opposed by a positive
resistance so that at
one particular frequency, which depends upon the value
assigned to the positive' resistance, the
total
resistance
is
zero. Tuning, therefore, can be carried
out by the simple expedient of varying the
positive resistance.
Fig. z.~The suggested circuit diagram for a two-stage amplifier
The fundamental
embodying two resistance-tuned circuits. The pliodynatron can be
replaced by an ordinary screen-grid stage and another dynatron.
circuit of the system
is shown in Fig. I.
Moreover, the selectivity
The resistance RI is variable and forms tuning range.
the tuning control, while the combirlation is constant provided that the resistance of
of L, C, R, aQd - Ra forms the effective the coils does not Yary with frequency.
negative resistance variable with fre- . The coil resistance is not a constant, howquency. The input signal is injected in ever, so that the ~electivity does vary
series with the circuit, and is represented somewhat. Compensation for this may be
by the generator E, and the output e is obtained, however, by linking the resistances RI to the tuning resistanc~s R.
taken across C and - Ra.
The values of components. arc all closely
Circuit Values
inter-related, and it can be shown that the
If R be made numerically equal to Ra highest frequency to which it i>, possible
and L=R'C, it can be shown mathe- to tune is set by the minimum negati,·c
matically that the impedance of the sys- resistance which it is possible tc· obtain.
tem is at a minimum for a frequency
Although the system is hardly yet
f=IIzrrvLCwhen l{I is zero. When RI developed to a su1Iicient degree to be
is m~de equal to R, however, minimum applicable to general broadcast reception,
impedance occurs for zero frequency. It it is of particular interest as affording for
will be seen, therefore, that tuning can be the first time an alternative to the
varied from zero frequency to a frequency accepted practice of reactance tuning.
determined by the LC product by altering Considerable development, particularly
RI between the limits of R and zero.
in the field of valves, will probably be
No special difficulty is attached to the m·eded before the method can become of
attainment of components having the re- wide application, but the new principle
quisite values for L, C, R, and RI, but a clearly shows that even in such an apparnegative resistance for - Ra is not so ently stabilised section of technique as
readily available. It is possible, how- tuning finality has not yet been reached.
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Electrical Interference
The Probletn of a Definition
By A. MORRIS, A.R.C.Sc., J\l.I.E.E.

(Post Office Engineering Department)

HETHER the suppression of electrical interference comes about as a result of legislation or
voluntary action, by national or by local regulations, the first necessity is to define what degree of
radiation from electrical plant constitutes interference with broadcast reception. In this article some
of the problems associated with arriving at a definition are discussed.

W

T

HE interference from any item of
electrical plant can be mitigated
by the adoption of appropriate
measures. This is not an overstatement of the present position, although it certainly raises the issue as to
why, in such circumstances, a settlement
in respect of the subject of radio interference has not vet been reached. The
answer to this qliety is readily furnished.
The degree of mitigation which can be
achieved is largely a matter of cost, and
it is desired that only the minimum necessary sum of money shall be spent to meet
the requirements of this matter. A solution of the economic question thus posed
has not vet been arrived at, either in this
or in any other country. Agreement upon
the technical basis of such a solution, at
least so far as its main features are concerned, is the outstanding problem of this
subject.

Economic Considerations
In certain cases the necessary measures
are simple, in others they are more complex.
Thus, for many domestic appliances and light commercial apparatus a
simple condenser type of suppressor is
generally satisfactory; for heavy commercial plant the condenser-choke type
of suppressor is advantageous, whilst for
certain other classes of plant additional
means, such as spark-quench circuits and
screening arrangements, are desirable.
For a moderate degree of suppression the
cost, expressed as a percentage of the cost
of the plant, probably varies but slightly
from one class of plant t<'l another. In
general, however, the higher the degree to
which the interference from electrical
plant is suppressed, the more elaborate
the means and the greater the cost, particularly for the " heavy" class of plant.
In all cases, of course, the elements composing interference suppressors must be
electrically adequate, whilst complete suppressors must embody normal protective
features.
The usual type of condenser suppressor
shunts the terminals of the interfering
plant by means o! two condensers in
series, an additional condenser being employed for connection between their junction and the frame of the plant or the
metallic sheath of the supply mains and
thence to earth. Unless this latter condenser is of reasonably large capacity
::mly a moderate degree of suppression will

be obtained. Considerations of safety to
persons handling domestic items with unearthed frames or plant only nominally
earth-connected
necessitate this condenser being of small capacity. The
capacity should not exceed o.or microfarad ; in some cases such a limitation
results in poor suppression unless the
additional use of choke coils is resorted
to. The use of chokes may increase the
cost considerably; for this reason it may
not be economical to utilise the fullest
possible degree of suppression.

Technical Aspects
From the foregoing it will be evident
that an important aspect of the subject is
that of the minimum degree of suppression of the interference from any particular item of. electrical plant which can
be regarded as satisfactory. A more
fundamental aspect, however, is the
general degree to which radio reception
will ultimately be immunised from electrical interference. , Actually, these two
aspects are interdependent, although the
latter is considered to be the principal concern of the broadcast listener, whilst the
former is regarded as the exclusive concern of the electrical plant manufacturer.
The comfort with which a broadcast
programme is heard is determined by the
relative strengths of the programme and

the extraneous noise, I.e., by the signal(
noise ratio of the transmission. The
magnitude of the signal/ noise ratio at a
receiving site will depend upon a number
of factors. For a definite strength of radio
noise the signal j noise ratio will depend
directly upon the field strength and depth
of modulation of the broadcast transmlsswn.
Omitting Consideration, for the time
being, of methods of expression and of
measurement of radio interference, it may
be mentioned that a definition, in appro
priate numerical terms, of '' essentially
interference-free" reception at a receiving
site has already been proposed in this
country. This definition states the wave
range and minimum strpngth signal to be
protected as well as the extent of the protection to be afforded.
At the recent
(] une, 1934) Paris Conference of the
International Electro-technical Commis·
sion this definition was accepted in principle, when it was agreed that: " Taking
into account exclusively the interests of
broadcasting, it is desirable if interference-free reception is to be obtained that
the level of the interference (measured in
accordance with methods to be defined)
should be lower by 40 decibels than the
mean level of a signal produced by a field
of I millivolt per metre, modulated 20 per
cent.''
The definition states what has fre-

A PORTABLE INTERFERENCE DETECTOR. An instrument developed on the Continent by
Siemens. With this equipment sources of disturbance can be located and their relative intensity measured.

6o
Electrical Interferencequently been referred to as the "desirable objective " in contra-distinction to
what may be regarded as the '' economic
objective." This latter will represent the
degree of amelioration to be actually
afforded to the listener ; it has yet to be
stated in concise numerical terms.

British Method of Expression and
of Measurement
The adoption of a suitable method (including the technical terms to be employed) foF the expression of radio interference and of appropriate equipment for
its measurement are necessary for the
purpose of fechnical pronouncements on
the principal aspects of this subject.
It may be assumed that the interference
caused by electrical appliances arises
from variations of electrical potential in
the space surrounding the appliance. The
components of such variations may be regarded as distributed in a substantially
uniform manner over the whole range of
radio frequencies. The root-mean-square
value of these component vertical potential gradients, within a selected band of
radio frequencies, can be measured by
suitable apparatus.
The technique proposed by the British
Post Office for use in this country is based
upon the foregoing considerations and
upon the use of equipment of the type
normally employed for the measurement
of the field strength and depth of modulation of radio transmissions. By means
of this class of apparatus interferenceproaucing electric fields, i.e., " noi~e
fields,'' are measured and referred to m
terms of their "equivalent field strength,"
the numerical expression being in microvolts per metre. This technique can be
correlated with the previously mentioned
definition of interference-free reception,
the requirements of \vhich will be met_by
noise fields of strength not greater than
2 microvolts per metre.
.
A number of different methods for the
expression of radio interference are in use ;
these are to be respectively preferred in
accordance with the method of measurement adopted.
The French radio noise-measuring apparatus enables a comparison to be made
between two audio-frequency quantities,
radio interference being thereby referred to
in terrris of the level of its audio effect
relative to the level of the audio effect of
a radio field of ·stated field strength (r
mlllivolt per metre) and modulation (8oo
c.p.s., 30 per cent.). The method is somewhat similar to one employed in America,
except that the numerical expression is in
Nepers. Apparatus suitable for such
measurements has been described in Publication 407 de !'Union des Syndicats de
l' Electricite.
The German interference-measuring ap;paratus enables a measurement to be made
of the electromotive forces produced by
interfering electrical plant regarded as
radio-frequency generators. By its use
radio interference may be expressed in
terms of the radio-frequency voltage

Wf!w®ll®~@
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generated by the item of plant, either (a)
on the mains, supplying current to the
item, or (b) in an aerial system of stated
dimensions located at a stated distance
from the item. The numerical expression
is in volts.
Apparatus suitable for such measurements has been described by W. Wild in
an article appearing in E.T.Z. on February r6th and 23rd, I933· This type of
apparatus has been adopted by the Verein
Deutsche Elektrotechniker Sub-committee
of the German Commission on Broadcasting for the determination of the frequency
spectra of interfering sources.
By means of the radio noise-measuring
apparatus of the National Electric Lighting Association of America, radio interference can be measured by comparison of
its audio-frequency effect with that of a
radio-frequency voltage modulated to a
stated depth (50 per cent.) by a note (400
c.p.s.) of a stated frequency. In accordance with this method, radio interference
is referred to in terms of the strength of
an equivalent radio signal modulated in
accordance with the comparison voltage.
The numerical expression is in modulated
micro-volts per metre.
Apparatus suitable for· such measurements has been described in N.E.L.A.
Publication N. 32 of January, I933·
In the interests of purchasers of electrical plant, and in order to facilitate export and import business, international
agreement upon tht technique variously
employed is desirable, at least in principle.
Such agreement would be for the purpose
of correlation with the requirements of
the definition of " interference-free reception."
At the I.E. C. Conference
previously
referred
to,
the
technique employed in various European
countries was fully discussed, and it was
decided to carry out tests on the British,
French, and German equipments at Berlin
in the autumn for the purpose of determining the extent to which correlation of
the three methods is possible. Provided
this can be done, it should be possible,
subsequently, to agree upon standards of
suppression, and, at the same time, leave
the various countries free to ·utilise the
apparatus which they have respectively
developed;
Conclusion
It has been previously stated that the
desirable objective, as interpreted from
the I.E.C. definition of interference-ire~
reception, is the reduction of noise fields
in the immediate neighbourhood of receiving sets to a value not exceeding
2p.V. I metre, when expressed in terms of
the British technique. The general degree
to which radio reception can be immunised
in practice, i.e., the economic objective to
be realised, will probably necessitate
stronger noise fields being tolerated. A
French regulation appears to prohibit noise
fields in excess of rs· fL V. I metre at receiving sites. The complete regulations were
evolved to meet the urgent requirements
of the law. From their general form it
appears probable that the figure of 15
fL V. j metre is not based upon a very ex-
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tensive or complete economic study of this
subject.
The table gives signal I noise ratio criteria of the reception resulting from noise
fields ranging in value from 2 to 20
Jl V./ metre.
~SIGNAL/NOISE RATIO CRITERIA OF
RECEPTION.
Signal Field I millivoltfmetrc, modulated
20 per cent.
Xoise field, f'. V.jm. ..
::)ignal/Noisc, voltacrc
0
ratio
..
..
Signal;Noise, ratio in
dccibeb
..
..

2

5

H•

15.0 20

lOO

40

2(,

13.3

10

40

32

2€

22.5

20

Irrespective of the nature of the political
settlement of this subject., i.e., whether
by national regulations or by voluntary
action, it will be necessary to state in explicit numerical terms just exactly what
is required of electrical plant fnm the interference aspect, in order that manufacturers may ensure compliance with the
economic objective envisaged for the listener.
This may be accomplished in
accordance with the method proposed by
the author, whereby, in terms of the
British technique, the noise field set up
by any item of plant, at a certain distance
from it, is limited to the same numerical
value as the noise field to be agreed upon
a·s representing the economic objective.
This method involves the setting up of a
series of graded distances appropriate
to respective classes of plant; this would
be based upon distances from receiving
sites at which, in the average case, such
plant would ordinarily be operating. For
most domestic items of plant this distance
would be of the order of a few yards. For
commercial plant and industrial systems,
however, which usually operate in situations remote from receiving sites, the distance would be greater ; radio reception
within a short range of such p·ant being
an abnormal rather than a general requirement. Any difficulty which might be encountered in effecting measurements at
relatively great distances from wch plant
could be overcome by measurements made
at shorter distances, but suitably corrected
in accordance with a knowledge of the
attenuation with distance of tht; interference from such plant.
The preparation of a Specification for the
performance of "radio-interference-free"
electrical appliances has been envisaged as
an integral part of the British method of
dealing with this subject. The Lamework
of such a Specification has been prepared.
It indicates various arrangements of components suitable for use as interference
suppressors, and gives the standard ratings
and safety requirements for such components. In addition, it defines, in accordance with the method outlined above, the
maximum amount of radio interference
permissible from el~ctrical appliances,
although the appropriate numerics cannot
be fixed until agreement on the aspects
previously referred to has been reached.
cheap testing set for use in factories
as a check on the performance of plant is
also referred to in the Specification, but a
detailed design is outstanding.

a
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The Art of Ganging
VIII.-Di:ffi.culties Encountered in I.F. Circuits
HERE is nothing essentially difficult about the process of adjusting
the intermediate frequency circuits of a superheterodyne, and it
is chiefly a matter of patience. Except in
the case of the couplings, all adjustments
are carried out for maximum signal
strength, and it is strongly recommended
that some form of visual tuning indicator
be employed as an indicator of resonance,
since it permits far greater accuracy to be
obtained unless the operator is highly
skilled. The chief trouble that is likely
to occur is that one of the trimmers has to
be pushed to the limit of its travel in one
direction, whereas one of the others may
be at its limit in the other direction. This
is invariably due to unsuitable values of
stray capacity in the different circuits, and
as far as possible it is a wise plan to try
to equalise the external stray capacities
as far as possible.
This trouble occurs
usually when employing those types of
I.F. transformers in which the movement
)f the trimmers is limited in order to make
~t 1mpossible to operate them far from the
correct frequency. Other types of
transformer ha Vt( a wider range of
capacity available in the trimmers.
and the trouble rarely occurs with
these ; on the other hand, it is pos·
sible to adjust them to resonate at
a frequency widely different from
that intended by the designer of the
receiver, so that an additional check
on the frequency becomes necessary.

T

Stray Capacities

OST of the untoward effects
M
met with in an I.F. amplifier
are essentially the same as those
encountered in the H.F. stages of a
straight set, but they usually assume
a different magnitude.
The
commonest
difficulties in the
adjustment of an amplifier are
discussed in this article, and it is
shown how they may be overcome.

sets about the choice of screened sleeving
apply with equal force to the l.F. circuits
of a superheterodyne.
Although the anode circuits usually
have the highest stray capacity, an exception may be found in the case of the grid
circuit of a triode power grid detector.
The effective grid-cathode capacity of this
valve depends very largely upon the anode
circuit load impedance, and is smaller
the larger the value of the anode-cathode

a result, it may sometimes attain such a
value that accurate trimming of the grid
Fortucircuit is not always possible.
nately, this is not of very great importance,
for when conditions are such that this
particular capacity is high, the damping
imposed on the tuned circuit is also heavy,
and the trimming is so flat that the slight
degree of mis-tuning, which may be inevitable, does not appreciably affect the
performance.
Many modern receivers, of course,
employ a diode dectector, with which antiphase feed-back does not occur, so that
this trouble is now less evident than
formerly.
In the case of I.F. transformers with a
limited movement to the trimmers, to
which the above remarks chiefly app:y
the question of checking the intermediate
frequency hardly arises, for the reason that
it is not usually possible to adjust the
trimmers for resonance at a wrong frequency, or if they are so adjusted due to
excessive stray capacities throughout, the
trimmer movement is hardly sufficient to
rectify matters. Checking the intermediate frequency, however, is important in most cases, and it is
easily done by making use of what
is
otherwise
an
undesirable
phenomenon-second channel interference. (To be concluded.)
lhdio :Q'eceiver Measurements. Ray M.
Barnard,
B.Sc.,
A.M.I.R.E.

(Chief Inspector of Broadcast
Receivers, Standard Telephont>s
and Cables, Ltd.). Pp. 1 r6, with

55 illustrations and diagrams.
Published by Iliffe and Sons Ltd.,
Dorset Honse, Stamford Street,
Lcmdon, S.E.r. Price 4s. 6d.

In cases where accurate trimming
is impossible owing to the limitation
Although with the apparatus now
of travel of the trimmers, a little
available figures for overall sensithought will usually soon shC?w the
tivity, selectivity and fi<;Jelity are
cause of the trouble. That tnmmer
rapidly obtainable; there are many
which requires the least capacity is
pitfalls for the unwary which may
obviously fitted to a circuit which
easily lead to inaccuracies and mishas the highest external stray
interpretation of the results. It is
capacity.
This external capacity
the knowledge of these difficulties
must be reduced if possible, and so
which has enabled the author to
produce a manual which is something
the circuits of this coupling must be
more than an instruction booklet for
examined for causes of high stray
the operation of signal generators.
capacity. It is to be expected that
Chapters are devoted to the gangthe anode circuits will in general
ing and adjustment of superheterohave higher stray capacities than
dyne and straight receivers preparathe grid circuits, because of the contory to the measurement of the
An l.F. amplifier in which two I.F. transformers, shown with
struction of the valves, but this
principal characteristics of sensitheir screens removed, are coupled by a condenser to obtain
alone should not seriously affect the
high selectivity.
tivity, selectivity and fidelity, and
It will usually be an
trimming.
detailed instructions are given for
determining features such as the performanode circuit, however, in which the by-pass condenser. It is not usually practrouble is located, and the most probable ticable to use a larger by-pass condenser in ance of automatic volume control, harmonic
cause lies in the screening of an anode a superheterodyne than in a straight set distortion, etc.
The book has been written essentially for
lead. An excessively long screened lead, on account of the difficulty of avoiding an
those engaged in laboratory and service
or the use of an: unsuitable type of excessive high note loss. As the frequency
work, and the tables at the end of each
material, will normally be found to be the of operation is lower, however, the react- chapter summarising the various 'operations
cause of the trouble, and in this connec- ance of the condenser is higher, and consein their correct sequence should greatly
tion, it should be remembered that the quently the input capacity of the detector
expedite the work involved in compiling
remarks in the section dealing with straight is much higher than in a straight set.
As precise data of performance.
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News of the Week
Current Events in Brief Review
At Marconi's Birthplace

M

ARCHESE MARCONI is hims<c'lf designing the so-kilowatt broadcast transmittc-r which
is to be erectt·d next vear at his
birthplace. Bologna, Pxactlv forty
years
after
his
origin;tl
111vention.

One Transmitter-One
Licence

gliding competitions now !wing
held in the Rhon district, CerIhany.
The gliders are equipped
with a short-wave receiver and by
means of a small gl'ound transmitter are given instructions as to
air currents and relativP positions
of the competitors. Onlookers are
able to follow the proceedings by
means of public addrPss equipment.

"S.B." in France

I

T is interesting to observe hol'·
French
broadcasting
undt·r
Stait~ ownership is slowly- conform-

T

HE
Czecho-Slovakian
Postmaster-GeJwral has informed
the Association of Prague Radio
Amateurs that it is against the law
to possess more than one transmitting installation per licence. linlicensed sets will be seized.

HERE is still an ominous decline in the G<erman licence
figures. the total on July 1st being
5.359.480. i.e., 41,940 fewer than
a month earlier. There is alwavs
a seasonal dc·crease during July,
!Jut this year's drop exceeds those
of previous years by a considerable margin_

Lower Power for Tour
Eiffel

Licences for Car Radio

T

Wireless on Gliders
is playing a promiW IRELESS
n<cnt part in the annual

Fewer German Listeners

T

HE Eiffel Tower station is to
remain on the long waveband
for a few more months, according
to the French Postmaster-General,
replying last week to a complaint
that the "Tour" interfered with
Radio Paris.
The P.M.G. ex" plained that the necessary alterations in the plant to rednce the
wavelength to zo6 metres
in
accordance with the Lucerne Pl;m,
would occupy a considerable time.
By way of compromise the power
is to be j:educed after 7.30 p.m.
from 15 kilowatts to about 8
kilowatts.

5~Metre Tests at Malvern

R

EPORTS of 5-metre recPption
at over fiftv miles were received as a result of the tests on
the Malvern Hills, \Vorcestershire,
on Sunday, July rsth, already referred to in The Wireless World.
The transmittns wt'r<: G5FI, using
telephony, and G6YJ, using I.C.\V.
Both stations employed The f~'ire
less World Ultra-Short \Vave receivt'r with great success_
Record reception was achieved
by a station in the Cotswold Hills,
more than fifty milt's away. Many
reports were received within this
radius, although the transmitter
power was only 4 watts, drawn
from dry batteries.

A

Grievance

A

STRIKE at the local radio
station on the 12th of February last having deprived him of a
day's broadcast,
a
Burgundy
listener recently refused to pay
more than 49-863 francs out of the
50 francs radio tax. He had deducted
one
three-hundred-andsixty-fifth of the sum. It is understood that the State officials, while
admiring his arithmetic, refused to
grant a licence_

Eager Radio Students

W HEN
tral

the Birmingham CenTechnical College recently announced two radio courses
lasting two and f1ve y<'ars respectivdy, tlwre was a deluge of enquiries. According to Mr. Cordon
Baynton in an addn'ss lwfore the
Birmingham Hadio Luncheon Club
last week, so many youths in a
certain factory appli<'d that, if all
had been allowPd to take the
courses, it would have been neccssary to shut down the works twoand-a-half days a week.
The courses open on September
24th.

G.
BLOO:\lFIELD
is trans:nitting tests
on 5 metres every Sunday at 1 o
a.m. and every Monday at HL55
p_m. until the end of Septt"m!H:r.
Quite a considt'ralJic range of
transmission is expe•:ted, as the
station is situated high up at
Southgate. London, S.
Reports should be sent to 3·1·
.:VIorton \Vay, London, X.r4R

to a question in the
R EPLYING
House of Commons last week,
the Postmaster-G<:nt'ral, Sir Kingsley \Vood, said that a wireless
licence covered tlw n'gnlar use of
wireless receiving apparatus at the
address shown on the licence and
also the occasional use by the
licensee (or a memh<T of his household) of a portable receiving set
at another place, wlwtlwr in a
house', or in the open air, or in a
motor car.
The licence must he
carriPd by the person using the
portable set.
ThP concession in regard to portab!~: sets did not cover the use of

TAKING UP
·RADIO. A scene
at th-e Army
Vocational Centre,
Thornhill, Aldershot, where soldiers are equipped
for civilian tasks
on leaving the service. The picture
shows a typical
w i r e I e s s class
learning the
" mysteries '' of
public address
systems.

ing to B.C.C. standards.
One
indication is the. spread of "S_B."
programme's. Among these are the
dq.ily talks between (, and 6.30
p.m. and the performances of theFrench National Orchestra.
It has been decided to reduce
the number of gramophone broadcasts which formerly provid~:d the
main fare at many of the smaller
stations.

For 5-Metre Enthusiasts

DH.(GsMG)

a wireless set which was permanently fitted in a motor car.
A
separate licence must be o!Jtained
for SYch a set and must be carried
in the car.
These rules had received considerable publicity, and
he had no reason to believe that
there was any extensive failure to
comply with them.

Fire and Flood

R

ADIO-AGEN must surely be
Europe's unluckiest broadcasting station. Thrl'e years ago
it was dPstroyPd by flood, and its
owners, the G<'neral Council of
Lot-et-Garonne, took the Oflportunity to build a bettH transmittt·L On the night of July 7th8th last. a fire !Jroke out which in
a few minutf's entirely destroyed
the studios, transmitter, and the
offices.
1t is considPred unlikely that
Radio-Ag<"n will be rebuilt.
The
district will be adpquatelv coverPd
under the Ferrie Plan by. a powerful transmitter at Toulouse and a
lonl studio at Agen.

A Visit to Germany
A PAHTY of wireless and t<-le.L>'-1. vision t'nthusiastc kaveo London on August 18th lcrr Berlin, to
see the German Radio Show and
by special arrangem•:nt. to
visits to various worl<s and otlu:r
plact:s of radio interest. A few
vacancies still exist, and anvone
interested is invitf'd to apply: for
full particulars to 'dr. R.- \V.
Corkl]ng. 19, Bassin.;-ham Road,
Wemblcy.

pa;.

A Telephony Contest
is believed to be an
W HAT
entirdy new typ'' of amateur
transmitting contest is being run
by the Hadio Socie :y of (;rea t
Britain from October r st until
March 3 r st of next yeaL It will
be open to telephony otations onh·,
and ca~h prizes will \)(' awankd
to the two operators who cov,,r the
l<,ngest distances.
The 2I-ml'trt' an:ateur band
only will be used an< high power
will be strictly forbidden.
In
fact, no entrant will tH<' m on· tlw n
To watts input.

U.S. Radio Control

A

LTHOUGH all ra< io and cable
cornrnunications in Arncrica
were taken over by the new
Federal Communications Commission on July rst, the changt' is
being carried out \'t·ry slowlv.
According to our \Vashington
correspondent, all the two hundred
or more members of the old Radio
Commission staff are continuing in
their original JVOsts for at least
two months_ The rulPs ami regulations of the Radio Commission
are being maintained and it is now
doubtful whether any radical alterations in policy will fnllow during
the next two months. Tht· status
quo will continue in :Jroadcasting
for a long time.

Municipal Broadcasting
Station
New York Citv's muniSHALL
cipal
broadcasting- station,

costing about 38,ooo d~Jllars a year
to opc:;rate, be maintained? This
problem is being considered bv the
municipal authorities who are discussing whether speci;d announcemt'nis might in futur,, be broadcast by other local stations.
\VNYC, the station in question,
is one of the few in America which
do not "sell iirrw."
St>veral
commercial interests have offt·rcd
to purchase the station.

Page 63 follows after the Programme Supplement
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BROADCAST BREVITIES
By Our Special Correspondent
The Droitwich Comedy
HE secretiveness of the average B.B.C.
engineer is a by-word at Broadcasting
House. To get information from a member
of Mr. Ashbridge's department is as easy
as squeezing pips from a b,·l!lana..
.
This is what makes the Drmtw1ch situation so irresistibly funny.
Frantically
anxious to test the new station at full
power with full modulation, the engineers
are at the same time dogged by the fear
that the general public may suspect that
there is something in the air.

T

"Please Don't Listen"
This attitude, when dealing with ;t
150-kilowatt transmitter, is an impossible
one.
In the old days the motto was '' Plt'ase
don't do it "~the reference being to oscillation. Now it seems to be: "Please don't
listen.''

Morning talks will start at the beginning
of September, early c>vening talks in Uw
third week of September, and the rest of
the general talks and discussion group talks
in the first week in October.

Announcers Have a Lot to Learn
ALTHOUGH it is twelvp years since
broadcasting started in this country
there is no established technique of announcing, as appears to be the case in Belgium and France. Both countries have
recentlv seen the establishment of schools
for br~adcast announcers.
In the syllabus of the Paris "Ecole rlu
Micro," which I have hec>n privileged to
inspect, a quite elaborate course of study
is laid out. The would-be announcer begins

Why the Mystery ?
If the B.B.C. would issue regular official
statements regarding the performance of
this new station, which has been built with
listeners' money, the "mystery" would be
dissipated, and the ether after midnight
would not be cluttered up with the whistles
of the inquisitive.

At present the silence of the Engineering
Department is a challenge to every lislcner
who takes a serious interc>st in broadcast
transmission.
Those who have listened are aware that
modulated signals can now be hc>ard I1t'arly
every night between 12 and 3 a.m.
The quality is impressively good, which
makes it all the more astonishing that no
official information should be vouchsafed to
the public. If the station were a failure it
would be a diffen;nt story.

AE WEST'S popular slogan may be
heard on the loud speakers of England
on August 8th. This will be on the occasion of a second edition of '' Picture People ''
-the feature inaugurated in May last when
famous film artists were heard in excerpts
from well-known films.
The selections
were broadcast from the actual film strips.
Clayton Hutton, who is again the compiler, will introduce us to Mac West, Paul
Robeson,
Florence
Desmond,
Norma
Shearer, Bing Crosby, Sophie Tucker,
Grace Moore, Elizabeth Bergner, Evelyn
Laye and vVallace Beery.

M

Autumn Talks
HEAR that very ambitious plans have
been prepared for the autumn B.B.C.
talks, which are to be more comprehensive
in range of subjects than ever before.
There is to be a series by prominent Americans, whose addresses will be relayed
direct from the U.S.A. on Sunday evenings.
Another series will be devoted to India.
Reminiscences, household talks, technical
talks, discussions, short story and poetry
readings will be included in the syllabus.

I

A Rhodesian Relay
ALTHOUGH the Niagara Falls have not
been heard by wireless in Great Britain,
we may hear the Victoria 'Falls, Southern
Rhodesia, on August 5th, when the Livingstone Memorial there is to be unveiled by
the Hon. H. U. Moffatt, nephew of Livingstone and ex-Prime Minister of Soutlwrn
Rhodesia.
The proceedings will begin with a descriptive announcement, followed by an address
by the Rev. Dr. James Grey, of the Presbyterian Church in Africa. The broadcast to
National programme listeners will start at
1.50 p.m., the relay being carried out by
means of the Anglo-South African Radio
Telephone Service in co-operation with the
G\'neral Post Office.

Broadcasting the Tidworth Tattoo

Not a Failure

Film Strips Broadcast

nunciation posers and other pitfalls met
with in the past week.
But perhaps if Messrs. Hibberd, Gri~e
wood & Co. were called upon to describe
national events and so-and-so's toilet soap
in the same breath, . they too might ne,,d
special coaching. Perhaps not.

QUEEN ELIZABETH BROADCASTS.
Helen Menken at the microphone in the
Camegie Hall public studio of the Columbia
Broadcasting, System, New York. Her broadcasts have been given during intervals in the
stage play " Mary of Scotland," in which she
takes the part of Queen Elizabeth.

his studies with articulation, reading aloud,
punctuation and the pronunciation of
foreign terms.

Quick Thinking
He then proceeds to more ambitious
studies, such as extemporary speeches and
''simultaneous narrative.''
Under this
latter heading come running commentaries
on sports and pastimes, as well as highspeed art criticism at exhibitions, explanations of the fine points in legal processes
and other mental gymnastics which might
well terrify anyone not gifted with the perceptions of a Homer and the tongue of a
Demosthenes.

Mr. Lloyd James' " Class "
At Broadcasting House the announcers'
"class" is merely a happy informal mt'eting presided over by Mr. Lloyd James,
with whom the announcers discuss pro-

FROM Tidworth Arena on August 7th
excerpts from the Southern Command
Tattoo will be relayed to National programme listeners.
The opening excerpt
consists of Indian Club Swinging by a team
of the Ist Battn. Royal Welch Fusiliers,
accompanied by Massed Bands of the 7th
Infantry Brigade and Royal Tank Corps
playing "I'm for ever blowing bubbles,"
" Two Lovely Black Eyes," and " Three
Bliud Mice."
At the completion of lhe
exercise the team reforms and sings ~he
National Air of Wales and leaves the arena
to the Regimental Slow March, '' The War
March of the Men of Glamorgan."
The torchlight display by the 3rd Divisional Artillery will be accompanied by
massed bands of the Royal Artillery and ~he
8th Infantry Brigade playing a selection
from " The Passing of the Regiments."

B.B.C. and International Relays
WE give more than we get in the matter
of international relays. I have just
been studying a list of international relays
in which the B.B.C. was concerned between
May 8th and June 16th.
In this period
the B.B.C. provided forty-seven out-going
relays, of which thirty were destined for
North America, fifteen for distant countries
such as Australia and Japan, and two for
Europe. During the same period it accepted
from abroad only five relays-four from
Europe and one from Australia.

Are B.B.C. Programmes Best ?
Presumably, the B.B.C. considers that
its own programmes are best for home consumption, though Wireless World readers,
who regularly listen to Continental stations,
may hold a different opinion.
It is time that we had a relay of the new
French National Orchestra, which, under
its conductor, M. Inghelbrccht, is proving
to be one of Europe's finest musical combinations.
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Part 11.

TEST OSCILLATOR
Its Application to
.Component and Receiver
Testing
By
M. G. SCROGGIE, B.Sc, A.M.I.E.E.
(Concluded from page 36 of last issue)

PROMINENT engineer has stated
recently that an audio-frequency
oscillator and a valve voltmeter
go a long way towards setting
up the foundations of a radio laboratory.
The construction of an oscillator was
described last week, and details of an excellent valve voltmeter appeared in the
issue of October 14th, 1931 and also in
"The Wireless Engineer" of June, 1933.
Both of these instruments have been designed to avoid the necessity for expensive apparatus to calibrate them.
The
valve voltmeters can be calibrated from a
d.c. source and the oscillator needs no
calibration at· all (but it is recommended
that the frequencies should be checked
For measuring the frequency response of the
by a piano if available). ·
conveniently be connected
The principal object is to find out how
an amplifier (or part of -an amplifier) in essence-the oscillator is connected to
handles the wide range of frequencies the input of the amplifier and the voltwhich go to build up speech and music. meter to the output, and it is noted how
Very often the ideal is equal amplifica- the voltmeter readi~gs are affected by the
tion of all frequencies, which is usually frequency of oscillation.
called straight-line amplification; but
But one has to be very careful to make
sometimes the amplifier is deliberately in- sure that the conditions of test are as
tended to distort, so as to compensate for nearly as possible the same as those under
distortion elsewhere.
This is the main which the amplifier normally works.
idea of the '' Sten- ,~----------------------------------------------~ There
are
also
I
ode," in which the l
some slight differHIS oscillator, the construction II ences in method
a.f. amplifying part lI
of which was described in the II that are worth exis given a rising :I
curve 'to compen- i previous issue, constitutes a valuable i plaining.
Dealing with the
sate for the falling ! addition to the experimenter's test !
off in the upper 1 bench. The author deals in the con- l latter first, the two
part of the scale due l eluding part of this article with a ! principal schemes
to sharp tuning cirnumber of possible applications of l may be named
Input
Tone cor- ! the instrument and the precautions J Constant
cuits.
and Constant Outrectors of various
! necessary in making measurements. i put, which terms
sorts are now increasingly used to '---- ---------------------------- ---- --------- ---·! explain themselves.
adjust the a.f. response to suit various If the equipment being tested is supposed
conditions, such as the type of pro- to have something like a straight-line
gramme, the tendencies of the loud characteristic it does not much matter
speaker or the characteristics of a gramo- which method is used, and the choice
will usually depend on convenience.
phone pick-up.
It is very valuable to know just what Thus a feature of the oscillator is that
one is getting, for an abnormal frequency when adjusted as described in the precurve often enables an obscure fault in vious article the output is fairly constant
construction or design to be spotted, at all frequencies for a fixed setting of the
whereas with mere listening it is possible amplitude control chosen to give conSo it is not
to be una ware how much poorer the re- venient output readings.
absolutely necessary to switch the voltproduction is than it need be.
The method of testing is simple enough meter over to the input, or to use an addi-
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L.F. stages of a receiver the oscillator may
to the pick-up terminals.

tional indicator to ensure a constant input.
Thus the amplification at the
various frequencies is proportional to the
output voltm~ter readings.

Output Metres
If, however, the characteristic of the
amplifier is very much other than st~·aight
line, this method is open to two criticisms.
In the first place, most valve voltmeters
have an unevenly divided (square-law)
scale, and therefore cannot bt: read
accurately over a very wide range of readings.
Secondly, the reason for wanting
an amplifier to have a markedly tilted
response is usually because of some inequality in the input (such as high-note
cut-off caused by extreme selectivity),
which it is desired to neutralise so as to
obtain a level output for feeding to the
loud speaker.
Therefore, there is something to' be said
for the constant output scheme.
The
valve voltmeter-or other indicator-need
not be calibrated at all.
In fact, it is
enough to rig up any odd valve with any
odd batteries, give it enough bias to make
it rectify after a fashion, put a milliammeter of sorts in the anode circuit, and
so long as the pointer doesn't actually
stick anywhere it is good enough to indicate constancy of output.
Of -:ourse,
this will not do if it is desired to measure
the actual amplification at any frequency,
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but it is usually interesting enough to
know the relative amplification.
To this end the oscillator amplitude control must be calibrated, as it is now a
variable quantity instead of a fixed one.
It is well worth doing this in any case.
At this stage an earnest plea is inserted that readers who have not already
acquired the habit should lose no time
in getting to think in decibels. At first
these units· may seem a trifle strange to
anyone who has been brought up on voltage readings alone, but after a little while
they become second nature. The whole
business is explained in a previous
article,' and enthusiasts may care to substitute the stepped decibel volume control
described therein for the Io,ooo ohm continuous control specified for the oscillator.
The former being a Ioo,ooo ohm control,
all the values of resistance must obviously
be divided by ro.
Another article of
value to those interested in response
curves has appeared more recently. 2

Amplitude Calibration

frequency. Hence, by plotting db. readings against frequency, a drop in db. indicates a drop in amplification, which is just
what it is meant to indicate.

Frequency Scales
While referring to the plotting of
curves, it is perhaps as well to mention
that the advantages of the equal-ratio
scale of amplification apply also to the
horizontal or frequency scale.
At one
time it was common for the part of the
scale from I,ooo to 2,000 cycles to occupy
just as much room as the part from o to
I,ooo. This is manifestly absurd when it
is considered that the former represents
one octave and the latter an infinitely
large number of octaves. To give the
various portions of the scale the same
relative proportions to the eye as the
corresponding sounds present to the ear
it is necessary · to use an octave scale,
or, to give it another name, a logarithmic
Curve sheets for this purpose
scale.
(described as "triple semi-log") can be
obtained from most dealers in drawingoffice supplies.
Having considered the broad principles
of a.f. testing we can now look at some
of the details with a view to conforming
to the first requirement mentioned-that
the conditions of test should be substantially the same as the actual working
conditions of the apparatus being
tested.
First, it is important to see that the

meter of the '' grid '' type is likely to
load the grid circuit appreciably, or else
to introduce capacity feed back by reason
of its batteries. So such a measurement
must be done with discretion.
If the voltmeter is connected in an
anode circuit, say across a coupling resistor, it must not be conductive and so
alter the operating conditions of the
valve, nor must the d.c. drop across the
resistor upset the readings. These difficulties are of progressively less weight as
we move towards the loud speaker, and
if the output is measured across the loud
speaker itself, or across a resistance of an
equivalent value which is usually not
more than a few ohms, even a metal rectifier voltmeter .is not likely to introduce
appreciable shunting error.
The rectifier meter is unsuitable for measuring
distorted signals, however, as it is
approximately linear-a square-law meter
is desirable in these circumstances, being
independent of harmonics, and the valve
voltmeter which was described in the
first article referred to is of this type.

Input Circuit Precautions
To go on with the matter of calibrating
There is less difficulty about applying
the oscillator amplitude control ; a conthe input, as most input circuits are of
venient method is to set the oscillator
many thousands of ohms, and therefore
going at some moderate frequency such as
400 cycles, start with the control at maxiput no excessive load on the oscillator.
But it is important to provide a conducting
mum, and couple a valve or metal rectifier
path across the oscillator output terminals.
voltmeter to the output through some sort
If this does not already exist a o. I
of additional volume control to reduce the
It is
signal to manageable proportions. The
megohm leak is usually suitable.
· also necessary to see
voltmeter need he calibrated over only a.
very small range of voltage. The oscil- rr=======================91 that the grid biasing
-----------<>+ 2 oov.
arrangements are not
lator control is first shifted round so as to
upset.
reduce the reading to So per cent. of the
50
If the test is made
original level (79-43 per cent., to be more
on a transformer or
correct). That is a drop of 2 decibels (I
other coupling device,
decibel is hardly enough to worry about),
it should hardly be
and is marked accordingly on a suitable
scale under the control knob. The exnecessary to point out
ternal control is then used to restore the
• that there is not much
sense in it unless it is
voltmeter reading to its first setting, and
carried out in conthe process is repeated, given a 4 db. mark
VALVE
VOLTMETER
OSCILLATOR
on the scale. In this way the oscillator
junction with the
control can be furnished with a decibel
appropriate valve.
The oscillator will
scale. To make it complete, it is probtherefore practically
able that some amplification will be
8000
always be applied to
needed to keep. up the voltmeter readings.
Having done this, the constant output
a grid circuit.
test is very simple. The indicator-it need
Where gram<;>phone
not be dignified with the name of audiopick up
terminals
Fig. 5.-Connections of the oscillator and. output meter tor
exist the connection is
frequency voltmeter-is connected to the
measuring the effect on the amplification of an L.F. stage due to
output of the amplifier, and a suitable
changes in the value of the by-pass condenser C.
simple enough. Somedeflection is given to it by adjustment of
times the .test voltage
the oscillator control. Suppose the latter test apparatus does not introduce effects required is very much less than the maxithen reads IO db. (from the "maximum" · that alter the performance. To take an mum available, and the slight hum voltend). The other frequencies are switched extreme example, suppose it is required age present may then be appreciable in
in successively, and on each occasion the to measure the amplification of a com- comparison. In such cases it is adVisable
control is set to preserve a constant output plete stage, between the grid of one to tap off a proportion of the output by
valve and the next. And suppose also means of a potential divider.
'
indication; and the db. scale is read.
Assume, for example, that at some par- that one attempts to use even a high
Another point to watch is to keep the
ticular frequency the pointer is found at resistance metal-rectifier voltmeter (I ,ooo oscillator far enough away from inter5 db. The output of the oscillator is then ohms per volt) to measure the output. valve trans~ormers, etc., which might
5 db. greater than it was originally. But That means that the grid-to-filament 0 f pick up a signal direct from the oscillator
as the output at the far end of the am- the second valve is shunted by a few coils.
plifier is still the same it is clear that the thousand ohms. In most cases it would
Throughout the foregoing it has been
amplifier itself is doing 5 db. less at that be much the same as short-circuiting it assumed that the object is a frequency
altogether-there would be no appre- response curve. Such a characteristic is
1 "Why the Decibel?" July 22nd, 1931.
ciable reading, or at most a very small a property of the apparatus itself. The
2 " Loud Speaker Curves and Their Interpretaand wrong 1·eading. Even a valve volt- other principal form of distortion-bartion," November 25th and December 2nd, 1932.
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monic or overloading distortion-on the
contrary is dependent on the intensity of
the signal. In making the former class of
measurement it is therefore necessary to
make sure that the results are not being
vitiated by overloading by keeping the
signal at all points well below that level.
But if information is sought on the overloading point a test can be made by increasing the input and noting when the
output fails to show a proportional increase.
This usually happens fairly
suddenly consequent on a rapid increase
in second harmonic distortion, but there
may be considerable third harmonic distortion (in pentodes for example) which
is not detected in this way. The overloading point may be at a lower signal
level at some frequencies than at others;
in fact, it is quite difficult to design an
amplifier to handle as much power at
IO,OOO cycles as at I,OOO.

Typical Measurements
By way of conclusion a simple example
is given of how details in receiver design
can be investigated by means of the oscillator. Quite a lot has been written from
time to time on automatic grid bias
systems and the undesirable effects which
they cause unless properly arranged.
Still, in this year of grace one sees bias
resistors shunted (in a. f. circuits) by
condensers of I or 2 mfd. Of course, in
cheap manufactured receivers the designers do this quite callously with the
object of reducing the hum which would
otherwise call attention to the skimpiness
of the smoothing circuits, knowing also
that the bass response of the loud speakercum-cabinet is so non-uniform that it is

A . NEW
Two views of a demonstration model
of the Naden-Galloway tuning device.
The film is shown on an outrigger
for the sake of clearness, but
can be housed in
a smalle; space.

perhaps merciful to cut it off painlessly.
But in equipment with aspirations after
quality such blemish is inexcusable.
Fig. 5 shows the circuit on which tests
were made, and Fig. 6 depicts the results
in graphical form.
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Fig. 6.-Results of measurements taken
with the circuit ~hown in Fig. 5·

It will be noted that so far as a level
response is concerned it is better to have
no by~pass condenser at all than a small
one though the amplification is lower.
The falling off at low frequencies is not
enormous in this case, but it can be much
greater with certain parallel-feed circuits. 1
In much the same way it is possible to
study the effects of various sizes of
coupling condensers in parallel - feed
systems, of by-pass condensers, of tone
controls, of pentode limiter circuits, and
many other things.
Remember always
that a peak of several decibels is not
likely to sound very horrible, particularly
if it happens to coincide with a hollow in
the loud speaker response, but it may
cause some part of the amplifier to overload prematurely and so limit the undistorted output.
1

"Parallel-Feed

Precautions,"

The

New Lampex Receivers

F

OB. the coming season the Lampex B.adio
and Electric Co., Phantom House,
Brewery Hoad, London, N.7, are producing
a range of nine receivers and radJO-gramophones. The prices throughout a :e exceptionally low and the receivers repre3ent very
good valut> for money.
The "Phantom Minx " three-v.llve battery receiver, for instance, at £3 rgs. 6d.,
is housed in a walnut cabinet and i:,o supplied
complete with valves and batteries. The
chassis is of the detector-L.F. type, and is
also available m a higher-gradt cabinet
finisht'd in walnut and bird's-eye maple at
£s ss. This model, known as the '' Phantom Minx de Luxe, ' incorporates a permanent magnet moving-coil loud ;peaker.
For those who require a somewhat wider
range the "Phantom S.G.3 " (va:·iable-mu
.H.F.-dett:ctor-pentode) is available at £7 7s.
An equivalent receiver for operation from
A.C. mains is known as the '' Lampex
S.G.3," tlw price being 7:\; guinea.s. Both
the latt<:r receivers are supplied with
moving-coil loud speakers.
The Lampex "Unifive " is a live-valve
superheterodyne receiver designed to work
either from A.C. or D.C. mains. Variablemu H.F. pentodes are used in the Jrequency
changer and I.F. stag,'s, while the second
detector is also a pentode, and tl·e output

Wireless
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TUNING

DIAL

T

HE weakness of orclinary
station- calibrated tuning dials is that
they are too small for clear
marking of channels. If,
however, one does the
obvious thing and merely
increases the diameter of
the conventional pattern,
it becomes unsightly and
generally impracticable.
An ingenious solution of
this and several other tuning-dial difficulties h a s
been devised by Messrs.
J. H. Naden and C. H.
Galloway, who have produced an arrangement
where station names are
printed on a flexible film,
which gives almost unlimited space.
A
great advantage of this system is that the
stations may he printed, not in order of
wavelength, but in alphabetical order or geographical groups, thus greatly facilitating
the finding of any desired transmitter. An
automatic wave-change mechanism may be
combined with the tuning system.
Mr. R. A. Rothermel, of R. A. Rothermel,
Ltd., is handling the development of the
invention.

The new Lampex "Phantom Minx "
battery receiver.
valve a double pentode. We have heard this
receiver in operation, and the quality of
reproduction given by the moving-coil loud
speaker is really very good indet d.
The
price of the instrument in a waluut and
maple cabinet is L)o rgs. 6d.
The S.G.3 mains chassis is also available
in radio-gramophone form with a B.T.H.
motor at IS guineas, and the "Unifive "
chassis forms the basis of the '' Lampex
Universal H.adiogramophone," which is supplied with dual loud speakers and a Collaro
universal motor at 27 guineas.

Radio Amateur Cal1 Book
E learn that tlw sumrm·r editim of the
Hadio Amateur Call Book is now on sale
in this country. It contains complt te lists of
amateur stations from Alaska to Zanzibar,
together with classified lists of short-wave
commercial, C. \V. and telephony tunsmitters
and other information of value to short-wave
listeners.
Copies can be obtained, price 5s. Gel. post
free, from Mr. F. L. Postlethwaite (G5KA).
41, Kinfauns Road, Goodmaves, Ilfo:cl, Essex.
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Letters to the Editor
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents

No Name

I FEEL that everyone

mu~t

be in sympathy
with your editorial in the issu~:· of July
13th, to the effe~:t that makers should labPl
their sets with their names in a clear and
definite manner.
From the wording of the article, ho\\'eYer,
it seems to me it might be interprt'ted as an
incitement to 'put the name on the front of
the cabinet. I personally strongly resent it
when other manufacturers endeavour to
turn my drawing-room into an advntisement hoarding: for example, by putting
the name of a piano or an electric fire on
the front of it-and I should imagine many
other pt>op!e sharp this feeling.
It certainly would be interesting to ha\'e
your editorial views as to whether you were
advocating simply that the name should be
clearly indicated rather than that you were
advccating that the name should be displayed prominently on the front.
FRANK l\IURPHY,
Murphy Radio, Ltd.
\Vt'lwyn Garden City.

The Question of Quality

I

HAVE read with interest your remarks on
quality, forming the subject of your
recent issues 'under "Editorial Comment."
As your remarks are conflned to a practical technical journal, they do not reach the
main listening public, whose voice should
be the B.B.C.'s guidance to requirements.
Until the public realise that quality is of
paramount importance to the ultimate
success of win•lcss reception and entertainment, and that any noise from the loud
~peaker will not do, I really do not think
there is much hope for the B.B.C. to alter
their present views.
I have realised that your repeated remarks
deserve strong individual support from
everyone who really cares about quality.
Malvern.
R. M. WINDSOR.

WE

were greatly interested in the letter
in your issue of July 13th from Mr.
Robert Venables on the subject of quality,
which agrees very closely with our own experience. Like him, we have for years been
searching for the most faithful reproduction,
and in the course of business wt· give many
dei110llstrations to "the public."
He found among his difliculties " the
desire of the listener to gratify the vanity
of the set owner.'' \Ve, naturally, find a
contrary tendency ; our listener is a· potential
buyer, and is usually looking for any faults
he can find.
But we agree completely with i\Ir. Vt•nables. The public does care-but it has few
opportunities of judging. The most frequent
comment that we find from musical listeners
on first hearing our equipment is one of surprise-" I've never heard anything like
this " is typical.
Points made by Mr. Venables which have
also struck us noticeably are:I. '' The public'' are shy of high power
until tht'y have heard high power without
distortion; after that they like it.
2. They hate "top" when it is shrill and

peaky, but thoroughly appreciate response
up to JO,ooo cycles if it is true.
3. The musical ones hate false bass and
apprt>ciate a real response at 50 cycle~. but
in this respect average taste is still lagging a
little.
4· " Attack," or response to transients, is
of immense importance, though as a rule the
listener cannot describe just what he means
in this connection.
l\1r. Venables defines his set as "good but
not perfect," with a reasonably fiat response
from 70 to 5,500 cycles-we wish others had
his modesty. In our case the set itself is Hat
to ± r db. from 40 to IJ,ooo cycles, and the
speaker has the advertised response curve ;
so that we are rather ahead of him. It is
interesting, therefore, to find how closely
bis "public" and ours agree.
P. K. TURNER, l\U.E.E.,
Isleworth. Hartley Turner Radio, Ltd.

St. Elmo's Fire
DURING a. severe thunderstorm on the
night of July roth-uth my staff reportt>d that the stays of one of my wireless
masts gave an excellent exhibition of what
sounds like " St. Elmo's Fire," though unfortunately they did not call nw to view it.
A reference book states that such a
phenomena is rare in Britai11, hence my reporting it to you, but both red and green
" flames " were noticed, brilliant enough to
light up and show every detail of aE oak
tree and a garage building some ten yards
away, and giving a smell of" burning."
I might add that this mast is a st('el one,
insulated from earth, and with imulated
wire rope stays, carrying an aerial used for
transmitting.
A. i\I. HOUSTON FERGUS (Capt.),
Jersey, C.l.
j\l.I.\V.T.

A UNIVERSAL EVERYMAN SUPER
N interesting adaptation
of the highly successful
Everyman A.C. Super (d<'scribed in The Wireless World
for December 22nd, 1933) has
been produced by E. J. Forbat, of 28-29, Southampton
Stn:et, Strand, London, \V.C.z. OstarGanz high- \'Oltage
valves are used
throughout,
and
their Yl'l'Satility is
well
demonstrated
b\' the successful
n1anner in which the
slight modifications
necessary have been
introduced in the
circuit.
Basically the :set
is unchanged in circuit design, but a
double diode rectifying valve is employed for detection
and A.V.C., and one
or two minor modiA slightly modified version of the Everyman Super, adapted to work
fications ha v<' been
with Ostar-Ganz Universal high-voltage valves,
introduced into the
power supply circuits. Tlw set is, of course,
speed of 78 r.p.m., and are of the constantof the universal type, working on either A.C.
amplitudE' type, so that the voltage generor D.C. mains, and employs one of the latest
ated in the pick-up should be proportional
high-power double rectifying valves. Perto the frequency. It is claimed that the·
formance was found to be eminently satisharmonic content is less than 5 per cent.
factory, and the modified set compares well
above roo cyclE's, and less than 10 per cent.
with its prototype.
below Ioo cvcles. In addition, there is a
Circuit diagrams, etc., arc available from
I ,ooo-cvcle r~'cord giving a duration of playthe address given above, while parts for coning of two minutes for general test purposes,
struction are obtainable from the Pt'to-Scott
and a special record for the adjustment of
Company.
scratch filters with two bands of s,ooo and
6,ooo cvcles, each of one minute duration.
\Virl'les~ experimenters will find many
OCTACROS TEST RECORDS obvious uses for this series of records.
The price of each record is zs. 6d., or £r
HE frequency range covered by this
for the full set of ten. The records are issued
series of constant-frequency test records
by Synchrophone, Ltd., 24, Berners Street,
is from 20 to 7,000 cycles. In all, forty-eight
London, \V.I, and retail supplies are availfrequencies are provided on eight single-sided
able from Leslie Dixon and Co., zr8, Upper
IOin. records. The records are cut at a
Thames Street, London, E.C-4-
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New Apparatus Reviewed
Latest Products of the Manufacturers
PIONEER GEN .• E.• MOTOR D.C.

MAGNAVOX" 66" LOUD SPEAKER

GENERATOR
OTH in appearance and performance this
A. ROTHERMEL, Ltd., Rothermel
unit is a welcome addition to the bett!)r
• House, Canterbury Road, Kilburn,
class of quality reproducers which manufacturers appear to have neglected in the recent London, N.W.6, has sent in for test a specimen of the Pioneer Gen.-E.-Motor, a D.C.
past.
One of the most noteworthy features of generator of American origin designed for
the performanre is the high electro-acoustic use with car radio receivers.
Known as the model 518o-A.T., it is rated
efficiency, which is probably unsurpassed by
any other cone-type moving-coil unit deto give r8o volts output at 30 mA., and it is
signed to work with a plane baffle. The
provided with an intermediate tapping at
n-inch cone is of the seamless moulded type
about 90 volts. It is designed for a six-volt
with a corrugated surround, and the speech input, and the stated current on full load
coil is wound on a light former of laminated
is 1.94 amps.
parchment and silk.
A large-diame~er
centring spider of moulded bakehte matenal
is mounted behind the cone.
We were particularly impressed with the
excellence of the transient response, and the.
high flux density is largely responsible for
this owing to the high degree of damping
introduced.
Individual instruments of the
orchestra also stand out from each other, ·
and there is very much less confusion of
sound and generation of spurious frequencies
on loud passages.
The output in the extreme bass from roo
down to 40 cycles is unusually uniform, but
one or two subsidiary resonances were noted
between roo and soo cycles.
Above 500
cycles the response is smooth up to 5,500
cycles, and although an increase of output
was noticeable in the region of 2,500 cycles,
this resonance was much less pronounced
Pioneer Gen.-E.-Motor for car radio use,
than usual.
There is a useful output up
distributed by R. A. Rothermel, Ltd.
to 9,ooo cycles, but there is a gradual tailing
off above 6,ooo cycles. The general effect,
The complete unit consists of a miniature
however, is very satisfying to the ear, and
D.C. generator and a filter for smoothing
the reproduction is natural and unforced on
out commutator ripple and any H.F. curall types of transmission.
rents produced by the machine. The whole
The A.C. model tested includes a Westingis housed in a sturdy metal case measuring
house metal rectifier for the field, and costs
7
X 5 1 oin. X 2fin.
£7 J7S. 6d. The price of the equivalent 5-1\in.
The generator has laminated pole-pieces,
a double-wound armature, and self-adjusting
carbon brushes of generous size, and the
machine is mounted in rubber bushes to
damp out vibration and give silent running.
The input circuit is arranged for singlepole wiring, the case serving as the negative return. On the output side all H.T.
leads are completely insulated from the case.
Its performance is in every respect exemplary, it is mechanically silent, quite vibrationless, and, above all, gives a steady D.C.
output free frorn ripple and H.F. interference. Indeed, so good is the filtering that
we were tempted to try the machine with a
battery-type set and using headphones for
reception, which test it passed satisfactorily,
for only a faint ripple was audible.
The results of our measurements are given
in the accompanying table:-

B

R

D.C. Output.

Input at 6 Volts.

Magnavox energised moving-coil loud
speaker, Model " 66."

model for D.C. mains is £5 17s. 6d. Both
units are supplied with an outpvt transformer with tappings for 2,700-4,ooo and
s.soo-S,ooo ohms valves or 2,7oo-4,ooo ohms
triodes in push-pull.
The makers are the Benj3min Elex:tric Co.,
Ltd., Brantwood Works, Tariff Road, London, N.17.

Watts.

Amps.
1.5()
] .7

l.H
~.1

iU~7

I

Current
in mA.
5

10.:!
]1,4

10

1~.()

20
25
:lO

2.3

I:l.B

2.G

l 5.H

2.7
2.!)

JH.:!
17.4

][)

a.>

40

Volts.
208
203
200
195
19()
]86
182

177

Watts.

Efficiency
per
cent.

1.04
2.03

11.1

~.0

26.3
31.0
34.4
37.1
39.3
40.7

3.\J

4.75
!J.fitl
6.37
'7.08

l!J.Q

Apart from its use with car radio sets, the
very compactness of the unit renders it par-

ticularly suitable for all portable work, such
as public-address and amateur o.1tdoor experiments. There are several other models
available giving larger outputs at higher
voltages.
The type 518o-A.T. costs f1ve guineas,
while one for a 12-volt input, and giving 250
volts D.C. at 50 mA., is available at
£3 17s. 6d. All models can be obtained with
or without the filter unit.

EELEX DUPLEX SHORT-WAVE COIL
sINCE last we tested and reviewed this
short-wave coil (July 14th, I::J33) a few
minor improvements have beer. effected,
although in principle it remains the same.
The special feature of the coil is that it
covers the whole of the useful part of the
short waveband without switching, in place
of which a reversible mounting i:; adopted,
and in one position the coil covt:rs a band
of from 13.7 to 31.2 metres, and in the other
from 28.7 to 53.2 metres, using a o.ooo15mfd. tuning condenser and one at o.ooo3mfd. for reaction control. The wave range
can be extended to about 6o metr~s with an
0.0002-mfd. tuning condenser.
We found a small condenser in series with
the aerial necessary to maintain oscillation
over the longer of the two wavebands with
the coil fitted to an orthodox short-wave set
of the detector-L.F. type. One of o.oooosmfd. maximum will suffice, and it will serve
also to shift any blind spots that may appear
with some aerials.
Even with only a quarter of this capacity
in the circuit signals were of comfortable
strength with but a single valve. which is

Eelex reversible Duplex dual-range
short-wave coil.

indicative of good efficiency. Reaction is
satisfactory throughout. An eight-pin base
is supplied, and the connections so made
that the idle windings are automatically
short-circuited.
The new model will tune to a lower wavelength than the earlier samples, and the reaction winding is somewhat better proportioned.
The makers are J. J. Eastick and Sons,
Eelex House, uS, Bunhill Row, London,
E.C. r, and the price complete with base is
7s. 6d.
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MORE SOUND DATA
on EARL SPEAKERS

GARRARD QUALITY
in this New Unit for A. C. or D. C. Current
The Garrard
U.5
Universal
Electric
Motor, supplied complete lOifh 12-in. f;Jlushcovered turntable and
mounted on bronzed
and lacquered motor
incorporatinR
plate,
speed indicator and
latest type automatic
switch, ready
for fitting.
f

The arrangement shown
at the left consists o/ an
Earl centring device
supported in a steel
plate. To the centre
of the device is attached
a cord carrying weights
totalling 7 lbs. Read
the text and see what
this means to you as a
loud speaker user.

67 !6

complete

The Carrard Model U.S has been evolved
after many months of careful experiment and
research. lt embodies the highest standard of
Carrard workmanship and material and
operates with perfect regularity and control. lt
provides D.C. users with an ideal Radio-Cram
Unit and enables them to enjoy the advantages
of perfect radio reproduction. Its low cost
combined with the ever-present possibility of
D.C. being converted to A. C. current makes its
possession a sound investment.

I

For /u/1 details write to :

GARRARD ENGINEERING & MANUFACTURING CO.,

LIMITEb

17, GRAFTON STREET, W.1
Telephone : Regent 7596-

SWINDON, WILTS.
Telephone: Swindon 534 & 535 (2 lines)

These

COMPONENTS
are specified for the

AUDIO-FREQUENCY
TEST OSCILLATOR
-and

Wearite Special Tapped Choke 8)0 henrys - - 15/Wearite Special Tapped Choke 0.25/0.SS/1.2 henrys 10/Wearite Choke, type HT 25 - - - 9/2 Wearite S-way Single pole switches
1/6 each

WEARITE COILS for the
"W.W." SINGLE SPAN
RECEIVERS
The set of Seven Coils complete with
brackets and bushes for assembly in
recE>iver.
Each se! guaranteed to

.. w w... sp'Pck6R·gn 1 2 I 6

Approved ''W.W." formers, all to
original dimension, drilled, corn~
plete

with

brackets.

I

PER SET

3/6

Messrs. Wright & Weaire Ltd.,

N addition to the electrical consideration of a
loud speaker the mechanical aspects merit
attention. One of the most important mechanical
points of every moving coil loud speaker is the
centring device or spider, as upon its correct
functioning depends not only the acoustic properties of the speaker but also its freedom from
mechanical breakdown.
The chief requirements of all centring devices
are (1) Extreme lateral rigidity ; (2) Free and
equal axial movement either side of the position
of rest; (3) Natural resonance outside the audible
range ; and (4) Mechanical strength.
The new Earl Spider (Reg. Design No. 791430)
fully carries out all these requirements.
The illustration shows this spider carrying a weight
of ~ lbs. without any signs of distress, eloquent
testimony to its extreme lateral rigidity.
Its
actual bursting point could not accurately be ascertained owing to the difficulty of finding an adhesive
strong enough to secure the spider to the metal
plate used in the tests. Between 7 and 9 lbs. the
adhesive gave way, the spider remaining undamaged.
From the illustration can be seen how the ingenuity
of the design has overcome resonance difficulties.
The variations in the size of the small amount of
unsupported material are such that all tendency
to the building up of resonances is killed at once.
Despite the lateral rigidity the freedom axially
is such that it requires a weight of only 12.4 grammes
to move the spider 1/641n., In one direction, representing an overall movement of 1/32 in., an amplitude well in excess of that obtained under average
room conditions.
When it is realised that ar. input
of 8 watts undistorted at 50 cycles represents a
spider movement of 3/16 in. overall, i.e., 3/32 in.
in one direction, and that this is obtained by a weight
of only 3 ozs., some idea of the freedom of movement is obtained. A weight of 32 ozs. was required
to permanently distort the spider representing a
movement of .1284 in. in one direction, that is to
say of .2568 in. overall, or· even ! in., an amplitude
far in excess of any likely to be required by other
than a giant public address speaker.
By unremitting research and the allowance of
extreme margins of safety the Earl Moving Coil
Loud Speaker is capable not only of giving the
highest quality but continuing to do so indefinitely,
even under the most adverse conditions.

PRICES. PERMANENT MAGNET
. ENERGISED

from
from

3216
2Y-

EARL MANUFACTURING COm, LTD .. ,
AVENUE

WORKS,

HANOVER

740, High Road, Tottenham, N.17.

m5362

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
NUMBERED ADDRESSES.

NOTICES.
THE CHARGE FOR ADVERTISEMENTS in these
columns is
12 words or less 3 '. and 3d. for every
additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately and name and
address must be counted.
SERIES DISCOUNTS are allowed to Trade Advertisers
as follows on orders !or consecutive insertions, provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the ahsence of fresh
instructions the entire " copy " is repeated from the
previous issue : 13 consecutive insertions 5% ; 26 con...
secutive, 10(: o ; 52 consecutive, 15%.
ADVERTISEMENTS !or these columns are accepted
up to FffiST POST on MONDAY MORNING (previous
to date of issue) at the Head Otllces of "The Wireless
World," Dorset House. Stamford Street, London, S.E.l,
or on SATURDAY MORNING at the Branch Otllces,
19, Hertford Street, Coventry ; Guildhall Buildings,
Navigation Street, Birmingham, 2 ; 260, Deansgate,
Manchester, 3 ; 26B, Renlleld Street, Glasgow, C.2.
Advertisements that arrive too late for a particular
issue will automatically be inserted in the following issue
unless accompanied by instructions to the contrary. All
advertisements in this section must be strictly prepaid.

Dlr DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

SINGLE SPAN REC IVER
and QUALITY AMPLIFIER
RECEIVER UNIT--~~

Compnsmg Author's K1t of first spectfied parts for Rec<'t\.f'T
Portwn only, includmg cotls and c onden!:>ers, IE'<ldV mounted
on Plymax Chassts Assembly, lmt exdudmg valVf~S and
c<lbmet.
Cash or C.O D Carnage Pc:ud.
Or 12 monthly payments of 16 1- .

£8 13 6

----AMPLIFIER U N I T - Comprising Author's Kit of first :-pecifted p:u ts for Amplifier
Portion only, including H.eady-Drilled Chassis but excluding
valves and Cabinf't. Cash or C.O.D. Carridge
Or 12 monthly paynwnts of 19/3.
Paid.
ell

The proprietors retain the right to refuse or withdraw
advertisements at their discretion.
Postal Orders and Cheques sent in payment for advertisements should be made
payabla to ILIFFE
&SONSLtd.,andcrossed __
· Notes being
untraceable if lost in transit should not be sent as
remittances.----~-'

-&-eo ··

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the
number which is printed at the end of each advertisement
and the date of the issue in which it appeared.
The proprietors are not responsible for clerical or
printers' errors, although every care is taken to avoid
mistakes.

I

1!'1 O 1O

,---COMPLETE KIT
Comprising Rcccivf'r and Amplifier Kit, including cmnplete
set of ro ~pecifi('(! va.lves, ln:t excluding Cabinet.
Cash or C.O.D. Carnage Pa1d.
Or £7 8 deposit and 11 monthly paymPnts of 40/-.

£27 8

BATTERY SINGL.E SPAN
RECEIVER KIT
• • £6 12 6
OUTPUTKIT,
,
,
,
,
,
,
"£113 9
COMPLETE KJT lnclwl1ng t:el of .~prc~(ied mlreN, but less cabinet £12 16 0

•

UNIVERSAL. SINGL.E SPAN

KIT "A "
.,
,.
,,
,,
,,
,,
,.
KIT •• B n including 111'1 of specified t-flhes, les.~ cabint:t

.,

£10 2 6
£15 17 6

its receipt.
allowed for derision is three
of goods, after which
retain goods, they
scndf'r.
a sale is l'i1't>ctcd, buyer instructs us to
amount to seller, but if not, seller instrnrts us to rPturn
amo~mt to df•positor. CarTiage is paid by hf' buyf'r,
but m thC' ev(•nt of no sale, and subject to U ere being
no different arrangement behn·en bnyer and sdler each
pays carriage one \Yay. Thf' sPJler takes the risk ~floss
o~ .dama~e in transit, f~1r which we takC' no n·sponsibillty. I· or all transactiOns
tQ [lo, a dep!)sit fee of
r/-- is charged; on
over l1o and under
£so, the fee i~ 2/f>;
AU (fCposit matters
are dealt, ':·1th at
Stamfonl Street,
London, S.h. r. and
and monr-y ordus should
be made payable to
& Sons Limitf'd.

SPECIAL NOTE., ,Readers who reply to ,ldvertise-

ments and receive no answer to their enqniries are

requested to regard tbe silence as an indication that the
~oods advertised have already been di3posed of. Adverlisers often receive so many enquiries that it is quite
imp~ssible to reply to eacb oae by post. When sending
rmnttances direct to an advertiser. stamp for return
should also be included for use in the eve'lt of the
applicatie>n proving unsuccessful.

f? PETO·SCOTT PL.VMAX CHASSIS(j
A11 SJ)f'ci.fled.

Ready-Drilled.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.

*Ordersf(}rboth Cha~;:i11, Caxh or C.O.D.,

Owing to the August Bank Holiday,
the 1ssue of " T H E W I R E L E SS
WORLD" for August 10th must be dosed
for press earlier than usual.

....

PETO-SCOTT CO.

"

86
49'9

LTD.

77CITY RD., LONDON, E.C.1 'Phone: Clerkenwellg4o6(7

WieiisltIEindiiiSihlolwlrloolmlsl:• •l6l2i,IHiiigh.H o1bor ni, London,
W .C.I.
•
11111 111 Est. 1919.

FIRST POST FRIDAY, August 3rd.

AMERICAN TYPE VALVES

Set Manujactw·ers' Surplus, Clcara11ce and Bankrupt
Stocks offered i11 any of these columns may not be Manu·
facturcrs' current lines. Uadio components adrertised at
below the list price do not carry any manufacturer's
guarantee.

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS, ETC.

L • .EAti'r\\'OOD Sound System.
"R EPRODUCTlOX that is Almoot Perfect,''
8

Rt.,

3 -s~.~~;: B~~r~ll~~ fi~~·,~i~~s- ~z~~ u~v~r~~!~~~ t,z J~k ;~·?;1;e\\~ ~:.i~~~~~
6

A

1

1

wftK

10-2,000 m., £10; all hatt~ry :iets inclyde \alves, batterieB,
:::peakt:r. ~~Warren, 38, lng-11::- Hd., Ealmg: Common, W.S.
[6180

.\

FJ·:~;t ~TT~u·i·n~~~~~a~ \i~ ,'p1~ :~~~;~~l?e bei~~-~~~l(~l u~<:l~:~:;i;:~1 u~f~~
sewJ

7 0, Pitfield St., .:\.1. Clerk. 7693.
[
6147
35
19 s~~~~~~ i3 iT~l~e; ~ ~-~1~:~ ,e~S ~12·in~f~t}i~~~·~a~~~:;

2

p y(~;r~~~33~)f~;.f,;~ ~- t~1;i !t~~~I4goi·g~ J~~:~~~:7r~~:J!.tLJi~(~.:

PHILCO

f<Jr

b;tnk:upt

1

amplifier
is
smtable
for
use
in
dance
hall:-;,
theatres,
fur
baml
repeater
work
or
anywhere
where
a
large
output
combined
with
qualit.v is de:-;ired; can be supplied in single or double
path forma,tion ~ emplete I'll 1 ack ready for in::;talling.
SIN~!~~ e;:~?)l;~~~~ ~\~m~~l~~~eas~vith B.V.A. valve~. in

C'ourt Rd.,
[6162

Tottcnham

speaker:-, 105v. field:;, ahi0 105v. converter; complete, £70,
(lr neare:-,t (lffer; ~eparately if de~ired.
1
1
a r~~.~~~r .' ~~·; !t~\~;IJ(~_I{,~~~f.~J.1~.;tr~~~
L,~(~O\~·:,ne
Bcrvil·e Companv, Lichfield St., \Val_-.:alJ.
l6177

Philco Valves-- all with a definite guarantee- are suitable
for all American makes of radio sets.
Phi! eo Type 80-Full Wave rectifier 350 volts, 125 m/a
-Price 8/6A 7, lA 7 and tA6 Heptodes at t 6/• Write for Full Price List or for
price of special tyf'e required
giving the maker's type number.
e The Philco Radio and Television Corporation of ~t. Britain
Ltd.,Valve Dept,, Perivale, Middlesex. 'Phone: Perivale 3 344

TY~;{h ~~ {1~llli-~~~:fed ~~1~~n1t P~;h·rgn watt ~tu~bf~

1

A.C. Amplifier, 110-240 volts, 2
in ontput stage. suitahle for gram.,
current fur mi1•rophonJ irH'orporatcd;

21.'· Po11t Free.

BATTERY SINGLE SPAN
For Receiver Unit
l'nsh or C.O.D.
For Output Unit
t'Mh or I'.O.D.
.. ..
UNIVERSAL SINGLE SPAN
Cash or< '.O.D.

MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS
for insertion in that issue can be
accepted up to

12

Receivers and Amplifiers, Etc.--Contd.

SINGLE SPAN RECEIVER and QUALITY AMPLIFIER
For Receiver Chassis ('n~>h or ('.O.D. . . . . . . . . 8 '6 Pofltage- 9d.
For Amplifier Unit (Metal) ('ash or· ('.O.D. . . . . . . 12,6 PoHUtge iM.

detaiL-;

(:f

::-pecial (lfiero:: easy terms if
\VellingboroJgh Hd.., :\'orth[6178

..;li>Ck.~-151.

1
MA~;:~~;~1 ,P~\c~~~~o~? £I ~·ala~ ~fi~·J. ~·'~r 4.new;
Cc.t.a ~~t~~~li~)n;~
General
1

6

H'!'ord \'hanger playing de.,:k, £5; hoth
Elc\'1ric conH'rter. 240 IU'. input, 240
1:utpnt, £4 10. ~:'\cwhury's Radi(\ 46,
Green, ~.22. ~

TYPE PP/QA MA INS TRANSFORMER 60/-.
Specified for the "W.W." Quality Amplifier

90 watt A.C_
Hd., \VPud
/.6172

Sound Sales Ltd., Tremlett Grove, Highgate, N.19

npproval.--Royal, 5, Buckingham Hd., London, E.l8. [6126

£4 ';~i;;~~~0-250

~;,;;;i,iet~n

and Hola .:\1

:,:,crecned

1

J.:5' 05/1/0._.~S.G.3

band-pa_-.:'3 battery reccher, as ahnve,
with P.:\I. Hola or Smwclllll'd (without vatv,.·,;;;,
batteries), listed .£8 8; similar set S.G.3. 2-g:ulg Polar,
Onnond lnud-s·)eakcr, m iUentical rabinet, f11r 42 6;
:lll ('.O.d., c<lniagt fcrward.-Kay, 167, City Hd., L\•ndon,
KC,L
[6158
· \Vireless \Vorld" Quality AmpliT
QURfi~:t ~~,:;!::e
(letail, including valves;
unit, 36,-; send for detailed
nmplifier only, £8 10;
list of components.
" \Vireles.!'; \Vorld " rec~~~lr ~~v~;i~pl~~~;; ior
paid, cash with order
or c.o.d.
WA ~~~bn~I~· ~~~~ingdon St., London, E.C.4. 'Pl[~~~~

WE

1

9

SPE~J.A~u~~~h!t~ceii~t~el'~
~~1}~~~~. n£~~ei~; U~i~~ Ii~~:
Cromwell and G.E.C. sets; list on applkation.-R. B.,

Ek('O,

34, Ardern Terrace, Leicester.

[6170

coL~u~!~~ I;g~~at;~~l~a~i~m~~~~;~t~o~· ~~d~J:,e· s\\~tht\~
Boiled, otherwise perfec-t; offered at 6 guineas each. carriage
paid.-Rogers RaUio, Lowestoft.
[6176

ELECT RADIX
FREQUENCY RECORDS
For Testing, Speaker, Set and Microphone.

These Gramo. Records are all cut to constant amplitudes and
the harmonic contcnt is kss than 5 pC'r u~nt.
Disc 99, 1000 rydcs pt':r sec two-minute band; for general test.
Disc 98, 5000 and (;{}()() cycks per scc. one minute of each.
Disc 97, Short bands of 20, :10, 40, ;,o, 130, 70 cycles per st:c.
Disc 96, Short band-; of RO, !)0, l 00, 12;), 150, 175.
Disc 95, Short band~ of 200, 250, :100, !3;)0, 400, 4:)!).
Disc 94, Short b<•nds of ;,no, 600, 700. HOO, 9011. 1000,
Disc 93, Short bands of 12GO, li")OO, 17:)0, :woo, 2250, 2500.
Disc 92, Short bands of 2750, :1000, :3250. 3500, :1750, 4000.
Disc 91, Short bands of 42:i0, 4500, 4750, ;JOOO, 52:>0, r}:lOO.
Disc 90, Short bands of ;)750, ()000, ()230, ()500, ()7;)0, 7000.

A new needle s h <> u Id be used for every test.
PRICE
PRICE

Per Record

2/6

Set of Ten

£ 1

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218 Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4
Telephone : Central 4611.

" Radio Data Charts," A Series of Abacs

IDGET Rcceivf'r. brand nrw, ideal for travellers. etc.,
M
wM·kin!f off A.C. and D.C. main.,,
or 200-240
volts, by umversal adaptC'r
all incorporate J'\1.C.
100~130

~uppl!ed,

!"pf'a kf'r, provisicn for g:ramophnne pkkup, :.~. and IVf. wave.
cornplete with Yalvc:::,, etc.; Emf'fS(lfi 5-nlve C'llassl<~ (as
above), sealed ('artonil, ~£3 15; abovt>: C'has~i::l. incorporated
in handsome figured walnut eabinet (10x7'/:.!x5 1:~). list
10 guineas, at £4, 6/3; abo (six only) Rparton '' 63"
6-valve, 7-stage, superhets, 3-point tone control, A.V.C.,
walnut cabinet (12"~x 7L::'<4 1 -~). guarantef·d over 70 stations. at £7 ,'10; carriage pa.id; cash with Jrder or \.o.d.llegallier:>, 4-21, Lpper l\farylebone St, London, W.L
[6163

Post free

4/ xo
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Mains Equipment.-Contd.

MAINS EQUIPMENT.
yoRTEXION

(This ndt•crtisctncnt continued from. first colutnn.)

Leads Again.

PA!~O~!l{~~~-T 50 6~~a~~e~~~ed316~Jc;(~~~Jyi(\~

VOI~'1~~~~?~.rF.~e~iv~e~-~!~g6~'1~;~~. ~~t~e~- ~:;o-~g?~.mleas~
yol~~~~~~~-l~ua~~~~K .. ~I~-pll:~~- o(;_1'~.up~;~. ~~n(~_i,f::

~v.

la., 4v. la., super shroutled, core size 21;4_in.xllf::in.,
regulation primary engraved insulated terminals,
14lb., 26/-, carriap:e 2/-; normal shrouded, 22/<

Clrosen

w~ight

(;p.;n

type,

rhoke, 16/-;
spec., 12/6.

speak{_~r

20! -, post 1 ( 3;
special output

field

replacement

PA,~~~:1~~,~~--~~:l;:r.ft~it1let~~fa of
Colvern Ferroea rt emls, Polar condensers,
Mu valves; priee £9; there is no greater
market, irrespective of price.

PA ii:~(~ Ol~N 'l~"·n:;,ns 6;t:ra~~t~r~~:~~f·
S.W.l9

transformer, to "W. W."

for tire

vo(~~!~E~1Ir~~di~;ioi~ ;r~a~cJ?;.ai 29t~~kc, 215 ohms, in die
1

JMl;~~TJ~~;id ~~\~~~i~~:~f~~- isG~g~!d c~~~~~hf 0fo: ;~~~ ire·

vo!t~~~:~1 j~~ t?yo\th;~!;~.e~l.ore tltan the Cheapest. but

"W. w."

vo!)~1·~~v.g~ Ttr~/~l~ ii~~s~n~:~d ~UI~7~.

Audio

voR'l'EXION Standards Despatched by Return.

in construction

(one miuute
3226.

Liberty

from

contra~ting

13/6;
1wdestal type, 35x22><12, 30/-, uudrilled; vhcto sent on
ICQlH':::.t.

SE'!'

a.nd Spr:-aker Cabinets; 5/- upwards

SPgAKER

VQ!~~?~~)~~~·~~:oig·/~~OS}~~Ot~~~i. ~Vi I~: t~o;:·nlfV. z to
VOI~Tr~I~j,~·4:er;<;,caCrTI!I, ogc5~-~;;~·1g~ ~i~;~ud~vd

TEST OSCILLATOR

R E~~f~~~. t\1

Cabinets~ 416

upwards .

SE~p se~,at~t~~.l.~~a~~r ~~,11 \~onutf n~~ieui;~~~r{'r~!l~oi~~i~~~~~1 ~i~~
;.,tcwk~

'lf DYer ] 00 different
Prevint~ . .

Advts.

t'rom 3/6
Detailed

16/-: post 3d.

Type W.29 Transfor·rner is characteristic
of the highest standard manufactured

}{ •

po:;;t 1/-.

by Heayberd-the undoubted leaders of
Mains Radio. Heayberd Mains Transformers have been specified during the
past season by discerning Set designers

GRAMOPHONES, PICK-UPS,

3

01

50

V ~~~~.I~Nt;-"~~ 4v~r

o~~~~\y~~. 1~ i~i' s~;~n~e~l~

231-.

5

1

voRl~~:~!s~N4~ ~~ 4~~ ~. ~v~r 2, ~~~e ;i~e ~i~t"X 11hin~a~
4

5

$Uper job, 2% regulation, 35/-; shroudect, with terminals;
Jess terminals, 30/-: o~n type, 26/-; post 1 !3.

VOR£ft~~~:b~, 1l~~) ~J;r~~~~-r~~r~ot3, ~2~: 8 0~· 2~be('~~1~~:

60 watts, 9/-; post 9J.; 120 watts, shrouded 12/6, op<;'n
type 10/6, post. 1/·; 200 watts, shroudeU 16/6, post 1/-:
2,000 WHt.ts. ,-{;4/10.
yo~~~~~ION 1,000-watt Transformers: .£4/10, carriaP:e

yoR~'~.~ 1i\~; 3~~h. '!t 6 ?5~1 ~.;~"~~J· o~1~~;, ~~hi6 a~P~~

type. 1216 shrouded
ORTEXION TranRformers 1\fade to Your Specificatio_n:
priee according to wattage, 6v. filaments same pncc
unkss wattage grossly exceeded; spPcial quotations by
return.

V.

yoR~Fn~~l?d~n. (~. WAi 9BRf>ef.!"Lb~~~Y i'~\e4. Broa[~;-gaJ'i
1

more

times

than

Model W.29.
lnunediate

any

other

make.

delivery of

any

quantity

from stock.

Send 3d. stamps /or 40page handboo ~ showing
numerous circuits of how
to
build your own
amplifier, charger. mains
unit, etc.

henry~

~0

:J.; m~~t,J1 ~:tr~

H 0 foN~~~;-i~7=?-~~~r-

11-;

~v. ~' t~v.2a~

2

winding, 12,6, post 1/-.
OYNE'S.-Fernwart Ill, 35:J"0-350v. 60·70 !Jl.a., 4v.
2 to 3a., 4v. 2 to 4a., 1216, post lJ-; \Vlth extra
4v 1 to 2~,. winding, 13/6, post 1 I

H

go!,:'E~'I t<~o~~4:o;?;4sg;,5~0~~ 1~~

weight 11lb.
0

.m;:il:.v. P~>Stto 1)~;

H iNf.'~.A~~·a~!!~::~er~;·it~~~ltbe~~ ~~=[~~i~~~ic~~~d u\eor~~

manship; quotation by rrturn.

M. JoM,~Y~~,\Liberty
~~~;;!',

0

~~lilai~~~"KY.~~~~bJ~,];:~:

S.W.19. Tel.:
3303.
16079
ARAMOUNT Mains 'l~ransformers are Equal to Any,
yet unequalled in price; guaranteed for 12 months,
and manufa<'tured from the finest British materials;
they are fitted with mart aluminium shroudB and frames,
all ·filaments cent,re-tapped; finest quality insu]at ing papC':betwecn each Jayer, and thoroughly te.sted Leforc leaving
our works.

P

5

0

PA~~~1\~~?~~.• ~~~ -~?s~'t~: sb:O~~ie3~ ~~?~er:;S ~~:~~~a;;:
2lJ~;

0

1

pAJ~6M~~r~·~/;bolces 30h, 60

m.a.,

PA

[6149

VAL:~i~~a~f;Lf~MCfans:v;:xB,P.e;~~~~n~r n~~~t~~~~. ~i~~e~~~11~

:\f~~uft~~~lYeO~to~;r: a,J1bo;;I~

33/·; energi.sed speakers, incorporate humbuckers, i'1ate
if
power or pentode.-Degalliers, 4/21, Upper Man·lebone Si .. l.ondon, W.l
[6130

for

'We're Fluxite and Solder-the reliable pair
Famons for Soldering·-known everywhere !
To make good reception a foregone c~nclusion;
Use Fluxite and Solder-no fear of 'confusion' ! '

VALVES.
..._-\ L~r~~~~~s ofm~~:~:d g~aer~n~~d~rican Valves in Stock;
2

See that Fluxitc and Solder are alway'
by you-in the house-gara.ge-workshop-anywbere where simple, speech'
soldering is needed

2 4 7, ~~·. ~i.\9~\s: 7s, 1 ~'7, 4~8, 5i24.6 "~X: U.X.280,
3~~· 2~~:

8

83. 43, 12.·; 25Z5, 4/6; U.X.171A, U.X.199,
U.X.245, U.X.226. U.Y.227, 7/6; U.X. 250,
U.Z.281, 17/6; U .X.867 photocells, 251-; va.rious
ting valves in stock; po~t paid; c?.s.h with order

W ~~~{~~~~e2~dH~~fb~~~ 4~,7~~rringdon

U.X.210,

transmit~

or c.o.d.

F{S~ ~

2

St., London,

ME'fe~X :r~!~~~t~ ~~!!~? ~~I;n~~~Eatc~ee~t;st G~~~~~1 ~
1

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

All Ironmongers sell Fluxite in tins : 4d., Sd.,
ls. 4d., and 2s 8d. Ask to see the FLUXITE
POCKET SOLDERING SET--oomplete with ful!
instructions-7s. 6d. Ask also for our lealet o '
HARDENING STEEL with Fluxite,

(Dept. W.W.),

Dragon Works, Bermondsey Street, S.E.1

Rd.,

Golder,.,;

Green,
[0436

FR~t-J~i!t 1 ~~ .. ACl~~1i~fonrd~n~. 4 ~on-ring vaJves.--~]~~~nci
1

S{ ~~.::k.'.fr.t~·~~. vf~J::-2~

L.~~a~~~l/~?' ;su~~:t~,~;we~~P])'~·P.~:

11

and 'entodes, 3 I 9; A.C.

Ill a ins, 4-voh 1
lHl rpn:>e, 6 / 3. power, 4/-; screens and
full
rectifiers. 3! 6; posU1.ge n;.tid,
over 101-.-Clarion Radio
Erdington. Birruinghnm.

P RI(~[\
~~ ~;<~,~::.!~ ~to~T~~{ ::\r ~r~~ 0~'1~r~l~J u~11~Jo~ti~~~~,~~
manufacturer; all the following standa.rd main types
1

1

guanmtred, 4, 6 ea.ch; U., H.L., L. power. medium,
l,)w Illiig., an1l variable mu ~ereen grids, one, three
\Ld ( A.C. output, directly heated pcntDdes, 250v.
m a. fnll WHVl' rectifiers, d.e. types, 20v. 18 amp., filamen1c:. .... nt•en grid H., JLL. power.

THI~~·a~!~ul~~~~·iJ~~rr:·y~~~v.5 ~~2~a~.~- 3 ~~~- ~~~·e n~:t~t:tiJ~!l
21:: "\Vatt indirectly heated pentode.

THI~ 1 6:ol~~~:n~ 26~r~~~itt,~ iJ·.p~~.
~UPPI.Y

P HE\ImR
Clapllam,

H.\V.4.

1t; 5 ~~0Sa.l \~s·.

45

STOR.ES, 20 and 22,

'
171,

High St.,
[6011

COMPONENTS, ETC., FOR SALE.

51·, post 9d.; 20h.

J /6 .--(~a~1;~~H~ 03 pl~~~d eh as.., is, 4-valve. pre,;:sed sted,
2 I 9·-t~~i~g~·Yi·~~· ~g):~ fb~a~dtt~~\v.~~{;~;~r\[{,ev(;i\t.~

r:

"Wireless Direction Findtnl! ••

Finchley

Speedwell 3000.

.ll.

IT SIMPUFIES ALL "SOLDERINC

FLUXITE LTD.

tra.de.~1021,

to

FLUXITE

4v 24a,

1
\~~~~~~:::~o A~~~tt~~~.sf~~~~: tt ~~).7°s~l~-~~~r:Jvi 2
post 9cl.
(This advertisement continued in third column.)

J\:t:nlgrave St., Liverpool

ri·,~;n~itS:r '! ;;s~· ~~ ,~65, I -a\ p~~i~:n1~.\P.~~e(t~in~·.6 Yi~··£~);.i~t

2

l-2a.

64

DE~;;~{;~R:os~f~~\y

s~·re;2~d ~-r~::Ua;;:

4v.

6v. field,

or

PAr~~ ~-~;~,N;~n~~~1~(1: ~(~fce~A~1 J~)~i~~u;r;:, i~/~: ~~;st~-i~::
PAl~'J~~1I1~Jch;;f,O-?:i~5~vpo~~ g':J a •

LOUD-SPEAKERS.

2 7/6! !s!t;i-t!~J~df 0~c~.::'l~~~-::·!tc.speakers,

15/6; 7in. cone 1716; lOin. cone 23/-; mains energised
2,500 or 6,500, lOin. cone 23/-; 7m. cone 15/3; brand
new, with humbucking coils; st,ate power
pentode transforn~cr: unp.seU man~tfacLurer:s' stock; immediat-e delivery,
('arnage pahl, cash w1th order or c.o.d -Vauxhall '(;"tilities,
163a, Strand, W.C.2.
Temple Bar 9338.
[6136
8
4
f:st
riage paid, (:af=h with order or c.o.d. Moving coil speakers:
nah Mi1!gl'ts, 2,500, at 14/6 (U.S.A.); R.olas F.6 (7'1\in.
dtameter), 2,500 ohms (ll0·175v. D.C.), 6,500 ohms (200250v. D.C.), list 351-, at 18/~: F.7 (9in.), voltages as in

50

5

RECORDERS.

H.~~~~· n ~~~~,j~ ti~;~~i~~~ Pl~~l~k; P~~~~r.et

1. 'favennr

One Minute from 1\ioorgatc Station.

open, 18/- pol:)t 113.

PA~;;~ M4~·~J ~~a..~ii~gJ.e 1~~: ~sh;(~~:l~-cf.
super regulation, 1816. post 1/-.

[6~~2

A'I"~·,;~':'I~~h t(~vii\!1 o~J~:r~rW~.~~~~ 24 Uoms; carriage

H

HO~~)~~?·-;t"·~~~~;y~h~~e 1;1~:~~s~~~~~J,e~;os\219~i. post

ESdgware

W J~~~!~i}t~~~ :F'J;·J~:·b~:~ l'~~~r4~gdon St .. London, ~S<ii3
12 I 6 .--~~!~~itng on~·~'/il b~·~~~~e~~w c~:hma:ft1}1t ~~(·~;;~~ ~

H

A.C. super transformer, 12/6,
H OYNE'S.-Ever.yman
post 1/-; choke 10 henry.'?, 7/6, post 9d.
OYNE'S.--A.V.C. Straight Four transfnrmer, 18/-,
post 1 13; choke, 26
1
n •. a., 140 ohms,
H
9 I 6, post 9d.

of

M

for

08

£4/10.
Bar-

£2 I l/:~.!.! ~~~-~~~~-t~· wff~a71~r~d r:~utl~~ve, for 100-250v.
AUNAVOX D.C.I52 (9in. cone), 22/6; Magnavox 154
(6l/1in. (•one). Hi/3: all with hum-bueking coils, p·O\ver
or }Jeutude transformers and 2,500 or 6,500-obm fie1ds;
l\Iagnuvox P.M.254, 181-.

TA~;f~ 'Y.~roc: rra!t~iu~h~r;i~:. ~~;;;~. ~~~,l~i~."' s~f:~~~Cll~

H
H.

Li.or~ti;;;~'I~.~:Hl 'l'~r: J~:~~"i. t:~i:·

Price 22i6

0

trick!'e ehargers, 1 ;3 each.- Blu.ckwell's Meta~lurgical
Works, l.td. Garston, Liverpool.
15039
OYNE'S Transformers, fitt,ed wit.h tapped and sC'reencd
primaries, filaments, all eentre tappt;d. stot~t ca.:st
aluminium clamps and dearly marked termmal stnps are
flttcd to all models: write for list.
OYNE'S Components are Guarat}tecd for On<> Year;
one type only manufactured, the be~t. as used by
many well-known set manufacturers after testing all
others.
OYNE'S.-" W.W.
transformers, wound strictly to
specification of author; "W.W." test reports, June
22nd : "The insulation is particularly good throughout
the transformer is satisfactory in all respects."
'oYNE'S.~-Push-pull quality amplifier transformer,
25/-, post l/3; 7/30 henrys choke, 9/6, post 9d.;
20 henrys, 7 I 6, post 9d.
Ho~!~~~:-~/~~1~~ s£a~i. 15r~. post 1/-; choke, 10

1 1
1 eL:
[5998

Station).

CABINETS.

Frequency

V ~T~Xia~,N4-; ~?5~~~ o Pcr; ;~P<~~·~4 '~;v.sh~ot~ded~\· 6 .~;;
suprr shroudcd model, weight 11lb., 4 filaments to specification, 21 /-; post 1/3.
01
0
50
0 1
2: s a.7r

~~~-~uf~j~~bl!do~

Wimbledon

RADIOGRA:\1 Cabinets; 3716 upwards

I~.

voR?'{:~~:)~~~~u£;7r4;m~g:~ ~.~~/ 1iJ;,~; 0~h;ou~ei~·6,~~;

in dud~
speaker,
variable
on the

..1\f A~U B'ACTURE:RS. Clearance,
"Panther," a modern cabinet, wltn
U LTRA
1igurc1l v.alHut veneer panels, 20x17xl1,

G u1~~~N;{~~~Dm o7te~!~nnt~:t ~h~~t~Jt~~~~ ;Jh n~~r!~il(~~~
feet, as used by Government Departments, etc., etc.; any
.model guaranteed 5 years at extra cost of 2
ALL Secondaries Centre 1'apped
1

6,

Condcnscrf',

PAJ~·,~:~~1;~)~d!J~ :;;-~-Bi;~' or 10 4v. 1-2a., 4v. 2-4a.,

terminals, 23 I-, less 5-ycar guarantee 21 I-; power chassis,
('omplete, £3 I lO; steel chassis only, 7/6; also normal
model, shrouded, at 16/-, spcei.al shrouded r:hoke 12/6.

2l,"%

3

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Hd., London,

Second Edition

Post tree 21/9

E.C.l.

[6159

4 ADVERTISEMENTS.

THE WIRELESS WORLD

1934·

}ULY 2JTH,

Components, Etc., tor Sale.-Contd.

components, Etc., tor Sale.-Contd.

R.
R Y~~~!·;~st ~.i~l ~~;),c~;~H·;;~~nl~~~~; I.,bt1~' J7m~~)s~es \~l~)t~
or tram to H1voy St.). llolborn 3529. Open FL1tuula.r

(Thi3 adrertiserncnt continued from fi,nt column.;
HE.:\IIEH Cbnke.', 49 milliamp~, 25 bys., 4/-; 65 mi1li~
a m p.-.., 30 hy "'., 5; 6; 150 mllliamps, ::0 hys., 10/6;
60 mllliamp..:., 80 by~ .• 2,500 ohms, 5/6; 25 milliamps.
20 hys., 2/9.

1

On Stand 119
at Radiolympia

1

afternoon. Closf'
dosed 1 o'dock

7

p.m.,

Saturday

5

p.m.,

'l'hur~dilY

s E'l~r/;i~~~t·s~t a~l.Ytr;J~llm~r~-v~;", ofhi~~w~te(~l~ k~li~;ic<~~:

P

A l~~ ng ;~~-~~~;erTr~l~~~ r~~ rtr~~ r ip~ a i~-i th'fl~ae~·':~(i~l'~\er~o~~c~~
1

11

satisfadiorr guarantee1L

SIN~~~;,~~r S~~~k.'"'le1~56co~;~1I~~~~ \~~~ 1 ~~-dcstion ~peaker and

RA:i,IP~;~~~JNi~/;"uK'IC'~'·3o~-~- ti~1
superhet.

110 KC ...)">; all postage 1/3; Valley P.P.

PAll~nJ~·J i 4 { 1:as}~e~(·o~r;f~,~!~~m~~ri~~:d 7 ;~l~lk1{kj7\C~~;i

llundy chokes, El54 25H. at 50 ru.a., 90 ollms, 12/6:
AH~.AR1) _n, S G_ramophone ~1\.ltor, complete w1,th
umt plat.·, perfect, play_, 3 12m. re('ords, cost £3,
25/-; \'arky EP24 transformer, 508;'500v., 3·4v. 5 amp.
winding", ne.v, 31, 6.
,
.

G

O.P.~I.16t·

101-;
15/6

21/c.

O.P.:\l.lc,
15 1 6;
Bl ehoke,
10/6;
A.l·.llc, 15 -; 0.1'.\>l.llc, 16/6; A.F.7<
,
0

S ll•';f~~n~~G~~l~fo.;\~-~~-.1 \~-·i-t;h ~~~-t~~~\ ;~.it<~;~ 1~ f~·;a.W~~t·;)-I~

R.
[6157
24.
ILD:\JAY HAD!O EXCHA:>GE Offer; the Following,
sound and perfect; cash
order
c.o.d.
,
M E'l'ER8.----:Pift:o
He Luxe rad10meter, 42/- model, 22,-6:
fi'errantt tnple range
0·7, Q-15. 0.30, 25{*,
M
0-2: nt.-amps., flush, 22/6;. 0-1 amp., 12/6; 0-20 amps.,
~~r

F

l'.:Ltll~-~

Super Selective Six Rce2iver, complete, as
sp2c11tt:d bnt less valves; £2/10.
"WIRl!:IJ£;88 World" .-'~11-wa.ve R_eceivm:. 7-valv.~, ~ron~~
plPte with all spec1hed parts, mdudmg the
Eddystone" ::;hort wave coil-:, less valve-:; £3.
.
.
~VALVE
Operated C'ha<ssis,. 4-screeu grJd With
push-pull output, less valves; £2/10.
.
Portadvne 4-valvo Battery Operated Hccetver,
2-screell gri(l with pentode outvnt, fitted ~dth
moving coil ::-peaker 1n latest
oblong \Valnut cabmet,
with full vision dial with
and stand. boxed; £5.
E_RRANrri Im_ludor Dynamic Lo~d S~e~t~~r, 9~nal and,
111 fad, better than \heap movmg unb, 20, -.
EKCO .\Iai11s Unit~.

Battery

8

19 34

valvetyp2

F

,YPE A.C.25, output 150 volts 25 rn.-amps., having_ 4
tapving::, 2 variable; listed at £3/17,'6, our m•t pnce

1
33

/~.PE

K.25, output 150 volt::- 25 m.-amps., having 4
tappings. 2 vana,Jle, al::o trickle charger .for 2-., 4- nr
6*volt accumulator; list('d at £517/6, our pnr~ 39. -.
YPE K.12, output 150 volts J 2 111.-amps., with charger
for 2-, 4· or 6-volt accumulator; 35, e<tch, all brand
new in sea led boxes.
Above l)mst or Carriage Pa.id.

T
T

THg

with

Grove, London, ~-1.

r6166

SL'PPLY STOR~S Offer the FoJ~nwin_g Set
I<racilo~ of
gu~HantecU perfect, ,c~rnage

Manufacturers' Surplus ]Sew Goods at a

Original Cost: all goods
paid over 5./*• under 5/- carnage forward, LI•.s. and
abroad carnage extra.
~ PECIAL Oft er of P.::\1. and Energised M.C. Speakrrs,
0
from well-known gramophone manufacturer.
YPE 109710. 9in. diameter, 115 ohm field, 120-200
m.a., with power output transformer, handle 4 watt~;

T
~PE 109710, 9in. diameter, 2,000 ohm field. 40-70
T YPE
m.a., Pentode transformer, handles 4 watts; 17/6.
I0955F, 9in. diameter, 1 ],650 ohm field, 20-30
m.a., auditorium type power tran::.former, handles
T watts;
YPE 10955H, 9in. diameter, 115 ohm field, 350-400
m.a., auditorium type Pentode transformer, handles
T
10 watts; 30/-.
171

180-0-180 volts 40 m.a., 4v. 1 amp., 4v.
2C0-0-200v .. 4v, la, 4v. 3a .• 4/6.

translormer, 4/6 extra.
LIMJNATOit Kits, including transformer, choke,
:i Westinghouse
metal rectifier, 'l'.C.C. conden_sers,
resislances and diagram, J.20v., 20 m.a ..• 20/~; tnckle
charger 8/- extra; 150v. 30 milliamps, with 4v. 2-4
amps C.T. L.11 . , 25/-; tridde charger 6/6 extra; 250v.,
60 milliamps vt'ith 4v., 3~5 amps C.'l'. L.T., 30/~; 300v.
60 m.a.
4v., 3-5 amps, 37/6: 200v. 100 m.a., 39/6.

E

(1'hts

adt.erttserne~tt

~;

amps., 4/6;

WEJ>;f~,~~. EJ~E(iTJ~l~ d~ai~s3 ;t:~a~~~g~n~~;~: 03gg0~--31~~

m.a., 4v. 3-5a., 4v. 2 3a., 4v. 2-3a., 4v. la., C.'l'., 4v. ]a.
C.T., 19 "6; l.000-0-l,OOOv. 250 nu., 4v. 3a C.T., 4v. 3a.
c:r .. 49 6, 2,000-0-2,000 150 milliamps, 4) /6.

pn~~;~~~f;m:;·T<~n.?h~~~~Ln!ili~~{se c~~~1t"ilJ~~~. i~p:{e~6~
250Y. A.C., output Bv. 1 :.> amp., 1416; 8Y. 1 amp .•
17/6; 15v. I amp., 19 1 - ; 6v. 2 amp., 27/6; 30v. 1 amp .•
37:6, 2r. 12 amp., 11/-.

COLJ5~~0 !J?;l~mc~n;~f/\~· c;i~~i~~ng a~~l A~~i·u:;t~r~n~~o~~

49/-: without vo1nme co'ntrol, 46,/*.

B .'l'l;~·.uJZ~ i~;;~~Ll ftff~t~)~~~.t ifl~o:~~b~.; (~~o~·~
1

~~:Xb1cf~.ectric

B .T ~~ecf~nt):n~~(~~)~~~~~d~7{'ro; 00Ifl?, vco~~~ptt?; ~~R:c ..
E DI~~~ B~Hh ~t~)~-t~bf!nga~~lan~}fh~~~ir~i~.to!s, r~~if;
00

sound job; 15 ·-.

Pl;~.Y~
h;~fier~ ofto "'J~:oo'ci u~h~~/le:~~~a11~es~a~t.s~a!: ~
value up to l 5,000 ohms, 1/6; 15 watts. any value up
to 50.000 ohms,.2/~; 25 watts, any value up to 50,000
ohms, 2/6.

HARTLEY TURNER RADIO LTD.,

A;;

1

P

,v~~~·~oo6"(;sl~J(~~. I;()~~nt~Jg~6~~"· ol:~~~O~ 1-; 0 ~~ao ~h~

~·~~:.e

Thornbury Rd., lsleworth, Mdx.

~vounJ

semi

varii-lble

resislances,

carry

150

1

CE~;~ ~!"!~~ 2P~ieg6g ~~;~~~· wft~,o~~~n~:i~,7~o,

Telephone: HOUnslow 1854.

m.a. .•
t.zmeg.

pof~:f1 ~ s~~~~i 1 e~J:a~~~~a;ct~rt~~s~rj~)1~~J;8 . 3-ga 1g condensers.
ORz'~~~!\~?it~1~·1l~)~~~~~n~t?(?,?5tl~1~-~~le;,;~rs, wdh

A

~----------------

••-~;T~E-; ~;R-;~-S-;;-A~;.;-;1;
;; AND AMPLIFIERS SUPPLIED ON 11
ll
EASY TERMS.
11

11

11
11
11
11

11

We specialise in the supply of this
superb equipment on convenient
terms. Please write for full particulars and quotation.
All other high-grade radio Apparatus supplied on the best terms.

ll

11
11
11

11 The
11
11 LONDON RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY la
11 OAT LANE, NOBLE STREET, LONDON, E.C.2. 11
11 Phone: Nationa/1977.
(Est. 1925).
11
~===============~
CRA.NI.EV

SINGLE-SPAN COILS
52/6 per sel of Seven.

\Vired and Assembled Complete with Condense;-s, and Cans
as sp<>cified. and Micro Dial. Coils only, per set of 7, 12/6.

W.W. Single-Span TranslormerL35/-. 10 hry. Choke, 12/6.
w.w. Q.A. Amplifier Transformer, 57/6.
W .W. Multi Ratio Output Transformer, 50/-.
TRADE SUPPLIED.
CRANLEY RADIO LTD., 32, Craven Park Road,
Harlesden, N.W.10
'Phone: Willesden 347J.

knob tlial,

o.oqos CondeUS('rS, with trim·
1
1
~ ~[~~1oi/ 1t riu~;~~~~:.ty 3 ~{~~e~~ela;-g~~~e?i~oo;on5j~~~~:~

M ERICA~ Triple

with
complele
1 / ~.

with

~ang

knob,

0.00015,

0.00035, 0 0003,

0.0005,

on~;;:L~SD V~l~)~~~.le~.i~bs, tg·r~~r~grs~-~~~~ semi shielded, 2/6:

M A~;o~Y~~m2·C; J~l:

i; 8~52°h~~~·gn;.: ~~~5oJl ~~~!:

5

37,'6, all ('Pmph·te with humbucking coils; please state
whether po\ver or Pentnde requir<>d; A.C. conversion kit
for abo\c t,\·pe3, 10, -; Magna vox P.M. 7in. cone, 18/6.

R EI~~;\~l~~IJ, ~:~~~rrrc~~rg~u~/- P~~tl~oii?Jdi~~~~: i~~~u~~~~~~
R ~~~1~-~t~tL~~r:l~1~ft\~;,~l~ r:~ J':r~~~~~~r:~)lf(~~l t'.:~;. v~~n.~. rfJ~~

316.

1

WE1~;r~~~J.: l·~L~~~,n11?; ~OI~;!r.~s~?:; ~s0~)~:. ';~~tii~~·. ~

mL, 1/-; 2 mL, 1 6.

.C.C. Electndyti1; Cundensers, 550v. \'nrking, 650v
peak, 8 mf., 4'~; 4 mf. or 8 mf._. 440Y. working,
3,'-; 15 mf. 50v. workmg, 1 '-; 25v. workwg, 25 mf., l/3;
6 mf. 50v. wnrking and 2 m f. 1 00\', working, 6d.

T

1

T·ci~'oo~~n~~~~~~~. ~~?:'··4 \~~f~i~ .~·ot~v. ~~~)·~k1£~.: 1~1 __ mf.

H -~~O~i 7:6(~~~~~~(~r~i ~~o~.x~-~:l~k~~~gx 14;0:;.t ~/9~ 1 x 1 xo 1
1

3

VARJi~i: ~~)an~:t ~e~q\l~rem!>k:t~s Cc~;~~'onb ~1u~af~sttrvci~

VA 1 ~i~~~ ~~ftl~·- i~~~tr~~~1o\~~s l~ilc~ri~i~;l· c~~r~1ns~a~~·6_corn~
se~;;:~~!;? i~I};';e <z~:~~~~7tsr}~t 1;)~.e of the Largest Manu1
pn~~~l~~~g. n;:~~~~re~d~-1t, e~~~~~. rg~1v6~~ o~~~~· ~1~!~

0-1, 0-5

A

amps.;

all at 6 I-.

~~~~~~~~{~. s~~ct;_~~~t o;1l~~~~~r,~;~~r:;~~leatan~ fr~~i?(~~a~,

original cost, for callers.

TII[~ha!~i~10~\~-~ l;~tf~~s.

61
5
10
; :, ~~c~~ ;.~in ,'' ;cie~~ed szcer~e-;;
leads; any value 1-watt wire end reslstances, wire
t'IHl condensers, 0.0001 to 0.1 trimming COIHiensers, Bulgin
3-amp. mains switches.
pLEASE Send for Fully IIJnstrated Catalogue.

gri1l

PR~~1frr ~.:,~~~~;~e :sT~~,~~\a~o·zni:n s~~a?~:th81':::
tion. Cla!.>ham r\orth Uudcn:::round.

f6010

WOBUR:-; RADIO Offer Following New Purchase:-

•

TY~E :.{~~~· 79 ~~-h~;:a~e~:~~hpe~citner~ I ~tg~J~·I tlm~~ti~

with

or vice

0

SPI~~~.~~ill?~~~r i~~l1t~<t~3~-l~~~~sf<~~me;go_z~~~-~ra~~r;~~

30/~.

]ll

~~.t_p~ ~ 2 ~:50·(~-11soC. T~~

primary; 10/-.

tions an(l diagram, 2/6.

PREMil';H.
RE~liER

~erec-ued

pR~~!!c~~ ~~~~~tTt'at~;~_rmer~. 100-ll0/20)-250v.

OPE~ All Day rrhnr.oda~·. c}qS~ll all day Satnf'hy.

P
the

primary; 10 I~.

p H~~~1~~~ v~~a~~~a .'~'r~nv~for~~13c;.s.'

'PHONE: Clissold 5001.

24, Miklmay

"'l

~erer-ncd

l\Jatchtd

M

primary, 10/-; with \Ve»tinghouse Jtetifier, 19/6.

PR~;;~~::~v. ~~-i~l<~.. T~~~.nsl~~~~l.Cr~,v. o~~r~~L (~iio-s~i·~)~v.wifg

S

R

T

pR.~~l~E~itl~l.'~~-~0 l~:.1.1sf~1~31e~,v. 2~~;~. l~fT~·L:;r. re~~~

~neened

New illustrated literature will
be available and demonstrations will be held concurrently
in various parts of London.

F

W

1-2a. C.T. _L.T. and screened primary, 10/-; with \Vt>::tinghou::e rect1fier, JS '6.

"FREEDOM FROM DISTORTION."

m.~amp.

12/-, 15/-; 15 amp~ .. 12.-; We:-;ton, type 301. ~:3 m;~
1
amp"., 20/-; type 506, 0-150 vults, 12r-;
0-259 volb, A.t.
type 517 20/-· type 506, 0-150 m.-amps., 14, -.
ERRANTI ' Trans[ormers.---A.~'A, 81-; A.F.3, 12/-;
A.F.5, 17 1 6; A.F.6, 18 ·-; A.F.5t'.{'., 19/-; outputs,
0.1'.1. 1·1. 7/6; 0.1'.2. 25-1, 7"6; O.P.3e., 10/-; O.P.4e.,
10/·; O.P.M.loc., l4,-; O.P.~l.4c., 14/-; O.P.M.15c., 14/-;
A. F. 7, 1816.
OS'l'l'R :\1ains Transformer, 700-0-700 120 m.-amps.,
. 4v. 3a .. 4v. 2a., 4\-, la., 200-250 mput, 25/-; Parmeko 425-0A25 60 111.-amps., 4v. 2 amps., 4v. 3 amps.,
200-250 input, 25/-; Parmekn 200-0-200 60 m.~amps.,
4v. 3a., 4v. let., 200-250 input, )8/-; He.aybcr(l heav_y
dutv L.F. choke, type 755, 15:-; Heayberd .fiJament transforiTter, 4 volt 10 am vs., 7, 6.
.
EARI'l'J£ "\\tireless World" Everyman! 4 Coils, 16/-;
Polar Star "'-'linor 3-gang, 10/6; Radwphone 3-gang
condensers, 7 i 6 ea.dt; pair Ferrocart. ColverdJ:nes, 15/6.
ADIOPHONE Band Pass Supcrhet. Radwpaxes, 30.'~
each; RF suverhet type, 32!6; Westingh(:use H.T.7,
8!-; transformer tor same. R.L, 7/-; H.1'.5, 6;-. .
AGNA VOX Dual
Type "Magna," senes 144
and 142, 2,500 ohms, £3 pair; Magnavox, type 152,
lOin 200 ohms 1ieltl, 27/6; B.T.H. Senior R.K. P.":\1.
movi'ng coil speaker, 45 '-; 1934 Baker's super type P.:~~L,
50/-; .t;poeh type i\.2. 17:6.
SPECIAL Clearance Offer>

PH:;~~lTI~~·o.~L'[Q3 n';_r~~l ;er't~fi~~i~fo~\~t~~s,4/ 5f-~;l. 6~ndm4~V~

Not a few " stunt "components
and units, but the whole reproducing chain designed
throughout by Hartley and
Turner with only one object,

0-300 m.a., pwjecting, 20. -; Ferranti. 0-10 umps., 15 -:
\Vest.on 301, ·entre ze!(>, b~kelite <'<l~ed, 20/-; 0-100 m.n.,
Sifam 0-300 m.a. J.5 ; all otherwise moving coil and
tlush type.

~·ith

:~OOv.

Radio- Gramophones,
Electric Gramophones,
Kit Sets & Loud speakers

FE~{~:~~::a/'~I·'~-~~i-;:~r.ufr/ 6 ;·\~~-;:se,~·~~:; -~:l:~l(:s, ~g.!~~

2/~

6;

17/6.

will offer you the complete
realistic reproduction.

input transform~~r, new. 10, 6; ClyLbu dual thumb drive,
0.005, new, 7 i6.

O.P . .\1.1.

H.T.7 Transfor.mer, output 135v. 80 m.a.
P RE\-IIEH
fur vultage doubling, 8
4v. 3-4a., C.'f. L.'r.,
extra; with \\'e:;,tmghou::;e rectifier giviug
30 m.a.,

HARTLEY TURNER

k'{· d~?v;! H:

1

{ i r~~;jt.,~~~!:i~l 200-250v., 40-100 cycles, all ~ iudings paper

WEl~~~f~ F{~eci r~~'lc~.icf~~!1ro~~~;Bni~~.d 2~: ~we!~J~: ~~~~~:
former, ratio 85. 1, for use with &ame, 2/3.

EVERY FRIDAY zd.

W.W.98

Specimen copy of recent issue free on request from
The Publisher (W.W.), Dorset House, Stamfonl St., London, S.E.l.

contmued in thud column.)

"Elementary Pr_inciples of Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony"

W-~1;~ .• 1~ l~~n~;~~~l. fr~t~-~ ;mr~1i~e~sl1~ A.c~~ifC~.
1

The we2kly journal for all who keep Canaries,
British Hybrids or Foreign Pet Birds.

aJ.1 f.~
A.C., 21,'-: A.C. \\ith trickle <'harger (2v. 11! amp.), 32/6:
all types 3 positive ll.T. tapping"; aJI guaranteed 12
months.
TRADE Enqui:ies Indted: new list not'\ ready.

1

0

2

wo ~,~·~~ ~lg\DIO Co., 9, Sandland St., W.C.l. d~~~

Third Edition

Post free

8/•

jULY 2JTH,

THE WIRELESS WORLD

1934·

Components, Etc., tor Sale.-Contd.
so~!~~~~d :.;:r~l,~:s

Bargains.-Set

vAr-;t~~Ifga~~~d~~~~~5~~7~~ l~au~g D~·gl~~~· st;~l~:
0.0005, 4;9 (list 9/6) i all these eondensers are complete
with dials, escutcheons, knobs, fully !:lnecned with trimmers, and boxed; Hydra block C{mdensers, 16 mfd. {2-t 2+
8+2+1+1) I,OOOv. Il.C., 7/- eaeh; Dubilier 4 mfd.
(2+1+1), !,OOOv. D.C., 2, 9; 4.5 rnftl. (2.25+2.25),
l,OOOv., for mains noise suppression, 3/.; fixed 4 mfd.,
2/3; 2 mid .. 1/6; 1 mid., 1/-; Utility Midget 2-gang
variable condensers, 0.0005, with concentric trimmer;;,
3/5; •r.c.c. O.lh<J.l, 1/3 each.

S P~!~{~Ii~~-;;sf~)~~e~~f~r P;~~:~e~~~P~~agpno~~er ,w i~~nt~:J~

and Class B; 23/- (list 39/6).
G.E'.C. Stork Speaker, in cabinet; 19/6 (list £3/15).

BL~~ S';i~~tG;~j~~~ 100U Inductor Speaker on Chassis;

6

proprietary

components;

EKOO A.C. Eliminators, .each new and boxed, in original

milli~~I~~es~. ~a;;~n~iis~y~e5 ;~f~i; '~!-~~e ~·.iC~ ~~~J~;~~r, (l~~
1

£3/17/6); type K.12, with trickle charger. 37.'- (list
£3 I 17 I 6); Ekco trickle chargers type T.C.I., for 2- 4- and
6-volt accumulators, 20/- (list 42/-).

JGI~~Nf~ 1 ~ufe~~~,~ ~})~I~l ~ei 2 /t6 4(l~~t f~~)~)~

I. F., with

L 18~~~ ~~tfe~~~te ~ha~~!s a~ftfit!~~~~~e~~vit~t:~~~dty~~

L.N.5181, for battery or mains; 12/6 (list 301-).

V A~~e~r~~~s;:~: tZ)~~J~ ~~~~ 5~o~t~ 4 _comp1ete with all
VARLEY H.F. Inter-valve Coils B.P.6, 2 ·3.

FRfti~E ft~~~.ls.-Lewcos dual wave superhet., 9/- each

2

ICK-UPS.-Marconi No. 19 (1934). 2216 earb (list
P
32/6); Celestion latest improved type W8 (1934),
16/9 (list 35/-); all new and boxed.

R

~:;P;a1v;af~ sp!.~k~~~j~~{:~:n~~Jcl.e~~ti(~~r 1 :mz~t<~h/~~
1%: 1, 2: 1, 3: 1, 7 I 6 ( lilit 27; 6; Senior model, ratios
10:1, 12%:1. 1'1: 1, 16: I. 20: l, 25: I, 12/6 (list
37/6).
1

0

R F~~!~V~fi~··-;~i;!!~eE~TJ~enb~~~~ri~le~~d :C~~~~1~~~:
Celestion moving coil speaker, contained in magnificent.
walnut cabinet; £3 I 10

{li~t

£10).

os~-~:~. ~~!~~;;,re~woMO~~~mM~;~~~-grf~mf!~ie os~!~

power valves in moulcled bakelite walnut cabinet; £3/12 6
(list £9/9): ln original sealed cases.

R E;p~~fie~a~,i~~n~~~~~{s ~~~ei;~r~~ai~dva;~~to~;~s, 25 }!,
less valves; with 3 Mullard vaJves 42/6 (list £5i7/6).
.. A "c!i1~e~ a!~v~,el~~ti~~et~e;~.h ~::.ni~~:~~e~aJ};~~
8

5

valves, £3/5;
£8/1716).

with

3

Mnllard

M A;~s cr~k~~f~~~trf~~~ull

valves,

£4/2/6

(list

list of mains ·transformers

M 1~~~~~s~A~~ 0~a~h.R<;;i~~oh~wikh~ 0 ~'! 3 c(nJt" ~'o; ti~
0
3
::~~~~fr ch~ke~et~~ l~!~~er~,o ~~~~;., 6 6i~· :~cl?/ L!~~~~
1

superhet. 8-way bases, complete \Vith valve holders,
leak, fixed condenser type "48," 2/- each; T:issen
turntables, l /6 (Ji~t 5/-): Lif:.sen H.F. chokes, 1/6
5/-); Lewcos coils, B.P.F.iR. 4/-: T.B.F./C.,
O.S.C./126 (Extensor), 3/3; 'l'.O.S./R., 3/3.
Lj~e~~o~f ~ha:ran ;~~ai~~d i~e~lo:ir~rriage Paid;

grid
base
(list
3/3;

A
bun~
1
B R-:.tf.rc~~san~lt a~714~:5I.is~~ig~t ~'{v c":;ille'tl~~seGrs~e~J

all post orders to 323, Euston Hd., N.W.l.

soyJ:I!rEW.r~~DJ?: ·~~~~)Eu~i:'h~n~'~ 'rvf~s~~~~~· 6~2':..1
[6168

M Al~~w~iDJ~ar~~c~~L~~~t';;,~·:r_

om!PANY

Offer

BR?~~·~u~f:· ~~~f:!~lr(~~~k 36~: 4·1, 5-l, brand
SA Ts?.,!r~.o~S

1

new,

~vi~~o~~~5, t~~~·~a~n~·0 ~·71~~t~~~s, 1,?_ ~~-g·6.rc

T·C~ik~d~ xo~012~~~0o~~n~~~3~c~~·nd~~~~~s,w~~l~i~~~~ ~~~I.;

PL~~e~~;ra3ti!~p~Ji!~f.lders, 1!. per 6; bargain list

M-~~~wefi'1i~fi0uf..E~F~L2.;~~:;,~T1'J;{/,~1 ~o\~Y·r6is62
SER;!~~!. ~~~~~to~~~ sljii~1i~~~t:dr 1it~~::~r:il~b~!~g1e Span

TY~:m~~-~~~ 1!1 watts, made in values up to 100,000

Ty~~5~-~~5;vt~-.e~~10~J~~~ ~adk, s~baf~e~~.~a~~i~se~~J;: O~j:~
available in -cap-end type a.t same price

SE~!:~:,x 27~1~. l\~i!J,rs;-e~J:,hA~C.u~~inf).f!.~te;~ic~sakf~l~};;

6/- eacb.

SER9A~.!i~ ;~~~s~r~~!;~' ~~\~hti~~vyevc~rt; 1 tm~d:~nm~~}~!:

made to sell at 52/6; price 32/6: each delivery ex stock;
attractive trade terms.
~~~g~i~:. Bargains List, giving detail:,; of hundreds

SEN Y
0

TR~!~~~o~~~Pc~nho~~~· f~~~eley

Rd., Birmingha[sNi

Following Unused Set Manufadnrers' Surplu,.:;,
guaranteed perfert; immediate delivery.
T HEgoods

all

TRtJ'j~~0f.~E~~ct A c? .;'S;;;in~fo;~,'iir~v cf~ ~ ';;,a~~:
3 0

3

1

4

tappings S.G., detect0r, and pnwer (1~ov 25 m.a.}, A.C.
type, with Westing.house rectifier, 25t-; n. 6 . type, 12/6.

D U~/t1 ~~a~e~~;~~si J~; J~!til~~ie~~r ~\!; .J. c~~~entS\~~=:
7

a

mf. or 4 mf., 590v. working, 50v. 50 mf., 200 mf.
IOv., 3/6; Mansbndge type, 4 mf. 400v., 4/-; 4 mf.
750 V., 6/6.
ARCONI K19 Piekups, 22/6; B.T.H. pickup tone
arms, 3/-.J, ,B. T.H. needle. armature pick ups, 291 ~.
M
coLJ'o~~~?~"l~~~ur:;1 6c~nf;~ls, 5_;;f~h s~il.;i,, ~olg_ers, 5d.;

WET.'~N4G~~.R~~ ~e1c~~fietrr'~!i.;!·e;/6iR~g';;,~;,!!?·}~r

H.T.8 or H.T.9, with 4v. 4a. L.T., 7 1-; carriage paid, cash
with order or c.o.d. ; send for list.
WA~~bo~;· ~~;dngdon St., London, E.C.4. ·p~~~~~

9

B IR~o~~G~~~~e~P.

£'t~nR T a~:i:~gd

10

f;st ~';,le I! ~h~~~

columns; stamp essential.
RADIOMAR'f.-Utility fully sereened 3-gang,
"ith
trimmers~ list 22/-, almost. identical Ralliophone;
6/6.
RADIOMART.-Igranic smoothing
chokes,
20-10hy.,
leaveJ6~i~~~is;lOf ~.a., Sta.lloy core impregnMed inter-

R

1
ADIOM ART.-Single

span formers, lin. x2in., 7 for
lOd.; lOO m~mfd. micros., 1/3.
ADIOMART.-Radwphone straight line dials
illuminated, ours have oxidised escutcheons. knob; 3 6.
RADIOMART.--Ig~anic
boxed
nickclcore
3-1,
b-l
transformers, hst 10/6, 3j11; Igranic· 8;'6 parallel
feed, 2/11.

R

R Al~:1?~~A~~~~~YC~~~tr~~j~es ~-~~~t

MI~f90~!~g~ES.-" Wonder," ready for use on any set;

g:r:g719 ~its(lis~ll.£4 ~~~·}~)~

Components, Etc., for Sale.-Contd.

components, Etc., tor Sale.-Contd.

manufacturer's

colour coded resistRadiophone, wire-wound_ logaritllm!c
R ADIO~l~RT.potentwmeters, 5,000, 21-; 15,000 with concentnc
indepenJt•nt main switch, 2/9.
'
ADIOMAR'l'.--New Metvick 110-volt ''A" transformers, sold for laminations and c·lamps, 3/6.
ADIO\'IAHT.-ScreeneJ_ Caradio ignition caLlc, ideal
screened downlt>ad; hst 4/6, 9d. yard.
ADl0l\fARrl'.-~3%in.
£3 1iwving coil rnilliR ammeters, 10, 25, 50,flush
100 m.a.; 16/6.
RADJOMAR'l'.- V-isual tuning meters, extremdv neat,
5.' 9; 30 ohm poter~t.iometer, for humdimmini. 8d.
ADIOMART.~Soverelgn
50,000 genuine wirewound
tiomi~~;~,n\l~l~Cters, s~watt, 2/-; Eledrad 50;000 voteu-

R
R

R

RADIOMAHT.-Boxed 'l'elsen, 5{)0v. electrol;.-tics, 6
4 m!dm~~Ov2,1l: 4; ':NlJr;./7; 275v. 6 mld., 2/-; Dubilier
ADIOMART.-T.C.C. 250v. A.C., equivalent 400v
R
D.C. working, 4x4x4 (12 mld.), 3;9; T.C.C. 8 m!d:
electrolytxcs, 3 / ..
RADIOMART.-Aerovox 8x8 mfd. dry, the world's best
electrolytic; 3/6; cheapest smoothing pos::lible.
ADIOM'AR'l'.
Non-inductive
wire- ended.
tubnlars,
o.001,\5dOOv., 0.1. o.ol, o.o2, 6d.; Philip> ditto, o.ooo1,

13

R

R

ADIOMAR:r.-Igranic lg_ranicore chassimount dual
d.
range cotls, 316: lgramc 400 ohms potentiometer:;;,
6
R ADIOMART.-Utility 1934 ba-kelite tuning a.n<l re-

0.0001~~3~; ~~ggg~s~iff€~e~~?a~~. t~/\:;;.

o.ooo3, ad.; o.ooo2,
1/6; 4-valv~

5-valve chassis,
R ADIOM:ART.-Cadmium
c•hJJ.SSls. 1 I-; postage 6d. extra.
R
211

AD10MART. 7 Utility W312B screened 2-gang 0.0005

1. super bakehte, fitted Umknob trimming disc drive;

R ADIOMART.--Telsen
boxed differential condenser with
knob, 0.0001, 0 00015, 1/-; 0.0003, 0.00035, 1. 3.

ADIOMART.-Me\-Vic boxed H.F. chokes, really effiCient. 11-; Ut1hty snap switches, 9d.
ADIOMART.~Colvern
5-watt wirewound
potentiameters, 2,500, 15,000, 1/6; Magnum, 25,000, 1/9.
RADIOMART.-- (G5NI), sbortwave specialists. actually
signal~t~1~ti:!~}j}~i'l.7~d "Comet Pros,'' McMurdo single
R

R

ADI9MART.- -I~ran_~c iro~core dualrange
R
cods, 313; w1th switch-, 419; Raymart
H.F.C., 9<1.

short wave
short wave

RADIO.MART.-Famous
0.0001 all
brass shortwave
vanable~. 1/9; Orrnond 0.00025 1oloss pigtail, 1/9.
ADJ_OMART.- Western
Electric
solidbaf'k
gmnea
microphones, 2/9; Beehive standoff in<::.u]ators Bd ·
Frequentitc ,valve holders, 9d.
·'
.'
ADIOMAHT.-Orders over 6/- post free.-The Square
JJealers, 19, John Bright St., BirrningL'am.
[6169
PEARL & PEARL, 190, Bisbnpsgate, London E.C.2.
Cash~~~ C~~\~n~ollg~::~i~geba;:~t~s guaranteed ne\\: good~.
DON'T .\li.c;s These Wonderful Bargains.

R

R

EKCO 1934 A.C. Elimin..tors, Model A.C.25, 25 m.a.
ontpnt, input 200/250 volts, 40, 100 cydes, variable
S.G .. tapPi!J-g; variable .50180 volt tapping; 120/150 volt
tappmg: hst price £3il7/6: our price 35!-.
OUEL K.25 as A.C. 25, but includes in addition an
L.T. charger for 2-4-6-volt accumulators; list price
£5"7/6; our price 45/-.
THIO'rRON 4-pole Balanced Armature Speaker {;nits,
. type "B," sensitive, beautiful tone; list 22 '6; (>Ur
pnce 6 11.
OLAH 2-gangerl Screened CondensPrs, with trimmers,
pilnt lump holder, calibrated ,scale and escutcheon;
list 2 7 6 ; nu r price 8 ( 11.
LIS{~_:;~; ~~~ ~-~~i~·ewiJ7 i.oh:me Control Incorporated; list

M

P

L

1

1

4

1Siif~;%i!~~:~lt~ ~)l~l~"; l~~~~ 1;~ic~tu n/~~· fit all condenser~.
SOVEREJG:S Iron Cored Coils, with circuits, 2/11 e~eh.

~:e~fe·;-~;l]co~tr~~~f v;lv;:, vin h~~~se;~~e ~~!!~
eabinct · 28 /' 11 carriage forward.
l.L \tail Orders Direct to Pearl & Pearl, 190, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2~ Telephone: Bishopsgate -1212
(3 lineo).
[0421

20 0

1

A

1

1

VA,~~r~t:t;;Ci~ h~:::P~~~~~t~a]~dU~~i~~i~s. f~~a~Set~a~~l~
W.C.2. 'Phone: Temple Bar 9338.
[6167
XPERIMENTERS Surplus. Ferranti A.F.5, 15"-:
B2, 1016; Weston milhammeter, type I~\ 0-50, 17,'6;
E
Blue Spot 88 pick~np, 20{-; Lanf:'ham port.ab1c, less valve;,
and battNieR, 20 I-; Pnmustatlf' speaker, 21/ -.-Blyth,
Soutll Close. Pinner.
Pinner 1403.
[6151
8.-Amplffier, A.C.H.L. transformer, coupled D, 0, 25s.
push~pull self-contained speaker, leaflet; parts micro-

£

5

ADVERTISEMENTS.

1

C N,!~~r 8 l(~a~~), 1 ~[~e t~~:;_,;for~!~~.elli9m-;v!;·l~
1

Ni-Core coils (4-gang) and Cyldon eondenser, 38/6; Ferrocart 4-gang and Radiophone condenser, unused, 45/-;
dials, 3/-; Ferranti 300 V. voltmeter (1.000 W. type),
39/6.-Little, 12, Sandhill Gardens, Belfast.
[6161

M {~~~ ~~Uia~~.~~r~~~.0-;2;~ ~I ~if~a:B~ia~ig~; lf~.;.
0

0

10/·; 5 milliamps, 2!-2in. 7/6; 15 amps., 2~2in., 5/-; 6 and
120 volts, 7;6; converter and transformer, 220-240 D. C.
to 100, 150, 230 A.C., £2; 1.5 k.va. transformer, 150240 A.C., 2.000 V. secondary, £1/10; Whea.tstone bridge,
7/6; Coolidge tube, £1.-Gibbins, 19, ~Iontrose Av.,
Sidcup.
[6173

MISCELLANEOUS.

E Vfr!~'l~~]~;Gscr;o::1 s ~r~~esS/-~ameras

and

Projectors

1 9

JL~~~T~!ci~~\~~~·R~~~~e, t ~to'iJ'r~~ur e~~il ;L':.no1°"r;
shop, but
a warehouse packed with motiOn-picture
equipment; your inspection invited.
'Phone: 6889
Gerrard ~ free parking facilities.
(5930

G u !~t!~r~~~Jlgh~:l~~al~~p~i~:ktt;:an~l~fp.~~;_e~;{~ri~~~i~

receivers taken in part exchange.-Zenith Radio Servic(',
17, Park St. Guildtord
'Phone: 1700.
[0423
8

0

Aii;~,:Jii~~ at Mh~;,-;;Q~~i\:Y t~~r ·AG."/} P\\\~it: ~~-d~~

for "1'he Engineer's Guide to Success," 152 pages, free,
which contains the widest selection of engineering and
wireless courses in the world, and shows you how to
become A.M.J.E.E., A.M.I.Meeh.E., A.Rad.A., etc. State
branch, post or qualification that interests you.-The
Technological Institute of Great Britain, 82, Temple Bar
House, London, E.C.4. (Founded 1917. 19,000 successes.)
[6029

PATENT AND TRADE MARK AGENTS.
MA'l.'HISEN, Chartered .Patent Agent; patents, de• s1gns and trade marks.-l-~irst Avenue House, High
Holbnrn, London, W.C.1. Holborn 8950.
(5284
~n~ Co. (H.
P. Gee, Patent Agent for Great
Bnta1n,
U.S.A., Canada, etc., Mem. R..S.G.B.
A.M.l.R.E.), 51-52, Chancery I..ane, London, W.C.2 (2
doors from Government Patent Office). 'Phone : Holborn
1525. Handbook free.
(0001

A

GEE

rr.

REPAIRS

AND

SERVICE.

METROPOLITAN RADIO SERVICE Co. for GuaranAmerican (Midget and Standard)

Receh~ere5~i Repairs to

C

LARIO:S Service Depot; replacement parts; transformers rewound; terms to the trade.-1021 Finchley Rd., Golders Green, N.W.ll. &peedwell 3000.' [0435
MAIN~ Transformers Rewound; prompt service; satis
,
f1:1ctwu guaranteed; prices on request.~.The Sturdy
Electrtc Co., Wesley 'l'errace, Dipton. Newcastle-on-Ty;Je.
[6156
ALMERSTON RADIO SERVICES for AUBritish and
P
Amertca~ Radto Repairs and Supplies, London :i,nd
Home Count1es.-Palmerstou Rd .. N.W.6.
MaiJa Vale
6758.
[6154
EDUCED Terms During Summer; servire on :all
. British a~ American wireless apparatus; special
ch~ssts construction to specification; guaranteed workmanship only.-The Master Radio and Electrical Co., Ltd.,

R

102~5,

S'hoe Lane, E.C.4.

[6179

Transf~·med to
O LDD.C.Setswith
New High

All Mains Universal A.C.·

Voltage Valves, powerful,
clear, hum-free reception guaranteed; prices 10/- pel
socket, plus price of valves; no extra parts charged for.Sablon's Radio. 69, Sister's Ave., London, S.W.11. [5831
EPAIRS to :Moving Coil Speakers, cones and coil~
fitted or rewound. Eliminators and transformers
quoted for. Loud~speakers, l.f. and speech transformers,
4 I- each. Post free. Trade invited. Satisfaction guarant.eed.
Prompt service.-Loud-speaker Repair Works, 5,
Balham Grove, London, S.W.12. Battersea 1321. [0394

R

ELECTRIC CLOCKS.
Offer.-Superior A.C. main electric clock
S PECIAl..
movements, 200-250v. 50 cycles, drive up to 10-inch

hands; 16/6, post 6d.-\Vrite details. Ebury Brhl~e Radio
Co., 33, Ebury Bridge Rd. Sloane 8407.
(5963

EXCHANGE.

With the Firm that Gives You the Hi,.hest
D EAL
Possibl-3 A}lowance in E;xch_ange, sets or compon~_nts;
prompt attentiOn
change.
'Phone
London, N .1.

and dehvenes --1\Jildmay Radio Ex·
Clissold £001.
24 Mildmay Grove
·
( 598S

EXTENDED PAYMENTS.
PAYMEN'.rS.-\Ve supply you direct, by easy pa.v·
E ASY
ments, components, accessories, and sets, any make;
10% down, balance spread over 11 months; any radin
goods ordered c.o.d. despatched same day.-Send list of
requirements to London Radio Supply Co. (established
1925), 11, Oat La.ne, London, E.C.2.
[0337

FINANCIAL PARTNERSHIPS.
8

Q·L~~~~3~~~;! ~~p aR.~i~~c~~~i~~ITh h~~ v!f:;~~~~~~ Hf(~~

1071, c/o 1'/tc Wireless World.

r6174

AGENCIES WANTED.

WH?o~E~i!:Ep;;~:.n<'~l~~t~~~rir:l~o f{~a~r~f<~ct~;~;s' ~~~t/:
plus.-B~f/:"<JEC,

London,

W.C.L

[6148

WANTE.D.
ELI~~~NR~l~Ofv'es'b~~~t 150v. 30 m.a., eheap.-67, }W ~

6

~~i:e £~~vJ;~~~ ~~~~u~~~ ~e!ke;~~~·?: e~nJi~~b~~~nU~i

WAi;a'fc~rJ,), 6, a~~ut~~:~3s Rd~~n~eck'~~h~m~uperhet. · ~r~~~

P 10r~~~~. \l!D~~ice ~; /6, ~~~ss~~d ~~1ar~~~~ec~rao~:;

S.W.8.
[596'1
IGH-CLASS Radio Parts and Sets Wanted for Cash,
new or seeond-hand, any Quantit,y, we pay up to
one-third of the retail value for class goods; send yours,
stating reasonable price; cash by return (no junk, please);
dealers' obsolete stocks also purC"hased, any amount; ran
and representative will call for any reasonable lots.-.Mildma.y Radio Exchange, 24, Mihlmay Grove, London, N.l.
'Phone: Clissold 5001.
[5984

horti., coffiplete. £5; unit itself costs £6/6.-Bradford, Entertainer. \Vhitchurch. Bristol.
[6141
0

1

3

price 2/3, post free U.K.; Va.rley Constant Square Peak
Band-Pass Coils, type B.P .5, complete with switch, brand
new, in maker's original carton, with full instructions
and diagrams, list price 15/-. our pric·e 2/4, post free
U.K.; Polar 3-gang Star Minor Condenser with trimmer,
brand new. list price 18/9, our price 7/~ each, post free
U.K.; Collaro Electric Gramo. Motor, A.C., 200-250, with
pick-up and volume con~rol, auto sta:t and. stop, br~nd
new, listed at £4, our pnce 47/6, carriage pa1d; Cclestwn
Energised M.C. Speaker, 2,500 ohms. model D.C. 2054,
with· uniYersal transformer, list price £2/5, our price
12/6; bankrupt set manufacturers' stock
pw~~~R RADIO, Ooptie St.. London, W.C.l.

"Handbook of Technical Instruction for Wireless Telegraphists"

Mu[~4~

SP~~o~:~c ruad~ewco~.r g~~~g. ~~~~hn ~o~~~en~d~.

H

SITUATIONS VACANT.
Trained for an branches wireless profession.
Y OUTHS
Britain's leading college.
Training fee payable
a.fter appointment.
Students boarded.
London r€pre·

sentative for interviews.
lege, Colwyn Bay.

Fifth Edition

Prospectus free.-Wireless Col[0388

Post free 15{9
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ENGINEERS-~MPORTANT OFFER

As the le,Hiing Institute of its klnd in the Vv"orld, we off~·r

to pn·pan· you c~t home fo~ ~he ~-M.I.Metb.E., A.M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I:A.E., or smular quallticatwn, on th:: distinct understand_mg that if you fail your Examination your tuition
fee Will be returned to you in full. Ht•a!ist• what a diffen>nce
a few letters aftn \'OUr nanw will Jill'an
von and vou
will l'Pdlise the v,du;; of ourextraonllnary
· t{; prrPare
you
"NO PASS-NO FEE" tt·rms.
record in
the
Examinations is over 95°;, successes. \Vhatrver
your ,lg(• or f'Xperienct• you should ap')ly immediately
for a copy of our lnud~book "ENGINEERING OPPOR·~UNI~IE~/' gi\·ing (ktails of all k:1ding Eng:inPPI'ing
Lxammatwns. and OV<T 100 Courses in all branches of

Automatic Record Player take
each record, play it with all the
purity of the original recording and
return it to you. A very Robot
of quiet efficiency.

You like the tone of your Radio. It
is a friendly voice and gives in true
colouring a faithful reproduction of
broadcasts of celebrated vocalists,
musicians and the cream of the
world's music.
Now you can hear all these in their
recorded versions through the same
set-sure of a quality and breadth
of reproduction worthy of them.
The Invisible Hands of the Collaro

Play your records through your Radio set.
Your receiver stands on top of the Cabinet.
Simple connections. A.C. and Universal
models.
From .£8 • 17 • 6
Send for Descriptive Leaflet to~

Civil, Mec~ •• Elec., Motor, Radio and Aero. En«ineering.
This book is sent free and tt•itho:tt o?/igation.
BRITISH INSTITUTE Ol' ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
387, SHAKESPEARE HOUSE,
'
29/31, OXFORD STREET, LONDON.

COLLARO LTD., Cui more Works,
PECKHAM - - LONDON, S.E.15.

Wherever Movin
PRAISED AND
ADMIRED, THE
NAME

HIRE YOUR MUSIC
Fully

RADIO,

Equipped

Public

MICROPHONE

Address

AND

Van

Sent

Anywhere

GRAMOPHONE

In

British

AMPLIFIERS

FOR

Isles.

HIRE

giving exceptional quality and volume, suitable for Dances, Sports Meetings, Fetes, etc.
McMICHAEL DUPLEX PORTABLE SETS FOR HIRE 15/• WEEK, 52/6 MONTH.
SERVICE AND REPAIRS,

(EST. 1925.!

AL.EXANDER

DESIGNS AND TESTING,

BL.ACK

L.TD.,
Sloane 6129 (2 Lines).

WIRELESS CONSULTANTS, 55, EBURY STREET, LONDON, S.W.1.

RADIO DATA CHARTS
A

SERIES

OF

ABACS

providing most of the essential

By

R. T. BEATTY,

Data required in Receiver

M.A.,

B.E.,

Desi~n.

Price:

D.Sc.

4/6

"Radio Data Charts " provide designers of '"ire less apparatus with a ready and convenient means of solving problems
without having recourse to complicated formula; and mathematics. By the use of the charts it is possible to tackle all
the more familiar problems in radio receiver design; including, for example, finding the relationship between inductance capacity and frequency, and working out the design of high frequency transformers. All keen amateurs will
appreciate this helpful book.
From all leading booksellers or direct from the publishers
ILIFFE

&

SONS

LTD.,

(2 lines)

HOUSE,

STAMFORD

STREET,

LONDON,

REPAIRS & SERVICE

'Phone

TUDOR
4101

DORSET

By post

For 7 years many thousands of "W.W." readers have regularly sent their own sets and their

friends' sets for the attention and "vetting" of our qualified radio engineers. Your guarantee of
satisfaction! All makes of radios overhauled, rebuilt, modernised at reasonable charges. Outside
Service Eng'ineers sent anywhere at short notice!
Tell all your non-technical friends
to place their sets under our care.

Monodial and Single Span Specialists.

'Phone or write NOW ! !

4/10
S. E. 1

'Phone

by Great Britain's Leading Specialists

flne workmanship.

net.

"W.W." Sets built with

TU!DOR
4101
(2 lines)

Do not suffer poor results any longer.

G. SCOTT SESSIONS & CD., Radio Engineers, MUSWELL HILL, LONDON, N.10.
Printed in England for the Publishers,

lLIFFE

&

So~s

LTn.,

Dnr~et Jl(!u;.,e,

Rtaml:0rd

~trC'r>t,

Lon1lon, S.E.l, by 'l'he Cornwall Press. Ltd., Paris

G<~nlen,

Stamford St,reet, London. lS.f'..:.l.

;~,;; \~~!-~]l~~t5te\\~~rl(~i~. c~~1ebR~~~~~~~~ ~~r/i~.d fr~~l~~l~r.!0:110W~nfr~ ~n~ft~ED& 88~~~ 87~-~~.e i~1~l~!~~;jon~~h~l~5 ~·~. ~;vus;:{~~·.k. ~~~~~;~t~;A ~V.G~;dc~nmi!!~d &G~~)~). 2i:d.,RMei~~~~6
(Victoria), Sydney (N.S.W.), Brisbane (Queensland). Adt>lnide {;;;;.A.), Perth (\V.A.) and L-aunceston (Tasmania). NEw ZEALAND: Gonion and Gotch. Ltd., \Vellingtcn, Auckland,
Christcllurch and Dunedin.
]NDIA: A. H. Wheeler & c.)., lltl!nb,tv, Alla.habad and Calcutta.
CANADA: Imperial News Co., 'roronto, Montreal ami Winnipeg; B~njamin
News Co .• Vancouver; Gonion and Gotch, I.. td., 132, B-lY Street, Toronto, SouTH AFRICA: Central News Agency, Ltd.
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A New

··~~~··
Product

The "PARMEKO" JUNIOR Microphone
lt is of interest to not~ that Mess1 s. l'!artridge & Mee Ltd.
have now introduced a quality microphone at a reasqnable
price.
Considerable research and special methods of construction have made this possible.
The microphone has a
good response and compares very favourably with the highest
priced carbon microphone.

REFINEMENTS
WHICH ARE OUTSTANDING
IN THE DESIGN AND
MANUFACTURE
OF--

PERMANENT
MAGNETS

Finished in
grey cellulose
with all bright parts heavily
chrom1um plated.
SuppJied cemplete with Table
Stand.

PRICE

£3-0~0
Suitable transformer

No. 5
ENCLOSED POT
TYPE

4
WJ

12s. 6d.

PARTRIDGE
AYLESTONE

MEE

&

"PARMEKO"

LTD.

FOR
COIL

MOVING
SPEAKERS

Uniform distri·
bution of flux
in air-gap.

Uniform distri·
bution of
magn.et
steel
ensurmg efficient hardening.

WORKS,

PARK,

ADVERTISEMENTS.

LEICESTER.

1;1nd at. 74, New Odord Street, London,. W.C.

0

llJET.· AL REC. TIFICATION
lllagain

•

0
\:J

preferred

When an A.C. Mains job has
to be reliable the designer's
first thought is the rectifier
.... and his invariable choice
is a Westinghouse Metal
Rectifier. 60,000 hours nonstop. Continuous testing at
fu.IJ load, and no fallingoff in output.
No wonder
Westinghouse is specified
again and again.

Patent d us t
cover to prevent entry of
foreign matter
to air-gap.

4)

Completely
enclosed pot
forms attractive and clean
design.

'

'

0

0

Patent fixing of
centre pole
~ensuring me\;1 chanical accuracy of air-gap.

·.~

0

These details are given in order that
manufacturers and designers of Speakers and Radio Receivers may be aware
of the refinements which are essential
features in the design and manufacture
of,Darwin Magnets.
Each month a
different type of Magnet wi 11
be
illustrated.

Our Technical Staff is always available to qssist in solving any
magnet problem, and can materially assist in economies in
magnet steel for a given output and performance.

am41ii~tli:t•IRiiD

METAL RECTI Fl ERS
for the Audio-Frequency

TES·T OSCILLATOR

Head Office: Fitzwilliam Works, SHEFFIELD.
London Office:

29/31, Regent St., S.W.1.

The Westinghous9 Brake & Saxby Signal Co., Ltd.,
82, York Road, l{ing's Cross, London, N.1.

Mention of "The Wireless World," when writing to advertisers, will ensure prompt attention.

fl-lE
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NOW ON SALE/

RADIO RECEIVER
·MEASUREMENTS
By

Roy

M. Barnard,

B .S c.,

A. M.R.E.

Although primarily designed for the benefit of the radio service engineer,
this concise handbook is also of practical value to the amateur experimenter.

lt describes the methods of measuring receiver performance and provides
provisional standards as a basis for judging performance. Measurements of
sensitivity, selectivity and fidelity are explained. at length and the interpretation
in estimating receiver performance is carefully set out.
Details are given of up-to-date methods of receiver testing with full descriptions
of commercial signal generators and their application to the adjustment of
modern superhet~rodynes and " straight " receivers.
Complete w ith fifty -three illus trations
and diagrams, s ummaries of method,
four appendices and a g eneral index.

PRICE 4 16 net

By post 4 19

From ol! booksellers or Jite(/ /rom the Publishtn
· tLlFFE

&

SON'S

LTD.,

DORSET

HOUSE,

STAMFORD

STREET ,

LONDON,

S . E. 1

W.W.1o.

..

The First A ero Weekly tn the World
" FLIGHT " is · the recognised leading authority on aviation.
Sections are devoted to :
Private Flying, Work of the Clubs and Schools,
Commercial Aviation, Airlines and Airports,
Royal Air Force news, The Work of R.A.F.
squadrons.
A special staff of highly competent aerial photographers
ensures that " FHgqt" contains the finest photographs of
aviation in all its aspects.
Illustrated descriptions of new aircraft, aero engines and
equipment, British and Foreign, appear regularly, as well
as helpful articles g iving the latest information for Club
members and amateur pilots.
"Flight" is the official organ of the Royal Aero Club of
the United Kingdom.

EVERY

~-~~!J!EER

THURSDAY

6D·
From all Newsagents and
Book stalls

'1u bscription
British Isles
Other Countries •

AND AIRSHIPS

33/ •
3 5/ ·
FLIG H T P UBLISHING CO. LTD. , DORSET HOUSE, S TAMFORD ST., LON DON , S.E.l l
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